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Modeling of Life-Cycle Costs of Pavement Rehabilitation
FRIEDRICH W. JUNG

ABSTRACT

The rehabilitation of pavements can be regarded as a cycle of gradual depreciation and subsequent replacement of the capital invested in the pavement layers
of roads. The capital recovery cost is functionally related to the strength of
the pavement and the life-cycle length between rehabilitation measures, which
is the basis for annual-worth cost analysis of any rehabilitation measure.
Whereas the cost of such measures is composed of a fixed term and a term that
varies with overlay thickness, the life-cycle length is dependent on the acceptable minimum performance or serviceability level and the strength of the
rehabilitated pavement structure. These relationships and a financial equation
for annualized costs are the ·basic modules of the proposed modeling. The problem of salvage value is illustrated but can be avoided by applying the repeatability assumption of financial analysis. This means, with regard to pavements,
that the same measure of rehabilitation must be used at the same trigger point
of acceptable minimum performance. Based on the author's earlier modeling of
the AASHTO Road Test and Brampton Road Test data, and on inventory data collected and modeled in Ontario, a form for the life-cycle length function has
been derived and discussed. Ontario 1984 cost data were used to give an example
of calculation of annualized costs. If user costs are not included in the analysis, more frequent single overlays would appear to be economical compared with
multicourse overlays and less frequent rehabilitations.

The rehabilitation of pavements can be understood as
part of the financial management of highway investments. Each section of a road periodically deter ior ates and must subsequently be restored to its full
level of service. What is being restored is a certain amount of depreciated capital. Depreciations
can occur through obsolescence when roads are rerouted or become redundant as a result of, for example, a loss of traffic. Depreciation in the context of pavement rehabilitation, however, is mainly
physical (i.e., a decrease in performance or serviceability because of the deter ior.ation of surface
layers and/or support structures).

CAPITAL INVESTMENT AND DEPRECIATION
This concept of capital depreciation of pavement investment is shown in Figure 1. It is shown that
total cash flows for rehabilitation can· be at different levels--suff iciently high (X) to maintain the
value of investment, or lower (Y and Z), resulting
in a smaller or larger loss of value (A2 and A3) during a certain period of time (N). The diagram in
Figure 1 is valid with regard to all levels of planning, from local to regional or national road networks.
The actual life-cycle costs (X, Y, or Z) for a
planning horizon, N, depend on the pavement performance as a function of time. The use of performance
indicator curves in life-cycle cost analysis has
been proposed and discussed before (.!) , most recently in Sheflin (~) and Baladi !ll· It is necessary to look at this in more detail with respect to
the concepts of financial analysis.
Periodic capital investment and annual depreciation in correspondence to performance curves is
Highway Engineering Division, Ministry of Transportation and Communications, Downsview, Ontario M3M
138, Canada.

shown in Figure 2. In this figure, capital recovery
(CR) costs are calculated for two cases, A and B,
using compounding factors as defined in De Garmo
<!>· Complete depreciation of the rehabilitation
capital spending at year zero, say, 110,000.00, is
reached at performance cost index (PCI) = 40, after
12 years. Early rehabilitation after 10 years (A)
results in a salvage value of, say, 25,000.00 and
postponed rehabilitation would lead to a negative
salvage value (or additional cost) of 35,000.00 (B).
The actual figures are not significant as they are
used only to illustrate and clarify the concepts of
depreciation and salvage value of a rehabilitation
expenditure.
The modeling of life-cycle costs, as presented
here, deals with one pavement section of known performance character is tics. However, it is generally
true for any section that pavements, and other major
parts of the transportation infrastructure, after
being constructed, go through cycles of gradual deterioration and periodic rehabilitation. Any measure
of rehabilitation, such as a bituminous overlay, can
be regarded as a capital expenditure to replace a
depreciated asset. The "when and how to replace" decision is similar to that of a firm when it must decide on the replacement of machines in its shop, or
of trucks in its fleet. A life-cycle cost analysis
can help to find the most economical replacement
schedule.

PERFORMANCE LEVEL AND LIFE CYCLE
As long as pavement performance is maintained within
acceptable limits, there is no need to consider the
benefit side of the economic equation because any
advantage gained through performance differences is
uncertain and probably small. Thus, the economic
study may be confined to minimizing the cost. However, it is important to annualize the cost over the
true life span or cycle and, in such studies, it is
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FIGURE 1 Capital depreciation scenarios of pavements.

customary to assume that expenditures and performance cycles are repeated. As in the case of any
capital asset, this means that the depreciated part,
after its life span, has to be replaced by a new
part of equal first value. In this way, present
worth or equivalent annual worth costs can be calculated, which depend on the life span and its corresponding or related degree of deterioration in terms
of performance (the "PCI-drop") •

Y•

Because future decisions on the timing and the
particular measure of rehabilitation are uncertain,
lifecycle costs should be based on the same PCIdrop, and on the same kind of rehabilitation measure
after each replacement period. This corresponds to
the well-known repeatability assumption in financial
analysis.
The relationship between first cost, c, and the
ensuing performance cycle is shown in Figure 3,
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which also show.s how the cycle is assumed to repeat.
Only the first shaded terms are used in the analysis. Note that the life cycle, N, in conjunction
with the performance trigger point, YL, is the
most important technical parameter of this cost
study, rather than the exact shape of the performance curve. If an analytical expression of the performance curve is given, then the value N can be
calculated (5).
Thus, in - assuming consistent periodical performance drops and jumps, there is a first-level optimization that is related to the choice of PCI-jump
or magnitude of allowable deterioration and its related rehabilitation cost, c. Note that this choice
of deterioration jump and rehabilitation measure entails a choice of life-span or life-cycle length, N.
Also note that salvage values, as shown in Figure 2,
do not play a part in this approach to modeling.
The methods of pavement rehabilitation range from
relatively inexpensive treatments, such as hot-mix
patching or single-course overlays, to heavy expensive treatments, such as multicourse overlays with
crack sealing and padding. In general (i.e., all
other circumstances being equal) , the heavier treatments last longer. This entails a second level of
optimization that is related to the choice of
stronger and weaker designs as shown in Figure 4.
This choice again influences the life-cycle length.
PAVEMENT STRENGTH AND REHABILITATION COST
One of the most important technical facts to be considered is that the life-span, N, is a function of
the added pavement strength after rehabilitation.
Depending on the strength of the overlay, the lifespan or life-cycle length, N, can be shorter or
longer than the length of the previous cycle, as is
shown in Figure 4. Again, the actual shape of the
performance curve is not imper tan t, except that it
determines the trigger point, YL, and the cycle
length, N. Further, even with this in mind, the repeatability assumption is applied to the future, assuming the same treatment is repeated with the same

ensuing life span as the current one, so that the
concepts shown in Figure 3 remain valid.
In studying data on various rehabilitation costs,
c, it is certain that such costs are also a function
of pavement strength. At this point, it is advantageous to remember the concept of equivalent thickness <.~.l· Depending on the material, various courses
of overlay have thicknesses that could be converted
into an equivalent surface course thickness, t, by
an equivalency factor, e. This idea requires further
study.
Cost data from 1984 have been processed in this
way and are shown in Figure 5. In this diagram, the
solid lines represent the cost as a function of bituminous layer thickness. The dashed line is an attempt to establish such a function based on equivalent surface layer th i ckness. In this case, the
granular bases can be included with an assumed
equivalency factor of e = 1/3.
The general form of a cost-thickness relationship
is probably the usual combination of fixed and variable cost, as shown in Figure 5 (broken line) • Alternatively, the function could be processed as a
table of benchmark costs for different measures related to discrete overlay thicknesses and other features. In general, it should be relatively easy and
straightforward to determine the functional relationship between costs and overlay thicknesses for
bituminous layers, although such cost functions are
subject to change with time and regional conditions.
However, it is more difficult to estimate the lifecycle length, N, as a function of thickness, t, even
if the PCI-jump is fixed.
The Ontario Pavement Analysis of Cost (OPAC) performance prediction model, developed from 1974-1976
(~),can be used to calculate the life-cycle length,
N, as a function of overlay thickness, t, and the
minimum acceptable level of performance, YL· Although this prediction model is limited, one must
recognize that such a model is needed to determine
the relationship between the strength, t, of an
overlay and the ensuing life span, N, for a chosen
lower limit of performance, YL· Figure 6 shows the
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result of a calculation for two different designs of
a secondary road, with a silt (1) and a soft clay (2)
as subgrade. The lower limit of performance has been
chosen alternatively as YL = 45 and as YL = 55. As
expected, the life cycles are longer for YL = 45,
the lower of the two limits. In the relevant range
between 40- and 150-mm overlay thickness, the curves
can be expressed approximately by a function of the
form

Cc
Cv

t

c
M
N

i

in which A and b are constants dependent on
chosen YL value and other conditions.

the

Q

A,b
ECONOMIC MODEL
The relationships described so far, and shown in
Figures 3 to 6, can be expressed as a simple economic model by the following set of equations, which
are all to be understood as simple prototypes of
various parts or modules of the model:
C = Cc + Cvt
N
Q

=A

th; < 25 years

C • i • (1 + i)N/[(l + i)N - l] + M

where

(1)

(2)
(3)

constant rehabilitation cost, per km (2
lanes);
variable rehabilitation cost, per km, per
mm;
= equivalent surface layer thickness of rehabilitation overlays in mm;
rehabilitation cost, first cost, per km (2
lanes);
annual maintenance cost, per km (2 lanes);
life-cycle period, in years;
combined interest rate, in percent/100 (real
interest rate and rate of inflation);
annualized life-cycle cost or annual worth
cost, per km, per 2 lanes; and
constants for function N =A tb.

By neglecting the annual maintenance cost, M, and
assuming an interest rate of zero, the annualized
life-cycle cost is simply Q = C/N. For the variable
part of C only, the following simple relationship
can be derived:
(4)

[Note that the fixed or constant cost, Cc, is only
constant with respect to the thickness, t, as an
independent variable. In reality, Cc and, to a
lesser extent, Cv, are functions of other conditions such as contract size (number of kilometers),
and remoteness of location.]
For this case, according to Equation 4, the an-
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nual life-cycle cost increases with t, for b < 1;
and it decreases with t, for b > 1; whereas it is
indifferent for b = 1. When an interest rate is introduced, using Equation 3, the life-cycle cost increases even more with thickness, t, as higher interest rates favor solutions of lower first cost, C.
The conclusion is that expensive multicourse overlays are economical only if the parameter b is disti~ctly larger than one.
The calculations based on the OPAC model are summarized and plotted in Figure 6. The curves show
that b is most probably smaller than one, at least
for all the curve!! !!hown in the figure. This woulu
mean that inexpensive, single-course overlays combined with shorter ensuing life cycles are more economical, but only if user costs are small enough to
be neglected.
Equation 1 represents the relationship between
the first costs of rehabilitation measures and the
strength or thickness of overlays, Equation 2 is a
prototype for the relationship between the strength
or thickness of ove r lays and the life-oyolc length,
which is significant as it is also a function of the
chosen lower limit of performance (YL). Equation 3
is the known formula of financial analysis.
With reference to Figure 6 and Equation 2, the
optimization on the two project levels can be understood as follows. For Level 1, depending on the
choice of the lowest allowable limit of performance
level (YL or PCIL) , there are shorter or longer life
cycles, N, which influence the compounding factor
(Equation 3) and the present or annual worth cost.
For Level 2, depending on the shape of the curves in
Figure 6 (being concave when looking from below) ,
the exponent, b, is smaller than one. Therefore, the
annual worth cost increases with increasing thickness, t, at least for the cases presented here and
calculated by the OPAC method, This leads to an optimization along the constraint boundary of minimum
overlay thickness. An example follows.
With reference to the examples presented in Figure 6, costs are calculated for a subgrade modulus
of Mg = 2700, the 762-mm subbase on clay subgrade.
Optimization is achieved by minimizing the annual
worth costs, Q, based on Equations 1 to 3. The constraints can be visualized as the minimum acceptable
level of performance and as the smallest possible
thickness of overlay as follows:
1.
2.

min YL = 45 (upper curves in Figure 6)
min t = 40 mm (1.5 in.)

The combined interest rate is assumed to be 11 percent. The following equations apply:

a.so

c

(10 +

N

3.65 t0.357; for YL

45

N

3.94 t0.265; for YL

55

Q

C x 0.11 x l.llN/(l.llN - 1); for M = 0

For this secondary road of lower traffic volume,
a rehabilitation strategy of low, minimum-performance
limit (YL = 45) seems to be economical, gaining in
1 ife-cycle length without too much additional deterioration. However, there is no gain in economy by
going beyond a minimum layer thickness (40 or 50 mm)
when applying an overlay at the chosen trigger point
of YL = 45. The economy of a stronger overlay may
improve when user costs are taken into account because the optimum solution of t = 40 mm entails more
frequent construction work
(lane closures)
and
rougher driving conditions (~).

COMPARISON WITH PERFORMANCE PREDICTION IN PARS
It has been demonstrated that the life-cycle, N, can
be expressed as a function of overlay thickness (or
strength) by Equation 2, as follows:

where A and b are dependent on the performance trigger point, YL, and where b is less than 1. This
was based on a model derived from the AASHTO Road
Test and Brampton Road Test data (~). Later, in the
development of the PARS model <2) 1 pavement performance was modeled differently, using inventory data
collected in Ontario during or before 1978. The same
form of function as expressed by Equation 2 can be
derived from the PARS modeling. In accordance with
an unpublished report, the PARS performance modeling
has the following formula:
Y

=

95 - K xa t-b' Tc

where
Y
K
X
t
95
T

performance condition rating (PCR or
PCI),
= coefficient,
~ time in years after rehabilitation,
thickness of overlay in mm,
~maximum Y,
= traffic in terms of annual average
daily traffic (AADT) , and

a,b',c

constants.

The coefficients and constants depend on the class
or group of roads that are identified as exhibiting
similar performance.
For a certain chosen trigger point, Y = YL, as
the lowest acceptable performance index, the lifecycle, X = N, can be calculated by the following
equation, derived from Equation 5.

t) x 1,000 (refer to Figure 5)
N = [ (95 - YL)/K TC] (l/a) x t (b'/a)
min YL } (Curve-fitted
from
Equation 6 . )
min YL

Annual worth costs, Q, have been calculated for
various overlay thicknesses, t, and the results are
presented in the following table.
YL = 45
t
(mm)
40
50
75
100

(5)

Q

($ Canada)

4,350.00
4,901.00
6,286.00
7,668,00

min YL
N
(Years)
13.6
14.8
17.0
18.9

YL

55 > min YL

Q

($ Canada)

4,964.00
5,609.00
7,207.00
8,780.00

N
(Years)
10.5
11.1
12.4
13.4

J;quation 6 has the same form as Equation 2.
that with regard to the coefficients

(6)
Note

A

[ (95 - YL)/K ~] (l/a)

(7)

b

b'/a

(8)

For example, the following coefficients were derived
for the southwest and Central regions of Ontario by
regression analysis of 1978 data for average performance as follows:
K

4.8306

c

0.2202

a = 1.0894
b'

0.6358

If an AADT of T = 2, ooo i" M•Rumed, the following
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FIGURE 7 Life-cycle versus overlay strength (thickness), PARS.

values can be calculated
40, 50, and 60:
a) b

=

b'/a

=

for trigger points of

0.6358/1.0894

=

YL

2. Experimental data may improve structural performance prediction modeling beyond the present limitation of OPAC <i>·

0.5836

b) A40 [55/(4.8306 x 2000-2202)10.91793

2 .006

CONCLUSIONS

A5o [45/(4.8306 x 2000-2202)]0.91793

1.669

A60 [35/(4.8306 x 2000-2202)]0.91793

1.325

An economic model for the life-cycle or annual-worth
cost analysis of pavement rehabilitation of a particular road section (project level) as outlined
previously is based on several equations or functions as follows:

Equation 2 may now be plotted for the preceding coefficients to illustrate the trend of the life-cycle
function with regard to the variable t and YL
(refer to Figure 7). Life-cycle lengths according to
this PARS model are longer, especially for multiple
overlays.
The life-span function N = A th, with b < 1, and
A and b depending on the performance trigger point
YL, traffic, and so forth, seems to be well established in its basic form or trend. Because of the
limitations of the underlying data (OPAC, PARS), it
is only valid for overlays between approximately 40
and 150 mm. Below and above these limits, the life
spans could be much shorter but not much longer than
calculated. The OPAC model, with generally lower
values of N and with smaller exponents, b, seems to
be closer to reality, although this is still subject
to further analysis of data. There are two kinds of
analysis that should be further explored:
1. Inventory data on performance should be processed by grouping road sections into more homogeneous classes with identifiable strength and traffic
characteristics, so that N and b can be determined
with more certainty (less variance).

1. First cost as a function of overlay strength
or thickness (Equation 1).
2. Life-cycle length as a function of pavement
performance standard and overlay strength or thickness (Equation 2).
3. Annual-worth cost (Equation 3).
Optimization based on this model has been illustrated by minimizing life-cycle costs, with constraints on pavement performance level and overlay
thickness, by specifying minimum values.
Whereas a lowering of the performance trigger
point and the ensuing increase in life-cycle length
appears to be economical, it seems to be uneconomical to increase the overlay thickness beyond a m1n1mum required design value. This is only true if user
costs are negligible.
The model of annual-worth cost analysis outlined
in this paper depends on valid information on costs
for various rehabilitation measures, preferably expressed as a function of overlay thickness. More
difficult to obtain is valid information on the
life-span or life-cycle length as a function of
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overlay strength or thickness, for selected, lowestacceptable PCI-trigger points of rehabilitation.
This requires a comprehensive performance prediction
model similar to the one presented by the author in
1975 (6). A computer pr09ram of this OPAC prediction
model ;as used to illustrate the function N =Ax tb,
The examples chosen were pavements of low strength,
for which the model predicts better than for stronger
pavements.
Finally, the performance modeling of PARS (~) was
used to determine the coefficients A and b in Equation 2 (based on 1978 data), for average performance
in the regions of Ontario.

4.

5.

6.

7.
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An Asphalt Pavement Rating System Based on
Highway Maintenance Engineers' Experience
DANIELS. TURNER, JAMES V. WALTERS, TERRY C. GLOVER, and
EDWARD R. MANSFIELD

ABSTRACT

Research was conducted at The University of Alabama for the State of Alabama
Highway Department (AHD) to define the relationship between asphaltic pavement
distress and the opinions of experienced highway maintenance engineers. Seasoned maintenance engineers evaluated a series of sites across the state to
determine the required level of maintenance. Thirty-one inspectors rated 1,086
sites in terms of minor maintenance and overlays of structural rehabilitation.
The ratings were based on a linear scale calibrated to maintenance needs
through a Delphi study. Following the inspections, the engineers' ratings were
correlated to distress measurements at each site. An extensive regression study
produced a model that was strong, with an R-square value of 0. 74 and a small
standard error. The research staff and highway department engineers were quite
pleased with the strength of this model. The AHD now measures pavement distress
for a test section of each lane-mile, and applies the predictor model to yield
a numerical score equivalent to the rating of maintenance engineers. This is
the key to the required level of maintenance. It allows prompt tabulation of
the required statewide maintenance, and development of a priority listing for
completing the work.

The State of Alabama Highway Department (AHD) is
currently developing a Pavement Management Program
(PMP) to systematically measure and evaluate the
condition of roadways within the state. This effort
is intended to develop a methodology to identify
those roadways most in need of immediate maintenance.
The AHD hopes to change pavement management decisions from a subjective judgment by widely scattered
individuals to a more sophisticated process that incorporates managerial decision policy and engineering analysis into an optimization system,

OBJECTIVES
The ultimate goal of this project was to examine the
pavement distress at specific sites and to relate
these observations to a rating scale for maintenance
or replacement priori ties. Five specific objectives
were involved in reaching this goal. They are as
follows:
1. Devise a rating scale to convert subjective
ratings of pavement condition (by experienced maintenance engineers) to a numerical scale using the
Delphi method.
2. Conduct subjective evaluations of existing
pavements across the state by having a significant
number of district, division, and maintenance engineers rate multiple sites using the preceding scale.
3. Obtain pavement distress data for the sites
visited by the district, division, and maintenance
engineers.
4. Perform a multiple regression analysis as
well as an analysis of variance to relate the rat-

The University of Alabama, P.O. Box 1468, University,
Alabama 35486.

ings of experienced engineers to pavement distress
measurements.
5, Develop a
simple methodology
(regression
equation or serviceability index) to provide a priority system for selecting maintenance actions for
state roads.

BACKGROUND
For any roadway, the condition of the pavement deteriorates during its service life. In general, the
life cycle is an S-shaped curve, but the specific
steps and degrees of curvature vary from road to
road. An example curve is shown in Figure 1. The
curve illustrates that early in a pavement's life,
it is stable and of high quality, but with time it
begins to deteriorate, reaching a point where this
deterioration increases significantly over a short
time span. As it approaches the end of its useful
life, the deterioration rate begins to stabilize,
but the pavement is considered to be in poor condition.
As highways age, the maintenance requirements
change. Referring to points A, B, and C (shown in
Figure 1) , highway engineers would like to define
the locations on the life-cycle curve where a highway just begins to need (a) routine maintenance
(pothole patching, crack sealing) , (b) resurfacing
(overlay), and (c) major structural work. The numer. ical values of these three points establish a yardstick for measuring pavement distress. Experienced
engineers could use these values for any given roadway to determine the type and amount of maintenance
required at the present time, and to forecast future
maintenance needs. Unfortunately, we have not yet
learned how to accurately define points A, B, and c,
even though there are many ongoing research efforts
concerning this issue.
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TABLE 1 Physical Distress Measurements at Each 200-ft Site
Distress Type

GOOD

PAVEMENT
CONDITION

PQJ .__ _____,.,.
TIME

FIGURE 1 Typical asphaltic pavement life cycle.

Alligator cracking•
Level
1
2
3
Patchlng (example photographs
used to guide this rating)
Level
I
2
3
Raveling
Level
I
2

3

THE ALABAMA PROGRAM
Substantial annual expenditures are required to preserve and maintain Alabama ' s highway system investment. Resurfacing of approximately 700 mi of roadway
cost $24 million in 1983 and rose to $28 million for
the same number of miles in 1984. Available funds
for pavement maintenance were limited. Yet, as of
the end of 1984, 35 percent of the current highway
s ys t em needed r epav ing at an estimated cost of $198
million.
Overview
The AHD utilized a steering committee to tailor its
PMP to fit its specific needs. The PMP concentrated
on two areas: (a) safety, and (b) structural performance. The safety aspects of the program were handled by an intensive skid measurement program and an
analysis of pavement character is tics that con tr ibuted to roadway friction. The skid value study was
not a portion of the current research.
The second emphasis area in Alabama's PMP was
pavement structural performance , as measured by ride
quality and observations of physical distress. This
article outlines the research effort into relating
ride quality-physical distress to required levels of
maintenance , using the experience of seasoned main tenance engineers.
Data for the PMP

Bleeding
Level
1
2
3
Block crackingb
Level
I
2
3
4
Transverse crackingb
Level
1
2
3

4
Longitudinal crackingb
Level
1
2

3

4
Outer rut depth (in ft from start
of site )c
Location
I
2
3

4
Inner rut depth (in ft from start
of site)c
Loc;:1tion
I
2
3

4

Measurement

Hairline cracks
Pattern of pieces lightly spalled
Pattern of pieces severely spalled

Good
Fair
Poor
Slight (localized, wheelpaths, or entire lane)
Moderate (localized, wheelpaths, or
entire lane)
Severe (localized, wheelpaths, or
entire lane)
Localized
Wheelpaths
Entire lane
Hairline to 1/8-in.
1/8-in. to 1/4-in.
1/4-in. +
Spa lied
Hairline to 1/8-in.
1/8-in. to 1/4-in.
1/4-in. +
Spalled
Hairline to 1/8-in.
1/8-in. to 1/4-in.
1/4-in. +
Spalled

0

50

100
150

0
50

100
150

Shoulder
Type
Condition
Separation
Droo-off

Before Alabama's PMP could be implemented, a suitable data base had t o be assemb l ed t o descri be existing pavement conditions. Certain questions had to
be answered about the data including
l. How many variables should be measured?
2. What will each distress variable be called?
3. How should each distress be measured?
4. How many levels of each distress should be
established?
5. How will each level be defined? and
6. How will uniformity of data be ensured?
Because no national standards have emerged for PMP
data, these were difficult questions to answer.
The development of the distress collection system
began with a review of roads throughout the state to
visually examine and assess their condition. Following that, a series of distress variables was selected and defined, as shown in Table l. All the
necessary measurement techniques were developP.d and
tested from September through November 1983. To

Hea~e

~Measure the lill fli!l~•. ht squat e feet, of each distress level.
Measure the lei nt lh h1 foci , of each distress level.
cMeasure in h und redlh.J u( an inch.

guarantee the consistency and suitability of these
physical measurements at each site , the AHD published a guidance booklet for field inspections. The
Research Division of the AHD Bureau of Materials and
Tests engaged four crews to perform the site surveys. Those crews were trained intensively for one
month (March 1984) in safety and in the identification and measurement of structural defects. A series
of practice surveys was conducted to ensure consistency of ratings. At each AHD division, a local engineer was added to the crew to help with site identification and safety.
A significant product of the PMP was the developme nt of a compr ehe nsive data management system.
Pavement distress data, construction history, geo-
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metric data, traffic volume data, and ride quality
information [present serviceability index
(PSI))
were gathered and stored in computer files. The most
important of these is the pavement distress data
gathered in the statewide survey of highways. This
time-consuming task of data collection requires a
biennial inspection of a 200-ft long test site for
each of the 30,000 lane-miles of AHO-maintained
roadways.
Data collected by AHD crews were proofed, stored
in computer files, edited, and reformatted during
the course of the state road survey. In the final
data set, each site was represented by a 145-character-wide field. On the completion of site visits,
this represented some 4 to 5 million characters of
computer-filed data. This comprehensive data set was
delivered to the University to form the basis for
the statistical analysis.

DEVELOPMENT OF A RATING SCALE
The success of this project depended on the establishment of a rating scale to describe AHD engineers' evaluations of the physical condition of any
pavement site. This scale described the required
level of maintenance by a simple numerical rating.
The project staff used the Delphi technique to
gather expert opinions and form the rating scale.
THE DELPHI TECHNIQUE
The Delphi technique is used to gather a consensus
opinion (on a technical topic) from a homogeneous
group of experts. Where no historical data exist,
these expert opinions represent a good way to make a
difficult judgment. In this case, the difficult decision was how to define points A, B, and C on the
pavement life curve (see Figure 1). The experts were
engineers from the AHD whose daily work activity
called for such judgments. The expert opinions were
solicited through a questionnaire, and were then refined through an iterative process using additional
questionnaires.
The Questionnaire
The initial questionnaire was carefully worded to
enhance the probability of prompt and accurate responses by the participating experts. For example,
. to avoid imposing monitor views and preconceptions
on the respondents, all evaluation sheets were carefully worded to reduce implied responses; verbal
discussion and instructions strongly denoted that
the interest was in AHD engineers' perceptions of
the rating scale. Other safeguards were taken, including engaging a scaling expert to help devise the
rating form. The resulting questionnaire included a
short set of instructions, a 0-to-100 scale, definitions of the three types of maintenance (points A,
B, and C) , and blanks into which the inspector was
to insert values for the three points. The form was
also stratified into three traffic volume levels to
create a three-by-three matrix requiring nine entries by the expert.
Conducting the Delphi Technique
The AHD submitted 63 names of employees at several
levels of management to participate in the Delphi
survey. The initial round was initiated by mail in
September 1984. The AHD engineers received an invitation to a pavement management conference and a
copy of the Delphi questionnaire. They were asked to

complete the questionnaire and return it to the research staff.
As the engineers arrived at the conference, they
were advised of the results of the initial round and
asked to complete a second questionnaire. The second
round gave them an opportunity to revise their answers in light of the group's response. On the_ next
day of the conference, attendees were informed of
the results of the second round, and questionnaires
were distributed for the third round of the Delphi
procedure.
All three Delphi rounds are summarized in Table
2. The table indicates that the procedure functioned
as intended. For each of the three maintenance
levels, the variance among respondents was reduced
on each round as the opinions of experts converged.
Point A (routine maintenance) fell at 75.91, point B
(major surface work) fell at 56.66, and point C
(rehabilitation) fell at 37 .89. The research staff
and the AHD concluded that these values constituted
an adequate rating scale on which to base the field
evaluations.

TABLE 2 Summary Descriptive Statistics for Delphi Rounds
Question
Beginning to need routine maintenance?
Mean
Standard deviation
Variance
Beginning to need major pavement surface work?
Mean
Standard deviation
Variance
Beginning to need rehabilitation?
Mean
Standard deviation
Variance

Round 1

Round 2

Round 3

77.07
6.96
48.435

76.58
4.29
18.426

75.91
4.29
18.418

55.19
10.74
115.297

57.18
8.21
67.361

56.66
6.97
48.588

36.50
13.54
183.238

37.45
8.85
78.209

37.89
6.26
39.159

THE TRAINING CONFERENCE
In fall 1984, 57 participants attended the first
Pavement Management Conference at the AHD training
facility in Montgomery, Alabama. There were three
overall aims: (a) to explain the PMP and conduct a
group discussion on pavement distress, materials,
and maintenance treatments; (b) to conduct the remaining Delphi rounds; and (c) to conduct a pilot
field test of the proposed pavement inspection procedures. The Delphi study has already been reported
and will not be repeated here. The other portions of
the conference are recapped in the following paragraphs.

CONFERENCE DISCUSSIONS
Top management officials of the AHD opened the conference by explaining the goal of the PMP and emphasizing their commitment to it. Next, engineers from
the AHD Research Division carefully reviewed the development of the PMP, including the ongoing program
to gather distress data. For the remainder of the
afternoon, the University research team conducted a
group discussion, showing slides of the major distress types and asking for feedback on the significance of the various levels of distress. There was a
great deal of interaction among the participants.
They were especially interested in treatments that
other maintenance engineers had found to be successful.
A segment of the conference was devoted to explaining the life curve of a typical asphalt pave-
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ment, includ i ng the locat i on of points A, B, and C
from Figure 1. The engineers were led to see that
the Delphi procedure would create a "yardstick " that
could be used to measure pavement conditions anywhere i n the state. They were then exposed to the
elementary statistical concepts that would relate
physical distress measurements to inspector ratings
to create the final road rating scale. Finally, the
pilot field test was introduced, and the participants were dismissed for the afternoon.

PILOT FIELD STUDY
The maintenance engineers had been told that they
would visit sites across the state to evaluate pavements for required maintenance actions. The Delphider ived scale was to be used for this evaluation.
Because this was a new procedure, i t was t es t ed at
the conference through a pilot study. Eight sites of
varying distress were selected for the study and a
rating form was developed.
The research staff explained the use of the form,
the site locations, and inspection procedures, then
dispatched the groups to perform the trial inspections. Research team members accompanied the inspectors to observe their techniques and record their
discussions. The trial ratings were returned to the
conference center, where they were compiled and returned to the participants in the form of histograms. A strong central tendency was noted among the
ratings. The research staff explained that this was
anticipated and that the pilot study results were
highly satisfactory. The remaining steps in the re sear ch p ro j ec t we r e ou tl ined , and pa rt i c i pan t s were
dismissed with the understanding that they would
soon be called on to begin the field study.
PARTICIPANT SELECTION FOR STATEWIDE PAVEMENT
INSPECTION
Back at the University, more formal analyses of the
pilot field survey and the Delphi experiment were
conducted to determine inspector variability, so
that the final participants could be selected to
perform the field evaluations. Histograms, scatterplots, and simple linear regression techniques were
used to identify the AHO engineers whose pilot study
ratings were the most consistent. Of the 65 potential inspectors (maintenance engineers, district engineers, division engineers, and materials engi neers), only 31 were needed for the final program.
Engineers were removed from the pool if their rating
scoi:~s

var. ied excessively fr.om t.be

yr.OU}-'

csve.t cs.ye,

.if

they had excessive personal variability in ratings
from site to site, or if they had health restrictions or prior commitments. Of the remaining possible inspectors, a random sampling without replacement was used to select the final 31 participants
required for the balanced incomplete block design.
At this stage of the project, the rating scale
had been prepared and tested, AHO engineers had been
trained in inspection t e chniques, and the overall
research procedure had been verified through the
pilot study. It was time to proceed with the full
field study.

STATE ROAD SURVEY
Introduction
Si t es for the field survey were selected from all
candidate sites for which distress data were available. The er i teria for selecting sites included the

number of candidates and the types of distress prevalent in each division. Locations for the field examinations were thus representative of all sites
available.
Because it was physically impossible for each AHO
investigator to visit each study site, a statistical
sampling procedure was used for assigning engineers
to sites. This procedure, the Balanced Incomplete
Block (BIB) Design ensured that each site was visited often enough to provide statistical validity.
It also ensured enough overlap between inspectors to
isolate and identify sources of var i ab ili ty. The
specific research procedures utilized du~ing this
pa r t o f the study a r e described in de t ail in t he r e mainder of this section.
FIELD SITE SELECTION
Raw distress data supplied by the AHD were sorted by
division, route, beginning milepost, and county. Because data collection was not completed for all divisions, the number of sites was determined for each
div ision based o n the percent age of data present. An
appropriate adjustment factor was assigned to give
each division a weighted value that it would support
for the random selection of field sites.
From the evaluations of 16,994 lane-miles (51
percent of the total state) of roadway available at
the t i me of se l ect i on , f r eq uency d is trib ut i ons were
prepared to determine the number of unique categories of distress data. Using the frequency dis tr ibutions, the distributional characteristics, and the
knowledg e gained from th e conference in Montgomery
(concerning priority of importance in distress fac tors), the principle distress in each division was
identified. Sets of relationships among variables
were examined using an elaboration analysis to find
the primary indicators and the patterns.
A cont ingenc y t able was prepared t o examine t he
data resulting from a proportional selection of
sites. If the primary distress variables were used
to select sites, certain combinations of distress
would be underrepresented. To overcome some of this
problem so that a more diversified selection might
be randomly generated from the divisionally stratifi ed da ta ba s e , we i ght i ng f actors we r e us ed , and the
ranges with small proportions were combined in hopes
of favoring some random selection in those categories where only minimal data were available.
Several levels were defined for the primary variables. This would ensure that inspectors saw a range
of conditions in the field, resulting in high and
low rankings to increase the chances for a strong
regression fit. Using a computer program prepared by
the research staff, the proportioned divisional
data, distress l evels, and weighted distress factors
from the cross-tabulation analysis were entered for
each division in an attempt to simulate distress
data combinations of all types in the final sample.
The stratified random sel ection chose 326 sites of
the 16 , 994 available, which allowed for replacement
sites if they were needed later in the study. These
200-ft long sites were plotted on an Alabama road
map using pins of different colors to represent the
proportional
groupings
of
categorized
distress
available for selection of sites. Pins were placed
on the map to repr e sent available AHO e nginee rs so
that the research staff could gain an appreciation
for the geographical distribution of sites and inspectors before designing the field inspection program.
As a result of cost constraints, it was not feasible to use one design over the entire state. To
minimize expense, an attempt was made to hold the
travel of the participants to a reasonable limit. An
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alternative design was implemented. The state was
divided into three geographical regions: North, Mid,
and South. All the inspectors would visit some sites
in the Mid section and some in their base region.
Hence, three separate BIB designs were constructed •
In design 1 (North), 80 sites and 16 experts were
used with each site inspected by 6 experts and each
inspector visiting 30 sites. In design 2 (South), 15
experts each visited 28 of the 60 sites, a nd each
site was visited by 7 experts. Design 3 (Mid) consisted of 31 sites and all 31 inspectors (16 from
North and 15 from South), with each expert visiting
6 sites. Hence, experts from the North would visit
36 of the 111 sites available to them and experts
from the South would visit 34 of the 91 sites in
their region.

Variance of I nspecti o n Da t a
To determine the amount of variability among inspector ratings at each field site, a computer program
was developed and applied to each region. The Analys is of Variance tables and the estimates of variance
components are given in Table 3. In all three reg ions, the null hypothesis that the variance component was zero was rejected because the F-statistic
(ratio of the explained variance to the unexplained
variance) for inspectors adjusted for sites was
larger than the calculated p-value (the probability
that the hypothesis was correct) •

TABLE 3 Analysis of Variance Tables and Estimates of Variance
Components

PARTICIPANT AND SITE MATCHING
Constraints were used in assigning field workers to
specific sites. No experts were assigned to any
sites within their home districts. Division personnel were not assigned to any sites within their entire divisions. A computer program was written to
choose sites and inspectors from the available pool
and produce a compatible program of site visits that
would minimize travel while honoring the constraints
involving visits within their home districts. The
final design was an acceptable program whereby the
16 North experts visited 30 sites in their own region and 6 sites in the Mid region. The 15 South experts visited 28 sites in their own region and 6
sites in the Mid region. This overlap in the Mid region allowed an assessment of variability among the
North and South inspectors.
survey Formula tio n and Re por ting Fo r·m
All the preparation for the field study had to be
completed in a minimal time because the approaching
cool weather would alter the distress conditions of
the asphaltic pavement. It was desirable to have a
minimum of 1 week's delay after the conference to
allow inspectors to reflect on the rationale behind
the scale's creation, and to remove the effects of
any possible peer pressure created at the conference.
Forms detailing the site information were prepared for each location. In addition to supplying a
site rating at a specific milepost, additional data
required of the inspector included the date, time of
day, weather condition (sunny, cloudy, or overcast),
and pavement condition (dry, damp, or wet). These
forms were then mailed to inspectors who began to
review the sites in. the middle of October. Approximately 5 working days spread over a 2- to 3-week
period was the anticipated time that each inspector
would need to devote to the field evaluation. After
the evaluations were performed, the rating sheets
were returned to the University for analysis.
ANALYSIS OF FIELD STUDY DATA
The purpose of the statistical analysis was to assess the consistency of the inspectors in using the
rating scale, and to develop a regression model that
related the observed rating scores with the physical
measurements of distress. Each of the inspectors had
a record sheet for each site visited; hence, there
were 1,086 records [(36 x 16) + (34 x 15)). After
the data were delivered to the University, each
sheet was reviewed for compliance with the correct
inspection procedure, and then its information was
added to a computer data file.

Source of Variation
Sites
North region
Mid region
South region
Inspectors adjusted for sites
North region
Mid region
South region
Error
Nort h regio n
Mid region
South region

F-ratio

Estimates of
Varian ce
Components

79
30
59

13 .29
29.61
23 .38

134. 7
27 1.4
192.6

15
30
14

7.67
3.46
4.7 0

17.3
29.9
9.2

df

385
125
346

69.3

9.3 0
62.9

Standard
Deviation

9. 63
8.54

No te : Data are un co rrected.

The estimated variance for inspectors and the
standard deviation of ratings for a given site are
given in the table. The variances ranged from 9.2 to
29.9, although standard deviations were grouped from
8.54 to 9.63. Had the variance component for inspectors been negligible, each of the six or seven
scores given by the inspectors at each site could
have been used as separate responses in the modelbuilding phase of the study. This would have resulted in more degrees of freedom for estimating unexplainable variance. As it was, the response score
used for each of the 171 sites was determined by the
mean of scores across inspectors. Hence, the var iabili ty of individual inspectors was averaged to get
a representative score for the site.

Further Examination of the Data
The standard deviations for each site were calculated and compared to the base value found for each
region. Sites with large or small standard deviations (greater than 13.0 or less than 3.0) were
reviewed to determine the causes of the large and
small variations, respectively.
Items that were
noted at these sites included
•
•
•
•
•

Weather conditions,
Road conditions,
Time of day,
Comments by inspectors, and
Maintenance remarks.

In general, it was found that ratings were distinctly higher where weather and wet pavement were
factors. Low visibility in the dawn and dusk hours
influenced ratings taken during these times of day,
causing them to be higher. Raters' comments con-
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firmed that the actual distress had not been clearly
visible to the observer. Comments also indicated
that at a few locations, resurfacing projects had
been scheduled for sites during the course of the
observation period. Types of distress listed by observers helped to confirm the inspector's presence
at the correct sites, while remarks were useful in
interpreting an inspector's logic for rating assignments.
At eleven of the sites, the value of the standard
deviation of ratings was three or less. These were
the type of responses the research team had hoped to
get for all locations. The inspection sheets for
these sites were examined in great detail to determine the reasons for uniformity of ratings. Five locations were found to be freshly resurfaced, leading
to high ratings. Three roads were found to have
large amounts of distress, leading to low ratings.
One site had just received crack sealing treatment
and inspectors zeroed in on point A on the rating
form. In general, ratingo for thcoc sites were given
in good weather and qood daylight, and close together in time.
On the other hand, there were 13 sites that had
standard deviation values greater than 13.0. The individual rating sheets were reviewed to find reasons
for inconsistencies. One location was immediately
noted to have been resurfaced after four i nspectors
had seen it, but before two visitors. The ratings of
the last two inspectors were removed from the study.
For three additional locations, a detailed analysis of comments revealed that one inspector had gone
to the wrong test section. The erroneous ratings
were deleted from the data set . At two other sites,
the remarks indicated that inspectors held widely
varying views on the importance of rutting. Some
believed that severe rutting deserved immediate
treatment; some inspectors were unconcerned. Scrutiny of the remaining data sheets showed some evidence of bias toward high traffic volumes, instances
where one inspector viewed the site in distinctly
different weather or light conditions, and one case
of an inspector who was always higher than others.
Where the research staff consistently noted erroneous or biased data, the values were removed from the
study or adjusted to the value of the remaining site
observations.
Development of a Prediction Model
Four guidelines were adapted for the regression
study. These were designed to produce a final model
(a) that had statistically significant variables
(<!-tail , p-values ot u .U!:>); (OJ wnose coeffi cienr.s
estimated the true contribution of that variable as
suggested by its deduction points fr om the r ating
equation; (c) whose estimated regression coefficients were logically ordered; and (d) that minimized the number of variables necessary for accurate
prediction.
To conduct the analysis, the mean of the ratings
given by the inspectors was regressed on the physical distress variables. The intent was to determine
the functional form of the relationship between the
score and a set of predictor variables. Within this
process, several diagnostic measures were used to
determine such things as validity of assumptions,
influential observations, need for transformation of
variables, and existence of collinearity among predictor variables. A variable selection procedure was
then used to determine a subset of variables that
might do as well as the full set.
A final item was added to the data just before
the initiation of the regression analysis. Pavement
roughness data (PSI measurements) were obtained from

the AHD and blended into the data set. This provided
another element to extend the possibilities of obtaining a strong regression analysis.
Initial Ana lysis
The first model estimated the multiple linear regression equation using all the independent variables while identifying the best subsets of predictor variables. (In this case, "best" was defined in
terms of sample R-squared, adjusted R-squared, or
similar measures.) Multiple regression technique s
were used to determine which of the variables (distress and roughness) were the best indicators of
pavement condition. Analysis of the raw data using
the original 31 variables produced a relatively
strong coefficient of multiple determination, Rsquared = 0.747. This coefficient was an indicator
of a good fit between the inspector's ratings and
the distress data. No single variable appeared to
dominate the regression analysis, although alligator
cracking, transverse cracking, and severe raveling
were strong contributors to the value of R-squared
for most models. Analyses of residual plots and partial residual plots did not reveal any violation of
regression assumptions, or the existence of curvilinearity within any of the predictor variables.
The initial analysis suggested the need for further refinements of the regression relationship.
There was a linear pattern among some variables
within this group; these included a correlation between outer and inner rut depths, and between rut
depths at the various locations within the test
site. Another difficulty involved variables for
which there were few observations in the data set.
In these cases, t-statistics remained insignificant
and regression coefficients were positive, signifying
that the distress variable added to the site rating
rather than deducted from it. Any form of distress
present should reduce the site's rating, not increase it. Another confounding issue was that the
least severe level of some variables (level 1) was
more significant than higher levels (levels 2 and 3)
for the initial models. For these reasons, further
statistical analyses were undertaken.

Model Testi ng
Multivariable regression analyses were performed in
an attempt to improve the correlation by using combinations of parameters considered to have a significant effect on pavement distress. Various transformations and subequati ons were utilized to improve
the regression. Although a complete discussion of
these analyses is beyond the scope of this paper,
several examples will be discussed for illustrative
purposes.
Because correlation was present among the many
rutting measurements taken at each test section,
average values were used for the outer and inner
wheel paths. Later, an examination of t-statistics
showed that inner rut measurements had an insignificant contribution to the predictor equation, and
this variable was deleted from the study. There were
very few observations of level 3 longitudinal cracking, so levels 3 and 4 were combined into a new
variable that functioned adequately in the prediction model. Similar transformations were used to
produce significant variables for levels 3 and 4 of
transverse cracking, and levels 2 and 3 of patching.
Dummy variables were used to assess the effects
of certain factors. For example, inspectors were uncertain as to the importance of rutting. Comments on
inspection forms indicated occasional recirs or base
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failure under the pavement. A dummy variable was
used to mark potential areas of base failure (i.e.,
roadways with outer rut depths of large value). However, because the t-statistics proved this to be a
nonsignificant variable, and other effects of the
transformation appeared minimal, it was removed from
the study.
Several attempts were devoted to providing a logical ordering of the various levels of variables.
For alligator cracking, residual plots showed that a
distinct segregation existed at a level of 400 ft'.
Above this value, additional square footage made no
further contribution to the model. The research
staff developed two models to allow for this. One
equation truncated all values above 400, while the
second equation used a logarithmic relationship to
account for the diminished contributions at upper
levels. Both of these equations produced a good fit
to the data with corresponding ordering of the distress levels.
Further studies were conducted on bleeding, raveling, block cracking, combinations of variables,
and nested variables. In general, these studies contributed to the research staff's understanding of
the data set and strengthened the predictor model.

Recommended Model
A large number of models were prepared and evaluated
to determine the regression equation that would best
fit the AHD's purposes. Some 26 combinations of the
original variables and subsets thereof produced a
range for R-squared from approximately 0.68 to 0.74.
The standard error of estimate changed by only 0. 5
throughout the process. The recommended model is
quite complex. No single variable or pair of variables dominated the statistical analysis. Rather,
many variables contributed to the strength of the
regression models. This confirms what AHO engineers
have long suspected: that many items must be considered in establishing the condition of a given pavement and in recommending appropriate maintenance
treatment.
The following equation is presented as the model
that best represents the data base for this study.
This model is based on extensive investigation of
the variables and their associated ratings relevant
to the computed statistics. A solid R-squared of
0. 74289 is accompanied by a reduced standard error
of estimate of 8.10430. Variables that contributed
most significantly to the equation's coefficient of
multiple determination included
(a)
LNALL2,
(b)
BLK2RD, (c) ROUGH, and (d) TRAN12. All t-statistics
were significant at less than the 2-tail, p = 0.035
level. The equation that represents the pavement
distress as indicated by these statistics is
Rating, Y

= 95.5727

- 5.5085 [5-ROUGH]

- 1.5964 LNALLl - 1.9629 LNALL2
- 2.9795 LNALL3 - .01630 PAT2RD
-

.07262 BLK2RD - .2220 AVGOUT

- 3.4948 RAVL31 - 7.5269 RAVL32
- 11.2297 RAVL33 -

.03032 LONG12

- .05484 LONG34 - .53050 TRAN12
- .69736 TRAN34
where
ROUGH
LNALLl
LNALL2

roughness or PSI,
ln (level 1 alligator cracking + 1.0),
ln (level 2 alligator cracking + 1.0),

= ln

(level 3 alligator cracking + 1.0),
patching (level 2 + level 3), < 400
ft 2 ,
BLK2RD
block cracking (all levels summed) ,
< 400 ft 2 ,
AVGOUT
outer wheelpath rutting (all levels averaged), in 10- 2 in.,
RAVL31
severe localized raveling {Code: 0
none, 1 =present),
RAVL32 = severe wheelpath raveling (Code: 0
none, 1 = present),
RAVL33
severe entire lane raveling (Code: 0
none, 1 = present),
LONG12
longitudinal cracking (level 1 + level
2), in ft,
LONG34
longitudinal cracking (level 3 + level
4), in ft,
TRAN12
transverse cracking (level 1 + level 2)
number of cracks, and
TRAN34
transverse cracking (level 3 + level 4)
number of cracks.

LNALL3
PAT2RD

=

SUMMARY
The University of Alabama conducted a research project for the AHO to develop a rating scale for asphalt pavement maintenance actions. The scale was
developed by correlating the experience of AHO maintenance engineers with measurements of pavement distress. A statistical analysis produced a regression
model that was quite strong. The following key
points document the success of the research project.
Research Procedures and Findings
Following are findings from the AHO study as well as
notes on the research procedures:
1. The AHO had carefully designed a program to
obtain distress data items thought to be pertinent
to pavement management. This research project confirmed that these variables were appropriate, that
the AHD's measurement scales and classifications
were well founded, and that the data was of good
quality.
2. The AHO gathered distress data at 30,000
sites across the state. This represented a substantial and significant data base on which to conduct
the research.
3. AHO division engineers, district engineers,
maintenance
engineers,
materials
engineers,
and
other central office personnel participated in the
study. The range of jobs and experiences provided a
good background for the study.
4. A Delphi procedure was used to design a rating scale for field evaluation of test sites. The
opinions of experts (AHO engineers) were used to establish the numerical values on the scale.
The Delphi procedure was found to be very suitable. During the three rounds of the procedure, the
experts' opinions converged, and all common modes of
Delphi technique failure were overcome.
5. A training conference was conducted in Montgomery, Alabama. The AHO participants were able to
discuss common problems, distress factors, and the
success of previous maintenance treatments. This
conference provided an excellent forum for interaction among participants.
A pilot study was conducted to train the participants in field procedures for rating roadways. Eight
sites were used in the study, which was beneficial
in validating the Delphi scale, ensuring that the
rating procedure was functional, measuring the variability between evaluators, and providing insight
into the reasons for this variability.
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6. From the distress data gathered by the AHO,
a stratified ·random selection procedure was used to
identify more than 300 initial sites for field evaluation. This ensured a wide variety of distress combinations illustrative of all types found across the
state. These sites proved to be excellent for the
purposes of the research project.
7. Of the AHO engineers participating in the
training conference, 31 were selected for the field
evaluation process. Statistical procedures were used
to provide a suitable combination of geographic and
experience characteristics among the engineers used
in the study. The final selection of evaluators was
based on a random process.
8. A comprehensive field study was designed.
The initial sites were screened and reduced to 171,
and the 31 AHO engineers were each assigned approximately 35 sites to evaluate. A balanced incomplete
block design was used to ensure that there was sufficient overlap of inspectors and sites so that the
variance caused by both of these factors could be
measured and evaluated.
9. Variance among the evaluations for any given
site was analyzed, along with the variance from site
to site for any given inspector. Each inspector's
comments and recommended maintenance treatments were
reviewed to identify causes of variance, and to determine the consistency of data.
10. An intensive regression analysis was conducted to identify the relationship between the
measured distress data and the opinions (ratings)
expressed by AHO engineers during the field evaluations. The various parameters were examined individually and in combination with others. Estimates
were obtained for the contributions of each of the
variables.
11. A model was recommended for use by the AHO
after extensive testing and verification.
12. The prediction model was quite strong, with
a coefficient of multiple determination (R 2 ) of
0.75 and a Standard Error of Estimate of 8.104. The
t-statistic for individual variables were all highly
significant at the 2-tail, p < 0.05,
13. The recommended model was quite complex. No
single variable or pair of variables dominated the
statistical analysis. Rather, many variables contributed to the strength of the regression model.
This confirms what AHO engineers have long suspected: many items must be considered in establishing the condition of a given pavement ,a nd in recommending appropriate maintenance treatment.
14. The research staff was able to account for
the contribution of all variables to the predictor
model. However, care must be used in interpretinq
distress values for two of the variables because (a)
cracks in asphalt overlays over rigid pavement were
not considered important by the engineers who participated in the field study although the same types
of cracks were considered very important in fulldepth asphalt, and (b) evaluators could not completely agree on the importance of rutting in determining the condition of any pavement.
15. The regression model may be applied to distress data for any site to compute a rating equivalent to the opinion of AHO engineers. This rating
provides a ready tool for comparison of various
sites.

the AHD's computer. This would allow automatic calculation of ratings during the data input process.
2. For each classification of roadway, the staff
recommended that the AHO tabulate the number of
miles at each ranking value. This tabulation provided a ready index to the condition of state roads,
and yielded strong estimates of the types and
amounts of required maintenance.
3. The research staff recommended that the rating values be used for preliminary assessment of
sites competing for maintenance funds. Sites should
be grouped in a comparative manner (by road type,
geographical location, etc.) before using the rating.
4. The rating provided an estimate and not an
absolute score. It should be used only as a preliminary method for comparing sites within roadway categories. The advantage of the model is that it provides a ready and quick tool to eliminate sites that
do not need attention and to focus on those most
deserving of further study.
Detailed field investigations should be performed
ae the final selection process. These detailed investigations provide more data over the complete
length of a project than is possible in the 200-ft
sample length used in the model.
5. The research staff recommended that the AHO
continue its program of gathering distress data. The
data should be gathered annually for the first three
years, and then should be shifted to a biennial
basis.
6. The staff recommended a comprehensive analysis of the year-to-year change in ratings for each
site around the state. This study would yield the
rate of change of pavement condition as a product of
changes in variables such as traffic volume and
pavement distress.
7. The project staff recommended that the AHO
hold another conference on pavement maintenance in
the coming year. Engineers should be allowed the opportunity to compare their actions with those of
their peers to identify appropriate treatment techniques. This conference would be an appropriate
means of introducing trend analysis and other tools
that may be used to analyze the data available
through the Pavement Management Program.
Following the closure of the research project,
the AHO adopted the methodology recommended in the
project report. The prediction equation was added to
the computer edit program to automatically generate
a rating value equivalent to the beliefs of maintenance engineers. This rating value is the primary
data item used by AHO managers in selecting and determining the priority of sites while preparing each
year's PMP.
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Network-Level Pav em en t Condition Rating: Balancing
Quality, Quantity, and Timeliness
DAVID T. HARTGEN and EARLE HERSCHENHORN

ABSTRACT

In New York, network-level condition data are used for project selection, system status assessment, and fund allocations. To meet these needs, the New York
State Department of Transportation must conduct an annual inventory of the condition of the more-than-16,400-mi State Touring Route System, and summarize and
report the results by October of each year. Reviewed in this paper is the status of network-level pavement condition rating in New York. Reviewed also is
the New York Department of Transportation's rating method and its use from 1981
to 1985. It shows how the competing demands for data quality, quantity, and
timeliness can be balanced by decentralizing the rating process, and using
photograph-based rating scales, to rate roads rapidly from moving vehicles. New
York's methods have resulted in a full inventory of the State Touring Route
System, completed and surveyed within 3 months, with high accuracy. This means
that this information will be used for project planning and budgeting next
year's construction.

It is generally recognized that effective and efficient pavement management extends beyond the mere
collection and analysis of data on individual highway sections (1). State highway agencies and many
local governments are typically responsible for many
thousands of miles of road. They must be able to
monitor the overall condition of their systems,
evaluate the implications of alternative financing
strategies on individual sections and on overall
system performance, and plan for necessary financial
resources to make intended improvements. Networklevel pavement management also involves processes by
which data on individual highway sections are pulled
together to provide a complete picture of the system, and are used to help select projects for repair.
A large number of methods have been developed for
obtaining overall network condition data. The FHWA's
Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS)
(3_),
which is used by all states, collects data from a
sample of roads using the AASHO Road Test's Present
Serviceability Rating. This process is beginning to
provide consistent nationwide data on road condition
(3). However, most states need data on all road sections in order to select projects, and they therefore also conduct periodic condition surveys of all
sections. Hudson et al. (_!) recently reviewed these
methods and found a wide variety of techniques in
operation. Highly detailed distress surveys have
been developed by Ontario (.2_); many states are also
implementing detailed systems as well (§_). All of
these methods produce usable results, but, in each
case, a conscious trade-off has been made between
network or project data, timeliness of information
(how rapidly it can be made available), and detail
of information. New York's method also balances
these trade-offs even though specific items are
sampled within each section; its full accounting of
all sections means that network data can be used as
an aid in the process of project selection.

Planning Division, New York State
Transportation, Albany, N.Y. 12232.

Department

of

Network-level pavement management is no easy
task, as numerous states and local municipalities
are discovering. Most agencies need high-quality
current statistics on the system as a whole, not
just on portions or on a sample. One of the critical
problems in network-level pavement management is
that data on the system must be collected, surnrnar ized, processed, and interpreted in rapid enough
fashion to affect policy. These issues involve the
quantity, quality, and timeliness of the information. Many agencies have found that the process of
collecting detailed distress information on short
sections of highway becomes so bogged down, when applied to the network level, that the overall summary
results may be unavailable for a year or so. Alternatively, the data collection effort must be decentralized: quality control is then difficult, or
equipment may be unavailable for effective decentralization and parallel surveys. These problems are
worsened by difficulties with equipment, calibration, staff turnover, computer processing, and so
forth. Highway information managers often find themselves frustrated in their efforts to maintain quality and ensure timeliness of information, while handling extremely large volumes of data in a consistent
manner. As the focus of highway repair shifts from a
small number of large major projects to a larger
number of smaller jobs, the importance of current
and timely information on all highway sections will
increase. Therefore, the prevailing difficulties of
network-level pavement management techniques must be
reduced if pavement management is to be effective 'in
the future.
The purpose of this paper is to describe how
these issues have been approached, and to some extent solved, by the New York State Department of
Transportation (NYSDOT). Described in some detail in
this paper are the efforts undertaken by the NYSDOT
to improve the quality and timeliness of its system
condition information while increasing the quantity
and level of detail obtained in the field. Discussed
in the paper are procedures undertaken by the NYSDOT
to develop an effective pavement network condition
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survey, which produces high-quality information for
a large network in a rapid fashion.

rienced numerous equipment problems. In addition,
numerous data processing-related problems delayed
production of network data. Because highway sections
had to b.e traversed in series, full network data
were also typically not available for several years.
Serious problems in the resulting trends led to loss
of credibility. Rideability data were last published
for 1980.

BACKGROUND
There are over 109 ,000 mi of road in New York. Of
these, the New York State Touring Route System (containing state highways and selected nonstate sections signed for continuity) totals approximately
16, 400 mi. This system forms the focus of most of
the NYSDOT's responsibilities, and carries over 50
percent of the state's traffic.
In New York, highway condition rating procedures
evolved from the traditional sufficiency surveys in
the 1960s. In the 1970s, full inventories of condition and road characteristics were conducted every 2
years (Figure 1). The condition rating system,
termed the Sufficiency System, was based on a survey
of all touring routes by the staff of the NYSDOT' s
11 regional offices. Once every 2 years, for approximalely 2 rnuutlu; in the suuuuer, crews from each regional office would drive their respective highway
systems, averaging about 1,500 mi each, and report
condition and other data on road-rating sheets. Typical highway sections were about 3/4 of a mile in
length. The rating procedures used involved a 10point verbal scale for rating both surface and underlying structural integrity (base). On completion,
these data were submitted to the main office in Albany where they were processed and summarized. Because of lags in submitting the information, constant changes in milepoint and other recordkeeping
systems, and rekeypunching of entire records, reports of data were sometimes not available for at
least a year. Quality control checks of ratings and
training were nonexistent. Furthermore, data from
verbal scales were found to drift over time, so results by different crews tended to diverge as well.
As a result of these problems, the survey was not
useful in assessing the current condition of the
system or identifying specific highway sections
needing attention, so its use declined.
In the mid-1970s, the NYSDOT instituted annual
network rideability surveys; however, because the
system relied on only 2 vehicles, this survey expe-

IMPROVEMENTS
1'.ecognizing these problems, and confronted with the
need for better, more timely data, the NYSDOT set
out in 1981 to make improvements. The specific goals
that the revised system was intended to achieve are
as follows:
1. Quantity: Collect, process, and report information on 16,000+ mi of hiqhway
(approximately
18,000 highway sections) in a consistent fashion.
2. Quality: Ensure that condition data on each
highway section are accurate, precise, and comparable with data on other sections. Identity the error level in the data.
3. Timeliness: Collect a full inventory of the
network in spring-summer months, and provide results
in early fall rapidly enough to be used in the selection of highway projects for the following construction season.
As it turned out, the last criterion is the most
difficult to achieve.
Given infinite
time,
of
course, one individual in one vehicle could conduct
a network survey of a large system. However, not
only will the field survey itself take time, but so
will processing of the field data and distribution
of results. The constraints on New York's network
survey (that is, collecting data in a rapid-enough
fashion to use in the development of next year's
program) limited the schedule to that shown in Figure 2. Experience has shown that current condition
information must be available by approximately the
first of October if the Department is to use it as a
pointer to assist in identifying specific highway
sections for maintenance-type or light overlay work.
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FIGURE 2 Schedule for condition data.

Therefore, the cycle of project development requires
that the entire pavement condition survey and summarization effort be accomplished in approximately 3
months. This requirement produced deadline dates for
collection and processing of the information as follows:
Deadline
Dates
June-July
August
September

Activity
Collect information
Process and summarize
Prepare summary report and provide information to regional offices

For use in the field, the photograph scales are
presented in a small hand-held Pavement Rating Manual (~). This manual (Figure 3) is designed to be
held up against the windshield of the moving vehicle
by the rater, who occupies the passenger seat. As
the vehicle traverses the section, the rater turns
the pages of the manual to find the photograph that
most closely approximates the highway condition, and
then estimates the section's condition. Condition is
measured
for
surface
and
structural
integrity
(base). Experience has shown that an accurate judgment can be made in 10-15 sec. This allows sections
as short as 1/4 mi to be rated at normal driving
speed.

SURVEY SCHEDULE
Decentralized Collection
To meet this schedule, the following key steps were
taken to develop a smoothly flowing system.
~ock - In

Seption Lengths

In years past, numerous small changes to the lengths
of individual highway sections significantly increased processing
time,
and
prevented
section
matching with the preceding year's information. Because the highway system actually changes only when
repairs occur, such section length changes are generally unnecessary. The NYSDOT, therefore, instituted rules restricting the changing of section
length.
Basically,
highway
sections
were
frozen
in
length, except in cases where reconstruction or realignment occurred or where obvious significant errors (greater than 0.1 mi) warranted revisions. This
directive had the effect of increasing the speed of
data encoding in the field, and allowing the field
rating effort to focus on highway condition. During
the first year of the new procedures, physical character is tics were checked carefully, but, once recorded, they were subsequently rechecked only if reconstruction occurred.
Photograph Scale of Pavement Condition
In 1981, a method of accurately estimating the condition of highway pavements from a rapidly moving
vehicle was developed. This was accomplished by devising a 10-point photograph scale of pavement condition, in which photographs rather than verbal
points were used to estimate the condition of roads.
This procedure is based on a technique in psychology
known as Q-sort, and produces an accurate estimate
of the overall condition of the pavement. The method
is described in a number of earlier NYSDOT publications <1,~l.

No matter how rapidly data can be encoded in vehicles, large networks cannot be covered rapidly if
only one crew is used. In the New York method, one
crew can cover a maximum of 10 0 miles per day; a
network the size of New York's would therefore take
more than 160 days of effort, or 2/3 of a work year,
to cover. Rapid rating of the system therefore requires methods that allow for the simultaneous rating of roads in different portions of the state, using different crews in the field at the same time.
'!'he NYSDOT's condition rating system, based on the
Sufficiency System, already used a decentralized
rating process in which 11 regional crews from. each
of the NYSDOT's regions were responsible for its
sufficiency ratings each year. These crews were used
for application of the new methodology.
I ntensive Training
To ensure that the method produces consistent results from different crews, the regional crews are
brought to NYSDOT' s Albany office for two days of
intensive training each spring. Non-NYSDOT staff
with virtually no prior experience in pavement condition scoring also participated in the 1984 and
1985 training sessions, with 14 such teams attending
the 1985 session. Crews are instructed in how to
rate roads using the hand-held rater, beginning with
still frames of road sections, then with slow-moving
films, and finally with actual field tests. Experienced raters work with less-experienced individuals
to reinforce the rating procedures, and group discussions are held to clarify issues in the rating
process. The NYSDOT has found that this procedure
works well, and quickly produces a consensus among
teams concerning the rating to be .assigned to a
given section of pavement. The procedure also allows
for the identification of particular team(s) that
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FIGURE 3 Sample page from NYSDOT Pavement Condition Rating Manual.

may be having problems with certain kinds of highway
s ections. Specific remedial training can then be
provided to the team(s).
As an example of the accuracy that can be obtained, Table 1 gives the results of the 500 training - session judgments on the condition of 10 highway
sections (10 highway section's surface and base rating each, multiplied by 25 rating teams). The data
show an extremely high degree of consistency among
the rating teams for each pavement section: of all
500 judgments, 67 percent were rated on the mode, an
additional 30 percent were 1 point on either side;
and only 3 percent (15 judgments) were 2 or more
points from the mode. Thus, 97 percent of highway
.s:::::: ti::;:·:::: . -.-::::::: ~ c.t::::] ;;i t hin 10 percent of the modal
estimates for each section. These distributions are

much tighter than any that the authors have
concerning crew data from other environments.

seen

Checks on the Actual Field Work
Checks during training can go a long way toward ensuring accurate ratings, but unless section ratings
are actually checked in the field, there is no guarantee that the actual field ratings are accurately
done. To ensure accurate field work , the NYSDOT undertakes double-rating of about 5 percent of highway
sections. These are accomplished by (a) a team from
the Albany office trave r s i ng randoml y selected highway routes in each region, and (b) regional teams
double-rating sections in adjacent regions. This
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TABLE I 1985 Training Session Judgments
Road Section
4

•2

S

Region

B

6

S

B

S

B

B

S

B

s

10

9

8

7

S

B

S

B

S

B

Region
DOT

I

6

6

5

5

4

4

6

6

8

2

6

6

6

5

6

7

6

7

5

5

6
6

6
6

6
6

5
6

6
6
6
6
7
7

6
5
6

5
5
5
6
5
7

4

4

6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
6
6
6
6

7
8
7
7
7
8

7
7

5
5
5
7
5
5

5
5
5
5
5
4

6

3
4

5
5
5
6
5
5
5
6

5
5

4

4

5
5
7

6
6
6

7
8
8

7
6
6
5
6
6
6
7
6
7
6
6
7
6
6

7
6
6
6
6
6
7
8
7
7
7
7
6
6
6

6
5
6
5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
5
7
6
5

7

6
5

6
5

6
5

5
5
5
5
5
5
6
5
6
6
6
5

5
5
6
5
5
5
4
4
6
5
5
5
5
5
5

5
4
4
4
4
5
5
5
5
5
5
4
5

6
6
5
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
5
6
6

7
5
5
6
6
6
6
5
6
6
6
6

7
6
7
6
8
7
7
7
7
7
7
8
8
8
7

18

13

16

16

16

15

18

20

7

11

7

7

9

10

7

2

2

0

0

0

5
6
7

8
9

10
II
Others
Region 6, No. 2
Utica MPO
Buffalo MPO
Region 8, No. 2
FHWA
Orange County
Throughway No. I
Throughway No. 2
No. I, Erie County
No. 2, Erie County
Cortland County
Region 11, No. 2
Albany No. I
Albany No. 2
Modal Score
Judgments
No. of Judgments at Mode
No. of Judgments± I
from Modal Score
No. of Judgments± 2
from Modal Score

0

7

5
6

6

0

8
6
7
8
7
7
7
8
7
8
8

6

6

6

6

5
6
6

5
6
6

6
6

5
6

6

6

6
6

6
6

6

5

6
6
6

6
5
5

6

6

6

6

7

6

6

6

6
7

6
6

6
6

5
5

8
7
7
8
7
7
7
8
7
8
8

6

6

5
6
5
6

6
6
5
5

5
5

7
7

7
7
7
8
7
7
8
8
7
7
8
8
7

6
6
6
6
6
6
6
7
5
6
6
6
6
7
6

7

6

6
6

6
6

15

13

10

II

7
5

0

8
8
7
8
7
7
7
8
7
8
8

5
6

6
6

5

8

6

8

6

6

8

7

6
8

7
5

7
6
6

6
6
6

6

7

6
6

8
7

8
7
7
8
7
8
7
7
8
9
8
7
6
8
8

19

17

22

14

15

12

6

8

3

12

10

0

2

0

6

7

4

7

6

7

6
5

8
7

6

7

0

6
6
6
7
6
6
6
6
6

5
5
5
6
6
5
5
5
5

6
7

6
6

6
5

6
5

6

6

7
5
6
6

5
4
5
6

6

6

6
6
6

5
6
5

8

4

4

4

4

4
4
4

4
4
4

4

4

4
4
3

5
4
2
4
2

4

4

4
4
3

4
4
4

2
3

3
3

5
5

4
4

3
4

4

4
4
3
4
4
4
4
18

6

8
6
6

6

5

4
4
4
4
4
4

19

13

18

II

6

6

2

~S =surface rating.
B

= bese rating.

process yields about 1,100 highway sections that are
double-rated in the field, from which average differences in ratings can be calculated. These data
can be used for improving the next year's training
effort.

Data Processed as Received
Individual .rating crews are urged to send data to
the Albany office for processing as soon as it is
completed, rather than holding it for submission in
larger batches. In this way, data are not retained
in regional offices waiting for late-arriving items,
but are s.ubmitted directly for processing. This effort substantially smooths out the processing workload and results in the Albany office being able to
handle the 18,000+ highway records that are submitted within the schedules established. As records
are received in small batches, they move through a
standard edit check, keypunching and computerization, and a summarization and matching process. As
they are completed, they are added to a growing
holding file containing all data concerning the
highway system.

Results Summarized as Received

are processed and condition profiles for each region
are prepared. These are transmitted back to each
regional office, together with a specialized listing
of poor sections i data on the distribution of sections by condition, pavement type, and federal-aid
classi and other statistics including trends over
time. In addition, the Albany office comments on the
quality of the regional survey.
Table 2 indicates that this information can be
handled rapidly. The average time from receipt of a
set of regional data to a return transmittal of summary results is approximately 24 days. For 1985, the
last regional submittal was received in the Albany
office on September 4, and all results were transmitted back to the regions by October 17.

RESULTS
These efforts have yielded a substantial improvement
in the NYSDOT's ability to summarize its information
(_!Q). Tables 3 and 4 give results from the past 5
years. Figure 4 shows that the overall condition of
New York's highway system has improved steadily during this time period. The NYSDOT's "Rebuild New
York" highway improvement program has improved overall system average condition, and is substantially
reducing the backlog of poor highways (condition .S.
5).

As the Albany office receives completed data from
each of its 11 reg io'ns, or other groups, these data

Not only are the data summarized completely, but
they are also considerably more accurate. Table 5
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TABLE 2 Sufficiency Process Documentation, 1981-1985

Processing

Last Date
Sent to
Regions

Draft
Summary
Report

Year

Date

Field Rating
Period

1981
1982
1983
1984
1985
Average elapsed
days from
start of field
rating

4/29
5/11
5/24-25
5/1-2
5/1-8

5/1 - 9/1
5/15-8/15
5/29 - 8/15
5/15-8/10
5/15 - 8/20

6/10 - la/9
6/2a-9/l
6/2a - 9/20
6/25-9/21
6/13 - 1a/l

la/9
la/28
la/4
10/25
10/17

12/ l
12/ l a
12/ 10
12/ 1

0-93

127

l~l

200

Training

dition of individual sections can be undertaken because data are available for several points in time
for each highway section. Figure 5 shows the distribution of highway sections according to changes in
condition between 1984 and 1985. Of 15,497 highway
sections matched out of a possible 18,300, approximately 336 show a decline of 2 or more points and
3,846 show a deterioration of 1 point. On the other
side of the scale, 825 sections were improved. This

gives the overall consistency in field readings for
1982-1985. These results show excellent agreement
between ratings by separate field crews, and a
ti ght.ened overall distribution of error. In the 198 5
data, fully 94 percent of all highway surface judgments, and 93 percent of all highway base judgments
by two teams were within ± 1 point, and the overall average error was extremely small.
An additional analysis concerning changes in con-

TABLE 3 Surface Condition, New York State Touring Route System, 1981-1985
Lane Miles
1981
Actual

Condition Level
Excellent

10
9

1, 188
l ,4 39

8
7
6

Total
Good-to-fair

Total
Poor

5
4
3
2
l

Total
Grand total
Average

Percent Actual

1984
Percent Actual

1985
Percent Actual

1,487
3,435

3.7
8. 6

1, 176
3,22 6

3,925

9.9

4,922

12.3

4,4a2

l l.l

4,831

12.3

7,656
11,858
10,745

19.3
29. 8
27.a

7,761
l l,638
10,593

I 9.4
29. l
26.5

7,925
12,227
la,315

19.9
30.8
26. a

7,96a
l l,87a
10,509

20.2
30.2
26. 7

8a.4

30,259

76. 2

29,992

75. 0

30,467

76.7

30,339

77.1

9.7
2.9
a.4
.0
.0

4,249
1,041
234
19
2

la.7
2.6
0.6
.0
.0

4,214
699
168
10
0

10.5
I. 7
0.4
.a
.0

3,966
734
152
14
0

10.0
1.8
a.4
.a

3,378
657
133
a
0

8 .6
l. 7
0. 3
.0
.0

13.0

5,545

14.0

5,091

12.7

4,866

12.2

1,021
2,904

2,627

6.6

8,381
13,487
10,012

2 l. l
34.0
25.2

31,88a
3,828
1, I 52
154
17
2
5,153

JOO

39,729
6.83

laa

40 ,005
6.93

100

39,735
6.92

3.0
8 .1

.0
lOa

1,47 1
3,3 60

Percent

2.6
7.3

3.a
3.6

39 ,660
6.82

1983

1982
Percent Actual

4,168
39,338
6.98

3.7
8.5

10.6
100

TABLE4 Bas~ Condition, Nen~ York State Tvurir..g Ruute Syct~n•, 1931-1905
Lane Miles
198 1
Condition Level
Excellent

Actual
10
9

1,115
1,442

8
7
6

Total
Good-to-fair

Total
Poor

Total
Grand total
Average

5
4
3
2
1

Percent Actual
2. 8
3. 6

1,044
2,747

2,55 7

6.4

6 ,473
10,610

16. 3
26.8
2 9. 5

28,794
5,641
2,21 7
409
39
3

~

8,309
39,66a
6 .53

1983

1982

Percent Actual

1984
Percent Actual

198 5
Percent Actual

Percent

2.6
6.9

1,275
3,859

3.2
9.6

1,144
3,370

2.9
8.5

1,355
3,260

3,79 1

9.5

5, 134

12.8

4,5 14

11.4

4 ,615

I 1.7

6 ,461
11,039
10,43 9

16. 3
27.8
26.3

6,298
10,795
10,982

15.7
27 .0
27 .5

7,133
10,201
11,775

18. 0
25.7
29.6

8,198
10,340
10,187

20. 8
26. 3
25.9

72 .6

27,939

7a.3

28,07 5

70. 2

29 ,109

73. 3

28, 725

73.0

14.2
5.6
1.0
0.1
.0

5,763
1,753
403
77
3

14 .5
4.4
l.O
0.2
.0

5,130
1,352
257
57
0

12 .8
3.4
0.6
0. 1
0.0

4 ,630
1,237
197
48
0

11.7
3.1
0.5
0.1
o.a

4,870
875
230
23
a

12.4
2.2
0.6
0. 1
a.a

2 1.a
100

7,999
39,729
6.64

2a.1
laa

6,796
40,005
6.78

17.0
100

6,112
39, 735
6.'/':J

15 .4
laa

5,99 8
39,338
6.88

3.4
8. 3

15.2
100
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FIG URE 4 Overall condition of the New York highway system.

is in line with the NYSDOT's repair program, which
amounted to approximately 1,000 mi last year.

Corporate Data Base

Although the NYSDOT is generally satisfied with the
overall delivery and administrative aspects of this
system, improvements are still being made. The primary ones now under development follow.

The highway condition data system is largely separate from the NYSDOT's other record systems on traffic, bridge data, accidents, and other features. The
NYSDOT is working to develop a corporate data base,
which will combine all of this information into one
highway record. This will allow regional offices to
easily summa r ize and compare information for highway
sections rather than search for information in disparate sources.

TABLE 5 Accuracy of Condition Data, 1982-1985

Condition Data for Local Roads

PLANS FOR THE FUTURE

Condition Data
Surface
Average differences (points)
Pro ha hie range
Percent within± I point
Base
Average difference (points)
Pro ha hie range
Percent within± I point
Total sections checked

1982

1983

1984

1985

-.II
.52
96.6

+.05
.53
95.5

+.001
.38
96 .9

-.002
.53
93.8

-.39
.55
91.2
1,130

+.05
.57
92.0
1,173

-.06

-.01
.56
93.3
1,069

.46
95.3
1,159

The Department is extending its information recording systems to include an additional 10,000 mi of
federal-aid roads that are off the state highway
system. Condition data for other highway sections
are being developed in some metropolitan areas,
cooperatively with the MPOs, and by counties and
cities. These groups are using the NYSDOT's highway
condition rating system to rate the condition of
their highways. The New York State Thruway Authority
and local agencies within New York are also using
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these data to help identify project priorities. To
date, 20 such crews have been trained by the NYSDOT's
staff at the 1984 and 1985 annual training sessions.
Table 6 gives the areas where field scoring has been
or is planned to be conducted.
The information procured from the highway condition surveys conducted by these groups is used by
the MPO and their members in the evaluation and determination of priori ties of proposed projects as
part of their Transportation Improvement Program
(TIP) development process. In addition, the Thruway
Authority and local municipalities use their highway
condition data in the development of their annual
improvement.
In some areas of New York, efforts have been initiated to field score all federal-aid roadways to
determine county and regional needs. As an example,
countywide scoring by consultant teams has been accomplished in Long Island as part of the determination of short- and long-range regional highway

TABLE 6 Local Government's Participation in New York State
Road Rating
Agency

1984

NYSDOT Thrlnvay A!.!thority

Touring

Albany MPO

FA Nonstate (1983)
FA Nonstate ( 1984)

1985
Route~

Thru'.'.':lJ'

Buffalo MPO

Touring Route:;
Thruway
FA Nonstate
FA Nonstate
Erie and
Niagara

Erie County
Niagara County
Saratoga County
City of Troy
Putnam County
Warren County
Washington County
Westchester County
Utica MPO
Binghamton MPO
Chemung County
Dutchess County
Orange County
City of Syracuse
New York City

1983 Erie County
1984 Niagara County
County Roads
City Streets
County Roads

Nassau County
Suffolk County

FA System
FA System

County Roads
County Roads
County Roads
FA Nonstate
1984 FA Nonstate

Infrastructure Needs Model
The NYSDOT previously developed a highway condition
projection model that uses the condition dat a to
estimate future needs. This tool is a flexible technique for handling pavement needs, but does not deal
with related issues such as capacity, service, and
safety. To address these concerns, the NYSDOT is developing an expanded tool that wiil allow estimation
of a full range of highway and bridge needs, blending ideas of the HPMS analytical packages as well as
other needs estimation techniques. Both mainframe
and micro versions of this tool are being constructed.
Pavement Distress Survey
Although the NYSDOT understands that network-level
highway condition rating procedures are important
for overall pavement management, it also recognizes
th.::.t mcra detail on pavement distress ie, f1eeu~u i:o
determine what particular actions to take on a given
highway section onc e it has been identified for re pairs. The NYSDOT is now testing a variety of
methods of obtaining various kinds of distress information from moving vehicles, and plans to undertake a pilot survey during 1986. The pavement
distress survey will provide additional detailed
information, and will be helpful in project selection and determining improvements for various identified distresses.
Deterioration Trends

County Roads
County Roads
County Roads
City Streets
Planning City
Streets

Note: MPO =metropolitan planning organization and FA= federal aid.

needs. New York City is currently planning to undertake a program to survey the condition of their
6,000 mi of streets. They expect to initiate their
survey in early 1986, using an extension of the
method.

As the NYSDOT accumulates information on highway
condition for each highway section, it is able to
more thoroughly understand and predict the remaining
pavement life of each highway section. Because this
is a long-range goal that requires a considerable
history of pavement information for each section,
the NYSDOT is now hni 1 ni ng the aata base ana tools
necessary to handle and process that information.
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SUMMARY
Overall, the NYSDOT has made considerable progress
in developing a network-level pavement condition
system that obtains, processes, and summarizes network-level condition data in an accurate and timely
fashion. The system is used as one input to the
NYSDOT' s cycle for identifying highway sections for
repairs, and thus is constrained to a 2-month delivery period between collection and report. This
constraint has generated a decentralized, highly
automated, tightly controlled field review and off ice processing system that has been shown to be
capable of achieving high-quality results for large
highway systems within a tight time limit.
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A Pavement Feedback System for the Illinois
Department of Transportation: Feasibility and
System Requirements
R. J. ROMAN, M. B. SNYDER, M. I. DARTER, and M. R. BROTEN

ABSTRACT

Presented in this paper are the results of an investigation of the need for an
improved Illinois pavement feedback system (IPFS) for the collection, storage,
retrieval, and utilization of important pavement information. The study clearly
showed that there io a critie.:il need for improved procedures for feeding bu.ck
pavement performance data and correlating it with design, traffic, and other
information for the pavement management purposes of the Illinois Department of
Transportation. The system requirements of the IPFS were limited to address
development and evaluation of pavement policies and guidelines as well as
design methods and standards, pavement life prediction models for new and rehabilitated pavements to aid in projecting future performance and in answering
"what-if" questions, special pavement studies and research needs, and initial
implementation on the Interstate highway system plus selected other pavement
sections. This paper will be of interest to state highway agencies that are
either developing or improving their pavement feedback systems.

Presented in this paper is a summary of the results
from a study on the need for improved pavement feedback information and analysis for pavement management in the Illinois Department of Transportation
(IDOT) • Research study IHR-517, the Development and
Field Testing of an Illinois Pavement Feedback System (IPFS), was begun in January 1984 by the Department of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois,
in cooperation with the Illinois Department of
Transportation. The major work phases included
•
•
•
•
•
•

Investigative study,
Definition of system requirements,
Logical design of the system,
Physical design of the system,
Implementation, and
System adjustment.

Discussed in this paper are the results of the
first two phases only. This discussion is intended
to provide the primary background documentation for
determining the future development and direction of
the IPFS. The results presented in this paper were
obtained through numerous interviews held with !DOT
personnel, identification of pavement management information flow, and evaluation of current information sources.
PROBLEM DEFINITION
There are many problems facing highway administrators and engineers today, but many of the most critical deal with the maintenance and management of
highway pavement facilities. These problems include
R.J. Roman, Eres Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 1003,
Champaign, Ill. 61820. M.B. Snyder, M.I. Darter, and
M.R. Broten, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois at Urbana, Champaign, Ill.
61801. Current address for M.I. Darter: Eres Consultants, Inc., P.O. Box 1003, Champaign, Ill. 61820.

1. The rapid deterioration of United States'
pavement systems,
2. The effective expenditure of limited resources for maintenance, rehabilitation, and reconstruction to maximize the benefits of the transportation dollar, and
3. The preservation of credibility among legislative bodies and the public regarding the maintenance and management of the pavement network.
The 1960s and 1970s were a period of unprecedented highway construction, but many of the pavements built during that period have already reached
or are now approaching the end of their service
lives and are in need of major rehabilitation or
reconstruction. Others are showing signs of serious
distress much earlier than expected. This realization has led many highway administrators to take a
new look at the way they have programmed, designed,
constructed, and maintained pavements, and to attempt to find ways to manage their pavement systems
more effectively.
Pavement management encompasses many of the daily
activities of every highway agency, such as allocation of financial resources, pavement maintenance
and rehabilitation activities, design and construction of facilities, special studies of pavement
failures, and so forth. Central to the pavement management picture are the directors, bureau chiefs,
district engineers, and others who are responsible
for the execution and coordination of these activities and for weighing the alternatives to achieve
the best possible benefits from the available funds.
To manage pavements effectively, it is essential
that these managers and engineers have rapid access
to adequate information about the pavement network
on which to base their decisions. This includes detailed information (such as design, traffic, performance, and costs) about the thousands of individual
pavement sections that make up the highway system.
The flow of major pavement-related information in
!DOT is shown in Figure 1.
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FIGURE 1 Flow of major pavement-related information in the IDOT.

The process of collecting information, analyzing
it, and making decisions takes place at two different levels. One is the project level where decisions
are made about specific projects (e.g., a decision
to overlay or restore a particular section of pavement). The other is the network or program level,
where decisions are made that affect the entire system of pavements. At either level, the heart of the
pavement management system is the data base, as
shown in Figure 2.
!DOT managers are currently facing many general
pavement management-related questions that could be
addressed quantitatively with
pavement
feedback
data, including
1. Are current pavement design procedures producing pavements that perform satisfactorily?
2. Are current rehabilitation standards and policies resulting in acceptable rehabilitation project
performance?
3. What will be the overall condition of the Interstate Highway System in 5 and 10 years?
4. How quickly are traffic loadings (equivalent
single-axle loads) accumulating on the pavement network?
More specific questions include
1. What effect have underdrains had on pavement
performance?
2. Have 2-in. asphalt-concrete (AC) overlays of
continuously reinforced concrete pavements (CRCP)
performed satisfactorily?
3. What has been the relative performance and

cost-effectiveness of full-depth Portland cement
concrete (PCC) and AC repairs in PCC pavements?
4. What has been the performance of 8-in. CRCP
as opposed to 9-in. CRCP?
Many questions such as these cannot be answered
if the pavement feedback data are inadequate. Experience has shown that a comprehensive pavement data
feedback system would provide the means to address
these and many other questions, including identifying the consequences of certain policies and funding
levels (answering "what-if" questions). It was this
perceived need to improve procedures for information
gathering, processing, and analysis to aid in better
management of the highway system by the !DOT that
resulted in the initiation of this study <..!.l·
DEFICIENCIES IN CURRENT !DOT INFORMATION SYSTEMS
The !DOT currently maintains more than 40 different
data bases that address various pavement management
tasks <ll· However, there are several serious deficiencies in these information systems that prevent
them from forming the foundation of a comprehensive
pavement feedback system. These deficiencies can be
grouped into the two following general categories
(a) data availability deficiencies and (b) system
deficiencies.
Data A.v ailabili t.y Deficiencies
The data availability deficiencies can be subdivided
into the following categories:
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1. Lack of required data. Much of the data required for a comprehensive pavement feedback system
are not stored in any existing computerized !DOT
data base. This information includes both inventory
and monitoring data as follows:
• Inventory data are defined as pavement
design and materials data, traffic volumes and
characteristics, climatic data, past rehabilitation activities, and so forth. Inventory data are
required for project level planning and networklevel ahalysis activities such as special studies, developing performance models (e.g., predictive equations for serviceability and various
distresses) , and evaluating policies and guide1 ines, and design standards and procedures.
• Monitoring data are defined as data that
are routinely collected and stored and that include pavement distress and serviceability data,
skid resistance, pavement roughness measurements,
and nondestructive deflection testing results.
Monitoring data are the basis for the development
of models for the accurate prediction of distress
occurrence (such as cracking, edge punchouts, or
deteriorated joints) or system condition at any
time in the future. Monitoring data are also required to evaluate pavement performance and the
impact of management decisions on pavement performance (e.g'., condition and traffic monitoring
data are needed to evaluate the effects of the
recent increase in allowable truck weights on
pavement performance) • Much of this type of information is not readily available.
2. Inadequately detailed data. Much of the information currently stored in IDOT's computerized
data banks is insufficiently detailed for pavement
feedback applications Ill. In addition, the existing

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

condition rating survey value (CRS--a numerical rating between 1.0 and 9.0 based on visual estimates of
distress quantity and severity) is not sufficiently
detailed or objective enough for research and evaluation purposes. Additional field surveys are often
required to provide the kind of quantitative information needed (i.e., type, severity, and measured
amount of distress) to evaluate pavement performance, policies, and guidelines, and design procedures and standards.
3. Lack of up-to-date information. The information used for many pavement management activities is
often not current. Many data elements are collected
only every few years, and there is often a considerable delay in entering these data elements into the
data bases. Current information must often be obtained through nonstandard channels (e.g., by special request, conducting a special survey, or manually searching files awaiting data entry). The
accuracy of these data (i.e., lack of currency) adversely affects the usefulness of the strategies developed using the data.
4. Inaccessibility of data banks. Because the
data required for many pavement management activities are not all stored in a centralized, computerized data base, the accessing of required data is
often a problem. Data required for pavement management decisions often come from a variety of sources
that have been developed over many years, using the
technology (and addressing the needs) of the day.
Thus, older data storage systems
(i.e., manual
files) often hinder the retrieval of the large
amounts of data typically required for pavement management purposes. This is particularly true for the
retrieval of inventory data such as original design,
materials, traffic, and construction information for
existing pavements. Obtaining these data, if they
are even available, often involves manually searching several existing files.
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FIGURE 2 Pavement management system showing the importance of
information flow and analysis.
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System Deficiencies
In addition to data availability deficiencies, there
are also several data storage and retrieval system
deficiencies that would prevent these systems from
forming the foundation of a comprehensive pavement
feedback system. These system deficiencies can be
broken down into categories as follows:
1. Inadequate data storage. Existing computerized systems do not currently store all of the inventory and monitoring data necessary tu address
!DOT' s pavement feedback data needs. These systems
are not set up to handle the volume of data required, and even if these systems could be expanded,
data handling and processing times would continue to
be unacceptable Cil·
2. Lack of a common referencing scheme. One of
the major deficiencies in !DOT' s current pavement
management program is the lack of a common referencing scheme for pavement sections. This inhibits communication and leads to time-consuming manual transactions and analyses. Figure 3 shows the major !DOT
data bases and the flow of information between them.
The connecting arrows indicate communication or
cross-referencing between data banks, and the direction of information flow. In most cases, the existing independent systems appear to serve their intended purposes well, but it frequently takes a
great deal of work to get even a few of these systems to work together toward a common goal. This
figure clearly shows that there is no common tie between all of the data banks and that many of them
are practically stand-alone systems. There is also
no standard pavement "section" definition for management purposes that would enable a common referencing system to be keyed to each section.

A good pavement management program requires good
communication within each bureau and between the
various bureaus, offices, and districts as well. The
!DOT Referencing Commit.tee recently prepared a report on their findings and recommendations for a
statewide referencing system to be used by all !DOT
departments. A link-node referencing system has been
selected for statewide use.
3. Limited special studies applications. The
existing computerized systems are not flexible
enough to address special pavement studies applications. In addition to the lack of inventory and monitoring data in the existing systems, and the problems many users have in accessing the system, much
of the software currently in use has very limited
report-generation
and
statistical-analysis
capabilities.
"What-if" and special study questions that !DOT
managers need answers to, such as the following, are
impossible to address quantitatively with the current systems:
• What has been the performance of thin AC overlays on CRCP?
• What has bet:n the performance of 10-in. CRCP
compared to 9-in. CRCP in similar traffic and climatic conditions?
• Do retrofit underdrains extend remaining pavement life and are they cost-effective?
• What effect does placing dowel bars in fulldepth concrete repairs have on long-term repair performance?
• How much do intensive maintenance practices
extend pavement life?
• What are the relative effects of traffic and
bituminous mix design properties on rutting of AC
overlays?

OPP' S
H1GHWAY PERFOIU1/\NCE
HONITOR I NG SYSTF.
HPMS

LCS

FIGURE 3 Current information flow, or lack of flow, between IDOT data bases.
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• What
PCC pavement rehabilitation
technique
has proved to be the most cost-effective and reliable--concrete pavement restoration (CPR) , thin AC
overlay, or "crack-and-seat" followed by a structural AC overlay?
A single system with the required data, analysis
capabilities, and flexibility is needed to aid in
efficiently
performing
special
pavement-related
studies such as these.
4. Lack of graphical data display capabilities.
The data display of most pavement management outputs
is currently limited to hard copy listings of information. Existing computerized data bases have little
graphical data presentation capability. Graphical
capabilities are needed for several purposes, however, including: (a) to display trends in pavement
performance versus selected design, construction,
traffic:

or

climatic

varjablP.s

nn

particular

pavP.-

ment sections; and, (b) to aid in quickly identifying, locating, highlighting, and describing areas
and selected items of interest on a computer-generated pavement network map. Thus, a graphics-capable
system would greatly assist in communicating pavement needs and conditions to management.
'l'he preceoJ.ng oerl.CJ.encies have resu1:ced in 'Che
lack of a formalized, systematic approach to pavement management. Over the years, the pavement management system that has evolved at IDOT has done so
in a piecemeal or as-needed way (1). The resulting
system is not as efficient as it could be, it may or
may not perform as desired (depending on what is demanded of it) , and it has limited capabilities for
expansion and upgrading. In addition, these deficiencies have led to many functional problems for
the central offices of the !DOT. The following are
representative of the types of problems that were
identified during the investigative study portion of
this project:
1. Policies and guidelines are sometimes established without full consideration of technical data,
which are often unavailable. As a result, these policies and guidelines are sometimes established based
on an office perception of a field problem--which
may not be completely accurate.
2. Design procedures and standards are also
sometimes adopted and continued for a long period
without full knowledge of their performance history
on previous projects. This failure to monitor the
performance of new and existing designs and rehabilitations may result in the construction of many additional miles of unsatisfactory pavement.
3. It is often desirable to obtain background
information for policy development, research, and so
forth. Current data are frequently unavailable to
produce reports in the required format or on short
notice. In addition, original design, construction,
and materials data are often not readily accessible,
if available at all.

Findings
This
investigative
study
identified
significant
problems and deficiencies in the current IDOT pavement feedback system. It was concluded that some
type of an improved IPFS is greatly needed to improve IDOT's pavement management system.

RECOMMENDED SOLUTION
There are two possible alternatives for providing an
improved IPFS: (a) utilize one or more of the exist-

ing computerized data banks and add the required
data elements and analysis capabilities, or (b) develop a new computerized pavement feedback data
bank, but draw from and interact with the existing
data banks as much as possible.
Much consideration was given to expanaing one or
more of the existing data banks. However, the technical requirements of the IPFS would make it difficult, if not impossible, to utilize these data bases
as the primary data base, even with major revisions
to them. (This was also the general feeling of !DOT
personnel who currently manage these data bases.)
Thus, it was concluded that a new pavement feedback data system must be developed that specifically
addresses the pavement management needs defined in
this study. This system must meet the joint requirements of providing both rapid interactive response
to system users while maintaining a large data bank.
'l'hF>rP ;,, " .-,on<dnF>r"hlP "mount of background and developmental work in this area that can be used by
available systems <.~.12.l·
The scope of this pavement feedback data bank
will be limited initially to address the pavement
management activities of the central offices, and,
to aid in implementation, the initial design and
implementation of the system will be limited to the
Illinois Interstate system and selected sections of
the primary and secondary systems. As a minimum,
however, the data base will contain an adequate number of pavement sections to surnrnar ize pavement information over the entire Illinois Interstate highway pavement network and to address specific design
questions regarding pavement designs not found on
the Interstate system.
The primary users of the initial data feedback
system will likely include the following offices:

.

...

The
The
The
The
The
The

Bureau of Materials and Physical Research,
Bureau of Design,
Bureau of Maintenance,
Office of Planning and Programming,
Bureau of Location and Environment, and
districts.

These offices should be able to incorporate the
new system into their operations quickly and to uti1 ize its benefits effectively. Some of the district
offices may also wish to access the data bank, and
this should not be discouraged. As the system becomes established, it is likely that most of the
district offices will utilize the system.
DATA REQUIREMENTS
General data element types that address the potential pavement data feedback system uses discussed
earlier were identified and are listed as follows
for inventory data:
• Pavement section identification/location,
• Shoulder, geometrics,
Layer properties and design,
• Drainage systems,
• Subgrade properties,
• Original materials and construction data,
• Historical climatic information,
• Past maintenance/improvements,
• Rehabilitation design, and
• Traffic data.
General data element types were also identified for
monitoring data and are as follows:
• Roughness, skid, and CRS,
Distress,
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•
•
•
•

Deflections,
Annual maintenance,
Pavement improvements/rehabilitation,
Annual climatic information, and
Annual traffic information

Specific data elements that should be included in
the proposed system have also been identified. These
were selected to facilitate generation of the many
specific outputs that were identified to address
IDOT's future pavement feedback data needs.

DATA COLLECTION REQUIREMENTS
The collection of the initial set of required inventory and monitoring data will be a major work task.
After collection, the inventory data will remain essentially unchanged in the data bank. The monitoring
data, however, must be collected at regular intervals to keep the data bank up-to-date. These intervals should be reasonably short at first (e.g., 1-2
years) , but may be lengthened after several years
when the need for large amounts of monitoring data
decreases as the distress and serviceability trends
for individual pavement sections become better defined.
The data collection effort must be carefully
planned and efficient data collection procedures
must be developed. The collection of monitoring data
will be formalized in a streamlined procedure that
provides for the collection of the most required
field data in a single visit to the project site.
Some other data, such as roughness, can be collected
rapidly with high speed equipment. This will result
in efficient data collection that eliminates duplicate efforts and provides consistent data for all
!DOT users.
Special equipment may be needed to collect and
enter the required inventory and monitoring data in
an efficient manner. Although !DOT currently has
most of the equipment required to collect the needed
data elements, the use of high-speed photography and
a stable roughness profilometer would aid greatly in
the rapid collection of distress and roughness (and
serviceability) data.
Procedures and equipment do exist that can be
used to further minimize the effort required for
data collection and storage (5,6). For example, the
Minnesota Department of Tr~sportation currently
uses small hand-held computers to code all distress
data in the field. At the end of each day, the data
stored by these machines is transferred via phone
lines directly into the data base.

DATA BASE AND DATA PROCESSING
The IPFS will ultimately include a large amount of
data. A major automated data base manager will be
required to handle the data. The use of the "GeoFacility Data Base" is one concept that will be
carefully investigated.
The gas and electric utility industry has developed the concept of a Geo-Facility Information System (GFIS). The primary goals of a GFIS are to "reduce the cost of maintaining facilities records, to
store the records in standard form on a computer
data base, and to make the facilities data available
in the form best suited to user requirements." These
goals are similar to those of IPFS and the layout of
highway pavement segments are similar to pipe or
electrical distribution systems (7-9).
The GFIS provides for a combi""i;ation of software,
hardware, and data bases that could potentially support IPFS applications requiring the use of graphic

representation of facilities. A conversion from a
GFIS to a transportation information system is currently underway at Pennsylvania State University (~)·
The hardware components required to implement a
GFIS system include centralized and distributed processors and graphics workstations. Software needs
include data base support, interface support, graphics workstation support and applications support.
Figure 4 shows the major hardware components and
their position in the operational system (9).
The five major hardware components include
1. The host (centralized) processor, IDOT's main
computing systemi
2. Distributed processors, which are smaller
computers located at graphics workstation sites that
may be used to relieve the host processor of high
interactive overhead and to relieve communications
lines of heavy traffici
3. Direct access storage space for DFIS data
basesi
4. Graphics workstationsi and
5. Nongraphics workstations.
The graphics display is a monitor screen that
displays pictures representing retrieved data, such
as highway cross sections or maps. This display unit
may have a cursor (a small square or crosshair of
light) that can be positioned using a cursor control
box (Joystick or mouse) • By placing the cursor over
any item in the picture and pressing the appropriate
keys, the user can instruct the system to modify or
delete the item.
The plotter and the hard-copy device both produce
a graphic paper document. A typical hard-copy device
rapidly prints a small (8.5-by-11-in.) copy of whatever is displayed on the storage tube.
The plotter is slower than the hard-copy device
but prints a larger, high-quality document. !DOT may
need several workstations with hard-copy devicesi
only one or two should need to be normally equipped
with plotters.
The digitizing tablet provides the means for entering facilities data, including location information. Paper documents (such as maps) and paper keyboards (menus) are laid on the tablet surface, and,
through a series of cursor or stylus pointings to
menu functions and the document, the data are entered into the computer workspace and shown on the
graphics display.
Data processing activities will require the use
and purchase of several hardware components including personal computers to ensure the reliable and
efficient entry of information into the data base.
The personal computers will also be well-suited for
most analyses, which will minimize access and turnaround
time problems
that currently discourage
people from trying to use !DOT mainframe machines.
DATA BASE MANAGER
The successful implementation and operation of the
IPFS will require that trained !DOT personnel be
assigned full-time to the management of the data
base. These personnel will perform many tasks, including
• Conduct and coordinate the inventory data retrievals from the various existing !DOT data bases
and enter all data into the IPFS.
• Supervise, coordinate, and participate in the
annual monitoring data collection activities to ensure uniform and proper data collection without duplication of effort.
• Clean and verify all data that are to be entered into the IPFS.
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Oistribu1ed graphics workstations

Dinributed
processor

c~rwaflzed

grapllici workstauons

Centralized
processor

OFIS
bases

Centralized nongraphics workstation

FIGURE 4 Example of geo-facility information system (GFIS) hardware.

• Provide assistance to users in data retrieval
and analysis.
• Perform all updates and corrections to the
data base to ensure the secui::i ty and integrity of
the system.
• Identify improvements and additional softwarehardware needs for efficient operation of the IPFS.
DATA RETRIEVAL AND ANALYSIS
It is recommended that user access terminals be
micro or personal computers in combination with a
graphics workstation. This will allow the user to
retrieve data from the mainframe computer, store it
locally on a diskette, manipulate, and even modify
the data locally without affecting the integrity of
the main data bank. Analyses and reports can also be
generated on the personal computer and graphics terminal and printers. This system would provide users
with efficient and flexible analysis, report, and
graphics capabilities while avoiding lengthy turnaround times on IDOT's mainframe computers. Analysis
software can even be developed that will provide the
users with additional flexibility in data handling
and analysis for the generation of custom reports,
graphics, and special studies.
REPORTS AND OUTPUTS
The results of this study suggest that the proposed
system must provide three general types of reports
(a) standard reports, (b) flexible, user-specified,
and generated reports, and (c) graphic or picture

reports that may be included in either standard or
flexible reports (e.g., maps, graphs, and data
plots). All of these capabilities are essential to
provide different users with the ability to utilize
the system and quickly obtain the desired results.
Most of the standard reports should be menudriven to maximize the user-friendliness and flexibility of the system so that even a user who is totally unfamiliar with computerized data banks will
be able to obtain the information desired with minimal assistance.
Standard reports and outputs could also be run on
the mainframe computer to produce data subfiles that
would then be downloaded to the personal computers
for storage and eventual retrieval, manipulation,
analysis, and report generation. Any of these standard reports could be generated on an as-needed
basis by the system users or automatically on a
periodic basis, as might be required for pavement
monitoring or data base management purposes.
The flexible report capabilities will be used to
address the numerous special "one-time" research
studies that are performed each year and cannot be
addressed with standard reports. Software similar to
EZtrieve [which IDOT currently uses with the larger
data bases (.!Q) J may be developed or purchased to
provide flexibility and ease-of-use for producing
data subsets that can be more easily manipulated by
analysis and report generation software packages.
Specific reports required for IPFS were identified and workups were developed. Examples of the
types of reports that may be generated with such a
system are shown in Figures 5 and 6. Graphics capabilities are essential in enhancing the preceding
types of reports.
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POTENTIAL USES OF IPFS
Several pavement management functions and work tasks
are performed throughout !DOT that can be addressed
and augmented through the use of an improved Illinois pavement feedback system. A formalized pavement

feedback system would provide an up-to-date source
of readily-available pavement information to address
the problems and deficiencies that the current system includes. The pavement feedback system will de fine the network in such a way that data collected
throughout the agency is integrated and supports

ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
RUTTING OF ASPHALT CONCRETE OVERLAYS
03108011101
LAST OVERLAY DATE

PROJECT ID

THICKNESS
PRODUCER CODE
MATERIAL CODE
MARSHALL STABILITY-LBS
FLOW
AVERAGE BIG 'D'-PCF
AVERAGE DENSITY

BINDER
3 .O IN
1757.05
101 . 06
1987
10 . 7
155. 3
98.2

8/79

SURFACE

l':5'IN
1757.05
101 .06
18 27
11.0
157.4
97.3

YEAR
RUTTING LEFT LANE
ADT LEFT LANE
CUM ESAL LEFT LANE

- -81-0 .14
11700
2 .8

- -82-0.22
12000
4.3

--83-0.29
12400
5 .8

--84-0.37
12800
7.3

--85 - 0.47
13200
9.3

RUTTING RIGHT LANE
ADT RI GHT LANE
CUM ESAL RT LANE

0.06
1950
0.2

0.07
2000
0.4

0.8
2100
0.6

0 .10
2100
0.8

0 . 12
2200
1.1

03107411551
BINDER

SURFACE

THICKNESS
PRODUCER CODE
MATERIAL CODE
MARSHALL STABILITY-LBS
FLOW
AVERAGE BIG 'D'-P CF
AVERAGE DENSITY

4."5TN

l':5'IN

1742 .15
101.06
2132
10.6
159 . 5
97.8

1742.15
101. 07
1915
11. l
157.5
97.2

YEAR
RUTTI NG LEFT LANE
ADT LEFT LANE
CUM ESAL LEFT LANE

- -81--

***
***
***

***
***
***

--83-0 . 05
10800
1.0

--84-0 .12
11100
2. I

- - 85-0 .16
11500
3.3

RUTTING RIGHT LANE
ADT RIGHT LANE
CUM ESAL RT LANE

***
***
***

***
***
***

0.04
1750
0.02

0.05
1800
0.04

0 . 05
1900
0 .6

PROJECT
ID

LAS T OL
DATE

BINDE R
THICK

- 82-

8/79

LAST OVERLAY DATE

PROJECT ID

SURFACE
THICK

BINDER
MATERIAL

SURFACE
CODE

ADT
SINCE

ESAL'S
LAST O.L.

RUTTING
INSIDE OUTSIDE
LN

- ------- -- ---- ---- ---- -------- ---- --- --- - - - - - - - ---- ----- - - --~--~----------~- -

03108011101

8/79

3.0

1. 5

101.06

101. 08

13 200

9.3

0.12

0.47

03108011151

8/79

3.0

1.5

101.06

101 .08

13200

9.3

0 . 18

0.14

03107411551

10/82

4.5

1.5

101.06

101 . 07

11500

3.3

0.05

0 .16

03107412101

9/81

4 .5

l.5

101.04

101 .07

11500

J.3

0.05

0.18

03107412151

9/82

4.5

1.5

101.04

101.07

11500

3.3

0.06

() .19

04108011501

7 (78

3.0

1.5

101 .06

101 .08

12700

10 .1

0.23

0.51

04108011551

7/78

J.O

1.5

101.06

101 . OB

12800

10. l

0 . 27

0.51

04105719701

6/83

3 .0

0

101 . 06

****

'1800

1.2

0.09

0 . 12

04105719751

6/83

J.O

0

101.06

****

9800

1.2

0.07

0.11

04105725601

7/80

5.0

2.5

101.03

101.09

14600

3.8

0 . 10

0.22

04105725651

7/80

5.0

2.5

101.03

101.09

14600

3.8

0.11

0.29

05107207801

9/84

2.0

1.5

101 .06

101 . 08

7100

0. 7

0.02

0.08

05107207851

9/84

2.0

1.5

101.06

101.08

7100

0.7

0.02

0.06

F1GURE 5 Example of Rutting Asphalt Concrete Overlays Report.
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ILLINOIS DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
PAVEMENT CONDITION SUMMARY-JUNE 12, !9B5
PROJECT IDENTIFICATION DATA
03108011551
25408
I- 80

PROJECT ID
CONTRACT NUMBER
ROUTE
CONSTRUCTION SECTION
LAST CONDITION SURVEY

TRAFFIC DIRECTION
NO.LANES ONE DIRECTION
INSIDE SHOULDER WIDTH
OUTSIDE SHOULDER WIDTH
START MILEPOST
END MILEPOST
PROJECT LENGTH

****
5/B5

ORIGINAL DESIGN DATA

OVERLAY DESIGN DATA
JRCP
A-7-6
10 IN
100 FT
II /62

ORIGINAL PAVEMENT TYPE
SUBGRADE AASHTO CLASS
ORIGINAL SURFACE / SLAB THI CKNESS
ORIGINAL JOINT SPACING
DATE OPENED TO TRAFFIC
YEAR
CRS
ROUGHNESS INDEX
SKID NUMBER
AGE
6
CUMULATIVE ESAL'S (*10 )
DISTRESS TYPE
CORNER BREAD

SEV

79
5.0
115
32
17
17 .0

M
H

UNIT
SLABS/MILE
SLABS/MILE
SLABS/MILE

o.o

TRANSV CRACK

L
M
H

SPALL ING

JOINT REFL CR
(OL)

L

WESTBOUND
2 AT 12 FT
4 FT
12 FT
115. IO
116.90
1.8 MILES

OVERLAY NUMBER
DATE OF OVERLAY
A.C. THICKNESS

BO
4.7
122
30

18
18.4

81
4.2
128
28
19
19.9

82
3.9
135
27
20
21.5

2

I
05/83
3.0

83
9.0
34
45
23.0

84
8.4
40
44
2
24.6

B5
8.1
***
26 .3

16 . 9
0 .0
0.0

43.3
2.6
0.0

***3

l. l

l. 7

I. 7

0.0

0.0
0.0

0.6
0.0

2.2
0.0
0.6

CRACKS/MILE
CRACKS/MILE
CRACKS/MILE

139
172
19

120
!BB
26

130
212
35

95
217
45

L
M
H

JOINTS/!HLE
JOINTS/MILE
JOINTS/MILE

15 .B
2B.8
9.2

12.B
27.6
12.4

9.8
28.0
15.0

5.8
28.2
18.B

L
M
H

CRACKS/MILE
CRACKS/MILE
CRACKS/MILE

CENTERLINE CR
(OL)

L
M
H

L. F. /MILE
L.F./MILE
L.F./MILE

0
0
0

2200
0200
0

4600
500
100

PATCH REFL CR
(OI;)

L
M
H

CRACKS/MILE
CRACKS/MILE
CRACKS/MILE

0
0
0

13.3
0
0

69.4
16.7
4.2

o.o
o.o
0.0

FIGURE 6 Example of a Pavement Condition Summary Report.

both analysis applications and graphic applications.
Application programs will be able to make direct use
of data retrieved from the data base. The following
are examples of general pavement feedback applications:

• Summary of design and performance information
for a specific pavement section;
• Summary of pavement network information (some
information from all sections) ;
• Prediction of future performance of each section and of the network;
• Evaluation of !DOT pavement policies, design
procedures, and standards;
• Evaluation of !DOT specifications and quality
control;
• Evaluation of rehabilitation strategies for
policy and design development;
• Special pavement studies and research;
• Computation of life-cycle costs for various
pavement types; and
• Improvement of
network
pavement management

strategies
questions.

by

addressing

management's

"what-if"

This is just a partial list of general pavement
feedback system applications and uses. Several specific applications have been identified (11) and as
the system is developed and implemented, new applications will be identified.
Several specific major output reports to address
the above applications were identified by the !DOT
project participants. Some of these include:
• The Network Pavement Condition Summary Report,
• The Project Level Pavement Condition Summary
Report,
• The
Existing
Pavement
Design/Materials/Construction Report,
• The Summary of Pavement Materials Properties
(Original Construction and Overlays) Report,
• The Traffic Loading History Report (Network
and Project Level) ,
• The Report of Annual Mean Roughness Index for
New Pavements, and
• Others.

Roman et al.
SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION
Work on the complete development and implementation
of this system is fully under way by the joint University of Illinois-IDOT staff. The remaining work
tasks include the following:
• LOqical Design- - Phase III. Work t asks includ e
completing t he def inition of the data base. Thi s
will i nc l ude defin ing all speci fi c in pu t s , i npu t
sources, output and report formats, the information
flow required to provide the required data and outputs, and a more detailed documentation of the requirements of the proposed IPFS.
• Physical Design--Phase IV. work to be completed cent ers a round t he physical design of the
system. This includes acqui s ition of remaini ng hard ware and equipment , phys i cal design o f the data ba s e
and operational software, development of data base
loading and data conversion procedures, in i t i ation
of data collection for testing the IPFS, and development of system parts packages (e.g., procedures,
programs, and files).
• Implementation--Phase v. Full-scale implementation consists of development of the system test
plan, coding, walk-through, documentation and testing of all system programs, creation of developmentproduction doc umentation, creation of user documentation (e.g., user manuals), and the collection of
an initial set of inventory and monitoring data.
• System Adjustment--Phase VI. A thorough review and further refinement of the system will be
completed. At the end of this phase, the system will
be fully operational.
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ment and Field Testing of an Illinois Pavement Feedback System." The project is part of the Illinois
Cooperative Highway Research Program, and is being
conducted by the Department of Civil Engineering,
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, in cooperation with the Illinois Department of Transportation and the FHWA, u.s. Department of Transportation.
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How Good Is the Highway Performance Monitoring
System? A Comparison with State Results
DAVID T. HARTGEN

ABSTRACT

Described in this paper is a comparison that was recently made by New York
State of 1984 Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) sample data with a
1984 inventory of data drawn from the same roads. The comparison is on condition and estimates of repair needs. The analysis shows that the 1984 HPMS data
are;" in aggrP.gatP.: ?' 90oa r'='P!''='B~nt~tiv!! Eampl!! cf the 1984 Sl:'Stem'::: c~nditic~.
Estimates of need show a similar pattern over time, but differ from those prepared by the state because the methods are not comparable. The paper concludes
with a number of recommendations concerning the HPMS analytical package that,
in the state's view, would increase its value to potential users that HPMS data
are useful.

The purpose of pavement management is to increase
the cost-effectiveness of public investment in highways, by improving the procedures by which highway
condition and needs are estimated, projected, and
evaluated. Pavement management cannot effectively be
accomplished unless the state highway agencies can
estimate future transportation needs, with sufficient accuracy to be credible as well as sufficient
lead time to plan for needed repairs.
The Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS)
established by the FHWA to describe system condition
and estimate needs on a national basis, has been
found to be an adequate tool for national estimates
(_!:-_l). However, because HPMS estimates are based on
a small sample of road sections in each state, and
are observed biennially, its representativeness and
usefulness at subnational levels (such as the state
level or areas or road groups within states) is considerably weak. In addition, each state's requirements for program- specific projects selected from
all roads under its jurisdiction precludes the use
of HPMS as a project identification tool, except in
those few states that use a complete inventory of
roads as input to the HPMS analytical process. Because of these problems, and because they have other
tools available, the states generally rely on other
techniques to forecast highway condition and prepare
estimates or nccus.
The availability of these other procedures provides the opportunity for comparison of the power of
the HPMS system at the state level. Because most
states conduct periodic inventories of condition and
prepare periodic needs statements, these estimates
can be compared with results from the HPMS. The
analysis can show to what extent HPMS complements
the state's procedures, and the degree to which it
may be relied on to prepare future estimates of
needs.
The purpose of this paper is to review one such
comparison that was recently conducted in New York.
In this comparison, the raw HPMS data and the results of needs projections in the HPMS Analytical
Process were compared with the data from New York's
own inventory of system condition, and the results
of its own projections of needs.
Planning Division, New York State
Transportation, Albany, N.Y. 12232.

Department

of

APPROACH
Of 109,800 mi in New York State, approximately
15,560 are under the jurisdiction of the state department of transportation (Figure 1) • In addition,
the New York State Thruway and other parkway authorities are responsible for approximately 830 more
centerline miles. Most of this mileage is on the
federal aid system. The remaining 93,490 mi are
owned by localities and include an additional 9,720
mi on the federal aid system.
The approach taken into this study is to develop
and compare 1984 estimates of highway condition, and
projected needs for the 1990s, using two parallel
methods. The study, Highway Financing for the '90's,
is part of a broader investigation being undertaken
by New York State to estimate highway repair needs
in the next decade after completion of the current
5-year transportation program. Figure 2 shows the
overview for the study, identifying particular tools
to be used for each assessment. In this figure, HCPM
refers to the New York State Department of Transportation (NYSDOT) Highway Condition Projection Model,
discussed later. The comparison between HPMS and the
New York methods includes data on (a) existing
(1984) highway conditions, (b) projected pavement
repair needs, and (c) projected capacity, safety,
and other nonpavement highway needs.

EXISTING CONDITIONS
The New York State and HPMS condition measuring systems are different, and must be related mathematically. To measure condition, New York State uses two
10-point scales (surface and base) to rate each sect ion of highway. On each scale, 1 represents the
worst condition and 10 represents the best condition, with roads rated 5 or less generally representing poor conditions. Full-system inventories of
condition are conducted annually from a moving vehicle using a visual photograph scale. This visual
scale is the key difference between the New York
State method and the federal method.
On the other hand, the HPMS condition rating system uses the 5-point Pavement Serviceability Rating
(PSR), in which 0 represents the worst condition and
5 represents excellent conditions, with roads rated
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FIGURE 1 New York State Highways and State Touring Route System.
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FIGURE 2 Overview of highway analysis methods
including "Financing for the '90's" study.

2.5 (2.0 for Interstate) or less generally considered to be in poor shape. In New York, the HPMS condition ratings are made every 2 years for a sample
of 2,700 sections. Before 1984, the state used this
5-point verbal rating system contained in the HPMS
field manual. Beginning in 1984, New York State used
its own 10-point rating procedure to estimate HPMS
condition, then calculated the HPMS rating as follows:
PSR = (Surface Rating + Base Rating)/4
This relationship was developed from a statistical
analysis of 100 sectibns rated by both methods (_!).
Because of changes in the procedure, "trend" stat is-

tics for HPMS for 1982 to 1984 are not strictly comparable. Although the rating systems are, therefore,
not strictly comparable, they are relatable.
Table 1 gives the average 1984 condition of roads
using the state and the HPMS rating processes. Because the rating methods for 1984 are identical,
this comparison essentially tests the overall representativeness of sample distribution of HPMS. For
the State Touring Routes, the HPMS sample data,
based on a sample of 1, 909 sections, produces an
overall average condition and "percent poor," which
is close to the full inventory results for the state
system. This is also shown in Figure 3, which shows
the distributions of each data set. Therefore, the
condition of local roads is probably also good
(within statistical limits). Figure 4 shows that in
prior years, the distribution of condition in the
HPMS sample appeared to be generally worse than that
in the state touring system. Because the 1984 data
agree and the sample locations were- unchanged from
1982 to 1984, it is suggested that the 1982 HPMS
data may have been scored too low.
Because the NYSDOT does not collect its own data
on nonstate-owned roads, the only indication of the
condition of these roads is taken from the HPMS.
Table 1 gives the average condition of these local
roads. In the worst shape of all is New York City,
where the overall system mean is estimated at 5. 04
(on a 10-point scale) with 56 percent rated as
"poor" (5 or less). Even though this data may have
considerable sampling error, it is clear that municipal, town, and county-owned roads in New York are
in considerably worse condition than the state-owned
roads. National HPMS data suggest a similar pattern
for most states (2_).
Another useful comparison, which is not often

TABLE 1 Average Condition by Jurisdiction and Measurement Method, 1984
New York State Method

HPMS Method

Total Measure-

Total Measure11wn ls Where
%.;; 5

Average•

Sample Size

6.80
6.62
6.44
6.24
6.22
5.04

12
16
16
24
20
56

1,909
166
354
66
172
43

JU~Hls

Wln:::1t:

Jurisdiction

% <; 5

Average•

State touring route
Towns
Counties
Villages
Other cities
New York City

14

6. 82

Total
3

2,710

Surface rating+ base rating/2.

-

-198+HPMS
~MPL~S

198+ STA.Tli

2.

4
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FIGURE 3 Condition distribution comparison-state touring routes versus HPMS samples,
1984.
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solid, and (b) the 1982 HPMS data probably understated condition.

TABLE 2 Changes in Condition (10 pt. Scale), 1982-1984
-5 to -I
Declined

Measurement
Method

O(No
Change)

+I (Rescored
Upward)

2+
(Improved)

PAVEMENT REPAIR NEEDS
New York State
Matched sections
Percent of sections
Average change
HPMS
Matched sections
Percent of sections
Average change

6,059
37
-.59/yr

6,637
41

1,761
II

1,728
11
+3.05

886
44
- .58/yr

394
20

345
17

380
19
+3.13

Figure 6 shows schematically how estimates of repair
needs are made for the "Highway Financing for the
'90's" study. For state-owned roads, needs estimates
are based on the distribution of condition from the
state's 1984 inventory of condition. This information is then fed into the Highway Condition Projection Model (HCPM), which produces an estimate of
needs by year. HPMS information corresponding to the
state highway system can also be inputted through
the HPMS Analytical Process, and a needs estimate
computed. For local roads, the HPMS Analytical Process can also be used to estimate needs or, alternately, needs may be estimated by multiplying the
distribution of condition (from HPMS), times approximate unit cost-to-repair. In a sense, therefore,
the HPMS Analytical Process serves as a shadow methodology that checks the state system projections
based on the state's model, and checks the local
road projections based on the distribution of condition.
Some comment is necessary concerning the procedures used by these two processes. The HCPM used by
New York State is shown schematically in Figure 7.

made, is to track the trend of individual highway
sections over time. Table 2 and Figure 5 show the
results of comparing 2,005 HPMS sections (stateowned system only) that were evaluated between 1982
and 1984 with 16,159 similarly compared sections
from the state's inventory. Results show similar
average deterioration rates and average gains, but
different percentages of sections estimated to have
been improved or rescored upward. Essentially, the
HPMS data appear to overstate the number of miles
improved. This also suggests that the 1982 HPMS sections were rated too low, a conclusion reached previously by comparing the distributions. This comparison leads to two conclusions: (a) HPMS data are
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FIGURE 7 Highway condition projection model.

Basically, the model operates on an inventory of
existing condition and applies typical deterioration
rates and repairs prespecified by the analyst. In
this model, time (years) is used to deteriorate
pavements; traffic is not used. The output is estimates of highway pavement needs, and resulting condition by year. The model is discussed in greater
detail in a number of technical reports (§.,1>·
The HPMS Analytical Process, on the other hand,
operates on a sample of highway sections representative of the higher functional classes. Deterioration
is predicted by the AASHTO PSR curves, which relate
pavement condition for accumulated axle load equivalents. In this model, time (years) is used only as
an increment to move the model forward, but the
basic deterioration is incorporated through projected traffic estimates.
Pavements are deteriorated until they reach a
prespecified cutoff level, at which time work is undertaken according to a set of rules that are internal to the model. Costs of repair are also internal to the model, and may not easily be changed.
The output of the HPMS Analytical Process is a projection of repair needs, resulting system quality
("composite index"), and miles repaired for each
year, and for 5 years. So, conceptually, the models
are similar; yet, in detail, they are different.
HPMS analytical tests were run on New York
State's 1982 HPMS data; four tests were prepared, as
shown in Figure 8. These correspond to tests that
would assess pavement needs only, versus pavement
and capacity-safety needs. For each of these, two
repair strategies are tested, one termed "defensive"
(in which repairs are undertaken at PSR Level 2.5),
and the other termed "offensive" (in which repairs
are undertaken at Level 3).
Results of these tests are shown in Figures 9-11.

DEFENSIVE
I

PAVEMENT
ONLY

2

2.5~ 3.0~
4

3
PAVEMENT
CAP/SAFETY

OFFENSIVE

~

~

FIGURE 8 New York State tests with HPMS analytical
process.

All of these tests are unrestrained needs tests,
meaning that no cap is placed on dollars available.
Each test shows a familiar pattern in which existing
backlog of repair needs is improved in the first
5-year period, resulting in a substantial improvement in composite index. Then, additional repairs in
the remaining 5-year periods are able to sustain the
improvements over time. Interestingly, the offensive
repair strategy (Test 2) , in which pavements would
be repaired at a higher level of condition but would
presumably be treated more lightly (a) produced
higher overall 5-year costs compared with the defensive strategy (Test 1) in the first 5 years ($9. 0
versus $7. 4 billion) , (b) required more mileage to
be repaired (17,600 mi versus 24,900 mi), and (c)
produced a slightly higher composite index, approximately 1 percent higher.
The New York State HCPM was also used to test
need under a variety of strategies. (Note that be-
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FIGURE 9 Projected New York State highway needs based on HPMS 1982 data.

cause the Highway Financing for the '90's study is
ongoing, these numbers should be treated as illustrative only, and not as official estimates of need.)
One particular strategy, termed "Test 2," simulates
a "big-push" approach in which repairs would be made
now to all sections requiring work, and, once repaired, highway sections would be retained in good
condition by a substantial increase in heavy maintenance on (what by then would be) good roads.
The comparison between New York State and HPMS
(Test 2) data are given in Tables 3 and 4. Because
the systems are of different size, the analysis must
be converted to a per-mile basis. The basic conclusions are as follows:

1. The New York State tests, focusing on 16,300
mi, suggest a total 12-year need of $4. 4 billion,
resulting in a 5 percent improvement in condition.
The HPMS test (Test 2), focusing on a 36,000-mi system over 10 years, identifies $12.2 billion worth of

needs, and a projected improvement of 5 percent in
performance.
2. On the basis of cost per system mile per
year, the HPMS model estimates approximately twice
the repair costs as does the New York model, particularly in the first 5 years.
3. For "percent of system improved," the HPMS
models propose that a smaller portion of the system
would be repaired.
Thus, it appears that while the general shape of the
needs profile is similar from both tools, the HPMS
analytical process estimates a higher and also a
higher per-unit cost than the New York model, although the New York model identifies a greater need
for lighter and less costly treatments.
Details on construction costs are given in Table
5. Because the HPMS model uses a large number of
costs for different circumstances and situations,
and these costs are not easily accessible to the
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TABLE 3 Comparison of Tests by Measurement MethodPavement Needs Only

TABLE

5 Unit Construction Costs
Costs
($ million/2-lane mi)

Measurement Method

Construction

Test
Characteristics

New York State

HPMS

System
Model

16,300
HCPM (Alt 2)

36,000
HPMS Analytical Process
(Test 2)
1982
34.3 (private portion of composite index)

HCl'M
Rigid
Reconstruction
Portland cement concrete overlay
Joint repair
Flexible/ overlay
Reconstruction
Medium reconstruction
Regular R + P"
TIMS and special
HPMS
Urban 2-lane undivided
Reconstruction
Resurface with shoulder
Resurface
Rural-OPAb
Reconstruction
Isolated reconstruction
Resurface with shoulder
Resurface

Data
Initial performance

TABLE 4
Only

1984
6.97

Comparison of Tests by Time Span-Pavement Needs

Time Span

Test Characteristics

New York State

HPMS

1-7 yr

8-12 yr

1-S yr

6-10 yr

3.2S
17,900
7.72

1.2
12,100
7.3S

9.0
2S,OOO
36.6

3.2
11,600
36.0

28

IS

so

18

182
110
II

99
74

360
70
7

27S
32

1.5
.2S
.Q7S

1.5
.7S
.30
.07S
l.S8
.S7
.SI

1.04
.64
.21
.II

~R I P = rc::co1ufltioning and preservation .

Results
Needs($ billion)
Miles repaired
End performance
Comparison miles
Cost per system mile per yenr
( $ thousand)
Cost per repair mile($
thousand)
Repair miles per system(%)
Percent change in performance

O PA -- o t h-or l'l'tincipal arterial.

CAPACITY AND SAFETY NEEDS

s

s

test designer, it is difficult to determine the
overall average cost of actions undertaken. The
models use different classifications of costs and
the New York model classifies by pavement type
(rigid, flexible, and overlay), while the HPMS model
classifies by location (urban, rural). The major
discrepancies appear to be in the estimated costs of
resurfacing, which are assumed to be higher in the
HPMS model than in the New York model. Reconstruction costs are roughly comparable. The state would
normally continue to use its own estimates of these
needs because it feels it has a better understanding
of repair costs.

Two estimates of capacity and safety needs were made
as follows (Figure 12). In the first, using the HPMS
methodology, results of the HPMS tests were compared
to estimate the total capacity and safety needs for
the 36,000 HPMS mile system, and for a reduced state
approximation totaling 15,015 miles. Secondly, New
York State's inventories were stratified mileage
with narrow lanes and high volume capacity ratios,
and typical costs to repair were multiplied by each
cell to produce an estimate of the total needs. Results of this analysis are given in the following
table.
Measurement
Method
HPMS
New York
State

System
Length
15,015

19831988 ($
billion)
2.14

19891993 ($
bill ion)
.58

Total ($
billion)
2.72

15,649

1.47

1.0

2.47

l!!!!L_
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HPMS

CAPACITY NEEDS

PVT Bo
CAPACITY

PVT
NEEDS

1984 DATA

STATE

x

COST
TD

CAPACITY NEEDS

FIX

*

2
4

test 2 (Fig . 8) pavement needs
test 2 (Fig . B) pavement & Capacity needs .

FlGURE 12 Capacity and safety needs.

Basically, the methods produced comparable results
in terms of total needs estimates, and reasonable
results with respect to short-term versus longerterm capacity needs.
By comparing the curves in Figures 9-11, it may
be seen that the total gap between "capacity + pavement" and "pavement only" needs is approximately
$3.6 billion in the first 5-year period. If improvements were made, the composite index (rural, other
principal arterial) would be approximately 5 percentage points higher. The capacity needs add approximately 30-35 percent to overall pavement needs
for most scenarios tested.
Because the New York State highway system is generally in good shape with a 1982 composite index of
79 (rural, other principal arterial), the addressing
of all unrestrained needs does not produce a large
increase in the condition of the system. Figure 11
shows that, even with all capacity and pavement
needs undertaken, the composite index would rise to
only 85 or 86 in the first 5-year period, and would
remain at that level for the foreseeable future.
Thus, even with unlimited funds, it is unlikely that
an improvement of more than 5 or 6 percent in overall quality of performance could be achieved on a
system-wide basis. Obviously, this index could be
made higher if the criteria and standards for pavement condition, capacity, safety, and so forth, were
increased.
CONCLUSIONS
The preceding assessment suggests the following general points:
1. The HPMS data and the Analytical Process
models produced assessments of existing (1984) conditions and projections of future needs that generally showed the same overall patterns as did the
more detailed analysis undertaken for the state's
highway system. Al though some differences do exist,
these are largely based on the scale of system size
and/or assumptions concerning costs. Also, the 198 2
HPMS data appear to understate condition.
2. The HPMS urban cost assumptions, particularly
for repair and resurfacing strategies, are probably
too high for New York State.
3. The findings were reasonable and served as a
useful bracketing tool for the overall financing
project results. Although the HPMS analytical process does not produce project-level results, it does
provide a useful overall framework for studies of
system needs.
The

author's

experience

in

working

with

the

HPMS

model and its outputs suggests that a number of
minor improvements could be made to the system that
would substantially increase its usefulness. The
following suggestions are therefore made:
1. User access to cost data. The basic problem
in the model is that some of the assumptions in it
are difficult to identify and change. This is particularly true for repair costs. Individual states
and cities should have the flexibility to input
their own cost information easily. The cost numbers
are too detailed.
2. Flexible action assignments. The model now
internally handles the decisions as to when various
actions should be undertaken. Because most states
have their own rules for project selection, users
should be able to identify either points in time or
condition, at which various actions are undertaken,
and easily specify the nature (what is to be done,
its costs, and its effect on condition).
3. user-oriented. At present, the model is difficult to operate, and requires considerable skill
to interpret. A user-oriented version would be of
great assistance.
4. Pyramid-style printouts. Statewide summaries
from a sample of roads are generally policy reports.
Policy-oriented individuals need clear concise summaries. The author found that the HPMS printouts are
difficult to understand and organize. Al though the
first several pages contain a summary of the results, key items such as summaries for the system; a
summary by federal aid class; a listing of the input
data and percent changes, and so forth, are not
shown and must be calculated or obtained from other
sources. Basically, conclusions from the printouts
cannot be drawn directly, but must be extracted by
pulling together numbers from different parts of the
printout or other printouts. A pyramid-style format,
in which the most important numbers were provided
first, then other numbers later, would be of great
assistance. If possible, the information should be
squeezed onto one simple page, and a short form of
the output made available.
5. Time string. The data are not shown in terms
of year sequences. There are inconsistencies in the
naming of years and in the ways in which the model
treats various years.
6. System composite index. No overall composite
index is provided for system condition, either at
the initial stage or in future years; thus, percent
changes in condition cannot be computed for the system as a whole. The calculations should include an
overall composite index for the system.
7. Federal-aid breakouts. Most of the analysis
is conducted not on the basis of functional class,
but rather on a basis of federal aid category. There
should be a breakout for the higher federal aid
classes. Even though the HPMS data was not expanded
in that fashion, it can be summarized in that
fashion.
B. Baseline comparison. Key baseline statistics
(for instance, composite indices) from the raw file
should be included in the output right up front, so
that comparison of changes can be made directly.
9. History of condition at each site. The HPMS
system now operates only on the most current HPMS
file, not utilizing the data available from previous
years at each location. This information could be
used as a background for model enhancements to improve pavement performance prediction, identify work
actions, and so forth.
10. Tie to PR-37 or other project data. The key
action sequence in HPMS is the work that is conducted on each sample section. These data should be
used more effectively in the model, and should be
tied to the state's project data bases. In particu-
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lar, the HPMS analytical model should allow for the
subtraction of an existing project list or proposal
from the background file before modeling is performed.
11. Graphic outputs. The analytical package is
now provided entirely in numbers output. In this
modern era of graphic output, the data should be
shown in time series form.
12. Micro version. A simple micro version should
be developed, allowing for the reading in of blocks
of mileage at different condition levels and projection of condition for systems in a general fashion.
(Note that particular emphasis should hP. plar.P.d on
keeping it simple.)

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
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Impact of a Comprehensive Pavement Management
System Developed in Pennsylvania
SABIR H. DAHIR and WADE L. GRAMLING

ABSTRACT
A comprehensive pavement management system has been developed by a task force
of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, which uniformly evaluates the
various aspects of rigid and bituminous surface pavement distress conditions
across Pennsylvania's highway network. The system, STAMPP, is intended to evaluate pavement condition annually in one-half-lane mile segments, and to group
segments of similar conditions in a county, a district, or a state according to
distress extent and severity. In addition, the system will, in a systematic
manner, recommend appropriate treatment of each segment based on the combinations of distress elements and their severity, and will develop dollar needs
for each of Pennsylvania's 67 counties, thereby providing a basis for an equitable distribution of maintenance funds to the counties based on pavement
needs. To illustrate the relative impact of STAMPP on the distribution of maintenance and rehabilitation funds to Pennsylvania's counties, a partial comparison of the dollar distribution is shown. Built into the system are the capacities to adjust for improvements and to expand to include other conceptually
possible future parameters.

In 1983, pavement management personnel of the Pennsylvania Department of Transportation (PennDOT) felt
the need to develop a systematic technique to analyze and manage Pennsylvania's pavements (STAMPP).
To achieve this objective, the Secretary of Transportation named an eight-member task force from various organizations within the department. Members of
the task force were relieved of their normal duties
for the duration of the project, so as to give it
their undivided attention (_!-1_). The task force
identified the following five objectives:
1. To provide a uniform statewide pavement condition evaluation that would improve decision making.
2. To provide management with the information
and tools with which to monitor the condition of the
Pennsylvania highway network, assess future needs,
establish county pavement condition rankings, and
optimize investments.
3. To provide condition information to fulfill
the requirement that maintenance funds be allocated
to individual counties based on needs,
4. To provide information for monitoring the
performance of various pavement designs, rehabilitation, and maintenance techniques.
5. To provide information for identifying candidate projects for maintenance and improvement programs.
BASIC DATA UTILIZED IN SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT
The following data base elements were utilized in
developing STAMPP (_!):

S .H. Dahir, Department of Civil Engineering, Pennsylvania State University, Capitol Campus, University Park, Pa. 16802. w.L. Gramling, Roadway Management System Division, Bureau of Bridge and Roadway
Technology, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Harrisburg, Pa. 17120.

1. Pennsylvania Automated Roadway Information
System (PARIS) • This data base contains the history
of the latest state highway construction, including
functional class, type of highway configuration,
base and surface material types and depths, widths,
years resurfaced, and various other highway characteristics.
2. Traffic data, including truck counts.
3. Ride quality. This data base includes present
serviceability index ratings from 0-5 as well as
roughness measured by the Mays Meter.
4. Pavement condition, including ratings of several surface distress items from field condition
surveys for both rigid and flexible pavements, and
their shoulders.
PAVEMENT CONDITION SURVEY
STAMPP is based on highway distress characteristics
that include limited shoulder distress data. In this
data base, pavements were divided into three categories: (a) rigid, (b) flexible, and (c) rigid base
with flexible overlays. Paved and unpaved shoulders
were considered an integral part of pavement management.
A Condition Survey Input Form was developed for
rigid pavements and another was developed for bituminous surface pavements including overlays on rigid
bases (see Figures 1 and 2) (1-3). The conditions to
be surveyed in each type are- shown in the figures,
together with parameters defined reasonably well
enough to give sufficient accuracy and reproducibility for a given section of pavement.
Each pavement section to be evaluated was arbitrarily chosen to be approximately one-half of a lane
mile in length, and the percentage of the sections
having a defect of a given severity was reported,
except when discrete counts were more meaningful
than percentages. For example, the percentage of the
sections containing more than 0.5 in. of faulting
and the number of pot holes deeper than 3 in. were
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FlGURE 1 Condition survey input form-rigid pavement.

reported. Unique situations such as the presence of
rutting on concrete pavements required only "yes" or
"no" notation.
A detailed manual on pavement condition surveys
(including illustrations) was developed by the task
force to assist field personnel in the data collection phase (4). The manual was field tested and
field personnel were trained in its use so that the
data would be as uniform as possible for similar
conditions. The test sections were tied to permanent
physical features on the roadway where possible,
thus lending themselves to ease of locating and permanence.
PAVEMENT TREATMENT STRATEGIES
Pavement maintenance and rehabilitation strategies
were developed, relating pavement condition to the
strategy conceived through experience to be the best
for providing extended pavement life and acceptable
level of service under prevailing environmental conditions and expected traffic loadings.
For rigid pavements, ten preventative and corrective strategies were developed and each was identified by a number (1 through lO J° as follows (~ 1 ~):
1.
2.
3.
4.

s.

Spot joint seal,
Joint seal,
Joint rehabilitation,
Joint spall repair,
Joint replacement,

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Subsealing,
Subsealing, slabjacking,
Subsealing, slabjacking, and grinding,
Slab replacement, and
Overlays (bituminous or concrete).

By using the pavement condition survey distress
items shown in Figure 1, as well as a numerical definition for extents and severities ranging from 1
through 9, a matrix was developed for rigid pavement
treatment strategies (Figure 3). The numerical definitions for extents and severities of transverse
cracking are illustrated as follows:
Severity
! i n slabs )
>l in.
1/4-1 in.
<1/4 in.

None

~
7

4
1

10-30%

>30%

8
5

9

2

6
3

The matrix combines the condition survey numerical definitions shown horizontally on top of the matrix with the conditions listed vertically and
numbered A through K, and indicates the type of
treatment recommended by a number (1 th~ough 10) in
the body of the matrix. Routine maintenance is
marked by (X). Figure 3 shows the matrix for rigid
pavement treatment strategies with an example of how
they are used. Individual treatments are specified
for each cell in the matrix in the simplest case.
The arrows in the matrix show that when 30 percent
transverse cracking occurs, a slab replacement is
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FIGURE 2 Condition survey input form-bituminous surface pavement.

recommended. Conditions that require more than 30
percent patching trigger an overlay. For example,
the overlay category would be triggered when two or
more conditions occur on the same section and warrant a more intensive corrective action. As an example, when more than 30 percent of the slabs of a
section are broken, accompanied by more than 10 percent of the section exhibiting crushed joints, the
recommended treatment is number 10, an overlay.
The type of overlay recommended will undergo cost
analysis and will depend on average daily truck
traffic (ADTT) loadings, as follows:
ADTT
0-1,000
1,001-2,000
2,001-3,000
Over 3,000

Overlay strategy
3-1/2 in. bituminous
6-in. bituminous
Bit or concrete overlay
Reconstruct

Less severe conditions may be alleviated by preventive maintenance or corrective rehabilitation
repairs before overlaying. In all cases, it is assumed that drainage and mandatory base repairs are
performed and that surface friction requirements are
satisfied. No overlay will be expected to have a
long functional life without satisfying these requirements.

For bituminous surface pavements, 15 maintenancerehabilitation strategies were identified and are
shown below the matrix for bituminous surface pavement treatment strategies in Figure 4. Shoulder
treatment strategies are similarly shown in Figure 5
for paved and unpaved shoulders <ll·

PILOT STUDY AND IMPLEMENTATION
The developed &TAMPP concept was field tested by the
task force on the roads of one of Pennsylvania's 67
counties, which offered a full range of conditions
that may be met (.!_,~). A sample condition survey
from the pilot study is shown in Figure 6. Results
of the survey and recommended corrective actions
using STAMPP were compared with those that had been
planned for recommended action by the responsible
personnel in the county using normal procedures. In
general, there was good agreement between the two
sets, but a few adjustments had to be made to improve the STAMPP procedure (2).
To familiarize those responsible for implementation of the STAMPP concept with its details, and to
gain their acceptance, a report and a slide presentation were prepared and presented to all concerned
administrative personnel over a period of several
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FIGURE 3 Rigid pavement treatment strategies.
weeks (2) • Later, training sessions were conducted
on implementing each phase in all Pennsylvania's 11
districts and in the central office. The training
sessions were intended for explanation of detailed
procedures and obtaining uniformity of application
across the state.
The next step was to undertake a condition survey
on the Pennsylvania highway system. Because of its
extent (about 45,000 mi), the initial survey was
conducted on about 12,000 mi designated as the Priority Commercial Network (PCN). The PCN is defined
as those roadways carrying 500 or more trucks per
day, or those of significant importance to regional
industries such as the coal industry C~rl)·
The first pavement condition survey was collected
by January 1984, and was entered into the personal
computers and became available for maintenance planning and programming. A subsequent quality control
random survey of 5 percent of the PCN mileage showed
that the initial survey and the recommended treat-

ments were sufficiently accurate to lend credibility
to the system (2). However, an expansion of STAMPP
was needed to include guide rail and drainage information, which must be taken into account when allocating maintenance funds to the counties Cl>· Field
Manuals for guide rail condition surveys and drainage condition surveys have recently been developed
(~.~).

THE EFFECT OF STAMPP ON MAINTENANCE FUND DISTRIBUTION
Maintenance funds (about $600 million) have been
distributed annually to Pennsylvania's 67 counties
using a legislated formula that is intended to reflect county needs (1) • The present form of the
formula is:
ASHMA

0.15 (BD + LM + VM + SI) + 0.40 RPQI
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where

the percent of the total state vehicle
miles traveled in a given county,
the snow index for a given county based
on the number of snow days with accumulation of 1 in. or more, and
the relative pavement quality index, which
is the only regulated portion of the formula, and has been defined as

VM

ASHMA

BO

LM

SI

additional state highway maintenance appropriations,
the percent of the total state bridge deck
area in a given county,
the percent of the total state lane miles
in a given county,

RPQI
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FIGURE 4 Bituminous surface pavement treatment strategies.
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RPQI = LM x VM x FDD x TOS
where FDD is a prorated freezing degree-days index
and TOS is the average of two consecutive 6-month
cycles of the Trained Observer Survey indices <ll ,
which has been replace~ by STAMPP.
As may be seen from the RPQI equation, the effect
of the TOS is only about 25 percent of the RPQI or
about 10 percent of the ASHMA formula.
The proposed new RPQI portion of the formula is
expressed as

County's Index
x 0.19534,

0.02033 x 0.011476 x 0.021131

County's Index

9.6326 x 10".,

II11dices for all 67 counties= 4.37314 x lo·•,
County's RPQI = 9.6326 x 10" 8 /4.37314 x lo-•
= 0.02203, and
ASHMA = 0.15 (BD + LM + VM +SI)+ 0.40 (0.02203).
Thus, the TOS contribution to the formula is 0.25
RPQI or (0.25) [ (0.40) (0.02203)] = 0.0022 or 0.22
percent of the RPQI.
The new proposed RPQI considers 100 percent of
the county's pavement maintenance and rehabilitation
needs relative to all 67 counties without remultiplying tnis percentage by VMI x LMI x SI. In the
proposed ASHMA formula, 0. 40 of 8 5 percent of RPQI
is considered--that is, 0.40 (.85) = 0.34 as compared to 0.40 (0.22) = 0.088 in the old formula.
Thus, the new RPQI will contribute 3.86 times the
old RPQI to the ASHMA formula.
Although the proposed shape of the formula is expected to undergo further modifications to improu"l
it !l), it nevertheless reflects the impact that the
STAMPP procedure is expected to have on the allocation of funds--0.85 RPQI or 0.34 ASHMA.
Using 0.85 STAMPP rather than 0.25 TOS should
make the formula more sensitive to actual pavement
needs, thus conceptually more equitable. This is so
because whereas TOS looks specifically at maintenance needs, STAMPP looks at the pavement condition
that includes not only maintenance needs, but also

RPQI = 0.85 STAMPP Index+ 0.05 Truck Index
+ 0.10 Drainage and Guide Rail Index
where STAMPP Index is the county's STAMPP dollar
need expressed as a percentage of the total STAMPP
dollar need for the entire State (1_).
EXAMPLE
As an example, the old RPQI for a given county was
calculated as follows:
1983 average 2-cycle TOS Index = 0.02033,
Vehicle - Mile Index, County's VM/IVM (all counties)
0.011476,
Lane - Mile Index, County's LM/1LM (all counties)
0.021131,
Freezing Degree-Days (Snow Index)
1 in./1Snow Days) = 0.19534,

=
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FIGURE6 Systematic technique to analyze and manage Pennsylvania pavements
(STAMPP): condition summary.

other possible corrective and rehabilitative measures.
In addition, an internal study at the PennDOT has
concluded that STAMPP is superior to TOS because
STAMPP is a comprehensive, 100 percent annual survey
of the total highway system, whereas TOS is a sampling procedure (ll. Furthermore, STAMPP not only
gives a count of actual pavement deficiencies, but
also recommends treatments and develops dollar needs
in a standardized way (~) • The impact of STAMPP on
fund allocation will hopefully fulfill the third
project objective that fund allocation be based on
needs, which was defined by the task force at the
outset of deve l oping STAMPP.
To illustrate the impact of STAMPP on modifying
the $600-million allocation to the 67 counties, a
partial comparison is shown in Table 1 between the
STAMPP ASHMA allocation index and the ASHMA index
utilizing TOS. The table includes only a sample of
the impact and the changes in allocation for a few
of the 67 counties in Pennsylvania, without using
county names and without applying other adjustments
used in modifying the ASHMA formula.
It can be seen, whereas, for example, from Table 1
that county A would get 0.074 ($600 million) = $44.5
million using the STAMPP index, rather than 0.115
($600 million) = $68.97 million using the TOS index-that is, only 64. 6 percent of the allocation using
TOS, which is a decrease of 35. 4 percent. On the

TABLE 1 Comparison of ASHMA Allocation of
Funds Using ST AMPP and TOS

County
A
B

c

D
E
F
G
H
I

J

ASHMA Ind ex
Using ST AMPP
(S)

ASHMA Index
Using TOS (T)

Ratio of
STAMPP to
TOS (S/T)

0.074234
0.035535
0 .034217
0.032582
0.032786
0.030257
0.028725
0.026762
0.026517
0.025479

0. 114954
0.025607
0.0472 57
0.045046
0.035697
0.030397
0.017018
0.033292
0.031488
0.038959

0.646
1.388
0.724
0.723
0.918
0.995
1.688
0.804
0.842
0.654

No te: S = ST AM PP and T = TOS.

other hand, county B would get 0.036 ($600 million) =
$21. 32 million using the STAMPP index, rather than
0.026 ($600 million) = $15.36 million using the TOS
index, which would be an increase of 38.8 percent.
Using the STAMPP system, allocations are subject
to change annually according to changes in a
county's pavement condition rather than remaining
fixed over long periods of time, regardless of
changes in pavement condition.
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SUMMARY
A comprehensive pavement management system has been
developed in Pennsylvania that will
1. Take into account the va~ious asp~ct~ ur
pavement distress conditions and rank them uniformly
across the extensive Pennsylvania roadway system,
according to severity and the need for correcting.
2. Systematically recommend the type of needed
treatments based on c01;nbinations of distress elements and their severity.
3. Prov inf!> a scientific bas iii for an equitable
distribution of maintenance and rehabilitation funds
according to pavement needs.
4. Have the flexibility to allow the addition
and modification of parameters relevant to the objectives of the system, including system improvement
and ~xtension to other desirable parameters ano capabilities that may arise.

3.

American Pavement Management Conference, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, March 1985.
G,L. Hoffman and A.F. Lyng. Pennsylvania's Planning Process Using STAMPP Needs Information.
Proc., Vol. 1, North American Pavement Management Conterence, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, March
1985.

4.

5.

6.

7.

Pavement Condition Survey Field Manual. Task
Force report, Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Harrisburg, May 1985.
Guide Rail Condition Survey Field Manual. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Harrish11rg, April 1985.
Drainage Condition Survey Field Manual. Pennsylvania Department of Transportation, Harrisburg,
June 1985.
T.H. Poister and W.R. Moyer. The Pennsylvania
DOT, Trained Observer Survey: Design and Preliminary Results. Transportation Research Record
781, TRB, National Research Council, Washington,
D.C., 1981, pp. 45-56.
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Airfield Pavement Evaluation and Management at
Dulles International Airport
STANLEY M. HERRIN, MICHAEL I. DARTER, ERNEST J. BARENBERG, and
M. Y. SHAHIN

ABSTRACT

The pavements at Dulles International Airport were the subject of a comprehensive pavement management study. The study consisted of data collection, pavement evaluation, and long-term pavement rehabilitation development. Data collection included detailed visual surveys, nondestructive testing, and materials
characterization. ,The existing condition of the pavements was evaluated to
determine the cause of the deterioration and to predict future condition and
end of service life. A cost-effective rehabilitation program was established to
maintain the pavements in acceptable condition for safe aircraft operations.

All major airfield pavement elements at Dulles International Airport were the subject of a comprehensive evaluation study. The objectives of the study
were to (a) update a previous 1978 pavement evaluation (..!.), (b) establish the rate of deterioration
and predict the remaining service life of the airfield pavements, and (c) formulate a pavement rehabilitation and maintenance program including an estimated timetable and cost estimate.
The evaluation study was composed of two phases-a 1982 airfield pavement evaluation (2) and a 1984
airfield pavement evaluation (3). The overall evaluation study consisted of data collection, pavement
evaluation, and long-term pavement management. The
1982 airfield pavement evaluation was the more
thorough of the two evaluations. The purpose of the
1984 evaluation was to provide data to validate or
adjust the 1982 evaluation. A previous evaluation of
the Dulles International Airport pavements was performed in 1978. Data from that evaluation were incorporated into this evaluation study.
Essentially all of the pavements at Dulles International Airport were constructed at the same time
by the same contractor with the same design detail
and materials. Nevertheless, various pavements on
the airfield have deteriorated at different rates.
By establishing a comprehensive record of pavement
conditions in 1978, and adding the data from the
1982 and 1984 evaluations, causes for these varying
rates were uniquely determined. This paper presents
the evaluation process, the conclusions of the evaluation, and how those conclusions were used to formulate the pavement rehabilitation program, and the
long-term pavement management program.

subjected to a detailed survey consisting of detailed visual surveys and nondestructive testing
(NDT) as shown in Figure 1. The remaining pavements
were given a visual cursory survey to determine if
major distress was observed. The pavements of the
detailed survey are the subject of this paper.
The 1982 airfield pavement evaluation consisted
of (a) a record review, (b) visual surveys using the
Pavement Condition Index (PCI) over the entire pavement network, (c) NDT using the WES 16-kip vibrator
(developed at the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers'
Waterways Experiment Station) and the Falling Weight
Deflectometer (FWD), (d) a detailed traffic analysis
to determine traffic patterns as well as historic
and future traffic volumes, and (e) pavement life
predictions. From this evaluation, five rehabilita-

SCOPE OF WORK
All the airfield pavements at Dulles Airport were
surveyed. The most heavily trafficked pavements were
S.M. Herrin, Crawford, Murphy, and Tilly, Inc., 2750
West Washington Street, Springfield, Ill. 62702. M.I.
Darter and E.J. Barenberg, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois, Champaign, Ill.
61801. Current address for M.I. Darter: ERES Consultants, Inc., Champaign, Ill. 61820. M.Y. Shahin, 37
Maple Court, Champaign, Ill. 61820.

F1GURE 1 Pavements subjected to detailed survey.
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tion programs were developed as feasible methods for
future pavement management.
The 1984 airfield pavement evaluation was an
abridged version of the 1982 evaluation. PC! visual
surveys were only conducted on approximately om!third of the pavement; the amount of NDT, using the
WES 16-kip vibrator only, was reduced by one-half,
and traffic analysis was limited to revising future
traffic projections. The pavement life predictions
were examined to see the impact of the new data. One
of the five rehabilitation alternatives was developed into a recommended program. The 1978 airfield
pavement evaluation had coneieted of cataloging of
the pavement distress; NDT using the WES 16-kip vibrator and Dynaflect; a detailed traffic analysis;
destructive testing consisting of coring, material
sampling, anC. material tQ:;ting; u.nd pavement life
predictions. An overall rehabilitation program was
also proposed.

RECORD REVIEW
The first stage of data collection was to obtain all
known information on the pavements. From as-built
drawings; conversations with the airport engineering
staff, and the 1978 pavement evaluation, information
was obtained regarding typical pavement sections,
thicknesses, panel sizes, subsurface information,
material properties, pavement maintenance, and skid
resistance.
Construction of Dulles International Airport was
begun in 1958. The airport was opened to traffic in
1962. Since then, the only major improvement to the
airfield pavement was expansion of the jet ramp in
1976. None of the pavements has been reconstructed.
The pavements subjected to traffic consist of plain
15-in. portland cement concrete (PCC) on 9 in. of
crushed stone with a typical panel size of 20 by 25
ft. The outer 50 ft of the runways taper to 12-in.
PCC pavement. The runway joints are typical of airport construction. The first longitudinal construction joint from the edge of pavement is keyed with
bars. All other longitudinal joints are keyed. Only
the transverse contraction joints located within the
first 600 ft of the runway have dowel bars. The
taxiway joints consist of doweled transverse joints
and keyed longitudinal joints with tie bars. The
tower ramp consists of 9 in. of PCC pavement on 4
in. of crushed stone. Material properties were evaluated during the 1978 pavement evaluation.
(Note
that material properties are discussed elsewhere in
this paper.)
Past maintenance activity has included full-depth
slab replacement, slab jacking of octtled pavement,
shoulder repair, partial depth spall repair, and
crack and joint sealing. Maintenance personnel at
Dulles perform all maintenance that is not laborintensive. This includes some full-depth pavement
repair, all partial depth repair, and most crack
sealing programs. (The annual number of man-hours
spent working on maintenance is equivalent to the
number of hours worked by two full-time employees. )
The runways were grooved in 1979. The skid resistance of the runways has been tested since 1981 with
the MU-Meter. Friction data have been used to monitor rubber build-up.

VISUAL SURVEYS
Visual surveys consisted of Pavement Condition Index
(PC!) surveys, crack surveys, and cursory surveys.
PC! surveys consist of identifying the ty~e, location, and severity of pavement distress in conformance with the procedure outlined in Federal Avi-
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ation
Administration
(FAA)
Advisory
Circular
150/5380-6 Ii>· The procedure assumes that new pavements have a PCI of 100. Deduct values are assigned
to each observed distress, then added together and
subtracted from 100 to determine the PC! value, indicating the condition of the pavement.
The amount of structural cracking in each feature
was obtained by counting each slab that was cracked
(longitudinal, diagonal, transverse, or shattered)
or had previously been replaced. It was assumed that
panels were replaced because of severe cracking.
Th is information was recorded while conducting the
PC! eui:vey. If the gample u11iL was noL sul.Jjt!CLt!<.l Lo
a PCI survey, it was surveyed for cracked panels. In
addition, sample units not subject to the PC! survey
were cursorily examined to verify that they were
ments not subjected to frequent aircraft loadinqs
and heavy traffic were cursorily inspected to determine if any major problems existed.
The 1982 visual survey consisted of a 100 percent
PC! survey of the heavily trafficked pavements and a
cursory survey of all other pavements. All sample
units were subject to a PCI survey. The detailed
visual survey included a total of 1,073 sample units
with PC! values that "Jar ied from a low of 0 to a
high of 98.
The 1984 visual survey consisted of a statistical
PC! survey, crack survey, and cursory survey. The
PCI of the airfield pavement features was determined
using the random sampling techniques outlined in FAA
Advisory Circular 150/5380-6. Instead of surveying
100 percent of the sample units, only a portion of
the sample units was surveyed. The number of sample
units surveyed was based on the total number of sample units, standard deviation of 1982 PC! data, and
allowable error. The detailed visual survey included
a total of 350 sample uni ts. The remaining sample
uni ts were subject to a crack survey as well as a
cursory survey.
Observed Distress
Pavement distress types at Dulles include both traffic and nontraffic load-associated distress. Traffic
load distress consists of longitudinal, transverse,
and corner cracking in the center two panels of the
runway and all three panels of the taxiway; pumping;
and keyway failure. The major nontraffic distress
consists of shrinkage and curling stress cracking,
or
both;
settlement and cracking
over
utility
trenches; crazing; and straining from water seepage.
Shrinkage and curling cracks are caused when the
stress created by the fresh-shrinking co·ncrete is
greater than the concrete strength, or nonuniform
expansion of the top and bottom of the concrete as a
result of a difference in temperature or moisture.
These cracks were found in the outer runway slabs
(12 in. in thickness), in the center taxiway panel,
and in panels with paint stripes as shown in Figure
2. (Note that in Figure 2, the cracks have been
sealed by airport maintenance crews.) The paint
stripes are the touchdown zone markers, located in
the outer 37.5 ft of pavement where the panel sizes
are 20 by 25 ft and pavement thickness is 12 in.
Crazing may have been caused by overfinishing the
concrete or improper curing. The crazing was not
observed to deteriorate with time and, therefore, is
not a major concern in the future. Pumping and
staining were predominant sources of distress on the
jet ramp. Except in the heavily trafficked areas,
few signs of base material pumping through the
cracks were observed. It was thus concluded that the
water flowing out of the joints was due to natural
springs or roof leakage and should be referred to as
staining.
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Based on the 1982 and 1984 visual surveys,
following conclusions were made:

,

l. Pavement deterioration is primarily aircraft
load-associated (the concrete itself is sound).
2. Although significant amounts of nontrafficassociated distress were observed, these distresses
did not significantly affect pavement deterioration.
3. Pavements used by departing traffic are in
the worst condition.
4 . There was no correlation between PCI and cutfill of the subgrade, nor between PCI and elevation.
5. The ends of the runway have lower PCis than
the center.
6. overall condition of the airfield pavements
is good, although some severely deteriorated sections exist.

FIGURE 2 Paint stripe cracking caused by pavement curl.

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING
NDT was used to determine the effective support of
the pavement slabs, the efficiency of load transfer
across a joint, and the presence of voids under a
slab. The NDT equipment included the WES 16-k ip vibrator and the FWD. The WES 16-kip vibrator was used
in the 1978, 1982, and 1984 evaluations, and the FWD
was used only in the 1982 evaluation.

Pavement Condition
The PCI sample uni ts were combined into features
based on PCI values 1 traffic; and use of the pavement (runway, taxiway, or ramp). The PCI features
and their values are shown in Figure 3.
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All pavements subjected to the detailed visual
surveys were tested with the NOT equipment. (Note
that the NOT test locations were the same for all
three evaluations,) Runways were tested in the center 50 ft of the runway. Panels were tested at the
ceulet of vanel and transverse joint locations every
250 ft. Taxiways were tested in the center slab with
a pattern of center of panel and transverse joint
tests in one panel and corner and longitudinal joint
tests in the panel 100 ft away. This pattern was
repeated every 400 ft, In 1982, the FWD tested the
same runway and taxiway slabs, but all four locations (center of panel, trnnRvPrRP joint, lonl)itudinal joint, and corner) were tested. In 1984, the
testing program was reduced to center of slab tests,
and, following every fifth slab test, the transverse
j oint was tested.
The NOT data from each evaluation were tabulated
and analyzed using the same procedures, and were
compared to the ,other evaluations.
The WES vibrator deflection data from Sensor 1
was analyzed by dividing the pavement into similar
sections a ccording to criteria given in FAA Advi sor y
Circular 1 50/5370-11 (_2_) • These pavement sect i ons
have similar deflection values and are statistically
different than adjacent pavement sections.
The average center-of-slab deflections for the
sections have increased during the 6 years. The average deflection of all pavements increased 11 percent between 1982 and 1984 and 31 percent between
1978 and 1984. However, there were no significant
changes in center-of-slab deflection between 1982
and 1984 for all three runways and heavily used
taxiways. Changes in deflections indicated a reduction in subgrade support, possibly from increased
moisture content.
The joints at Dulles Airport have joint-to-midspan r at i o and load trans fer v alues that are typical
of p avements with good load tra ns fer. In general,
joint-to-midspan ratios are 1.4 or less and deflection load transfer values are in excess of 70 perc ent (unloaded side deflection/loaded side deflection x 100). No significant deterioration of the
joint load transfer condition has occurred over ~he
6 years of testing.
The deflection sections of the three NOT programs
delineate the same areas of pavement, although the
boundary lines may shift slightly with each testing
program. The center slab deflections section correlate well with cut-and-fill subsurface conditions .
The average center-of-slab deflection was calculated
for each PCI feature. Between 1982 and 1984, no relationship was found between change in center-ofslab deflection and change in PCI. This result is as
expected because center-of-slab deflection does not
change until after cracking has occurred. Deflection
profiles, plotted from the three NOT testing periods, all show similar highs and lows, The 1984 deflections are typically the highest values of the
three testing periods.

MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS
Structural analysis of the pavement requires determination of several material properties. The modulus
of elasticity of PCC slab, modulus of subgrade support (or k-value), modulus of rupture of the PCC
slab, thickness of the PCC slab, and load transfer
of the joints are required in the calculation of
critical slab stresses from aircraft loads. These
values were determined using core data from the 1978
study and the NOT deflection test results along with
the ILLISLAB finite element computer program developed at the University of Illinois for the FAA (.§_).

The pavement can be accurately characterized by
"backcalculating" the k-value of the foundation and
the modulus of elasticity of the PCC from the measured deflection basin. From the NOT data, the area
of the deflection basin was calculated. The plot
shown in Figure 4 was then developed over a reasonable range of modulus of e l asticity and k-values
until the average area and maximum center of deflection of the pavement is bounded using the ILLISLAB
program. The results showed the dynamic modulus of
elasticity of the PCC slab to be close to the 5. 4
million psi measured from the cores in 1978. Thus,
5.4 million pRi waR used for the PCC slab dynamic
modulus of elasticity.
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FIGURE 4 Illustration of determination of
Epcc and K-value for tower ramp.

The k-values for each feature were determined
from deflections at the center of the slab. The
largest k-values can be shown to be located at areas
where the depth to bedrock was shallow (i.e., 2-5
ft.). These k-values are not the conventional static
plate load k-values because they were computed using
a dynamic load from the FWD and the WES 16-kip vibrator. The static value may be estimated by dividi nlJ these values by approximately 2 to 3.
The modulus of rupture can be approximated several
different ways such as using the dynamic modulus of
elasticity of the PCC, the indirect tensile strength
of the cores, the compressive strength of the cores,
or the measured modulus of elasticity of the concrete cores. ERES Consultants, Incorporated, of
Champaign, Illinois, developed an approximate relationship between the dynamic (or sonic) modulus of
elasticity (E) and the conventional third point modulus of rupture (MR) using data from the u.s. Army
Corps of Engineers Cl>· The average modulus of rupture of the PCC is estimated as
MR = 209 EO' 736

(1)

Thus, the average modulus of rupture for a modulus
of elasticity of 5.4 million is 723 psi.
A similar estimate is obtained by using the results of the four compressive-strength (CS) tests
and the conventional relationship between CS and
modulus of rupture (MR). This can be expressed as

Herr in et al.
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From 4-in. diameter cores, the average indirect
tensile strength was found to be 614 psi, which is
0.85 of the 723 psi mean modulus of rupture. Thus,
an estimate of the modulus of rupture for each feature where cores were taken can be obtained by dividing the indirect tensile strength by 0.85 to obtain an estimate of the modulus of rupture for that
feature.

TRAFFIC
The last phase of data collection involved o.btaining
information on aircraft traffic. Several sources of
data and existing traffic studies were reviewed to
develop a projection of traffic volume, aircraft
mix, and aircraft ground traffic patterns over the
next 20 years for use in this study. Sources of information included the 1978 pavement evaluation1
metropolitan Washington
airport
policy--aviation
forecast1 Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Company forecasts 1 Jet ramp schedules for fall, 1982; a Civil
Aeronautics Board report1 and discussions with airport staff (!_,.!!,-11). (Note that traffic projections
used for the 1978 study were based on the 1977 Peat,
Marwick, Mitchell forecast. Projections used for
this study are based on the 1983 Peat, Marwick,
Mitchell forecast.) Pavement stress analysis indicated that an aircraft with a gross weight less than
the DC-9/737 category would induce stresses well below a magnitude that would materially contribute to
fatigue damage.
Airport ground traffic patterns were established
by reviewing historic data and discussion with the
airport operating staff. After determining runway
and ramp patterns, traffic utilization was assigned
to the connecting taxiway system. There were discernible differences in runway, taxiway, and ramp
utilization for the various weight categories of
aircraft. Aircraft were therefore grouped into the
following weight categories for traffic distribution:
Weight
Heavy
Medium
Light

Category
747, DC-10, Ll0-11, DC-8, 707, SST

The pavement evaluation phase consisted of evaluation of the collected data and prediction of remaining pavement service life. The collected data
were analyzed to determine the cause of the deterioration. various explanations were found including
construction technique, design, environmental factors, and traffic loadings, with traffic pinpointed
as the most significant cause for pavement condition
deterioration.
The remaining life of the pavement features was
estimated using three approaches. The first approach
considered only the structural fatigue life of the
slabs by predicting the amount of slab cracking. Repetitive loading will cause initial slab fatigue
cracks. With additional loading, the cracks will
continue to develop and deteriorate at an increased
rate. The second approach involves the PCI, which
includes all distress types--not just cracked slabs-using a straight-line prediction technique. The
third approach related PCI to traffic and material
characteristics using regression techniques. Graphic
representation of the approaches is shown in Figure
5.
To determine the useful life of a pavement,· criteria for pavement failure must be established. For
this evaluation, failure criteria were based on
structural cracking and minimum PCI values. Structural cracking refers to the percentage of slabs
cracked as a result of loading. Failure criteria for
structural cracking was defined as 50 percent cracked
slabs, a value commonly considered as failure among
engineers.
For failure criteria based on PCI value, two minimum PCI values were selected. The two levels represent the range of PCI values over which rehabilitation is normally required. The higher level, high
pavement quality, is a condition where rehabilitation occurs before user complaints and heavy maintenance. The lower level, acceptable pavement quality,
is the condition where rehabilitation occurs after
or just as the pavement requires substantial maintenance effort and considerable user complaint.
The minimum PCI values for the end of service life
as defined in this evaluation are shown in the following table:

727

DC-9, HE-748, DASH-7, 737, CV-580
Location
Runways
Taxiways
Ramps

PCI Level to
Maintain High
Pavement Qualit:X:
70
60
50

PCI Level to
Maintain Acceptable
Pavement gualit:x:
55
40
40

Past and future traffic volumes, by aircraft
type, were calculated for each pavement feature for
use in fatigue damage determinations. Fatigue damage
predictions were developed by first correlating only
historic traffic at the airport to existing pavement
distress. It became apparent that observed distress
density and location correlated best when only historical departures were considered. This was particularly true for the longitudinal center of runways
where take-off and landing operations overlapped.
Two factors contribute to the correlation of pavement deterioration and departing aircraft traffic
patterns. They are as follows:

These values were established from evaluating the
existing airfield pavements.

1. Departing aircraft are significantly heavier
than arriving aircraft. The heavier wheel loads
cause far more fatigue damage than the lighter wheel
loads.
2. Most loading within the longitudinal center
of the runway (where the path of landing and departing aircraft overlap) is a relatively high-speed dynamic load, which results in much less fatigue damage than the slow-moving departure aircraft at the
runway ends.

Two pavement life predictions were developed from
PCI data. The first procedure assumed that all pavements had a PCI of 100 at the completion of original
construction. The current PCI of each pavement feature was calculated from distress data observed during the visual surveys. An average annual loss of
PCI before the survey was calculated and the future
annual loss of PCI was extrapolated at the same
rate. However, straight-line extrapolation is a simplistic procedure and is valid only in the higher
PCI ranges and for nontraffic load pavement features

PCI Life Prediction Anal:x:sis
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FIGURE 5 Three approaches to pavement life prediction.

where deterioration is normally a gradual, slow process.
The second life prediction procedure based on PCI
r elates the PCI to fatigue damage. As previously
discussed, the varied traffic history and pavement
distress for the individual pavement features can be
used to relate pavement deterioration to traffic
loadings. The current PCI and traffic history were
determined for each pavement feature. Mathematical
models were developed by regression techniques to
closely approximate the historic rate of pavement
deterioration. The procedure that best fits actual
conditions included separate equations for runways ,
taxiways, and ramps. The models developed for pave ment life prediction are as follows:
PCI

= 83.567

stress induced by each individual aircraft, in psi,
modulus of rupture of concrete of
pavement feature, in psi, and
total departures by each indiv idual
aircraft.

Fatigue Cracking Analysis
procedure predicts
c rac kPn

pnu1?ment

- 0.00033 [r(cr/MR) 4 •0 • DEPARTURES)

the

percentage

p ~!"!e l s

o v er

of

the

struc=~=l ~l si s

period based on the Mine r 's fatigue damage number.
Laboratory and field pavement studies have shown
that pavement panel cracking and the cumulative fatigue damage number can be represented by an sshaped curve on a log-nor mal plot. The shape of the
curve indicates that cracking begins slowly but then
accumulates rapidly before slowing down after a
l~rg e

pe rcen tag e of s lab s ar e c Lackt::d . Tbe s hape o f

the S-curve was determined for the Dulles pavements
by analyzing the wide range of past traffic and the
correspond i ng obse r ved crack ing of the different
pavement features .
Remaining Service Life
The remaining service life for a pavement was determined by summarizing the three approaches to pavement life. From the three approaches, an end-of-service-life date for the pavement was selected (by
'time phase) that best represents when rehabilitation
will be required. The estimated time phases for rehabilitation were grouped into five categories as
shown in the following table.
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Immediate
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Time
Duration
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2
3
5
10

Calendar Years
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1994 thr ough 2003
Beyond 2003

The analysis period of 20 years was divided into
four periods, each subsequent period having a longer
time span. The reaoon for this distribution of time
is that reliability of pavement life predictions decrease with further projections into the future. (A
visual picture of the end-of-service-life time
phases to maintain acceptable pavement quality is
shown in Figure 6.)
PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT
The goal of pavement management is to develop an
economical pavement rehabilitation program, including its priorities, that maintains or improves the
overall pavement condition. The objective of pavement rehabilitation is to provide a pavement system
that has adequate load-carrying capacity, that has
good rideability, and that permits safe operation of
aircraft under all weather conditions.
As part of the 1982 pavement evaluation, five
different rehabilitation programs were developed for
Dulles International Airport. In each program, the
pavement rehabilitation involved one, two, or three
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acceptable pavement quality.

rehabilitation t_echniques. These techniques are re construction, restoration, and maintenance. The specific rehabilitation technique for a feature was
selected based on the existing and future pavement
condition as depicted by visual distress surveys,
NOT, and pavement service life projection. The five
rehabilitation programs were evaluated by considering initial construction cost, annual maintenance
cost, average PCI during the next 20 years, number
of features closed to traffic (if no additional rehabilitation were to occur), disruption to traffic,
traffic control flexibility, and other criteria.
The five rehabilitation programs were developed
to meet a variety of funding levels and rehabilitation techniques. The following characteristics existed for each rehabilitation program: (a) specific
rehabilitation techniques were selected for each
featurei
(b) the priority of the rehabilitation
projects was determined based on projected end of
service lifei (c) the overall pavement quality was
proportional to the program costi and (d) the varyi ng funding levels provided a range of possibilities .
SUMMARY
In summary, the five rehabilitation programs were as
follows:
Alternative 1: Overlaying of all airfield pavements during a 5-year period.
Alternative II: Reconstruction of all features
that reached end of service life (high-quality pavement) during the next 10 years.
Alternative III: Restoration of all features that
reach end of service life (high-quality pavement)
during the next 20 years, and reconstruction of
those features in which restoration was not projected to extend service life longer than 5 years.
Alternative IV: Restoration of all features that
reach end of service life (acceptable quality pavement) during the next 20 years, and reconstruction
of those features in which restoration was not projected to extend service life longer than 5 years
(Figure 7).

IR

FIGURE 7 Alternative IV rehabilitation program.

Alternative V: Continued maintenance and slab replacement.
The cost of implementing each program was estimated by predicting the type and extent of work completed each year of the program, and by modifying
construction costs to include engineering, inspection, administrative costs, and inflation .
Annual maintenance costs were estimated using the
cost of present maintenance and increasing or decreasing cost based on rehabilitation, inflation
cost, and pavement condition. The pavement condition
was projected over the next 20 years. The average
PCI projection reflects improvements to pavement
condition and projected deterioration as a result of
the environment and traffic after completion of the
program (Figure 8). On completion of the 1984 evaluation, and following discussions with FAA and Dulles
personnel, one of the rehabilitation programs was
modified into a rehabilitation strategy to be followed at Dulles Airport.
The 1984 rehabilitation strategy was developed
with the following guidelines:
1. Funding is not presently available to implement Alternatives I, II, and III.
2. Alternative V is not desirable because of
high maintenance costs and possible future closure
of features for maintenance.
3. As a minimum, Alternative IV should be implemented (except that the reconstruction would be delayed by initiating a restoration program now).
4. Restoration work would be contracted out as a
result of the magnitude of work.
A detailed work program was developed for each of
the next 10 years.
CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are made:
1. The pavement features at Dulles International Airport, all constructed at the same time by
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FIGURE 8 Projected mean PCI for all features for alternative rehabilitation programs I to V.

the same contractor and with the same design detail
and materials, are deteriorating at different rates.
2; Both load-associated and nontraffic-associa ted dis tresses were identified. However, pavement
condition deterioration is largely a result of loadassociated distress.
3. Pavements used by departing aircraft are in
the worst condition.
4. Pavements subjected to static traffic loading such as aprons, deteriorate at a faster rate
than pavements subjected to the same amount of moving traffic, such as runways or taxiways.
5. The historic rate of pavement deterioration
was closely correlated to fatigue damage, which was
a function of stress induced by each individual aircraft, the modulus of rupture of concrete, and the
volume of departing aircraft.
6. The PCI is a valuable tool for evaluating
the existing condition of the pavement.
7. NDT is a valuable tool for rapidly characterizing properties of the pavement materials and
determining joint load transfer.
8. Three separate methods were used to predict
pavement service life. Al though the exact year predicted at the end of the service life varied with
each prediction method, the end of service life for
each feature could be represented by a time phase
for rehabilitation.
9. The three methods used to predict pavement
service life all identified the same features with
service lives of less than 10 years. Both PCI and
cracking projections are useful in estimating remaining pavement functional and structural life.
10. Rehabilitation programs must be developed to
meet various funding levels and maintenance commitments for overall pavement management.
11. Normal maintenance procedures at Dulles International Airport will not be capable of controlling future pavement deterioration.
12. To maintain the airport pavement network at
its current average PC! condition over the next 20
years, an increase in funding of maintenance and rehabilitation activities must be obtained.
13. Pavement service life projections are dependent on traffic projections. Major changes in traf-

fie will have significant impact on remaining pavement service life.
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Comparing Different Strategies for Selecting
Pavement Sections for Major Repair
D. R. UZARSKI and M. I. DARTER

ABSTRACT
The U.S. Navy Public Works Center (PWC), which is located in Great Lakes, Illinois, successfully completed implementation of the PAVER Pavement Maintenance
Management System in September 1902. As part of the implementation, a priority
scheme for the selection of pavement sections needing major repair was created.
The scheme developed was a "worst-first" priority strategy based on pavement
condition and rank. A shortcoming to this scheme, however, is that cost and
benefit of repair are not considered as criteria. Accordingly, the effects of
incorporating cost and benefit criteria as additional parameters to be used in
the selection of pavement sections for major repair are studied in this paper.
Six strategies are compared--(a) do nothing, (b) use the existing priority
scheme, (c) use a revised priority scheme that takes cost into account, (d)
repair when nee.ded, (e) use section benefit-cost optimization with variable
utility, and ( f) use section benefit-cost optimization with constant utility.
The results concluded that by revising the priority strategy or by using benefit-cost optimization techniques, an improved network condition can result at a
lower overall cost.

The

PAVER

Pavement Maintenance Management System
was developed by the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers at the Construction Engineering Research
Laboratory in Champaign, Illinois, is gaining widespread acceptance throughout all branches of the
military service and in civilian communities as well.
Where implemented, public works managers have found
PAVER to be a valuable tool in managing their pavement network.
Pavement management is accomplished at two distinct levels--network and project--and each involves
many specific tasks. A major task at the network
level is the selection or programming of candidate
pavement sections for major maintenance repair and
rehabilitation. Because repair needs almost always
(_:!,_,~),which

D.R. Uzarski, u.s. Army Construction Engineering
Laboratory, P.O. Box 4005, Champaign, Ill. 61820.
M.I. Darter, Department of Civil Engineering, University of Illinois, Urbana, Ill. 61801. Current
Address: Eres Consultants, Inc., Champaign, Ill.
61801.

exceed available funds, the engineer is tasked with
deciding which sections will be repaired in a given
year and which sections will be deferred to future
years. Studied in this paper are the effects of
employing different selection strategies on both
overall network condition and the overall cost for
repairs.
BACKGROUND
The U.S. Navy Public Works Center (PWC), which is
located in Great Lakes, Illinois, successfully completed implementation of the PAVER Pavement Maintenance Management System for the Naval Training Center
(NTC) (also located in Great Lakes) in September
1982. The implementation was accomplished via an
architect-and-engineer (A&E) contract with the contractor and the Navy working in close harmony. One
of the implementation tasks was the development of a
priority scheme for
selecting pavement sections
needing major repair. The scheme ultimately adopted
is shown in Figure la and the reverse of this scheme
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FIGURE 1 Existing and reverse priority schemes.

is shown in Figure lb. A complete description on how
the priority scheme was developed can be found in
the final A&E report (3).
The use of the priority scheme is simple. Once a
pavement section deteriorates to the point that its
Pavement Condition Index (PCI) falls below the minimum acceptable, that section is a candidate for major
repairs. The minimum PCis can be of any value that
the engineer deems appropriate. At PWC-Great Lakes,
the values of 60 for primary and secondary roadways
and 40 for tertiary roadways and parking lots were
chosen. Thus, a section needing repair will fall
somewhere on the priority chart. Sections that fall
on Block 1 are chosen first for repair and sections
falling on Block 2 are chosen second, and so forth.
This process continues until all available funds
have been allocated. This priority matrix has been
used to successtully develop several repair projects
at PWC-Great Lakes and similar priority schemes have
been adopted by other military bases and cities. It
is a popular method because of its simplicity and
because it focuses on criteria of great importance
to engineers--minimum acceptable criteria, pavement
condition, and pavement rank (or average daily traffic counts).
The shortcoming (s) of this scheme is (are) that
cost and benefit are not considered as criteria.
Al though the priority scheme is a vast improvement
over past subjective methods, it is simply a "worstfirst" method. If cost were also considered in the
selection process, an improvement would result by
taking advantage of the fact that as PCI drops, cost
for repair increases. The cost of repair versus PCI
relationship has been developed for representative
sections at PWC-Great Lakes and is shown in Figure
2. A detailed discussion on the relationship between
cost and condition has been published by the American
Public Works Association (_!). Accordingly, in order

to take advantage of the cost and benefit, different
selection strategies were studied and compared to
determine whether an improvement in the decisionmaking process could be made.
ANALYSIS
An analysis was conducted to determine whether or
not there was any advantage in using a revised priority strategy or employing optimization techniques
as compared to the method of selecting sections from
the existing priority strategy. The following six
strategies are compared:
1. Do nothing,
2. Use the existing priority scheme,
3. Use the revised priority scheme,
4. Repair when needed,
5. Use section benefit-cost optimization
variable utility, and
6. Use section benefit-cost optimization
constant utility.

with
with

The "do-nothing" alternative is not a desirable
strategy and, as such, is not used. It is used in
this analysis, however, for the purpose of estab1 ishing a baseline for comparing the relative network benefits of using th_e three viable selection
strategies. In this study, benefit is used at two
levels (section and network). The optimization techniques used section-level benefits. Network-level
benefits are used only for the purpose of comparing
the effect of different strategies.
Definitions
Before section-level benefits can be calculated for
any given section, certain parameters need to be
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FIGURE 2 Cost versus PCI for AC pavements, NTC-Great Lakes.

identified and defined. The term "benefit," when
used in this context, is a nonmonetary term. It is
simply the performance area or the area under the
PCI-time curve as shown in Figure 3. A large performance area is most desirable as it implies that
the overall condition is remaining good over a period
of time thereby providing the user with a more desirable surface to ride on.
For a benefit to be an effective management tool,

it must be adjusted to accommodate the relative importance of one pavement section to the next. Accordingly, a subjective relative weight factor from
O to l is multiplied by the calculated performance
area for different categories of pavement sections.
This ensures that more benefit is derived from repairing more important pavement sections than those
that are least important.
A final factor that can be applied to the benefit
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FIGURE 3 Definition of benefit (or performance area).
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FIGURE 4 Performance area (or benefit) adjusted for utility.
oped utility values, referred to as variable utility,
and also an analysis wherein all the utility values
are equal to 1 (referred to as constant utility)
(see Table 1).

analysis is utility. This is also a subjective rating
between O and 1 and is used to adjust to the shape
of the PC time curve. This rating is applied at different PC! levels for different pavement categories.
It takes into account the generally accepted philosophy of being more willing to spend money on pavement section when the PC! is low than when the PC!
is high (~) as shown in Figure 4.
All of the preceding values were developed for
roads and streets using engineering and management
judgment and are summarized in Table 1. These values
have been entered into the PAVER data base for the
pavement network of PWC-Great Lakes, which was used
in this analysis.
These values only represent a
first cut of suggested values and can be adjusted as
appropriate. Of the values developed, the least confidence is placed on the utility values. Accordingly,
the analysis used in this paper considers the devel-

Eval uation o f Strategies
The pavement sections in the PWC-Great Lakes network,
along with the corresponding 1983 conditions (the
baseline representing known conditions), are given
in Table 2.
The next step in the analysis was to target sections for repair in a given year for the various
strategies. A limit of approximately $50,000 was
assumed for each program year for the purpose of
comparing the other selection strategies, with the
exception of the repair-when-needed strategy, which

TABLE 1 Minimum PCI Values, Relative Weights, and Utility Values Used in the Analysis

PR
SR
PT
ST
PA
SA

RELATIVE-WEIGHT
FACTOR

MINIMUM-PC I

SECTION TYPE

1. 00
.90
.70
.60
.80

60
60
60
40
40
40

PRIMARY ROADWAY (MAIN GATE)
PRIMARY ROADWAY
SECONDARY ROADWAY
TERTIARY ROADWAY
PRIMARY PARKING LOT
SECONDARY PARKING LOT

.so

UTILITY VALUES:
PCI:= 0
PR 1.00
SR 1.00
PT 1.00
ST 1.00
PA 1.00
SA 1.00

10
.9S
.9S
.90
.8S
.90
.80

20
.90
.90
.80
• 7s
.80
• 70

30
.7S
•• 7S
.6S
.60
.6S
.60

40
.60
.60

.so
.4S

.so
.4S

so
.4S
.4S
.3S
.30
.3S
.30

60
.30
.30
.2S
.20
.2S
• lS

70

.2S
.2S
• lS
.10
.lS
.OS

80
• lS
• lS
.10

.OS
.OS

o.oo

100
0.00
0.00

90
.10
.10
.OS

o.oo

0.00
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00

o.oo
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TABLE 2 PWC-Great Lakes Network and 1983
Condition
Branch
Number

Section
Number

Il2AW
112SQ
114AW
Pl600
P0106
PW12A
IIOWA
P210B
P2023
P210B
PCONF
!ARI!
113AW
P3223
POI03
IIOWA
PB88H
PARll
PWOIA
IWALB
PARll
P0104
IR45E
IR45N
IARll
P2023
Total

01
01
01
01
02
01
02
01
04
02
02
01
01
01
01
01
01
01
01.
01
02
01
01
01
02
03

Section
Area (yd 2 )
287
314
322
951
2,347
236
642
3,030
1,411
2,100
4,371
820
310
2,047
4,682
3,742
795
347
7,423
858
365
2,577
392
60
633

__1,27_±_
43,036

Note: The section average PCI
yd2 = 55.
8

TABLE 3 Repair Costs, Existing Priority Strategy With a
$50,000 Limit on Annual Cost

PC! Area•
PC!
0
0
0
0
0
13
19
21
36
34
37
53
60
62
68
71
65
75
75
76
78
82
74
87
92
99

(yd2)
0
0
0

0
0
3,068
12,198
63,630
50,796
71,400
161,727
43,460
18,600
126,914
318,376
265,682
51,675
26,025
556,725
65,208
28,470
211,314
29,008
5,520
58,236
_ _!2~1§.
2,363,458

= 49 and the average PCI per

PCI mu1tiplied by section area.

Fiscal Year
and Branch
Number

Section
Number

Area
(yd 2 )

Unit Cost
($/yd 2 )

1984
112AW
112SQ
114AW
P0106

01
01
01
02

287
314
322
2,347

23.03
21.87
21.87
11.99

Total
1985
Pl600
PW12A
!ARI!
IIOWA
Total
1986
P210B
1987
P2023
P210B
IR45E
Total
1988
PCONF
PE88H
PAR!!
Total
1989
PAR!!
P3223

01
01
01
02

951
236
820
642

11.99
11.99
22.12
21.87

Existing and Revised Priority Strategies
For the strategies of utilizing the existing and the
revised priority schemes, candidate sections were
applied to the priority matrix shown in Figure la
and to a revised matrix shown in Figure lb. Pavement sections were chosen until the budget limitation was met. This was done in each year until the
backlog of repairs was eliminated and no candidate
sections remained. Tables 3 and 4 give the year in
which sections will be repaired and the cost for
that year for each respective priority strategy.

"Repair-When-Needed" Strategy
Because several sections were well below the minimum
acceptable PCI, FY 1984 (the first year of repair)
is a relatively high-cost year. (The costs by year
are given in Table 5.)

Total Cost
(program year
$)

6,609.61
6,867.18
7,042.14
28,140.53
48,659.46

48,659.46

11,402.49
2,829.64
18,138.40
14,040.54
46,411.07

51,052.18

01

3,030

11.99

36,329.70

43,958.94

04
02
01

1,411
2,100
392

11.99
8.00
21.50

16,917.89
16,800.00
8,428.00
42,145.89

56,096.18

02
01
02

4,371
795
365

6.50
8.00
7.00

28,411.50
6,360.00
2,550.00
37,321.50

01
01

347
2,047

6.50
5.85

Total
assumed that funding would be made available when
the sections needed repairing. This limit was set
because a construction cost ceiling of some dollar
amount is a typical funding and management constraint. The use of the $50,000 ceiling was arbitrarily chosen so that a 5 to 6-year period would be
needed to restore the network into an acceptable
condition with the backlog of repairs completed.
That is considered a realistic management strategy.
Also, the cost for the repairs in future years
was computed in terms of fiscal 1984 constant dollars and in terms of inflated dollars assuming a 10
percent inflation rate. This dual costing permits a
comparison of cost changes attributable to worsening
condition and a comparison of expected actual construction and costs. To make the costs easier to
follow, all calculations have been accomplished in
constant dollars. The total summaries for each year
were then inflated in terms of program or fiscal
year (FY) dollars.

Total Cost
(FY 84 $)

Grand Total

54,642.41

2,255.50
11,974.95
14,230.45

22,918.28

225,098.07

277,327.45

TABLE 4 Repair Costs, Reverse Priority Strategy With a
$50,000 Limit on Annual Budget
Fiscal Year
and Branch
Number

Section
Number

Area
(yd 2 )

Unit Cost
($/yd 2 )

1984
IARll
PCONF
P210B

01
02
02

820
4,371
2,100

16.47
5.38
5.75

Total
1985
112AW
P2023
IIOWA
PW12A
Pi600
Total
1986
PE88H
IR45E
P0106
Total
1987
PAR!!
P2!0B
Total
1988
P3223
PAR!!
Il2SQ
114AW
Total
Grand Total

Total Cost
(FY 1984 $)
13,735.00
23,515.98
12,075.00
49,325.98

01
04
02
01
01

287
1,411
642
236
951

23.03
8.75
21.87
11.99
11.99

795
392
2,347

4.55
19.50
11.99

365
3,030

5.10
11.99

2,047
347
314
322

5.10
5.10
21.87
21.87

47,676.15

1,861.50
36,329.70
38,191.20

01
01
01
01

51,951.38

3,617.25
7,644.00
28,140.53
39,401.78

02
01

49,325.98

6,609.61
12,346.25
14,040.54
2,829.64
11,402.49.
4_7,228.53

01
01
02

Total Cost
(program year
$)

50,832.49

10,439.70
1,769.70
6,867.18
7,042.14
26,118.72

38,240.42

200,266.21

238,026.42
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TABLE 5 Repair Costs, Repair-When-Needed Strategy With No Limit on Annual Budget
Fiscal Year
1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

Total Cost

Fiscal Year 19 84 $
Future Year $

164,910.48
164,910.48

None
None

11,261.25
13,626.11

1,861.50
2,477.66

12,209.40
17,875.78

190,242.63
198,898.03

Qpti mization Strategies

Compar ison of Strategies

The two different optimization i;;tratligilii (vu iablli
utility and constant utility) require that benefit
be calculated for each candidate pavement section
each year until it is selected for repair. The benefit-analysis feature of PAVER was used for that
computation. The computed benefit was then divided

To compa.r::li thli lifflicti;; of liach i;;t.r:atligy, nlitwo.r::k
level benefits had to be calculated. To do this,
network PCis were calculated for each strategy. When
an individual section was repaired, the PC! was assumed to be 100 in the year of repair. Sections were
assumed to reach their minimum acceptable PCis in 15
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to obtain the benefit-cost ratio. Integer linear
programming techniques were then applied to selected
pavement sections. The objective function was to
maximize the benefit-cost ratios in a given year.
The constraint was the budgetary amount available in
a given year. To develop and run the integer linear
programming model, the MPOS computer program developed by Northwestern University was run on the University of Illinois CYBER 175 comput·~r. The model
was reformulated and run each year for the analysis
period. The results of each computer run were carefully studied to determine whether or not an additional pavement section could be added to the list
if the budget were raised a small amount. This was
accomplished because it is usually within the purview of a public works director to adjust his budget
slightly and to make sure it makes sense to do so.
Tables 6 and 7 give the associated repair costs for
each year until no candidate sections remain for
repair.

-~.I

V.L

"t

points per year for tertiary roads and parking lots
and 3 points per year for primary and secondary pavements. From experience, the rates of deterioration
would be on the low side of normal at PWC-Great
Lakes, which is the desired result with proper
design.
Section and overall network PCis for all of the
strategies are given in Table 8. Projected PCis for
the do-nothing strategy were obtained by using the
forecasting features of the PAVER system (1,2,6). It
should be noted, however, network PCI is no~mally
computed as the average of the section PCis, but for
this analysis, the average PCI weighted by the
square-yard area was computed (see Table 3 for procedure). Section averages are valid only for a network with several sections and sections of approximately equal size, or both. This network had only 26
sections and sizes varied greatly, so the weighted
area PCI was used as a more accurate representation
of the true network condition <l>.

TABLE 6 Repair Costs-Benefit-Cost Optimization (Variable Utility) Strategy With a $50,000 Limit on
Annual Budget
Fiscal Year
Cost

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

Total Cost

Fiscal Year 1984 $
Future Year $

43,569.81
43,569.81

42,181.07
46,399.18

37,095.25
44,885.25

37,389.00
49,704.76

36,329. 70
53,190.31

14,230.45
22,918.28

210,795.28
250,727 .59

TABLE 7 Benefit-Cost Optimization (Constant Utility) Strategy With a $50,000 Limit on
Annual Budget
Fiscal Year
Cost

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

Total Cost

Fiscal Year 1984 $
Future Year $

48,602.67
48,602.67

44,684.08
49,152.49

39,401.78
47,676.15

38,191.20
50,832.49

31,094.00
45,524.73

201,973.73
241,778.53

TABLES Network Condition for Various Strategies
Average PC!
Strategy

1984

1985

1986

1987

1988

1989

Do nothing
Use existing priority
Use reverse priority
Repair when needed
Use section benefit-cost optimization
(variable utility)
Use section benefit-cost optimization
(constant utility)

52
60
63
83

49
62
68
80

46
65
72
78

44
70
76
76

41
76
78
76

39
77
75
74

59

63

67

72

76

77

62

68

72

76

78

76
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FIGURE 5 Projected network condition: comparison, PWC-Great Lakes.

The results from these PCI calculations were then
plotted. Figure 5 represents a comparison of the
priority determination and the repair-when-needed
strategies. Figure 6 shows the optimization strategies and Figure 7 compares the reverse priority
determination and the optimization method with con-

stant utility. From each, the overall network benefit for each strategy was computed. The benefit is
taken as the area below the PCI time curve for each
funded strategy and above the do-nothing strategy.
This is considered an effective benefit because it
only considers the benefit that is attributable to a

90
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AVERAGE
NETWORK
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FIGURE 6 Projected network condition: optimization strategies, PWC-Great
Lakes.
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FIGURE 7 Sample network condition-reverse priority determination versus optimization.

given pavement selection strategy. The results are
given in Table 9 under the heading "Effective Benefit."

sociated with the different selection strategies are
shown in Table 10. The stop-gap repair costs along
with the section major repair costs given in Tables
3 through 7 represent the total cost associated with
repairing the given pavement sections.
Thus, the network benefit cost ratios of the different selection strategies are given in Table 9. In
each case, the effective benefit of each strategy
was divided by both the constant cost in terms of FY
1984 dollars and the inflated cost in program year
dollars and the benefit-cost ratios resulted. Table
9 also includes a comparison of these benefit-cost
ratios for the different selection strategies on a
relative basis. Displayed are the benefit-cost ratios
for the various strategies compared to the existing
priority strategy where the existing priority is 1.0.

Benefit-Cost Ratio
Also included in Table 9 are computed benefit-cost
ratios at the network level for each strategy. Before
Benefit-Cost (B-C) ratios were calculated, one final
cost not previously considered had to be computed.
Because some poor and failed pavement sections are
required to have their repairs deferred, it is assumed that certain stop-gap repairs would be needed
to keep the pavements in at least a passable condition. This would be in the form of temporary patches
in potholes and locally failed areas. Pavements with
PCis at or below 25 would be assumed to need these
temporary repairs. Two percent of the area is assumed
to be patched annually at a cost of approximately
one-half of that for a high-quality permanent patch.
The cost figure used is $25/yd 2 • From experience,
these are slightly cunBcrvativc figures. These costs
need not be funded against the available repair budget in a given year because these repairs are typically funded from the maintenance budget and not the
budget allocated for major repair. The costs as-

CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions are made:
1. The repair-when-needed strategy represents
the best strategy in terms of maximizing network
benefit and minimizing cost.
2. Efforts should be undertaken to obtain repair
funds in the earliest possible year. Spreading

TABLE 9 Network Benefit-Cost Ratios of Different Selection Strategies

Strategy
Use existing priority
Use reverse priority
Repair when needed
Use section benefit-cost optimization
(variable utility)
Use section benefit-cost optimization
(constant utility)

Effective
Benefit

Constant
Cost
(FY 1984
thousand $)

Benefit-Cost
(FY 1984
thousand$)

Inflated
Cost
(PY 1984"
thousand $)

Benefit-Cost
(PY 1984'
thousand$)

120
143
178.5

231.5
209.5
190.2

.52 ( 1.0)
.68 ( 1.3 1)
.94 ( l. 8 1)

284.3
248.0
198.9

.42 (1.0)
.57 (1.36)
.90 (2.14)

124

218.4

.57 (1.10)

269. 3

.46 ( I.I 0)

142.5

210.2

.68(1.31)

250.8

.57 (1. 36)

Note: Numbers in parentheses are relative to existing priority strategy .
3

PY =Program year.
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TABLE 10 Stop-Gap Repair Costs
Total Cost (FY 1984 $)
Strategy

1984

1985

1986

Use existing priority scheme

2,425
(2,425)

2,225
(2,448)

1,750
(2,118)

0
(0)

0
(0)

Use reverse priority scheme

4,075
(4,075)

3,000
(3,300)

1,825
(2,208)

325
(433)

0
(0)

Use section benefit-cost optimization
(variable utility)

3,000
(3,000)

1,525
(1,678)

1,525
(1,845)

1,525
(2,030)

0
(0)

Use section benefit-cost optimization
(constant utility)

3, 175
(3 ,175)

2,700
(2,970)

1,925
(2,329)

400
(532)

0
(0)

1987

1988

Note: Numbers appearing in parentheses are in program year dollars and predict inflated costs at a rate of
J0 percent,

"catch-up" repair costs over several years resulted
in decreased benefit and increased cost.
3. A reverse priority strategy represents an
improvement over the existing worst-first priority
strategy.
4. integer linear programming techniques represent an improvement in the selection procedure over
existing worst-first priority methodologies.
5. The developed variable utility values that
were based on traditional public works management
philosophy do not lead to maximum optimization. Close
scrutiny of these utility values reveals that this
is logical. The values reflected the traditional
worst-first strategy. Thus, sections with lower PCis
would be favored over sections with higher PCis.
Unfortunately, that is more costly and results in
less pavement being repaired and more sections deteriorating further.
6. Based on these results, it would appear that
using a constant utility value would provide for the
most optimum selection strategy. This may not be
true for all situations. When compared to the traditional utility weighing as described in this paper,
however, it is true. Nevertheless, this does not
rule out the possibility of gaining even greater
optimization should a different weighing procedure
be used (e.g., providing more utility to those pavement sections with mid-range PCis).
7. The cost-benefit advantages of the reversed
priority strategy or the optimization strategies are
not to be taken as universal. A large range could
result depending on construction costs, preferred
repair alternatives, network size, and the condition
of the sections. Further research in this area is
needed.
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A Cost-Safety Comparison of Illinois
Rehabilitation Design Policies
JOHN L. SANFORD, E. DEWAYNE MEYER, and
HAROLD A. DAMERON

ABSTRACT

This evalua t ion a sse sses the ei:i:ects of nonfreeway .:IK (resurfacing-restorationrehabilitationl design criteria used as an alternativ" to c ri t:Pdl'I pr<>vi01.1 "'ly
developed and adopted for new construction in Illinois. The objectives of this
evaluation were to determine if significant accident rate reductions occurred
after 3R improvements on 284 mi of 2-lane rural highways in Illinois from 1978
to 1981, and how cost- and safety-effective these 3R improvements were. Accident data were retrieved for 2 years before and after improvement. Statistical
testing found the 3R improvements to significantly lower accident rates . Although accident reduction savings were less than 3R improvement costs, safety
accounted for only a portion of the benefit::; dori•.;ed, which also included the

preservation of existing pavements and more efficient vehicle operations. Control sites were not used because aggregate accident data before and after rehabilitation of a relatively large number of projects were to be analyzed. Although the separate effects of improved geometric design elements, improved
skid resistance, or general downward trend in accidents were not identified,
the study results demonstrated the overall safety effectiveness of the Illinois
3R program.

The Federal-aid Highway Act of 1976 amended the term
"construction" to permit the funding of resurfacing,
restoring, and rehabilitating (3R) existing highways
with more flexible and tailored design guides. The
1982 Surface Transportation Assistance Act intends
that 3R projects be constructed to "standards to
preserve and extend the life of highways and enhance
safety."
From 1976 to 1978, the Illinois Department of
Transportation developed nonfreeway 3R design policies for the preservation of existing Illinois
highways with due consideration for cost and safety
effectiveness, value engineering, and environmental
concerns (see Figure 1). Figure 1 is a photograph of
a typical Illinois 3R improvement. Illinois 3R design criteria provide for certain alignment corrections and improvements of high accident locations
but may permit lower design speeds and narrower
traffic lanes, shoulder widths, and clear zones than
Illinois' new construction-reconstruction criteria
for the same traffic volumes. Table 1 gives a comparison of reconstruction and 3R design policies for
typical design speeds in miles per hour (mph) and
average daily traffic (ADT) volumes. In many cases,
3R design criteria utilize criteria specified for
lower-volume, new construction projects. For example, a 22-ft wide pavement specified for a reconstruction improvement at 60 mph with volumes of 4002 ,000 vehicles per day maY, have been permitted to
remain in place on a 3R project for traffic volumes
up to 5,000 vehicles per day under certain conditions from 1978 to 1981. Later editions of these
policies continue to provide the direction for conducting the 3R program for improving highways (other
than expressways and freeways) in Illinois.
The purpose of this evaluation is to determine if
Illinois Department of Transportation, 2300
Dirksen Parkway, Springfield, Illinois 62764.

South

FIGURE 1 IDinois typical 3R improvement.

TABLE 1 Typical IDinois Design Criteria
Criteria
8

Design speed {mph)
Design traffic, ADT
Pavement width (ft)
Shoulders {ft)
Paved shoulder (ft)
Clear zones {ft)

Reconstruction

Rehabilitation

60-70
3,000-5,000
24
8-10
4-10
34-40

55
3,00G-5,000
22-24
4-6
I
12-18

3 Existlng alignment may remain in piece for 10 mph less when practi-

cal.
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significant accident rate reductions occur after JR
projects are completed and how cost- and safetyeffective these projects are. Positive results would
provide factual data to support JR programs, both
statewide and nationally. In addition, a comparison
of accident rates after improvement will also be
made to determine if projects improved with policies
developed for highways with average annual daily
traffic (AADT) of over J,000 vehicles have any significant safety or cost difference from projects improved with less stringent policies developed for
highways with AADT under J,000 vehicles.

Project accident data were investigated before improvement for bias in the following areas:
l. Thirteen high-accident locations in 284 mi
were considered too infrequent to influence the effect of JR policy application.
2. A Student's t-test at a 95 percent confidence
level found no significant differences in accident
and severity rates in projects having AADTs above or
under J ,000 vehicles before improvement. Tables J
and 4 give information for total accidents (TA) ,
property damage accidents (PD) , personal injury accidents (PI), fatal accidents (FA), persons killed
(K), persons injured (inj.), mean accident rates per
100 million vehicle mi for TA, and mean severity
rates for FA + PI.

DATA COLLECTION
Selected projects were on 2-lane Illinois- or U.S.marked routes without access control in rural areas.
The minimum project length was 2 mi. Bridge accidents and rehabilitation costs were omitted.
Monthly construction reports from
late 1978
through early 1981 (approximately 2. 5 years) were
searched for widening and resurfacing projects meeting the preceding criteria. Forty-four projects having a total of 284 mi were located. The projects had
a proportion of two-thirds widening and resurfacing
(WRS) to one-third resurfacing (RS) (see Table 2) •

It was concluded that project accident data for
the period before improvement was reasonably unbiased, and, therefore, suitable for further analysis. Control sites were not used because aggregate
accident data before and after rehabilitation of a
relatively large number of projects were to be analyzed without investigating the effects of specific
geometric design elements.
SAFETY ANALYSIS

TABLE 2 Project Distribution
AADT

Type

Projects

Miles

DailyVMT

Under 3,000
Under 3,000
Above 3,000
Above 3,000

RS
WRS
RS
WRS

9
28
3
4

74
159
26
25

132,434
252,502
152,405
114,086

44

284

651,427

Total

Resurfacing projects may also have included some
roadside treatment, superelevation correction (where
appropriate), and the improvement of high accident
locations.
Accident data were retrieved for the study locations for 2 years before and after improvement.

Measures of effectiveness
(MOEs)
included total
accident
rates,
nonintersection
accident
rates,
severity rates, and nonintersection severity rates.
Accident rates are expressed as accidents per 100
million vehicle miles of travel (VMT) annually. Severity rates are the number of fatal plus i.nJury
accidents per 100 million VMT. Nonintersection accident rates and severity rates are the MOEs that are
expected to be most directly affected by JR policies
used in Illinois on 2-lane rural highways. Figure 2
shows mean accident rates before and after improvement.
Total accident rates, nonintersection accident
rates, and mean severity rates showed statistically
significant reductions from the before period to be
after period (see Tables 5 and 6). Similar reduc- ·
tions after improvement were observed in two project
groups with AADTs above and under J ,000 (see Tables

TABLE 3 Total Before Accidents-by AADT Group
Accidents

AADT under 3,000
AADT above 3,000

TA

PD

PI

FA

K

Persons
Inj.

Mean
Accident
Rate

Mean
Severity
Rate

618
439

380
264

220
167

18
8

22
10

358
292

231.70
235.57

86.81
99.57

1.6
-0.0303•

14.7
-0.6377"

Percent difference
T-statistic
8

The calculated t-statistic must be outside the 95 percent confidence interval from <-2.021 to >2.021 for a significant difference in rates with 42 degrees of freedom.

TABLE 4 Before Nonintersection Accidents by AADT Group
Accidents

AADT under 3,000
AADT above 3,000
Percent difference
T-statistic
3

TA

PD

PI

FA

471
330

295
192

161
130

15

8.

Persons
---Inj .
K

Mean
Accident
Rate

Mean
Severity
Rate

18
10

175.24
176.57

63.08
78.29

0.8
-0.0308.

24.l
-0.8672"

254
231

The caJculated t-statistic must be outside the 95 percent confidence interval from <-2.02 1 to >2.021 for a significant difference in rates with 42 degrees of freedom .
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TABLE 6 Nonintersection Accidents

250
- -

-

-

OVER 3000 ADT
UNDER 3000 ADT

225

Accidents

Before
After

Persons

TA

PD

PI

FA

K

Inj.

801
564

487
321

291
227

23
16

28
20

485
346

175.45
126.36

65.50
53.95

28.0
3.010•

17.6
1.692 3

Percent reduction
T-statistic
~ 200

8

__J

Mean
Severity
Rate

Mean
Accident
Rate

The calculated t-statistic must exceed the 95 percent confidence interval limit of
>1.682 for a significant rate reduction with 43 degrees of freedom,

"'
w

__J

u

~
>

z

TABLE 7 Total Accidents Before and After Improvement With an
AADT Under 3,000

175

0

Acddent~
0
0

Po:,:o r.~

~.'feG!1

TA

PD

PI

FA

K

Inj.

Mean
Accident
Rate

618
462

380
275

220
177

18
10

22
II

358
283

231.70
172.70

86.81
71.65

25.5
2.896 3

17.5
1.5918 3

Severity
Rate

~

°'

w
"-

l 50

Before
After

~
>-

Percent reduction
T-statistic

<>:

Q'

>-

i:s
D

m

3
The c[!culated t-statistic must exceed the 95 percent confidence interval limit of
>I.690 for a significant rate reduction with 36 degrees of freedom.
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TABLE 8 Nonintersection Accidents Before and After
Improvement With an AADT Under 3,000

--

Persons

75
NON-INTERSECTio;- - - SEVER/Ty

RATEs .__ ._

--

Before
After

Mean
Severity
Rate

TA

PD

PI

FA

K

lnj .

Mean
Accident
Rate

471
338

295
203

161
126

15
9

18
10

254
187

175.24
127.51

63.08
53.00

27.2
2.5375"

16.0
1.2780 3

Accidents

Percent reduction
T-statistic

50
8

1978
BEFORE
IMPROVEMENT

1982
AFTER
IMPROVEMENT

FIGURE 2 Mean accident rates-before and after improvement.

7-10), except that the mean severity rate reductions
were not significant for either group.
(The 1tailed, paired t-test at a 95 percent confidence
level was used for these analyses.)
No statistically significant differences were
found in mean accident rates and mean severity rates
in the period after improvement when projects with
AADTs above 3,000 were compared to those with AADTs
under 3,000 (see Tables 11 and 12). (The 2-tailed,
Student's t-test at a 95 percent confidence level
was used for these analyses.)

Accidents

Persons

Before
After

TA

PD

PI

FA

K

Inj.

439
328

264
184

167
137

8
7

10
10

292
227

235.57
176.00

99.57
79.00

25.3
2.0678 3

20.7
1.6478 3

Percent reduction
T-statistic
3

Mean
Severity
Rate

Mean
Accident
Rate

Accidents

The calculated t-statistic must exceed the 95 percent confidence interval limit of
>1.943 for a significant rate reduction with 6 degrees of freedom.

Persons

Mean
Severity
Rate

TA

PD

PI

FA

K

Inj.

Mean
Accident
Rate

Mean
Severity
Rate

330
226

192
118

130
IOI

8
7

10
10

231
159

176.57
120.29

78.29
59.00

31.9
2.027"

24.6
1.813 3

Accidents

TA

PD

PI

FA

K

Inj.

Mean
Accident
Rate

1,057
790

644
459

387
314

26
17

32
21

650
510

232.32
173.23

88.84
72.82

Before
After

25.4
3.323 3

18.0
1.9523

Percent reduction
T-statistic

Percent reduction
T-statistic
3

TABLE 9 Total Accidents Before and After Improvement With
an AADT Above 3,000

TABLE 10 Nonintersection Accidents Before and After
Improvement With an AADT Above 3,000

TABLE 5 Total Accidents

Before
After

The calculated t-statistic must exceed the 95 percent confidence interval limit of
>1.690 for a significant rote reduction with 36 degrees of freedom.

The ca1culated t-statistic must exceed the 95 percent confidence interval limit of
>l.682 for a significant rate reduction with 43 degrees of freedom.

3

Persons

The calculated t-statistic must exceed the 95 percent confidence interval limit of
>1.943 for a significant rate reduction with 6 degrees of freedom.
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TABLE 11 Total After Accidents-By AADT Group
Accidents

AADT under 3,000
AADT above 3,000

TA

PD

PI

FA

K

Inj.

Mean
Accident
Rate

462
328

275
184

177
137

10
7

11
10

283
227

172.70
176.00

71.65
79.00

1.9
-0.0735 3

10.3
-0.3893 3

Persons

Percent difference
T-statistic

Mean
Severity
Rate

aThe ca1culated t-ste.tistic must be outside the 95 percent confidence interval from <-2.021 to >2.021 for a significant difference in rates with 42 degrees of freedom.

TABLE 12 After Nonintersection Accidents-By AADT Group
Accidents

AADT under 3,000
AADT above 3,000

Persons

TA

PD

PI

FA

K

Inj.

Mean
Accident
Rate

338
226

203
118

126
101

9
7

10
10

187
159

127.51
120.29

53.00
59.00

5.7
0.2270 8

10.2
-0.4107 8

Percent difference
T-statistic
8

Mean
Severity
Rate

The ca1cu1ated t-statlstic must be outside the 95 percent Confidence interval from <-2.021 to >2.021 for a significant difference in rates with 42 degrees of freedom.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
The present worth of savings resulting from total
accident reductions (including those at intersections) were compared to the total project costs for
the 3R projects. The analysis period was 20 years
with one resurfacing included at 13 years. A constant dollar analysis was performed with an 8 percent interest rate. The Illinois Department of
Transportation Constructioh Price Index was used for
1981 base-year adjustments. The economic value of
accidents prevented is $8, 340 per accident based on
1981 National Safety Council costs and Illinois Department of Transportation composite statewide average accident distributions of property damage (PD),
personal injury (PI) , and fatal accident (FA) proportions. Project salvage and maintenance values
were assumed to be zero after investigation found
them to be minimal cost variables. Road-user benefits from decreased delay, pollution, fuel costs,
and vehicle maintenance were not quantified for consideration. The present value of total reconstruction and increased road-user costs as a result of a
"no-build" alternative was not calculated. Table 13
gives a summary of the economic analysis.
Figure 3 shows Cl plot of a sensitivity analysis
of various economic service lives and interest rates
that show a relatively minimal effect on the benefit/cost (B/C) ratio. A B/C ratio of 0.141 for an 8
percent cost of capital for 20 years would only vary
to 0.165 for a 30-year life, or ! ary to 0.115 for a
10 percent cost of capital.

0.2
0

;::
«

"'

'-'
..__
m
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0
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,_
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w
z
w

m

0 .1

COST OF
CAPITAL
INTEREST
RATE - /,

0

10
20
30
ECONOMIC SERVICE LIFE, YEARS

40

FIGURE 3 Benefit-cost ratio sensitivity analysis.
TABLE 13 Economic Analysis Results
CONCLUSIONS

Economic Indicator

Under
3,000 AADT

Above
3,000 AADT

AllAADTs

Cost per mile 3
Benefit-cost ratiob
Cost-effectiveness ratioc

$180,422
0.098
$80,917

$204,777
0.325
$25,669

$184,781
0.141
$58,444

~~ dJustc:i d to l 98 1 C0$1S.
Pru-e.n I valuo of accl dciiu .u v!ng.s i o to lnl p11)ject costs.
c An nuoLized projoet cost pa:r Qccidcul t "rc-duC<ld .

The following conclusions are made:
1. The Illinois 3R improvements significantly
lowered total and nonintersection accident and severity rates when projects were aggregated, which
demonstrates that the Illinois 3R program enhances
highway safety.
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2. After improvement, total and nonintersection
accident and severity rates were not significantly
different from one another when project groups with
AADTs above J,000 were compared to those with AADTs
under J,000. This demonstrates that JR policies are
equally safety-effective for projects with AADTs
above and under J,000 (in this study, more stringent
policies were applied to projects with AADTs above
J, 000).
J. Costs for JR projects exceeded accident reduction savings. This can be attributed to
a. Prevailing medium-volume
rural
conditions
with minimal high accident locations before improvement,
b. Accident savings spread over entire project
section lengths rather than just accident spot
lengths in the economic analysis, and
c. Safety or accident savings that account for
only a portion 0£ tne benetlts derived trom rehabilitation projects when the accident rates are
generally not above the state-wide average.
Although they are not quantified in this
evaluation, some other benefits (aside from those
associated with accident savings) include
(1) Road-user benefits derived from decreased
delay, pollution, fuel costs, and vehicular
maintenance;
(2) Road-user benefits derived from the comfort and convenience of travel over
a
smoother and sometimes wider travelway;
(J) Benefits derived from preservation of the
existing highway system, reduced maintenance,
and preclusion of further deterioration to
the point of costly reconstruction; and
(4) Benefits derived from the overall economy
and welfare of the state from an improved
system delivery of people and goods.
4. JR improvements are more cost-effective on
projects with AADTs above J,000 because more accidents are reduced for the same construction cost.
Note also that
a. This lends support to priority programming of
higher volume projects while recognizing that responsible programming must include lower volume
projects to maintain system integrity.
b. This finding would be expected when there is
only a 12 percent difference in construction
costs per mile, but a much greater percentage increase in traffic exposure allowing for more accident reduction.
c. This finding lends support to continued application of more stringent JR design policies to
projects with traffic volumes above J,000 ADT.

5. Although the separate effects of improved
geometric design elements, improved skid resistance,
or general downward accident trends were not identified, the study results from a relatively large number of JR projects and mileage demonstrates the
overall safety of Illinois' JR program.
a. Although the use of additional control sites
without improvement for comparison with rehabilitated sites for the detection of underlying accident reduction factors is desirable, it is very
difficult and time consuming to locate comparable
control sites without some type of improvement
during the study perious.
b. The use of state-wide accident trends as a
surrogate control for comparison purposes would
not be valid because control sites should be comparable locations without improvement during the
study period. Illinois accident trends also reflect an annual $900 million highway program including some type of proposed and scheduled
improvement to about 25 percent of all high-accident locations state-wide. However, rehabilitation improvements did have slightly lower average
accident rates before and after improvement and
about the same reduction as the state-wide average reduction for 2-lane rural highways during
the same period.
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Mechanistic Overlay Design Procedures
Available to the Design Engineer
ROGER E. SMITH, MICHAEL I. DARTER, and ROBERT L. LYTTON

ABSTRACT

This paper is based on the first of a three-volume report on overlay design
procedures. The basic report contains a summary of major overlay design procedures documenting their development and conceptual basis, and analyzes their
sensitivity to required input data. Contained in this paper is a description of
mechanistic overlay design procedures that are available to design engineers.
Overlays or resurfacings are used by agencies more often than any other type of
rehabilitation technique. This paper was prepared to provide highway engineers
with assistance in determining what mechanistic overlay design procedures are
available for adoption, implementation, and use by an agency. The full report
documents the development and basis of the major overlay design procedures that
are in use or are being implemented in the United States at the present time.
Contained in this paper is an abbreviated description of the more common mechanistic overlay design procedures.

The most commonly used overlay design procedures include engineering judgment, standard thickness, empirical, deflection, mechanistic, and mechanisticempirical. Each of these is described in some detail
in the original report (1-3). Engineering judgment
(or engineering experience) -has often been used to
design overlays (4) and, in many ways, it is still a
part of most current overlay design procedures.
Standard thicknesses have been developed for use by
some agencies, either formally or informally (~).
For a given existing pavement type, traffic level,
pavement thickness, and other factors, a standard
overlay thickness is prescribed. Purely empirical
procedures base overlay thicknesses on known data
such as age, traffic, construction, structural section, and environmental factors. A relationship is
developed between performance of overlay thicknesses
and these quantities,
normally using regression
techniques. Empirically developed deflection-based
overlay design procedures have gained wide acceptance and are currently used, for example, in California,
Utah,
Texas,
and
Louisiana.
The
basic
concepts are that similar pavements with higher
deflections will fail more quickly than those with
lower deflections under the same loading.
Mechanistic design procedures differ from others
in that they characterize the response of the pavement to a load in terms of strains, stresses, or
other responses based on mechanistic models. A fatigue relationship between that response and number
of load repetitions to a designated failure criterion is used to determine pavement life. Most procedures use calculated stress or strain level based on
deflection testing as the pavement response that is
related to performance.
When mixed-load levels are encountered, which is
the case in normal pavements, some method of combining the effects of mixed traffic must be considered.
Miner's hypothesis is the one that is most often
used, which allows an accumulation of damage from
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the various load levels to be combined into one damage number (~). The damage is a measure of the total
fatigue caused by all previous traffic loadings. The
damage from projected future traffic loadings is
also calculated and combined with the damage from
previous traffic loadings. When this damage
is
greater than the allowable damage, an overlay is
required.
By applying additional thicknesses of
overlay to the surface, the strain (or stress) in
the existing pavement will be decreased. The overlay
thickness required is determined by trying various
thicknesses of overlay and selecting the thickness
that decreases the strains or stresses in the layers
to a level that results in an acceptable damage
level throughout the projected pavement life.
The strain at the bottom of the existing asphalt
layer is normally used in flexible pavements for
fatigue damage. In some instances, the stress or
strain at the top of the subgrade has also been used
for rutting damage. The strain or stress is normally
calculated with layered elastic- or stress-dependent
analysis programs. Stress in the concrete slab layer
is normally used in rigid pavements. This is best
calculated by finite element programs that can calculate stress for center, edge, and corner loads.
Programs that will model several adjacent slabs with
varied load transfer are available to analyze rigid
pavements (7). However, some agencies use elasticlayered programs that can only determine stress from
center slab loads, and an adjustment factor is used
to convert the center slab stress to an edge stress.
The stresses and strains calculated by different
models will be somewhat different. The stresses and
strains for analysis and fatigue models should be
calculated with the same model to remain consistent.
Failure is normally defined in terms of a specific distress type. This is usually fatigue cracking and rutting in flexible pavements and fatigue
er ack ing in rig id pavements. For the system to be
fully mechanistic and theoretically correct, fracture mechanics should be used to determine the relation between strain or stress and cracking, and soil
mechanics concepts should be used to determine the
relation between subgrade stress and deformation.
The current state of the art does not allow the use
of such a theoretically based procedure. The load-
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and fatigue-caused distress provide an adequate substitute that can be economically collected. In any
of these relations, the type, amount, and severity
of the distress considered as failure must be carefully defined.
'!'he basic assumptions are that
• The stress or strain can be accurately calculated,
• The stress or strain controls performance of
the pavement,
• A relationship between the stress or strain
and loadings to failure can adequately be defined,
and
• Mixed loads can be accurately considered.
This requires a method for characterizing the existing layers in terms of stiffnesses or other parameters either from f 1ela sampling ana laooratory
tests or by back-calculating from deflection basins.
When based on laboratory tests, the assumption is
made that the tests provide field values. When calculated from deflection tests, the assumption is
made that the layers can be accurately determined
from deflection tests.
The major advantage of this approach, even when
an empirical relation between calculated strain or
stress and number of applications to failure are
used, is that the overlay requirements can be determined for any pavement for which the strain or
stress can be calculated. The user is not limited to
only pavements with which he has extensive experience; instead, he can analyze the expected performance of new designs and the influence of new
materials. Another significant advantage of this
approach is that past and projected damage can be
more accurately calculated. In some environmental
areas, there are significantly different subgrade
support conditions throughout the year. This affects
the stress or strain in the pavement. A mechanistic
procedure will allow the damage in the various seasons of the year to be calculated and used in the
analysis.
The major shortcoming of mechanistic overlay design procedures is that to properly characterize the
pavement structure and materials properties, either
(a) extensive materials testing and evaluation or
(b) back-calculation of materials properties from
deflection measurements are needed to determine all

of the required inputs. If the materials testing approach is used, this requires retrieval of many samples from the existing pavement and much laboratory
testing to determine the required parameters. Programs are available that back-calculate the dynamic
elastic moduli of up to 4 pavement layers. They generally give reasonable estimates of field conditions
and work best with heavy load deflection equipment.
However, there is some difficulty in determining the
in-place properties of some materials such as granular subgrades and thin asphaltic concrete surfaces.
The long-term effects of environment on material
properties and the geometry of joints and cracks
often make it difficult to accurately characterize
the in-place pavements with deflection testing
alone. In addition, most of the procedures do not
explicitly analyze the influence of cracks and other
distress in the existing pavement on the performance
of the overlay. As a result, most mechanistic procedures rely on an empirical relationship between the
calculated strain or stress and the failure criteria. This is usually some type of fatigue cracking
or rutting in flexible pavements and some level of
fatigue cracking in rigid pavements. In any of these
relations, the amount and severity of the distress
considered to be failure must be carefully defined.

SUMMARY OF CURRENT MECHANISTIC DESIGN PROCEDURES
She l l--Fle.xible Over lays of Flex ible Pavements
The pavement is modeled as a three-layer linear
elastic system consisting of an asphaltic concrete
surface layer, an unbound or cemented base layer,
and a subgrade with infinite thickness (.!!_-10). The
materials are assumed to be homogeneous and isotropic, which allows them to be characterized by a
modulus of elasticity and Poisson's ratio. With this
information, the stress and strains can be calculatlild for the pavement section. Relationships for
asphalt tensile strain fatigue and subgrade strain
for traffic loadings have both been developed for
use in predicting performance.
The Shell method uses results from a nondestructive evaluation conducted with a Falling Weight Deflectometer iFWDj to establish the effective thickness of the surface layer and the elastic modulus of
the underlying subgrade. The surface modulus is
determined by using the surface type and the surface
temperature during FWD testing in a stiffness modulus chart developed for FWD loading conditions. The
base layer thickness is assumed, taken from construction records or measured from cores. Poisson's
ratios for all layers are assumed or are measured in
laboratory tests. The elastic modulus of cemented
base material must be either measured in laboratory
tests or assumed. The modulus of unbound base material can be calculated using the relationship

Where
k
h2
E2
E3

0.206 (h2)0.45,
base thickness (mm) ,
base modulus (MPa) , and
subgrade modulus (MPa) •

(This relationship was developed using the BISAR
elastic-layered program.)
The response of the pavement is characterized by
the maximum deflection and the shape of the deflect ion bowl, which is expressed as the ratio of the
deflection at a designated distance from the load to
the deflection under the center of the load. The
distance at which thio iz mcazurcd io zclcctcd based
on the type of construction. A series of graphs were
developed that allow the determination of the effective surface thickness and the subgrade modulus as a
function of the center point deflection and ratio
deflection at the given distance to the center point
loading for a given surface modulus, base thickness,
and base modulus. The deflections used for this determination can be selected for any desired reliability factor; however, the BSth percentile is suggested.
Deflections are normally measured between the
wheel paths or other areas that have not been subjected to severe traffic loadings. This allows the
calculation of the needed values of the pavement before significant damage has developed. The original
available design life based on fatigue can then be
calculated for use in the fatigue analysis. The
residual life is determined based on asphalt strain
fatigue. The residual life is calculated as the difference between the design life, calculated from the
Shell design curves (.!!_), and the traffic sustained
to date. If the residual life is less than the projected traffic, an overlay is required.
The required overlay thickness is selected as the
most conservative value determined from subgrade
strain or asphalt strain fatigue. The future fatigue
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is adjusted for the decrease in strain at the bottom
of the asphalt layer because of the overlay. If the
pavement is extensively cracked, the existing pavement is analyzed as a granular layer and the overlay
selected on that basis.
If the overlay material is the same as the original construction, the overlay design can be derived
directly from the Shell design charts. If the maximum asphalt strain is expected to occur in the new
overlay rather than in the original surface, it can
be derived from BISAR elastic layer solutions. If
the overlay material type differs from the original
type, a thickness equivalency must be established
and the design performed as though the material were
the same.
Pavement sections are selected using the deflection data by computing a 3-point moving average that
is plotted for the whole length of road. The operator selects characteristically different sections
and statistically verifies the difference in these
sections using a nonchalant t-test at a confidence
level selected by the highway agency.
The procedure is established for specific asphaltic concrete mix types and cement grades. The
design life is expressed in terms of 18-kip (80 kN)
ESALs (equivalent single-axle loads). The pavement
temperature during testing must be measured in the
center of the asphalt layer. Climatic differences
are based on a weighted mean annual air temperature.
This is used to indicate the daily and monthly temperature gradients in the asphalt layer for the
climate.
Eleven Amsterdam area pavements were used to
check the procedure. The effective thicknesses compared well with actual thicknesses based on cores
and wave-propagation tests. No information is available on verification through feedback of actual design data. The procedure requires manipulation of
several charts and graphs making the solution rather
·complex and difficult to complete. The procedure
uses the FWD with a heavy impact load as the required input for deflection. Because this device
simulates a moving-wheel load deflection basin, it
should be compatible with the design concept.

POD--Flexible Overlays of Flexible and Rigid
Pavements and Rigid Overlays of
Rigid Pavements
The procedure, developed by Austin Research Engineers, Incorporated (ARE) (11-13), uses an elasticlayered analysis (ELSYM5) of the pavement to determine the stress or strain created in the pavement by
loadings for both flexible and rigid pavements. For
rigid pavements, the SLAB49 discrete element program
was used to develop stress adjustment factors for
edge and corner loads. An empirical relationship for
the pavement life was developed based on AASHO Road
Test data. Pavement life was based on fatigue cracking and rutting for flexible pavements and fatigue
cracking only for rigid pavements. For flexible
pavements, the strain is calculated at the bottom of
the surface for fatigue cracking, and stress is calculated at the top of the subgrade for rutting. In
rigid pavements, the horizontal tensile stress in
the rigid layer is used; it is assumed to occur at
the corner in jointed pavements and at the edge for
continuously reinforced pavements. (It is important
to note that this was a regression analysis of data
that was based on accelerated testing and may not
reflect the performance under normal traffic conditions.)
The NOT evaluation allows use of the Dynaflect
and other deflection equipment such as the Road
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Rater, Benkelman Beam, Deflectograph, and the FWD.
The NOT data are first used in conjunction with distress data to locate design sections by determining
adjacent sections that have statistically significant different deflections based on the t-test. The
deflection mean and standard deviation for each design section are used to determine a design deflection based on desired design reliability. It is
recommended that NOT testing be conducted during the
season that gives the largest deflections. Userdeveloped corrections should be applied to those
measured during other seasons.
The modulus of elasticity for each of the pavement layers above the subgrade is determined from
laboratory testing of pavement layer materials. However, the program does have default values if none
are entered. The subgrade modulus is determined
using a combination of laboratory test data and
deflection-matching procedures based on elasticlayer analyses. If the deflection device uses the
design load (9,000 lb (40 kN)], the subgrade modulus
can be determined directly from the deflection measurements. If the deflection device uses a load less
than the design load, such as the Dynaflect [which
only applies a l QOO lb (4.4 kN) load], an approximate procedure is used to correct the modulus for
the change in stress from the Dynaflect load to the
design wheel load.
The ELSYM5 program is used to determine relationships between the resilient modulus as deflection
and between resilient modulus and deviator stress.
The laboratory curve of resilient modulus versus
deviator stress is then adjusted to reflect the relationship found above, and the existing resilient
modulus is then selected from this adjusted curve at
the design load. The deviator stress used in laboratory testing.is the axial stress minus the confining
pressure. The deviator stress for deflection testing
is that calculated by the elastic layer program for
the test load.
A detailed condition survey is conducted to determine the remaining fatigue life classification of
the existing pavement. The type of overlay to be
placed, the type of existing surface material, and
remaining fatigue life are used to select a subsystem for overlay design and the appropriate fatigue model. A total of 18 different design subsystems are available for use for flexible and rigid
pavements combined.
The stress and strain for a series of overlay
ticknesses are computed. These values are used to
calculate the allowable fatigue life for the flexible and rigid pavements and the number of repetitions to produce failure by rutting in flexible
pavements. These results are used to develop a design curve for the appropriate failure criteria. The
projected traffic [16,000 lb (80 kN) ESALs] is then
used to determine the required overlay thickness to
meet the most severe criteria. The_ procedure was
validated and adjusted for field data for the Texas
Department of Highways and Public Transportation
( 14) • A procedure was also developed for reflective
cracking; however, it was not included in the latest
version.
For the procedure to be effective in analyzing an
existing pavement, a large amount of field and laboratory data are needed. Although default data can be
used, the results would be much less reliable. The
procedure is computerized and requires a mainframe
computer for operation and sophisticated analysis to
determine the required input data as well as the
reasonableness of output data.
Although the manual says that any NOT device can
be used, the procedure was developed for use with
the Dynaflect. Use of other NOT equipment should be
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carefully monitored. The use of light-load devices
to design overlays for heavy truck loads has been
questioned. A regional factor is used to account for
the effect of various environmental reg i ons. This
factor is applied by adjusting the projected traffic. The original system, including the one analyzed
in this study, would not allow the design of flexible overlays for pavements that were determined to
have no remaining fatigue life. It would also only
allow the use of one modulus of rupture for the
portland cement concrete overlay and base material.
These were corrected in the later versions used by
Texas.

9AF- -Flex ible Over l ays o f Flex ible Paveme nts
The o,~"erl=.~r design method de 1•1 e!oped by A~.E ~~s reviewed and revised (12_) in several aspects by Resource International, Incorporated (RII). Among the
revisions was a reanalysis of the AASHO Road Test
data originally used by ARE as the basis of the fatigue relation for the design of the overlay. Using
the same data used by ARE, RII found a fatigue relation for horizontal tensile stress in the asphalt
layer that was considerably different from the one
reported by ARE.
Another revision was the method in which the deflection measurements were used to calculate moduli
values. A three-layer (sometimes four-layer) elasticlayer analysis program is used with deflection basin
matching techniques to calculate moduli values. The
computer program uses an iterative approach to match
measured deflections to those computed by the ELSYM5
procedure for a three-layer system. Layer moduli are
adjusted in the model until the computed basin
matches the measured basin. If an adequate fit cannot be achieved with a three-layer analysis, the
fitting process is rerun using a four-layer system.
Two basic strategies are employed to determine
the moduli in the three-layer system. In the first,
the computed deflection at the center of the load,
or maximum for the Dynaflect, and at a 1-ft (305-mm)
distance from the center along with the spreadabili ty are matched to those measured. The second strategy matches the computed deflection at the center
and at a 2-ft (610-rmn) di stance fr om the center
along with the spreadability to those measured.
Spreadability is defined as

where
Wi = measured deflections,
w1 = maximum deflection, and
N
number of sensors.
If convergence is not achieved using the first
strategy, the convergence criteria is relaxed and a
solution is sought with readout notification of this
step . Convergence is achieved when the computed deflections differ from the measured deflection by
3 x lo- 6 in. (8 x lo-• mm)
for normal and 1.5 x 10- 6
in .
(4 x lo - • mm) for relaxed criteria, respectively. If convergence is still not achieved, a fourlayer solution is attempted. In this procedure, the
second deflection strategy is used. If a solution
still cannot be achieved, a default solution is applied, and notification is given.
It is important to realize that several solutions
to a three- or four-layer system may provide an adequate basin match. Certain constraints are placed on
derived moduli values to try to limit errors in cal-

culated values. The temperature-corrected asphalt
modulus must be at least 100,000 psi (689 MPa), and
the computed base stiffness must be no more than 65
percent of that value for uncracked pavements. For
pavements with fatigue cracking, the computed aAphalt modulus must be at least 70,000 psi (482 MPa),
and the computed base stiffness must be no more than
65 percent of the surface value.
Once the match is achieved, the calculated moduli
values are adjusted for temperature. The moduli
values are then calculated for the base, subbase,
and subgrade for the state of stress under the design load of a 9-kip (40-kN) dual wheel load at the
design temperature. These materials have stressdependent moduli values; therefore, an iterative
process is employed using a modified Newton-Raphson
procedure to determine the new values of the lay e r
m0du!i :

Conu~rg'?'n~e

~ri t P.r. i ;t

ar e

achieved when

the

moduli values change less than 2 percent for the
base, 3.5 percent for the subbase, and 5 percent for
the subgrade.
When the wheel-load radius is greater than the
thickness of the surface layer, the elastic layer
model predicts tensile stresses in the base and/or
subbase layer for some combinations of layer moduli
and thicknesses. This will occur when the surface
layer is relatively thin. The situation is compensated for by assuming that the base and subbase moduli values are essentially stress independent when
the bulk stress (sum of the principal stresses) is
less than 1 psi (7 kPa). This reduces the chance of
calculating high strains for the condition.
The layers are characterized by thickness, modulus of elasticity, Poisson's ratio, and layer density. The layer thicknesses, Poisson's ratios, and
material stress sensitivities are assumed to be
known. These are entered into the program by the
designer and must be derived from test results or
estimates. The analyzed load is assumed to be distributed uniformly over a circular area. The procedure recognizes the nonlinear relationship of stress
to strain in granular and fine-grained layers in
response to load. The program uses the designersupplied stress sensitivity to adjust the calculated
moduli values to reflect those found in the layers
under a design load if the deflections were measured
with other than the design load . Tables o f typ i cal
stress sensitivity values are provided for guidance.
The strains for the layers are calculated, and the
remaining life is determined, The remaining life is
based on an "effective stiffness" concept. The existing pavement is characterized using the as-built
thicknesses; however, they are characterized with
the derived stiffnesses. This section is then assumed to have all of its life remaining, and an
analysis of previous traffic is not required. The
only traffic information required is future traffic
data.
The strain is calculated at the bottom of the
existing slab for pavements that are uncracked and
that have a surface modulus greater than 70,000 psi
(482 MPa). If the pavement is badly cracked or if
the surface moduli is less than 70, 000 psi ( 482
MPa), the tensile strain is calculated at the bottom
of the overlay and at the bottom of the existing
layer, and the larger value is used. When thin
layers are encountered, the strain is calculated
under two thicker pavements and then extrapolated
for the thin pavement. This is checked against that
calculated in the normal method above, and the
larger of the two values selected as the design
value. A special check is made on sections for which
the base or subbase moduli approaches that of the
surface by calculating the remaining life after
adding a 1-in. (25-mm) overlay to assure that a
reliable analy sis has been made.
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The overlay design is based on the fatigue analysis. If the required life is greater than the remaining life in terms of 18-kip (80-kN) ESALs, an
overlay is required. A trial overlay thickness is
selected based on the difference between the required life and the remaining life. The addition of
the overlay changes both the stress state and the
corresponding moduli values. An iterative procedure
is used to select the overlay thickness that will
provide the required life by calculating the moduli
values, the resulting strain, and the resulting fatigue life,
Unlike the ARE procedure, a required overlay
thickness is calculated for each deflection point
entered into the analysis. This is required because
the full deflection basin is used to back-calculate
the layer properties. When only the maximum deflection is used in an analysis, a "design deflection"
can be selected; however, it is more difficult to
select a design basin. To take advantage of the more
complex analysis procedures, moduli values are calculated and the full fatigue and overlay design procedure is completed for each measured deflection
point. The variation in required thicknesses is then
statistically analyzed to determine sections that
should receive the same overlay thickness.
For pavements with cement-treated bases, the system is modeled as a two-layer equivalent full-depth
asphalt layer resting directly on the subgrade. If
the base layer is cracked, the program treats the
base as a granular layer. An analysis can be completed using laboratory-determined layer properties
for either the three- or four-layer system. An analysis can also be made with the three-layer system
using default layer properties. A regional and a
seasonal factor are used to account for differences
in performance that are due to different environmental regions. This is used to adjust the traffic
inputs to provide equivalent performance.
During development, the procedure was compared to
other procedures on data from fifteen projects. The
required overlay thicknesses were similar to those
calculated by the California and Utah methods but
were thinner than those ·required by the Louisiana
and Mississippi methods. The weak subgrade and temperature adjustments were felt to cause the difference. It was compared to performance on two inservice sections and reported to provide reasonable
agreement. (This procedure is currently being evaluated by highway agencies in California, Illinois,
Minnesota, and Texas under Task Orders with the FHWA
Office of Implementation.)
Because of the problems discussed earlier in
modeling thin layers [less than 2 to 5 in. (51 to
127 mm)], this system may not give reliable overlay
designs for thin asphalt sections. The assumption
that a pavement system can be modeled with a moduli
derived from current conditions while neglecting
previous traffic in the analysis may not be valid.
Other studies have shown that moduli values for a
given load and at a given temperature tend to remain
constant for a majority of the useful life of the
pavement and then decrease only near the end of the
pavement life (8). The procedure used in OAF does
not seem to include recognition of this fact, however. The basin matching system has produced unreasonable layer moduli and should be carefully monitored. This can be a problem with any procedure that
uses computerized basin matching techniques to determine moduli values,
The data needed to use the system are somewhat
less complicated than that needed for the POD procedure. They do require deflection testing and at
least a good knowledge of the layer materials. Generally, some testing will be required to determine
typical material properties of the various layer
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materials used by an agency. Because the system,
which operates on a mainframe computer, uses iteration to analyze the overlay needs for every deflection point, a considerable amount of computer time
is used. The free-format input system simplifies the
input of data. A knowledgeable person is needed who
is capable of analyzing the inputs and results, including moduli values, so that reliable results may
be obtained.
University of Illinois--Flexible Overlays of
Flexible Pavements
This procedure has been developed for designing
flexible overlays on flexible pavements (!&.}. At
present, it has only been used with pavements on cohesive, fine-grained subgrades.
A condition survey is used to determine pavement
sections that are candidates for overlay and should
receive NDT testing. The testing is then conducted
using a Road Rater Model 2008 with an 8,000-lb
(36-kN) load or an FWD with a 9,000-lb (40-kN) load.
Pavement temperatures are recorded to allow temperature adjusbnents. Equations and nomographs have
been developed for determining remaining life and
designing overlays for conventional flexible pavements and full-depth asphalt; however, only pavements on fine-grain subgrades are addressed.
A relation between the deflection and strain at
the bottom of the asphalt surface layer is used with
a fatigue relation to determine the total number of
loads that can be carried in the spring and in the
summer-fall periods. Numerous computations with the
ILLI-PAVE finite-element computer program were used
to establish the equations for maximum deflection
and the normalized cross-section area (AREA) of the
deflection basin out to the sensor at a 3-ft (0.9-m)
distance from the center of the loading plate. Nonlinear stress-strain characteristics of the granular
base course and cohesive subgrade were incorporated
into the analysis.
With the thicknesses known, the equations can be
used to determine the asphalt modulus and the subg rade resilient modulus. The granular layer modulus
is assumed and included in the nomographs. Other
algorithms are being developed in continuing research efforts. The asphalt concrete modulus is corrected for temperature and adjusted for two different seasons, the spring and the summer-fall
periods, The subgrade modulus is corrected by tabulated multiplying factors for freeze-thaw and moisture effects to give typical values in the same two
seasons.
To design an overlay, the existing pavement is
analyzed to determine if it is structurally adequate
for the past and projected traffic based on strain
in the asphalt layer and a fatigue relationship. If
it is deficient, an overlay thickness is assumed and
Odemark's assumption is used to determine the equivalent total thickness of the existing asphalticconcrete and the overlay. Then, the equation for
maximum deflection is used to predict the deflection
of the overlaid pavement. The percentage of life
that is used in each season is calculated to determine if the life of the overlaid pavement is consumed within the design period, If so, the overlay
thickness is increased, and the percent of life consumed is calculated again. The iterative process is
repeated until an adequate overlay thickness is
found.
This overlay design method uses design load
levels as input and incorporates the nonlinearity of
the base course and subgrade directly into the NDT
data interpretation and the overlay design phases.
The ILLI-PAVE computer program was used to develop
the equations.
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The FWD is used as the standard NDT device. A
9,000-lb (40-kN) impulse load applied to a 12-in.
( 305-mm) diameter plate is the standard load. For
devices that apply a load other than the design
level (9,000 lb (40 kN)], the procedure would have
to incorporate a method for correcting the measured
basin deflection to what would be produced by the
design load.
This procedure is currently being tested. No information is available on its effectiveness at the
current time. The required inputs are relatively
simple compared to other mechanistic models. It uses
a chart and nomograph system to produce reasonable
layer parameters for use in the overlay design. The
Illinois and Minnesota Departments of Transportation
are evaluating it for use.

OAR--Fiex1o~e

and Rlgld overiays ot Rigld Pavements

This is a computerized overlay design procedure for
flexible, rigid bonded, and rigid unbonded overlays
of rigid pavements, which was developed by RII (11).
The program, designated as OAR, generates recommended overlay thicknesses to limit load-induced fatigue cracking, but is not yet fully able to address
the problem of reflection cracking at this time.
Overlay thickness determination is based on elastic
layer theory, modified by influence functions based
on finite-element analysis to account for edges,
joints, cracks, and other discontinuities. Adjustment factors based on finite-element analysis were
determined for edge and corner voids as well. The
failure criterion is fatigue cracking.
The relationship between er i tical stress in the
rigid slab and failure was based on an analysis of
AASHO Road Test data using number of traffic loadings required to reach a serviceability level of 2.0
with traffic adjusted by a traffic distribution factor. A finite-element program coupled to a multilayer elastic solid foundation (RISC) was used to
calculate the stress with the critical loadings applied. The actual fatigue relationship was developed
using stress ratio (flexural strength/stress) and
number of 18-kip (80-kN) axle loads to failure.
A visual distress identification system was recommended to assist with the pavement evaluation. The
Pavement Condition Rating (PCR) system assigns an
index value of 100 to a pa'.rernent with no observable
distress. Points are deducted from this value for
various types of distress, weighted according to extent and severity. A scale assists in interpreting
PCR value
(90 =good,
75 =fair,
etc.).
Other
required inputs to the design procedure include
existing pavement thickness, concrete modulus and
flexural strength, subbase, and subgrade moduli,
predicted design life in terms of traffic loading,
and estimated previous traffic loading. The OAR program can accommodate input data obtained from construction records, field tests,
lab tests, NDT
results,
or
estimates
assigned within accepted
guidelines.
The subgrade modulus can be adjusted from NDT
measurements; however, the procedure is a "selfcalibrating" system that requires subgrade moduli
values from soil testing or classification. A separate calculation is made for each deflection point
to determine the subgrade modulus using a two-term
regression equation. The coefficient of variation of
the derived subgrade modulus is calculated. The design subgrade modulus is then determined from the
equation
Eso = Eso (1 where

z cv8 )

Eso
Eso

cv 8
Z

design subgrade modulus,
original subgrade modulus from test or
classification data,
coefficient of variation of subgrade modulus derived from NDT data, and
a constant depending on the confidence level
desired.

As can be seen from the equation, the effect on the
subgrade modulus from deflection testing has been
largely eliminated except for the variability found.
It should be noted that unlike OAF, OAR does not
consider stress dependency in the base and silbgrade
moduli. NDT measurements are made at the center of
the slab and across joints and cracks, or both, to
measure load transfer that is used in determining
the presence of voids. It is recommended that these
measurements be taken during the early morning hours
or on a cloudy day when the vertical temperature
gradient is small. Because load transfer efficiency
is temperature-dependent, it is recommended that
these measurements be made when the slab temperature
is near the average annual air temperature.
Normally, the critical stress is calculated for
the bottom of the rigid slab, and the fatigue relationship is used to determine remaining life. If a
stabilized layer is used, an alternate procedure is
used. The elastic layer program (ELSYM5) is used to
determine the critical strain in the bottom of the
stabilized layer and the critical stress in the bottom of the rigid slab. Both are modified for edge or
corner conditions, and the remaining life is calculated based on the fatigue equations. Remaining life
of each is then calculated and the results combined
together for flexible bases. For cement-treated
bases, an equivalent thickness approach is used. If
the remaining life is less than that required for
the expected traffic, an overlay is designed using
current conditions.
The fatigue life of the overlay and the existing
pavement are both considered in the analysis. When
the existing slab is expected to fail before the
overlay, a reduced stiffness is assigned to the
slab. This is most prevalent in flexible overlays.
When the user indicates the presence of edge or
corner voids, the void adjustment factor is applied
in the stress calculation. If the load transfer (deflection of the unloaded slab divided by the deflection of the lnarlerl slab) is less than 0.72, a corner
void is assumed unless overridden by the user.
An iterative approach is used to determine the
overlay thickness, which provides the desired design
life. This requires an analysis of the total available life, the life used by traffic to the time of
the analysis, and future traffic. The design life is
calculated (a) based on a stress calculated with no
voids, (b) for ed~e stress in jointed-reinforced and
continuously reinforced
pavements,
and
(c)
for
corner stress in plain-jointed pavements.
When the remaining life analysis indicates that
an overlay is required, then the overlay thickness
required is based on the stress calculated from current conditions with the edge voids and cornervoids, if present. The fatigue life of both the
overlay and the original pavement are considered.
This allows the original pavement to fail and still
leave the overlay with some remaining life. When an
existing pavement is analyzed as having no remaining
life, a reduced modulus value of 70,000 psi (483
MPa) is assigned to the rigid slab and an overlay is
designed. Environmental effects are taken into account by applying a regional factor to the projected
traffic. This is supposed to provide equivalent performance.
The model was checked by analyzing unfailed sections in the AASHO Road Test data. It provided an
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indirect indication of model validity. The system
has not been fully verified at this time; however,
it is currently being evaluated by highway agencies
in Illinois, Minnesota, Ohio, and Texas.
The OAR program requires a fairly sophisticated
computer system to operate. A person who is knowledgeable in both material characterization and elastic layer analysis is necessary to operate the system and achieve reasonable results. The amount of
data required is less than that required for the POD
procedure; however, unless some material testing is
used to determine the material moduli values, the
resulting overlay designs are going to be of questionable value. The deflection testing suggested in
this procedure may be needed to evaluate the pavement by the designer i however, it provides little,
if any value in the actual overlay design procedure
as conducted by OAR.

CALCULATED OVERLAY THICKNESSES
A set of pavements was selected for which the overlay design procedures were used to calculate required overlay thicknesses. The pavements had a
range of conditions, deflections, traffic, and subgrade support. The complete inputs and results are
presented in the basic report. Only abbreviated conclusions are presented here. The mean calculated
overlay thickness from each of the procedures and
the ratio of the mean overlay thickness to the lowest mean thickness calculated by the selected procedures were determined. The ratio provides a relative
comparison of overlay thicknesses required by each
of the design methods. This is not meant to be used
to judge one procedure better; neither thickness nor
thinness should be used to judge the relative value
of an overlay design. This analysis is meant to
point out significant differences and
identify
causes.
The OAF overlay design method required the thinnest mean asphalt overlay thickness for flexible
pavements. The University of Illinois mean calculated thicknesses were the greatest; however, they
were only for the sections with fine-grain subgrades. The POD and Shell procedures gave similar
calculated thicknesses that were generally between
the other two thicknesses. Low traffic levels seem
to have more influence on the University of Illinois
and OAF procedures than others.
For the flexible overlays of rigid pavements, POD
required the lowest mean overlay thickness for the
flexible over lays of rig id pavements. However, six
sections had high levels of preoverlay traffic. The
POD computer program calculated that the sections
had already used up the design life and could not
calculate an overlay design thickness for the existing pavement. The OAR procedure calculated overlay
design thickness much greater than the POD procedure
when the POD would calculate a required thickness
and, in general, would range from 3.5 to 5 in. (9 to
13 mm) thick with little variability. This probably
is due to the procedure's reliance on selected moduli values rather than measured field values.
For the rigid overlays of rigid pavements, the
POD overlay design procedure resulted in the lowest
mean overlay thickness. The POD procedure calculated
required overlays for all sections including those
the other procedure indicated were structurally adequate. This may reflect that the POD procedure is
more sensitive to low traffic levels. The OAR procedure resulted in the largest mean calculated overlay
thickness i however, it also had the largest number
of sections requiring no overlay. This indicates
considerable variability.

SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
A sensitivity analysis was performed on selected
parameters for each of the overlay design procedures
to demonstrate the reasonableness of the procedure
and to identify the design inputs that influence the
overlay thickness calculated by each overlay design
procedure most heavily. This allows the user to establish the priority of the importance of design inputs for a particular overlay design procedure and
allocate time and money to each input accordingly.
For example, since POD's overlay design thickness
changes drastically with a change in traffic, but
only slightly for a change in the overlay design
modulus of elasticity, it could be argued that the
designer should spend more effort obtaining accurate
traffic data than exact moduli values.
The sensitivity analysis was conducted by varying
the major inputs for each of the overlay design
methods one at a time while holding all others constant. Sections with the most complete field data
available were selected for use in this analysis.
For each design input, low, medium, and high values
were selected to check the sensitivity of the input
to the design procedure. The medium value was generally selected to be the actual mean data used from
the selected pavement sections and, where feasible,
this value was increased and decreased by 50 percent
to get the low and high values, respectively. Although one design input was being varied in the design procedure, the rest of the inputs were held
constant. This enables the user to see how much effect the input has on the overlay design thickness.
In some instances, all of the inputs could not be
analyzed. Some of the variables are interdependent
and cannot be varied without changing another var iable. For instance, when deflection and a subgrade
support were interdependent inputs, only one of th-e
variables was analyzed. (A full set of sensitivity
figures is provided in the report.)
The sensitivity of the Shell flexible overlay
procedure for flexible pavements was analyzed using
subgrade modulus of elasticity, unbound layer thickness, design traffic, and air temperature. The calculated overlay thickness was most sensitive to subgrade modulus. The thickness of the base material,
the design traffic, and the air temperature have
somewhat less impact in the range of data analyzed.
Because it is a mechanistic procedure, it would be
expected to be most sensitive to layer moduli and
thicknesses.
The sensitivity of the POD overlay design procedure for flexible overlays of flexible pavements was
analyzed using overlay modulus of elasticity, existing asphalt concrete thickness, deflection, and
design traffic. The calculated overlay design thickness was most sensitive to design traffic. Surprisingly, overlay modulus of elasticity, existing asphalt concrete thickness, and deflection produced
little change. This may reflect th~ level of design
traffic that was relatively small, and the other
factors could be more sensitive in a different data
range.
The sensitivity of the POD overlay design procedure for flexible over lays of rig id pavements was
analyzed using overlay modulus, existing PCC modulus, slab thickness, deflection, traffic, and crack
type. However, the selected data had to be modified
by reducing past traffic. This was required to allow
the procedure to calculate an overlay as the procedure would have otherwise assumed that all remaining
life had been used. The calculated overlay design
thicknesses were most sensitive to the concrete modulus of elasticity, existing slab thickness, and deflection and design traffic. This sensitivity was
expected because this is a mechanistic procedure and
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these are the main parameters to characterize the
pavement and predict performance. It was somewhat
less sensitive to past traffic and overlay modulus.
Crack type had little influence on overlay thickness
in the range of data analyzed.
The sensitivity of the POD overlay design procedure for rigid overlays of rigid pavements was analyzed using overlay modulus, existing PCC modulus,
slab thickness, deflection, traffic, and bond type.
The calculated overlay design thickness was most
sensitive to the overlay modulus of elasticity and
the design traffic. The calculated overlay thickness
is less sensitive to slab thickness, deflection, and
bond. It is practically insensitive to existing PCC
modulus and past traffic in the range of data analyzed.
The sensitivity of the OAF flexible overlay design procedure was analyzed using modulus of elasticity vf t:Ai.sti1-1g abp!ialtie:

e:onci:ei:~

i:.~sc

i:t::mii~rd

ture, the subgrade modulus of elasticity, existing
asphaltic concrete thickness, deflection, and traffic. The calculated overlay design thickness is most
sensitive to the modulus and thickness of the existing pavement. This would be expected because it is . a
mechanistic procedure and uses these to characterize
the existing pavement. It is moderately sensitive to
deflection and traffic in the range of data analyzed.
The sensitivity of the University of Illinois
flexible overlay design procedure was analyzed using
asphalt concrete modulus of elasticity, subgrade
modulus of elasticity, surface thickness, granular
base thickness, deflection, and traffic. It is most
sensitive to deflection and is somewhat less sensitive to the effects of moduli values, layer thicknesses, and traffic.
The sensitivity of the OAR flexible overlay design procedure for rigid pavements was analyzed using overlay modulus, slab thickness, deflection,
traffic, regional factor, directional factor, and
lane distribution. The calculated overlay thickness
is most sensitive to existing slab thickness. It is
somewhat less sensitive to overlay modulus, traffic,
and directional factor in the data range analyzed.
It is surprising that the overlay thicknesses calculated by OAR are nearly insensitive to regional factor and lane distribution because they directly affect traffic. As would be expected, the calculated
overlay design thicknesses are completely insensitive to deflection data because only the deflection
coefficients of variation are used in the calculations.
The sensitivity of the OAR rigid overlay design
procedure for rigid pavements was analyzed using
overlay modulus, slab modulus, slab thickness, deflection, traffic, load transfer, traffic growth
factor, lane distribution, bond type, and directional distribution. The calculated overlay thickness is most affected by the existing slab thickness. The overlay modulus of elasticity and the
traffic-related i terns have somewhat less of an impact on the calculated overlay design thickness. As
expected, the deflection and load transfer across
joints has practically no influence on the overlay
thickness because of the way they are used in the
procedure. It is surprising that the type of bond
and modulus of the existing pavement have so little
effect.

the available mechanistic
sions are as follows:

The

conclu-

1. Studies in California (18) and Texas (!_2_)
have shown that overlays designed with more technically correct design procedures perform in a more
consistent manner with more reliable life expectancies. Fault can and should be found with all existing mechanistic over lay design procedures; however,
the problems found should be used to identify areas
for further study and improvement as in all phases
of pavement design. The available mechanistic overlay design procedures provide better analysis tools
than the more subjective approaches used in the past.
2. More technically correct overlay design procedures often require more time, testing, and effort
to complete than subjective procedures. However, the
cost of conducting such an evaluation for an overlay
d~:;igtt

i5

amall cvu,paLed to tht::

(;:OSC.

ur

~i.tbec

fail-

ure or over-design.
3. Models should be developed for the microcomputer that can adequately characterize both flexible
and rigid pavements. This should include modeling
the joints and cracks of rigid pavements.
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Project Evaluation for Overlay Selection and Design
ROGER E. SMITH and MICHAEL I. DARTER

ABSTRACT
Overlays or resurfacings are used by agencies more often than any other rehabilitation technique. It has been suggested that they have been used in some
instances when a different rehabilitation technique would have been better
suited. This paper contains a description of an evaluation procedure to determine whether an overlay is required and whether other rehabilitation techniques
might be substituted for the overlay. The description focuses on how to use an
overlay design procedure in this evaluation. It is based on portions of the
third volume of an FHWA report, Pavement Overlay Design Procedures and Assumptions (Report FHWA/RD-85/006-008), developed to provide a ready reference on
overlay design for use by highway agency engineers. It was designed to provide
assistance in determining what overlay design procedures are available for
adoption, implementation, and use by an agency as well as to provide guidance
on the use of an overlay design procedure. Pavements are rehabilitated to return damaged pavements to a condition that can continue to provide the desired
level of service to the using motorists. Project evaluation is conducted to
identify rehabilitation alternatives that meet this goal. In overlay design,
the goal is directed more specifically to identifying the type of overlay that
would be the most effective, the thickness of the needed overlay, and problems
that would indicate that some other rehabilitation technique would be more
suitable.

The basic objective of project evaluation is to
identify and develop cost-effective rehabilitation
techniques for the pavement while meeting imposed
constraints such as available funds. In many cases,
overlays are among several alternatives available to
rehabilitate the pavement. Overlays only add layers

of materials to the surface and may need to be combined with other techniques to develop an effective
solution. In some cases, other techniques may be
more cost effective than an overlay.

Eres Consultants, Incorporated, P.O. Box 1003, Champaign, Ill. 61820.

Overlays are used to either (a) strengthen existing
pavements to support future traffic loadings or (bl

FUNCTIONS OF AN OVERLAY
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improve surface characteristics of the pavement. Improvement of the surface characteristics can be directed at either the functional condition of the
pavement (ridability) or safety problems such as
skid resistance. The length of service provided is
the primary measure of their success in providing
the desired function.
EVALUATION STEPS
Project evaluation is conducted in a series of steps
to determine which techniques (including several
types of overlays) are the most cost effective. To
achieve this goal, the cause and extent of deterioration must be determined. Only then can a solution
be developed that addresses the problem rather than
just a symptom. Once an overlay has been selected as
an appropriate alternative, the project evaluation
defines the type of overlay and the thickness of
overlays to consider. A rational overlay design procedure becomes an integral part of project evaluation.
Pavement evaluation is a complex engineering
problem. It requires a systematic approach to adequately quantify and analyze the many variables that
influence identification and selection of appropriate rehabilitation techniques. More preliminary engineering effort is required for pavement rehabilitation than for new construction because of the
additional element of evaluating the factors surrounding the existing pavement. However, the expenditure of relatively moderate funds in pavement
evaluation can reduce life-cycle costs by ensuring
that the selected rehabilitation technique will more
closely meet the design life.
In new design, many of the design parameters must
be assumed or developed from laboratory tests. In
rehabilitation design, the existing materials in the
existing pavement are in place, The existing material properties can be accurately determined for use
in the design i they do not need to be assumed. In
addition, the condition and past or current traffic
can be determined. This gives more complete data for
analysis with less reliance on assumed values. One
could consider the existing pavement an experiment
or test of how the pavement has performed under the
traffic and environment to which it has been subj '?Ctl?a ~ A ~areful examination pro,.rides muC"h useful
information on what has caused the pavement to deteriorate and provides insight into how it is likely
to perform in the future if an overlay, or other rehabilitation technique, is applied.
The size of the project and importance of the
highway to the system influence the amount of time
and funds that will be expended in evaluation. Pavements on high-volume major highways should be subjected to more testing and evaluation than those on
low-volume secondary highways. The concepts and
evaluation procedure described herein are valid for
a highway with any volume of traffici only the
amount of testing and time expended in reaching the
conclusions should vary.

EVALUATION FACTORS
A thorough pavement evaluation requires analysis of
a large number of factors. The process could be used
as a tool in finding answers to the following questions:
1. Is the pavement functionally adequate?
2. Is the pavement structurally adequate
future traffic?
3. Is the rate of deterioration abnormal?

for

4. Are the pavement materials durable?
5. Is the drainage adequate?
6. Does the condition vary substantially along
the length of the project or between lanes?
7. Does the climate require special consideration?
8. Has previous maintenance been abnormal?
9. What traffic control options are available?
10. What geometric factors will impact on the
design?
11. What is the condition of the shoulders?

If the designer can answer all of these questions, he can develop rehabilitation alternatives
that should provide cost-effective performance.

DATA COLLECTION
To be able to answer all of these questions, substantial amounts of information may need to be collected. The data are often classified as follows:
• Pavement functional condition,
Pavement structural condition,
• Pavement design,
• Shoulder condition,
• Layer material properties,
• Subgrade soil properties,
Traffic loadings,
• Climatic factors,
• Drainage,
• Influencing geometric factors,
• Safety aspects,
Utilities, and
• Other miscellaneous factors.
If the data collection and analysis effort is not
managed properly, undue costs with little benefit
can result.
The data collection and analysis process should
follow a systematic building block sequence. The
first step should encompass the collection of data
available to the designer from files, reports, and
data banks. Generally, this includes information on
original construction, design reports, soil reports,
quality control reports, climatic information, past
traffic, projected traffic, previous rehabilitation
techniques used, past maintenance levels, and results of performance surveys (usually roughness and
skid). These data should be assembled and used to
answer as many of the preceding questions as possible. The results of this step are used to determine any need for additional information.
The second step is a field survey that normally
includes a thorough distress survey, surface drainage observations, identification of possible traffic
control options, identification of geometric constraints, and determination of shoulder condition.
This information should then be combined with the
other available information to determine whether
specialized testing and studies are required.
Generally, strip maps of load-related distress
types, moisture-related distress types, and soil
types are helpful in determining the need for deflection testing, soil testing, material testing,
and the location of tests. The strip maps help to
(a) determine whether the deterioration is uniform
throughout the project and (b) establish relationships between soil types and deterioration or between drainage and deterioration, if they exist.
These processes help determine whether the pavement
deterioration is primarily the result of load or environmental causes. If past distress surveys are
available, the rate of deterioration can also be de-
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termined. The type, severity, and amount of distress
also help determine the amount and type of preoverlay repair required.
The final step includes deflection testing, coring, borings, and materials sample retrieval as
needed. This collection effort should be coordinated
to make maximum use of data as collected to determine testing locations and needs. Deflection testing
can be quickly conducted from the surface showing
areas of nonuniformi ty that should be sampled with
cores and borings. These final data should be returned for any laboratory tests needed as well as
for final analysi s.
An example follows of steps that an agency might
use to collect data for a pavement evaluation (£) :

3. Evaluation of data collected thus far with a
determination of the need for additional data collection--a list of possible rehabilitation alternatives might be developed at this stage to help in
assessing further data needs.
4. Second field survey--this would include such
items as coring, sampling, deflection test-ing,
roughness, skid resistance, drainage testing, and
vertical clearances.
5. Laboratory testing of samples--including material strength, permeability, composition, density,
and gradations.
6. Another evaluation of data collected thus far
with a determination of the need for additional data.
7. Final field and office data collection.

1. Office data collection--this would include
such i terns as location, year constructed, design,
available materials and soil properties from published soil reports and previous surveys, traffic,
climate, and construction data. Any previous performance data from pavement management studies should
be obtained.
2. First field survey--this would include such
items as distress, drainage observations, general
roughness to user, possible traffic control options,
obstructions, and safety aspects .

Figure 1 is an example of an overall pavement evaluation summary and checklist that follows this type
of approach.

STRUC!'URAL EVALUATION
Existing distress:
Little or no load-associated distress
Moderate load-associated distress
Major load-associated distress
Structural Load-Carrying Capacity Deficiency:
Yes, No

I"
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FU NCI' IONAL EVALUATION
Roughness:
Very Good, Good, Fair, Poor, Very Poor
Measurement: _ _ _ _ ______ _
Present Serviceability Index/ Rating: _ __
Skid Resistance:
Satisfactory, Questionable, Unsatisfactory
Rutting Severity:
Low, Medil.111, High
VARIATION OF CONDITION EVALUATION
Systematic variation along project:
Yes, No
Systematic variation between lanes:
Yes, No
Localized variation (very bad areas) along project:
Yes, No
CLIMATIC EFFECTS EVALUATION
Climatic Zone (see Module II B):
Moisture Region :
I Moisture throughout year
II Seasonal moisture
III Very little moisture
Temperature Region: A Severe frost penetration
B Freeze-thaw cycles
C No frost problems
Severity of moisture-accelerated damage:
Low, Medil.111, High
Describe (asphalt stripping,pL111ping, _____
Subsurface drainage capability-BASE:
Satisfactory, Marginal, Unacceptable
Subsurface drainage capability-SUBGRADE:
Satisfactory, Marginal, Unacceptable
Surface drainage capability:
Acceptable,
Needs
Improvement
Describe:.
___
_ _______
_______

PAVEMENT MATERIALS EVALUATION
Surface- Sound condition, Deteriorated
Describe: _ ____________ _ _ __
BaseSound condition, Deteriorated
Describe:._ _ _ ____________ __
Subbase- Sound condition, Deteriorated
Describe: _ _______ _ _ __ _ __ __

EVALUATION FACTORS IN OVERLAY DESIGN
F unctiona l Adeguacy
Functional adequacy is usually used to describe the
adequacy of the pavement to meet its basic purpose
of providing a smooth and safe riding surface. Fune-

SUBGRADE EVALUATION
Structural support:
Low, Medil.111, High
Moisture softening potential:
Low, Medilll1, High
Temperature problans:
None, Frost Heaving, Freeze-Thaw Softening
Swelling Potential:
Yes, No
PREVIOUS MAINTENANCE PERFORMED EVALUATION
Minor, Nonnal, Major
Has lack of maintenance contributed to deterioration?
Yes, No
Describe: ___ _ __ __________
RATE OF DETERIORATION EVALUATION
Long Tenn:
Low, Nonnal, High
Short Tenn:
Low, Nonnal, High
TRAFFIC O'.JNTRCL DURING CONSTRUCTION
Are detours available so that facility can be closed:
Yes, No
Must construction be acoomplished under traffic?
Yes, No
Could construction be done at off-peak hours?
Describe:._________________
GEa-IETRIC AND SAFETY FACTORS
Current Capacity:
Adequate, Inadequate
Future Capacity:
Adequate, Inadequate
Widening Required Now:
Yes, No
List high-accident locations: ----------~
Bridge clearances problans: - - - - -- - - - - -Lateral obstruction probl ans: ____________
Utilities problans: ________________
Bridge Pushing problems: ______________
TRAFFIC LOADINGS
ADT (two-way): _ __ _ _ _ __ _ _ __ __
AADT (two-way ) :_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ __
AcctJTiulated 18-ki p ESAL :. _ _ _ _ _ __ __
Current 18-kip ESAL/year: _________
SHOOLDERS
Pavement Condition:
Good, Fair, Poor
Localized Deteriorated Areas:
Yes, No

FIGURE 1 Overall pavement evaluation summary and checklist (2 ).
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tional adequacy is often measured in terms of roughness and surface friction. An overlay can be used to
correct either of these problems, and no real thickness design procedure is used. The minimum constructible thickness of overlay that will correct
the problem is normally selected. This is often
about 1 1/2 in. (38 mm) of flexible overlay. Diamond
grinding can be used to correct some surface problems in rigid pavement and cold milling can be used
to correct some surface problems in flexible pavements. These should be considered in conjunction
with an overlay or as alternatives to an overlay
where only tum:tional ad11q1.1agy is a problem, Funot ional adequacy is normally used as a er i ter ion in
determining whether rehabilitation is needed. It is
seldom a direct input for the overlay design.

Structural adequacy indicates the ability of a pavement to withstand the expected traffic loadings. All
rational overlay design procedures use some method
to determine the amount of additional thickness
needed for future traffic loadings. If no overlay is
needed, it is generally assumed that the pavement is
structurally adequate based on the system used in
the analysis. Any of the overlay types can be used
to upgrade the structural capacity of existing pavements. The type of distress can be used to determine
how the pavement has performed structurally to the
present; however, it is difficult to use distress to
predict future structural performance. Deflection
testing or component analysis based on cores and
borings are normally used in conjunction with traffic projections to predict future structural performance and indicate that the pavement is structurally
adequate or that additional strength is required.
This structural evaluation is the primary input to
all rational overlay systems in determining overlay
thickness required for any of the overlay types.

ment. Most overlay design procedures do not address
specific material requirements. They assume that
both the existing and overlay materials are constructed of durable materials and expect the proper
specifications to be used to ensure that this is
achieved. The existing materials should first be investigated to determine that they have not deteriorated by coring and NOT. An overlay with a 20-year
design life based on the fatigue of the overlay and
existing pavement (constructed on . an existing pavement composed of materials that will fail in 7 years
from durability problems) will not reach its design
lite no matter how woll it ia dcaigned, Another op·
tion (other than overlay) should be selected in such
a situation. On the other hand, a pavement that is
raveling may benefit from an overlay that will cover
the deteriorating surface and prevent further deterioration. The mix used in the overlay should be a
stable and durable mix.
Drainage
Drainage is not normally a direct input to overlay
design; however, all overlay design procedures assume that proper drainage is provided . Much has been
written about subsurface drainage in the last few
years, and all investigations should begin with surface drainage (2). Failure to provide adequate
drainage can lead-to premature failure of an overlay
or other rehabilitation technique. Moisture-related
distress types, presence of moisture in the pavement
structure, surface drainage problems, and highly
variable deflections may indicate moisture-induced
damage that can be addressed with improved drainage.
Carpenter et al. describe a procedure to determine
the influence of drainage and other moisture-related
problems on the performance of pavements (~). This,
or some similar technique, should be used to determine if moisture-related problems are present.

Rate of Deterioration

Condi t.ion variability

The rate of deterioration is an important factor in
determining the cause of deterioration and the time
at which an overlay should be applied. If the pavement life has exceeded the original design life and
has ;:ecently reached a level at which rehabilitation
is being considered, the pavement may be capable of
being rehabili tated with a minimum thic kness overlay
if traffic is expected to be the same. However , if
the pavement requires rehabilitation in a period
much shorter than its design life, or if the traffic
is expected to increase dramatically,
a very
thorough analysis of the cause of early deterioration should be completed to prevent the recurrence
of early deterioration in the rehabilitated pavement. This could lead to the determination that
reconstruction or some other more complete rehabilitation technique should be used rather than an overlay. It may indicate the need for more expensive
overlay types such as unbonded portland cement concrete (PCC) overlays rather than thin flexible overlays to reach the desired design life. The rate of
deterioration is usually measured in terms of a
functional index (PSI), distress index (PCI) or increased in amount of a given distress type. The rate
of deterioration is not normally considered directly
in overlay design.

Highway pavements are normally constructed in long
multi-mile segments. These segments are often used
as "uniform segments" when managing the pavement
network. However, many pavements will not perform
uniformly even though they have the same structural
section and are subjected to similar traffic. As a
result, it may be more economical to apply different
rehabilitation techniques, or overlay thicknesses,
to sections that are performing differently. Deflection and distress can be used to select design sections. It is generally helpful to plot strip maps of
deflection results and distress levels along the
project to determine whether significant differences
exist along the section. Some overlay procedures
make a statistical analysis of deflections to evaluate this. On multilane facilities, the lane subjected to the heaviest traffic may deteriorate more
quickly. In this situation, different treatments may
be considered for different lanes. A comparison of
strip maps along each lane can be helpful in making
this analysis. Where significant differences are
found, overlays of different thicknesses can be designed.

Material Durability
Both the existing materials and the materials in the
overlay affect the life of the rehabilitated pave-

Climatic Considerations
Climate is normally only considered indirectly in
overlay design. Daily temperature changes are considered in normalizing deflection measurements and
some procedures use a seasonal adjustment factor on
deflection measurements. However, an overlay that
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performs satisfactorily in a warm, dry climate may
not perform as well in a cold, wet climate. This is
particularly true when reflective cracks are a significant problem. Climates that have extreme heat,
extreme cold, continuous moisture, and many freezethaw cycles are just a few that require special consideration. Many state highway agencies have several
different climatic zones that should be considered.
Although a few overlay design procedures use a regional factor to account for climatic differences,
most do not address climate.
Some materials are more durable in one climate
than another. Material properties are often balanced
to achieve desired performance. For instance, the
stiffness of asphalt concrete is increased to increase stability and prevent rutting; however, the
stiffness is decreased to retard thermal cracking.
As a result, the stiffness must be balanced to
achieve desired performance in an area where both
are a problem. The material properties and overlay
type must be selected that will perform adequately
in the given climate. Most overlay design procedures
do not address this problem; it is expected to be
considered in the material selection.
Prior Maintenance
The serviceability of a pavement may be maintained
at an acceptable level by applying patching and
other maintenance techniques. However, after a period of time, the needed maintenance may become too
excessive and expensive to continue that approach.
When that occurs, more drastic rehabilitation techniques are required even though the functional condition is acceptable. Overlays are one of the possible rehabilitation techniques. On the other hand,
the lack of timely maintenance may have contributed
to the present state of deterioration. Most overlay
design procedures do not address this directly. A
good maintenance management system may indicate excessive maintenance. Where that data is not available from records, excessive patching and interviews
with maintenance personnel can indicate the existence of a problem.
Traffic Control Options
The traffic control options may have a major impact
on the type of overlay or rehabilitation technique
applied. Some major urban freeways in the United
States are so heavily traveled that closing even a
single lane during peak traffic periods creates massive traffic jams. Some rural roads are so remote
that a detour would cause many miles of additional
travel for the user. Both indicate the need to carefully determine the traffic control options and select a rehabilitation technique that will provide
the desired service to the pavement user while minimizing delay as much as possible. Typical solutions
include (a) construction of the overlay in off-peak
hours, (b) construction of one lane of overlay at a
time while maintaining traffic on the other lanes,
and (c) rerouting the traffic to adjacent highways
during the construction. On the other hand, it may
be possible to decrease the construction cost and
increase construction quality by routing traffic off
the
road during construction.
Alternate routes
should be identified and investigated for feasible
use.
Geometric and Safety Factors
Vertical clearances, utilities, and guardrails are
geometric factors that often have an impact on se-

lection of overlays as a rehabilitation alternative;
however, sideslope and other factors can also have
an impact. If vertical clearances are at, or near,
the legal limit, overlays that decrease overhead
clearance may be unacceptable without using partial
removal, full removal, and replacement under the
overhead obstructions or raising the overhead structure. When only limited clearance is available, an
over lay such as a fully bonded PCC over lay, which
adds the minimum thickness possible, may be more attractive to the designer. When thick overlays are
applied, the guard railing adjacent to the pavement
must often be raised to match the increase in pavement height. Sideslopes may also be affected by
this. In urban areas, curbs and utility covers will
also need to be adjusted if an overlay is selected.
Although these are direct inputs to overlay design,
they influence the overall cost of the alternative
and must be considered in the final cost analysis.
Shoulder Condition
Shoulder considerations are not direct overlay design inputs; however, they also can influence the
total alternative costs. If the shoulders are in
good condition, an alternative that does not require
resurfacing of the shoulders may be more attractive
because the shoulders will normally need to be
raised to match the traveled surface height. However, if the shoulders need repair and analysis indicates that an overlay will provide the shoulder
serviceability desired, then the overlay will be a
more attractive alternative.
Traff i c Loadings
A knowledge of the accumulated 18-kip single-axle
loads in the heaviest traveled lane and other lanes
is necessary to assess the remaining life of the
pavement. Estimated future traffic is required to
determine overlay thicknesses in all rational overlay design procedures. Traffic information is normally a direct input for determining the overlay
thickness to withstand future loadings. This information is collected from the traffic bureau, W-4
tables, and traffic maps published by the highway
agency. Future traffic is normally estimated by the
highway agency traffic bureau.
SUMMARY
Project evaluation is absolutely essential in (a)
identifying the cause of pavement deterioration, (b)
preventing early deterioration of the rehabilitated
pavement, and (c) avoiding "overdesign." This evaluation can be costly, sometimes more than new pavement design evaluation. However, it should generally
provide a good return in better performance and more
economical design. A sequenced procedure will help
build data collection on the available or previously
collected data to ensure that data collection costs
are limited to that needed. An evaluation summary
checklist can help lead the designer through the
often complex evaluation process.
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Experimental and Field Investigation of the
Influence of Relative Rigidity on the
Problem of Reflection Cracking
ABD EL HALIM OMAR ABD EL HALIM

ABSTRACT

Because of the state of the economy, it is no longer viable to reconstruct a
roadway that has been left to deteriorate with time. One of the most commonly
used methods to keep pavements in service is to construct a new asphalt layer
over the existing structure. However, it has been found that this new asphalt
overlay does not serve its intended purpose as, in most cases, cracks soon appear. It is believed that these cracks are caused by a combination of different
factors. However, a serious deficiency in present analytical approaches dealing
with the observed cracks is the assumption that the new asphalt overlay is
structurally sound. A new approach in investigating the important parameters
that govern the structural behavior of the asphalt overlay at the time of construction has indicated that surface cracks can be induced, which results in
the destruct;on of t:hP ~t ructu.ral int~ grity of the ?"?et;·.'lY ~o?"?structed cve=la~,r.
Based on the results of this analysis, two experimental models were developed .
The first model is a simple composite beam designed to verify the assumptions
of the new approach. The second model is directed to the phenomenon of surface
cracks. The new theoretical approach is presented in this paper and the de_veloped experimental models are described. Finally, it provides a model of a new
compactor that has been developed to prevent construction cracks so that new
pavement can be described as "sound."

The problem of asphalt overlay cracking has been
known for many years. Asphalt overlays are often
used to correct a cracked, old surface and, consequently, to restore the riding quality of the road
surface. However, field observations and research
work have indicated that cracks will develop on the
new pavement surface in a relatively short time
(l-3). Thus, the desired riding quality has not been
achieved and the considerable investment is wasted.
Therefore, if a reliable method and an economic
technique could be devised to minimize or delay the
occurrence of the observed cracks, it would certainly be a valuable approach to pavement designers
and engineers.
Department of Civil Engineering, Carleton University,
Ottawa, Ontario KlS 5B6, Canada.

A comprehensive research program was started in
1983 at Carleton University and its main objective
was to examine overlay pavement structures at the
time of construction. It was felt that the conditions and method of compaction of asphalt overlays
were responsible for a large portion of the cracks
observed later on the surface of the pavement.
Results of the analytical phase of the research
have indicated that present compaction equipment
will induce cracks on the surface of the new added
layer. To verify the analytical findings, field data
were gathered and analyzed. It was concluded from
the collected observations that the analytical approach is, in fact, a reliable theoretical tool.
Subsequently, a laboratory investigation was carried
out to verify the general assumptions and findings
of the analytical approach and to simulate observed
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field cracking. Finally, the results of both the
analytical and experimental investigations were used
to develop a new machine to compact the asphalt
layer. The results of using the new compactor have
demonstrated a substantial reduction in crack occurrence.
The analytical approach and results, some of the
reported field observations, the experimental programs, and their findings are presented in this
paper.

t
thickness of the plate, and
a= radius of the circular contact area.
For pavement systems, the transfer of stresses
between the loading device and the various components of the multiphase elastic material or the
multicomponent elastic structure is strongly influ-

Direction of
Travel

-

ANALYTICAL INVESTIGATION
Back9round

Hot Asphalt Overlay , Ea

Present pavement design methods and theories are
based on the assumption that newly constructed pavements are structurally sound (1,4,5). As a result of
this aSSUmptiOn I the basic research On the mechanisms that govern the behavior of pavement structures is focused on pavements under traffic conditions (6-8). Pavements under construction conditions
have no t been seriously invest~gated (],).
A review of the problem of pavement cracking has
revealed the following weaknesses in present mechanisms (~1.!Q):
1. The lack of a unique definition of the prob"'lem of pavement cracking. For example, is it crack
initiation or propagation?
2. The nonexistence of a reliable solution. The
problem of reflection cracking has been recognized
since 1932 (_~). In spite of intensive research work
carried out on this particular subject, however,
more than 50 years later, there still is neither a
reliable field solution nor a theoretical model that
could present or explain the occurrence of cracks

al Construction conditions,

~~ <

Cold Compacted Asphalt Overlay, Ea

bl In-service conditions,

El
~1
Ee -

(1,2,4,11-14).

FIGURE 1 Components of pavement systems.

serious deficiency found in the
present approaches is that they do not consider the
construction conditions in their analysis.

Flexible Plate

- 3.-

The~most

Rigid Plate

Based on the preceding shortcomings, the first
step in the development of current investigation was
to analyze the pavement structures at the time of
construction. In the following sections, the term
"pavement system" is used to describe different situations of time period, pavement structure, and the
loading device. Figure 1 is an illustration of the
concept of pavement system.
Principle of Relative Rigidity
The principle of relative rigidity has been known
and applied for many years in soil mechanics (15).
The influence of relative rigidity on the lOad
transfer character is tics can be understood by the
problem of a plate resting on an elastic soil mass.
The plate is considered to exert a uniform load distribution at the contact surface. Figure 2 shows the
stress and deflection distributions imposed on the
soil by two different plates under the same load.
The differences in the distributions between the two
loading conditions are governed by the relative rigidity between the plate and the soil mass. A dominant relative rigidity parameter, RR, is defined as
follows (15):
RR = (Ep/Es) (t/a)'
where
RR
Ep
Es

relative rigidity,
elastic modulus of the plate,
elastic modulus of the soil mass,

(1)

FIGURE 2 Influence of relative rigidity on stress and
deflection distributions.

enced by RR. For example, in the case of a soft asphalt layer on top of a rigid concrete layer, at the
time of construction, the pavement system is both a
multiphase and multicomponent elastic structure. On
the other hand, a pavement system under traffic conditions may only behave as a multicomponent.
The foregoing discussion has shown that the concept of relative rigidity can also be used to analyze and to compare different pavement systems.
Based on this premise, the developed analytical approach includes (a) a pavement system as a reference
for comparison; (b) a comparison criterion that reflects the influence of the RR on the pavement
systems; and (c) a failure criterion to describe
failure for different pavement systems. (These components or features are discussed in the following
sections.)
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Reference for Comparison
To use the concept of relative rigidity in investigating different pavement systems, a standard system
has to be established as a reference. In this analysis, the standard system was considered as the "zero
load" system, which means that a p·avement system can
be described by its geometry. Because there is zero
applied load, the material properties of the system
are not in an active state. The geometry of this
system consists of multiparallel surfaces. Of interest are the top and bottom surfaces of the uppermost
layer, that is, the asphalt overlay.

To appreciate the importance of H, it is important
to observe that (a) the term "stability," as used in
this research, is different from its conventional
definition--in the context of relative rigidity, it
is defined as the change in the value of H between
the reference system and the loaded system; and (b)
the value of H is a ratio that describes the actual
physical condition of a given pavement system. Figure 3 is an illustration of the developed H. To apply thio criterion in the case of a multilayer
structure (such as pavements), the following technique is adopted.

Comparison Criterion
The pavement system at construction time is governed
Uy RR, wiJi.::i:J U.i.f[eL ::s

rcvm the IJCICCIJUetec

that governs

pavement systems opened to traffic. The ratios given
in Equation 1 differ between the two systems as follows:
1. Although the ratio of (EasphaltlEconcrete> for
the construction conditions is considerably less
than 1, it is close to or larger than 1 if the system is opened to traffic.
2. The ratio (Estee1/Easphaltl for the first
system (construction conditions) is obviously much
larger than the ratio of (Erubber tire/Easphaltl
for the systems that are opened to traffic.
3. As a result of items 1 and 2, the relative
geometry component, (t/a), in Equation 1, would be
governed by the steel compactor at the top interface
and by rigid concrete layer at the bottom interface
of the construction pavement system. On the other
hand, for the traffic pavement systems, the top interface is governed by the asphalt layer (stiffer
than the inflated tires) and the bottom interface by
the rigid concrete layer.
4. The ratio (t/a) will result in two different
geometrics for the two systems.

FIGURE 3 Details of the coefficient of stability, H.

This analysis has led to the establishment of a comparison criterion, which describes the influence of
the RR, on the relative behavior of the two interfaces of the over lay. The developed comparison er iter ion--the coefficient of stability, H--has the
followinq characteristics:

First, the reference system is presented by the
structure just before any external load is applied
to the plate. This initial condition can be described using H as follows:

1. It has the ability to describe the response
to any changes in the values of the ratios given by
Equation l;
2. It reflects the characteristics of the interface conditions that are governed by the RR; and
3. It is applicable to both elastic as well as
inelastic conditions.

Obviously, the values of r 1 and r 2 for the unloaded
pavement are large compared to the actual thickness
of the top layer. Thus,

The details of this analysis were given elsewhere
(i 1 10,16). Therefore, a brief summary of its application follows.
Application of Coefficient of Stability, "H"
The mathematical modeling of the recommended criterion is given by the following equation (10,16):
(2)

where
Hi
r1
r2

coefficient of stability of a pavemen.t system;
radius of curvature of the top interface, and
radius of curvature of the bottom interface.

and, for the geometry of the multiparallel structure,

Thus, HI

c

1.

(3)

Because there is no load or stress applied on this
system, the structure can be described as stable. As
a result, the initial stability coefficient, HI,
is unity.
When an external force is applied on the plate,
stresses, strains, and deflections will result. Subsequently, one should expect either of two possible
conditions to develop. The first is that H would remain the same (i.e., HN =HI= 1). This condition
cannot take place unless the total change in the absolute value of each radius of curvature is the
same. If this is the case, no relative deformation
or cracking should take place either in the structure or in the plate (i.e., in the system). Thus,
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the value of H for the new conditions would remain
the same and, therefore, HN = 1.
Because the new conditions yielded the same H
value for the initial conditions, it can be concluded that there is no change in the stability conditions between the two systems. It should be noted
that both systems are sound and that for the critical conditions of the loaded system to be determined, the conventional stress-strength analytical
techniques must be applied.
The second possible condition is that, as a result of applying an external force, cracks or deformation may develop at either interface. At the outset of crack in i tiation, the changes in the radii of
curvatures at both interfaces are not the same, resulting in HN t 1.
Similar to the previous case, the new value of H
should be compared to the initial value of H of the
reference system. Because the new value is clearly
different from the initial value (Hr = 1), a different stability condition will result. In fact, any
condition in which H t 1 will indicate an unstable
condition or incipient failure of the pavement system. Any value of H that is different from unity
(H > 1 or H < 1) will also indicate where failure or
crack initiation will occur. For H = 1, the system
is stable and no cracking of the system is expected;
for H t 1, the system is in incipient failure--that
is, crack initiation or deformation will occur; for
H > 1, failure is taking place at the bottom interface of the top layer of the pavement system; and
for H < 1, failure is initiated at the top interface.
Figure 4 shows these conditions.

a . Case

of

Sound Stru cture; H = I

-- b · Case

of

Failure

Construction process of new pavements is similar
to the industrial production process. Therefore, the
end product of the construction process must have
the following characteristics (a) uniformally compacted layer (s), (b) an even, smooth surface, and
(cl a crack-free surface. Accordingly, any produced
pavement structure that does not meet all of the
conditions given under a, b, and c is considered to
have failed.
Results of the Analysis
Analysis of the results obtained from the multilayer
computer program, BISAR, has shown the following:
1. For pavements simulating in-service conditions (i.e., E1/E2 ~ 1) and that is loaded with rubber tires, the calculated value of H was equal to
unity. This indicates a stable pavement system.
2. For pavements having H values equal to unity,
their behavior is independent of the value of RR .
Therefore, based on strength concepts, analytical
methods must be applied to determine their critical
stresses and strains.
3, For pavements under construction conditions
for which E1/E2 < 1, the calculated value of H is
always less than unity. This indicates an unstable
pavement system.
4. Because the value of H is less than 1 for
pavements under construction conditions, the critical interface is at the top surface of the new overlay as explained before (see Figure 5),
5. The relative rigidity of construction systems
and their coefficient of stability are independent
of the value of the applied stresses (as shown in
Figure 6). This conclusion is in agreement with results reported by others (17).
The parameter remaining to be investigated is the
effect of curvature of the applied rigid load on the
pavement system, that is, if the rigid plate is replaced by a steel roller during the construction
condition. As shown in Figure 5, these pavements are
in unstable conditions as indicated by their coefficients of stability being less than unity.
By replacing the plate whose initial radius of
curvature is infinite with a rigid cylinder roller
having a radius Rr, the value of r 1 will be close to
the value of the radius of the imposed new geometry,
Rr. Correspondingly, the value of H will decrease
significantly. However, it should be remembered that
for
both loading conditions
(i.e.,
plate and
roller), the pavement system i s in a state of failure. Figure 7 shows the results of this comparison.

at Bottom; H > I

Fai l ure of Rol led overlays

~---

C·

Case

of Failure

at Tap; H < I

FIGURE 4 The developed comparison criterion.

Failure Criterion
The third step of developing this approach was to
define a criterion to describe the failure of pavement systems at construction t i me. The developed
criterion defines failure as follows:

The analytical results have shown that for a soft
layer underlain by a rigid base, the pavement system
is unstable or in a state of incipient failure for a
rigid plate loading. The pavement system becomes
even less stable if the plate is replaced by a
roller. The term "unstable" needs a further explanation. It has been mentioned earlier that the initial
conditions for a given pavement system (before any
loading) are described by the stability coefficient
H being unity. Figure 5 has shown that H decreases
as the value of RR decreases. Thus for H1 = 1,
(4)

and when HN < 1, then RRN < RR1 • However, for~ to
be less than RR 1 , either (E 1/E 2 )N < (Ei.fE 2 ) 1 , and
(t/a)N < (t/ a) 1 , or both.
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The first condition cannot be ·obtained unless
E1N < Ell• or E2N > E2I• The value of E2 represents
the elastic modulus of the existing concrete layer
and, therefore, its value is unlikely to increase as
a result of compaction. Thus, E2r will remain the
same during the compaction process (i.e., E21 = E2N) •
Consequently, the only other possibility is that the
value of En of the asphalt layer is decreased. A
reduction in the modulus of the new asphalt layer
from E1r to E1N cannot occur unless cracks are developed. These cracks will develop regardless of the
value of the applied stresses because the hot as-

phalt mix does not possess any tensile or bending
strength.
The condition of a reduction in the ratio of
(t/a) cannot occur without a reduction in the thickness of the new asphalt layer or an increase in the
contact area between the loading device and the asphalt material. Therefore, the reduction in the
thickness, t, is the result of compaction, which
stands to reason. However, if the reduction in t is
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FIGURE 7 Effect of replacing the steel plate by steel roller.
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the result of compaction, there cannot be any decrease in the value of H as a result of increasing
r 1 . Thus, the reduction in HI accompanied with a reduction in t cannot mathematically correct unless
the reduction in the thickness is accompanied by
deformation or separation in the asphalt layer. The
decrease in the stability coefficient must therefore
be the result of the increase of radius, a, of the
area of contact. Because the loading device (steel
roller) is rigid compared to the soft asphalt layer
and in order to have an increase in the area of contact, the steel roller must punch through the softer
asphalt overlay.
Obviously, the resulting layer
thickness will, in this case, be less than the initial value. The area of contact will increase and,
consequently, cracks will develop in the vicinity of
the roller. This conclusion is further supported by
the fact that the asphalt lacks any tensile, bending, or shear strength when it is in the compaction
state. Therefore, the term "unstable" is a state of
failure in which the rolled pavement surface will be
either cracked or deformed, or both.

FIELD OBSERVATIONS
The results of the analysis have indicated that surface cracks and surface discontinuities perpendicular to the direction of rolling will occur when a
new overlay is constructed. In order to confirm the
aforementioned analytical finding,
inspection of
field projects were undertaken. This was carried out
in the fall of 1984 in and around Ottawa.
Typical photographs from six different projects
are shown in Figures 8 and 9. A number of features
were observed in all the photographs, regardless of
the project location and the asphalt mix used. In
all pavements, the development of hairline cracks
perpendicular to the direction of rolling were observed after the first pass of the steel compactor.
These cracks remained visible even after the multir ubber rollers were used. This is in contrast to the
common belief that these cracks will reweld as a result of the kneading action of the rubber tires. The
second observation is related to the spacing between
the observed cracks. For larger rollers, the spacing
between cracks developed under relatively smaller
rollers. This observation can also be made when asphalt sidewalks are compacted. The type of compactors used in this operation is usually much smaller
than that used for roads. The third observation was
that the finished surface of the asphalt pavement
was definitely uneven. These observations supported
the results of the presented analysis.

F•GURE 8 Construction cracks on a street pavement.
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FIGURE 9 Construction cracks on a paved sidewalk.

As a next step, an experimental program was initiated to verify thE· general assumptions of the
mechanistic appr · ~ oh to simulate the observed field
cracks and to re cu.. : rtend a solution for the problem
of crack initiation in pavements.

EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION
An experimental program was carried out to investigate the occurrence of construction cracks. The main
objectives of this investigation were (a) to verify
the general assumptions and major findings of the
analytical approach, (b) to simulate the cracks observed in the field, and (c) to develop a new compactor that will minimize cracking. The following
sections discuss how each of these objectives was
achieved.
The analysis has shown that the moduli ratios and
the geometry (radius) of the loading device are the
most important variables. Based on these considerations, a simple physical mqdel was constructed to
simulate the various types of a pavement structure
as follows:
• Polyurethane foam was chosen to represent the
soft asphalt overlay,
Wooden beams represented the rig id underlying
concrete layer,
• Steel plates were used to simulate the loading
conditions used in the theoretical analysis, and
• Steel rollers were employed to simulate field
compaction and to show the effect of the change of
the loading device radius on the pavement system.
The pavement structure was then represented by a
composite beam, made of foam and wood, 1000 mm long
and 160 mm wide, although the thickness of the beam
varied according to the feature to be illustrated.
The interface between the foam layer and the wood
was fully bonded to represent rough interface conditions.
Clearly, when the beam is loaded with the soft
layer at the top, the modulus ratio is less than 1,
and when the beam is turned upside down, the modulus
ratio will be greater than 1. Thus, the conditions
explained earlier in the analytical model can be investigated. A mesh of perpendicular iines 12.5 mm by
12.5 mm, was drawn on the front face of the beam in
order to observe the deformations.
The results of this investigation are shown in
Figures 10 to 15. As shown in Figures 10 and 11, the
initial values for H for both systems (soft layer
underlain by rigid layer and vice versa), are indeed
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equal to unity as was assumed in the analytical investigation. The value of H remained unchanged for a
system having E1/E 2 > 1, in spite of an applied load
of 300 N (30 kg) as can be seen in Figure 12. This
phenomenon was ooni;i(lered as experimental ver i fic<1tion of the first assumption in the theoretical
analysis. Figure 13 shows a crack at the bottom of
the beam. The radius of curvature at the top interface, r 1' is obviously greater than the radius of

FIGURE 13 Case of failure at the bottom, H > 1.

0 Kg
FIGURE 10 Reference system, E1/E2 > 1andH=1.

30 Kg
FIGURE 14 Case of failure at top of loaded system, E1/E2 < 1
and H < 1.

0 Kg
FIGURE 11 Reference system, E1/E2 < 1 and H = 1.

FIGURE 15 Effect of replacing the loading geometry on the value
of r1.

30 Kg
FIGURE 12 Case of loaded sound system, E1/E2 > 1 and H = 1.

curvature at the cracked interface, r2, and, as a
result, the calculated value of H is greater than 1.
This is also in agreement with analysis discussed
earlier.
The remaining assumption deals with the value of
H when E1/E 2 < 1. As can be seen in Figure 14, the
value of H is less than 1 for E1/E 2 < 1. It can also
be seen that the deformed interface occurs at the

Abd El Halim

top, which is in agreement with the analytical results. Clearly, because of the high stretching properties of the foam, cracks do not develop. In contrast, however, for new asphalt overlays, cracks can
develop as was observed in the field. The effect of
using a steel roller instead of a steel plate for
load application can be observed in Figure 15. comparing the photograph shown in Figure 15 to the one
shown in Figure 14, it is obvious that the value of
H in Figure 15 is smaller.
The results obtained from the use of this simple
model have confirmed the general assumptions and
findings of the theoretical analysis. The next phase
in the investigation was to verify these findings by
observations on specimens of pavement systems constructed in the laboratory.
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Simulation of Construction Cracking

FIGURE 17 Deformed asphalt sw-face as a result of steel roller.
The results of the analytical and experimental investigation have shown that the observed cracks in
the field are due to the relative stiffness of the
base and the compacted material as well as the high
rigidity of the compactor. In the laboratory investigation, the field construction procedure was simulated to observe the occurrence of cracks.
Six types of asphalt mixes were prepared at the
proper temperature (about 150°C), and wooden forms
were used to construct the asphalt slabs. The bottom
of each form was made of 5-mm-thick wooden boards so
that the modulus ratio between the asphalt and the
underlying layer would be less than 1. A total of 24
asphalt slabs were constructed.
Test Results
The test results showed that cracks developed behind
the roller in all of the constructed asphalt slabs.
These cracks were similar to the ones observed in
the field. The type of mix and percentage of asphalt
content seemed to have some influence on the width
of the crack, but not on the frequency and distribution of the cracks. The roller size of the compactors had a significant influence on the number of
cracks observed. It was ' concluded that an increase
of the radius of the roller resulted in a wider

the field observations. Also, as can be noted in
Figure 17, the effect of the roller on the surface
deformation is similar to the results obtained in
Figure 15. The results of the laboratory tests have
confirmed the findings of the analysis presented
early in this paper. Newly constructed overlay pavements are not structurally sound.

Comparison Between the Foam-Wood and
Aspha lt-Concrete Model s
The modeling of the pavement structure by a composite beam of foam on top of wood was then compared
with a composite beam made of hot asphalt mix on top
of Portland Cement Concrete (PCC).
The objective of this test was to demonstrate the
importance of understa nding the difference between
system and component analysis. As was discussed in
the theoretical investigation, the important parameter under investigation is the value of the modular
ratio (i.e., Ea/Ee versus Unity). Although neither
the foam nor the wood behaves like asphalt when compared to concrete, the resulted modular ratio of
this model (which is smaller than unity) is of interest. For all systems whose modular ratio is less
than 1, it was shown that the most critical interface is the one at the top.
Typical results obtained from this test are shown
in Figures 18 to 20. Figure 18 shows a composite

FIGURE 16 Simulated construction cracks.
spacing of cracks. This conclusion is in agreement
with the field observations and also agrees with
findings reported by others (18). Figures 16 and 17
show two of the asphalt slabstested in the laboratory. As shown in Figure 16, cracks are perpendicular to the direction of rolling. This is similar to

FIGURE 18 Reference system of the asphalt/concrete model
(E1/E2 < 1andH=1).
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FIG URE 19 Loaded asphalt/concrete model, failure at top.

The results of the analytical investigation have
shown that mismatch of the rigidities of the components of the pavement system, as well as the geometry of the steel roller, will contribute to the initiation of construction cracks. Hveen noted that,
"if more of our compaction rollers had six-foot
wheels, many of our asphalt-compaction troubles
would disappear" (19). Increasing the radius of the
roller will not result in any significant change in
the applied stresses on the asphalt material. The
only beneficial result of using a larger roller is
the increase in the spacing between the cracks.
Therefore, increasing the radius will not eliminate
construction cracks.
The results of the analytical and experimental
investigations presented herein have shown that the
problem of crack initiation is governed by tne tallowing parameters:
1. The modulus ratio between the new overlay
material and the existing rigid layer (i.e., the
pavement structure);
2. The modulus ratio between the steel and the
new overlay materiali and
3. The relative geometry between the top and
bottom interface (i.e., the steel roller and flat
surface of the rigid layer).
To eliminate cracking,
to be controlled.

these three parameters have

Relative Rigidity o f the Pavement System

FIGURE 20 Effect of the steel roller on the asphalt surface.

beam made of asphalt concrete on top of PCC with a
grid drawn on the face of the model. ~ This is similar

The main objectives of the developed solution are to
(a) produce pavement that is free of construction
cracks and surface deformation, and (b) keep the
advantages of the existing rigid layer (i.e., its
structural strength). To meet these objectives, the
presented analysis led to the following basic findings (a) the moduli ratio between the steel and the
asphalt has to be reduced, and (b) the radius of the
compactor has to be infinitely larger (in fact, the
top interface has to be parallel to the bottom one) •
To achieve these basic requirements, a new compactor termed "Asphalt Multi-Integrated Roller,"
AMIR (protected by a patent application) has been

to the model shown ln FiyuLt:: 11. The beam was then

heated in an oven to warm the asphalt mix to simulate actual field conditions. Clearly when the top
layer is hot, the modular ratio is less than unity.
The next step was to apply load on the beam using a
steel plate and roller. Figure 19 illustrates the
results of applying the load on top of a steel
plate. As shown in this figure, cracks developed on
the top of the asphalt surface in addition to higher
bending in the lines of the draw grid close to the
loaded area. The results obtained in this figure are
similar to Figure 14. As for the effect of changing
the geometry of the loaded device, Figure 20 shows
the results of using a steel roller instead of steel
plate. As shown in this figure, the radius of curvature at the roller/asphalt interface is smaller than
the one observed in Figure 20. Also, the results observed in these two figures agree with the results
obtained from Figures 14 and 15.
The results of this comparison have shown (a) the
validity of the use of the foam-wood model to investigate the pavement system, and (b) that the advantages of using the foam-wood model over the asphaltconcrete one cannot be ignored. These advantages
include flexibility, durability, and the scale with
which the results can be obtained.

rollers with a rubber belt that integrates both
rollers into one. Figure 21 is a photograph of the
new compactor.

FIGURE 21 The developed new compactor (AMIR).
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In . this roller, the modulus ratio between the
rubber belt and the asphalt is close to unity. In
contrast, the ratio for a steel roller is significantly larger than unity. Furthermore, the integration of the two steel rollers with the belt has resulted in a flat surface that is parallel to the
bottom interface. Thus, both the stiffness and geometry requirements of the RR have been met.
The new compactor was used to compact asphalt
samples similar to the slabs previously discussed.
The results of using the AMIR compactor proved the
validity of the mechanistic approach. As shown in
Figure 22 no cracks developed and the resulting
pavement has a smooth even surface (i.e. , a sound
structure).
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The Development and Implementation of the Australian
Accelerated Loading Facility Program
J.B. METCALF, J. R. McLEAN, and P. KADAR

ABSTRACT
The Accelerated Loading Facility (ALF) is a transportable, linear test facility
with unidirectional loading and pavement measurement data-logging instrumentation systems. The first pavement trial was conducted on a heavy-duty flexible
pavement in New South Wales from July 1984 to April 1985. The second trial is
now in progress on a typical rural arterial flexible pavement with a chip seal
at Benalla, Victoria. A research strategy is being developed to ensure that ALF
trials contribute to broad research objectives and that the ALF program is
integrated with other components of pavement research, including long-term
monitoring.

The Accelerated Loading Facility (ALF) is a relocatable facility that applies controlled, full-scale
wheel loads to sections of real pavement. ALF is now
engaged in a program of testing and research, in
cooperation with the National Association of Australian State Road Authorities (NAASRA). Contained
in this paper is an outline of factors leading to
the building of the ALF1 its design, construction,
and instrumentation; the first year of operation;
and early results.

FACTORS LEADING TO THE ALF TESTING PROGRAM
The early Australian Road Research Board (ARRB) research on materials and layers demonstrated the complexity of material response and that a form of
rolling-wheel test was needed. This led to the construction of a quarter-scale test track that produced
useful results but that also exposed the limitations
of small-scale testing. The NAASRA Economics of Road
Australian Road Research Board, 500 Burwood Highway,
Vermont South, Victoria, New South Wales 3133, Australia.

Vehicle Limits Study (.!_) contains a review of the
costs and benefits of heavy vehicles that predicts
the impacts, costs, and benefits of increased axle
loads and different configurations. These predictions, although of vital importance, were based on
limited local and overseas experience with heavier
vehicles, greater traffic, thicker pavements, and
stronger materials. The late 1960s and 1970s saw the
construction of many kilometers of high~standard
highway in Australia to carry heavy traffic volumes.
The pavement designs and construction standards used
were developed from previous experience of unbound
bases with thin bituminous surfacings. Under some
conditions, the performance of these new pavements
was disappointing.
In 1979, the Principal Technical Committee (PTC)
of NAASRA formed a working group to review pavement
research needs and to recommend means for implementing the necessary research. The working-group review
identified and strengthened the need for research
into pavement materials and structural response to
traffic loads, and recommended that these be studied
at full scale with the maximum legal load (at least)
being applied by a moving wheel to a pavement constructed of typical materials to normal dimensions
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and by common construction practices (_~). However,
it was also realized that the use of a full-scale
ALF alone was not enough because this approach would
not include time, climate-dependent, or mul tiaxle,
dynamic load effects. It must be supported by field
and laboratory studies.
It was decided by the PTC Working Group that a
rolling-wheel test track was the type of facility
needed to provide for accelerated testing under
realistic load, material, and construction conditions for the Australian environment. The various
means of achieving this were then examined in detail,
several existing and planned overseas facilities
were investigated, and a set of design requirements
was developed <ll·

Electronic Design
Electronic systems are based on the ARRE-developed
Microprocessor-Based
Data
Acquisition
System
(AMBDAS). An automatic control system operates the
transverse distribution of load paths, logs operational data, monitors various machine states, and
automatically shuts down the machine if certain preset conditions are not met. A monitoring system
records the load and speed profiles for the pavement
loading segment of an ALF cycle.
ALF has been patented by the DMR, New South Wales
in Australia and in 19 other countries.

Instrumentation
BUILDING ALF

The pavement measurements currently taken during a
trial are as follows:

Design Considera.tions
0

The outline spec ifications finally adopted were as
follows:
• A linear type machine,
• Loads up to 100 kN,
•A speed of test wheel of 20 km/hr,
A length of test pavement of 10 m,
Unidirectional, power-driven loading wheels,
• A transverse distribution of load paths,
• A suspension system to be of a uniform response type,
• An applied load to be monitored,
• A machine to be readily transportable between
test sites, and
• A machine to be capable of operating for 10 6
load cycles without a major overhaul.

Mechanical Design
The layout of ALF is shown in Figure 1. The loading
wheel accelerates down a .curved ramp and is driven
along the test length by electric motors on the
wheels. At the end of the test length, the load
trolley decelerates as it runs up a second curved
ramp and the wheels are lifted clear of the pavement. The load trolley then runs down the ramp and
is driven back to the start ramp by the wheels; still
rotating in the same direction, running on the
underside of a plate fixed to the machine frame. The
applied load that can be varied between approximately 4 and 10 tons is measured by load cells in
the trolley assembly. Further information on the
mechanical design is given in Scrivener (_!).

25.1 m
- WINCH TO PULL TROLLEY
TO START POSITION

• A record of surface cracking,
• Transient deflections at the pavement surface,
• Transient deflections at depths within the
pavement structure,
• Permanent deformation at the surface, and
• Permanent deformations at depths within the
pavement structure.
At this stage, surface cracking is photo-logged
and measured manually. Transient deflection bowls
are measured with the ALF loading wheels moving at a
crawl speed towed by winches mounted at either end
of the main frame. Surface deflections are measured
using a conventional Benkelman beam fitted with a
transducer to provide an electrical output. Three
different instruments for measuring deflection bowls
at depth were employed in the first pavement trial.
These instruments can also be used to measure permanent deformations at depth. The instruments are as
follows:
1. Multidepth Deflectometer: This is the National
Institution for Transport and Road Research (South
Africa) design that measures deflections at a number
of depths relative to a ground reference located
well below the pavement surface.
2. Partial Deflection Gauge: This is an ARRBdesigned instrument for measuring deflections at one
depth relative to the surface. The transducer is
only installed while measurements are being taken.
3. Multidepth Deflection Gauge: This ARRB-des igned instrument (Figure 2) combines features of
the other two. Deflections can be measured at up to
three depths relative to a ground reference, or at
four depths relative to the surface.

- - - - - - - - - -- - -- !

TRANSVERSE RAIL CENTRES

FIGURE 1 Operational layout of the ALF.

LINEAR ACTUATOR FOR
TRANSVERSE MOVEMENT
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second trial, 69 percent overall
achieved in the first 17 weeks.

Co\ler Plate and
Cable
Clamp

utilization

was

THE FIRST PAVEMENT TRIAL
Cement

Selection and Objectives
The site, which is located at Somersby, NSW, was on
a newly constructed section of freeway. The primary
reasons for selection were as follows:

Transducer

Holder Carries
4 Transducers
(only 2 are
shown in figure)

Threaded Rod

and Platform

1. There wa.s an ample cross-section allowing
minimal disturbance to traffic operations;
2. The structure is typical of heavy-duty pavements currently being constructed;
3. There are good construction records and test
nata for the site; and
4. The nearest dwelling was at least 600 m
distant. (Noise
calculations indicate that noise
levels could cause problems for 24-hr operation with
dwellings at a distance less than about 400 m.)

The structure of
following table:

Reference Rod

- -lo Lower Collar
or Ground Anchor

FIGURE 2 Multidepth deflection gauge.

Permanent surface deformations are measured as a
transverse profile using an ARHB-designed profilometer. Rut depths corresponding to a standard straight
edge can be computed readily from the profile. The
large quantity of data that need to be regularly
acquired to monitor pavement deterioration dictates
the use of automatic data logging methods. The
deflection and profile data are logged using a
portable PRDAS (Pavement Response DAS) version of
the AMBDAS system mentioned earlier. Up to 6 channels of data are digitized each time a pulse from
the position-measuring system triggers the PRDAS.
------..hus ,-a--scclei: of--da te - vzdues--arc- reeorded- !ls--the
loading wheel is slowly towed past the measuring
instruments, or as the profilometer transverses the
test section. The data are directly recorded onto a
digital cassette in the PRDAS. The force and speed
monitoring ALFDAS mentioned earlier is integrated
with a personal computer that monitors machine performance to enable onsite checking of the load and
speed profiles. Further information on the measuring
instruments and data logging system are contained in
Sparks and Brown (~).

Operation
Site operation is organized on a 23-hr day with 5
onsite staff working 3 shifts. For the first tr.ial,
there was a learning period of low utilization and
the anticipated difficulties with a unique new and
major piece of equipment; however, stable operation
was achieved for the last 16 weeks of the trial with
an average utilization rate of 53 percent. In the

the

pavement

l?avemen t T:z:ee
Asphalt
Graded macadam base (20-rnrn
nominal size)
Macadam subbase (75-rnrn single
size)
Lime-stabilized subgrade

is

given

in

the

Nominal
(mm)
70

~
90 ± 5

Actual

150

125 ± 25

200
200

160 ± 30
200 + 20

This represents a strong pavement relative to normal
Australian practice. Benkelman beam tests at 1-m
intervals along the centerline of the test strip
gave a mean maximum reading of 0.28 mm and a standard
deviation of 0. 03. Site selection, operational arrangements, and the test program for the first trial
are described further in Youdale (6) and Kadar (7).
At this first trial, interest was directed to
pavement testing and to the performance of the ALF.
The pavement testing objectives were to (a) assess
the structural performance and estimate service life,
(b) study the respon~e to ALF loading, and (c) investigate the response to loads of different magnitude. Objectives related to the ALF machine were to
(a) test ALF under realistic conditions, (b) estab1 ish experimental and operational methods, (c) test
the pavement instrumentation,
(d) establish data
processing and data management systems, and (e)
develop and establish the testing philosophy and
methodology. In addition to the preceding short-term
obiective s_, t he Somersby Tri51 l is p ar t of a ;J,Qng,_-~t~.~------
moni tor ing program that aims at the investigation of
the performance and behavior of flexible pavements.
Environmental Conditions
As the test strip had not previously been trafficked,
the test was commenced with a pre loading phase of
about 10" load cycles at a nominal 40 kN. The load
was then increased to a nominal 80 kN for the remainder of the test. Transverse profile, surface
deflection, and subsurface deflection measurements
were taken at regular intervals. The loading test
stretched over four meteorological seasons. The absolute maximum air temperature measured was 43. 5°C
and the minimum 6. 5°C. The rainfall was recorded
daily and totaled 947 mm over 4 months.
Loading Sequences
'.l.'wo different wheel loads were applied--40
the first 9,000 cycles (preloading) and 80

kN for
kN for
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accelerated testing. The 40-kN load was applied for
another 35,000 cycles after a major repair (to test
the machine). Altogether, 44,000 cycles were completed with a 40-kN load. As this is less than 5
percent of the total, analysis is focused on the
80-kN testing.
The ALF does not apply uniform load to the test
length (!!_) ; thus, dynamic forces were moni tared at

160

Deflections

/ . 120 kN (nominal)

~I

Surface deflection bowls were recorded at eight
positions along the centerline of the test length.
Figure 5 shows typical deflection bowls at the surface and at depths to 950 mm. The majority of the
measurements were taken with an 80-kN load but some
were taken with a 40-kN load, in order to relate the
two. For the purpose of this report, the surface
rebound deflection adjusted for temperature is used
(see Figure 6).

80 kN (nominal )

120

80
Load
(kN)

40

1.60
- 40

3.20

100-mm intervals along the test length and their
average and the dynamic load coefficient were computed (Figures 3 and 4). The data indicated two reasonably uniformly loaded sections where the maximum
and minimum load is within 10 percent, from 0.0-1.4
m at 120 kN and from 6.0-12.0 m at 80 kN. Results
following refer to these sections. The trial was
ended after 760,000 cycles, approximately 11.5 x
10 6 ESA.

4 .80

6.40

8.00

9.60

11.20

12.80
I

Permanent Deformation

Distance from the ramp (m )

The transverse profile was recorded every 500 mm
between chainage 0. 5 and 11. O with the transverse
profilometer and converted to a rut depth under a
l.2-m straight edge. Pavement deformations followed

- 80

FIGU RE 3 Mean dynamic forces.

0.3

Dynamic 0 .2
load
coefficient
(DLC)
0.1

200

D 0-12 m section

400
Number of cycles (x1000)

+

2· 12 m section

800

600

O 6-12 m section

FIGURE 4 Dynamic load coefficient.
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FIGURE 5 Typical surface and partial deflections-Somershy.
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FIGURE 6 Temperature-adjusted surface deflections-Somershy.

a consistent pattern throughout the trial (Figure 7),
which reflects the actual wheel load profile. The
deepest representative rut depths (13 mm) were measured between 0.0 and 1.0 m in the area of the maxi mum (120 kN) dynamic forces. Pavement deformations
of the uniformly 80-kN-loaded section (6.0-12.0 m)
stabilized at about 5 mm after approximately 500,000
cycles, although under 120 kN, the deformations were

still increasing at the end of the trial. (The maximum rut depths are shown in Figure 8.)
The preliminary analysis indicated exponents between 3 and 4 in the damage formula
D

=

(P/80)d

where

+

120 kN Dynamic Load
12

8
Rut
Depth
(mm)

80 kN Dynamic Load

4
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FIGURE 7 Longitudinal pavement profile-Somershy.
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FIGURE 8 Rut depth versllil number of load cycles-Somershy.
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D

relative damage of axle load P to a rut depth
of 5.0 mm,
P =axle load (kN), and
d
damage exponent (in this case, 3 to 4).
Further results of the first trial are given in Kadar
(~).

THE SECOND TRIAL
Selection and Objectives
Having demonstrated the performance of ALF as well
as establishing the operational parameters, a second
site was selected to test a typical Australian rural
arterial pavement. The site was again on a freeway
section, not yet open to traffic with a pavement of
chip seal, 200-mm fine-crushed rock base and subbase
(20-mm nominal size), and 170-mm ripped sandstonesiltstone for the lower subbase. The principal objective was to establish the limit of performance of
the pavement configuration.

Trial Progress
The trial has been running for 17 weeks (as of October 1985) and 760,000 cycles (12 x 10 6 ESAs) have
been applied using 80-kN loads after a 31,000-cycle
settling-down period at 40 and 60 kN. Temperatures
ranged from 28°C to -6°C and rainfall totaled 338 mm
over 4 months. Loading and deflection (Figure 9)
patterns are similar to those of the first trial. No
significant rutting has occurred to date. After
200,000 cycles, the surface seal displayed a distinct cracking pattern, and was resealed. No analysis has been conducted at this stage.

1.6
1.4
80 kN load

program are being developed under the following related headings:
1. Pavement Technology (includes the validation
and refinement of structural theories and analytical
models, and verification and improvement of design
methods)
2. Pavement Management and Rehabilitation (includes the development of pavement life models and
pavement management systems, and the performance of
rehabilitation treatments)
3. Axle Loading (includes the effect of increased
axle loadings on the rate of pavement deterioration)

StructuLal Theory and Models
Over the past two decades, considerable research
effort has gone into the development of a structural
theory of pavement behavior, which has provided the
basis for mechanistic design methods. The CIRCLY
model and the VESYS model are currently being used
at the ARRB. The ALF tests will provide a valuable
data base for checking pavement models. Once validated, these models will provide a means of extending
and generalizing the findings from specific ALF
tests.

Materials Testing
Samples from the ALF sites will be a substantial
part of the ARRB materials characterization research
effort. The results of standard tests will be provided by the host SRA. The ARRB contribution will
include repeated load tr iaxial tests to determine
resilient and permanent deformation properties of
unbound and subgrade materials, and fatigue and
modulus testing of asphaltic materials (.!Q_,11).
The material characterization data are necessary
for comparisons between ALF test results and design
models. In combination with detailed analyses of the
pavement measurements, they will also allow a comparison of laboratory and in situ methods for estimating the mechanical properties of pavement layers.

1.2

Long-Term Monitoring

1.0

c
Q

c

Deflection
(mm)

0.4
0.2

200
400
Number of cycles (x 1000)

c ch. 4.0

600

+ ch. 6.0

The primary purpose of pavement research must relate
to the performance of pavements subjected to real
traffic loading and environmental effects. Long~term
monitoring of pavements subjected to ALF tests is
seen as an essential component of the total program,
This will include surveys of roughness, surface condition, deflection, and traffic loading. The results
of the monitoring effort will enable pavement performance under real conditions to be related to performance under ALF loading, and an assessment of the
contribution of time-dependent environmental effects.
The ALF sites will be complemented by observations
in road sections in all States (12) •

FIGURE 9 Temperature·adjusted surface deflections-Benalla.
CONCLUSIONS

THE RESEARCH STRATEGY
Early in its deliberations, the working group recognized that, for accelerated pavement loading tests
to be effective in a research context, they must be
combined with a broadly based research effort. The
ALF tests are, accordingly, being integrated with
other components of pavement research in Australia.
The broad objectives of the ARRB pavement research

The ALF has been designed, built, and operated as a
major component of Australian pavement research. It
is supported by laboratory and experimental road
section studies. It requires long-term monitoring
data for full validation. The first trial has been
successfully completed by applying approximately
11. 5 x 10 6 ESAs to a heavy duty flexible pavement
over a period of 9 months. Results showed that performance was typical of the early life of a pavement--a marked increase in surface-rebound deflection
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qu_ickly reaching a stable level (of about O. 5 mm
under a 40 kN wheel load); and an increase in rut
depth but at a decreasing rate. The relative rates
of rutting for sections under different loads corresponded to an approximate fourth-power damage
relation.
The second trial has reached 12 x 10 6 ESAs in 5
months and shows similar pavement deflection behavior. Insignificant rutting has occurred up to
October 1985. Analysis has yet to begin.

6.

7.

8.
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Weigh-in-Motion Sampling Plan for Truck-Weight
Data in Texas: Method and Plan Development
T. CHIRA-CHAV ALA, DONALD A. MAXWELL , and H. S . NASSIRI

ABSTRACT

A statewide data collection plan for truck weights using weigh-in-motion
equipment was developed for Texas. The plan was aimed at obtaining truck-weight
data that may represent the state. This was accomplished by a probability sample of weigh stations by major road classes, varying levels of truck traffic,
and regions of the state. Criteria for selecting preliminary locations for
weigh stations were also developed to capture maximum variability in truck
types and weights. Twenty-six weigh stations were reconunended for Texas. These
cover 4 road classes (Interstate system, u.s. system, Texas highway system, and
farm-to-market) and 3 levels of percent truck traffic (less than 8 percent, 8
to 16 percent, and over 16 percent). Different levels of truck traffic are
likely to reflect degree of urbanization, land use, and other ambient traffic
characteristics. The methodology is general enough to be applied to other
states with minimal or no modification.

Contained in this paper is a description of a data
collection plan of truck weights using weigh-inmotion (WIM) equipment for Texas. The methodology
used is documented together with the actual development of the plan. The plan is based on a probability
sampling framework, 'aimed at capturing maximum variability of truck weights and types within the state.
The method can be applied to any state, region, or
district with minimal or no modification.

INTRODUCTION
The State Department of Highways and Public Transportation (SDHPT) has expended a great deal of effort collecting traffic data to satisfy internal and
external data requirements for analysis, evaluation,
and planning purposes. The data collected include
traffic volume, vehicle classification, and weight.
The data collection program can be divided into 3
broad categories: the Continuous element, the Highway Performance Monitoring System (HPMS) element,
and the Special Data Collection element (.!,) •
The HPMS element, which includes statewide samples of vehicle counts and classification as well as
truck weight data, is aimed at providing a statewide
representation of the traffic characteristics. There
are currently 206 manual count stations and 6 weigh
stations in Texas.
A detailed study of the Texas truck weighing program (1) was conducted to analyze and evaluate the
existi;g program, and current and future data needs.
The study revealed a number of improvements that
could be made to the existing truck weight program.
In particular, it suggested that the number of weigh
stations should be increased. A need was also indicated to be able to link truck weight data to truc k
classification data so that the usefulness of both
may be fully realized.
Described in this paper is the development of a
data collection plan for truck weights using WIM
equipment. The plan was especially designed for
The Texas Transportation Institute, Texas A&M University System, College Station, Tex. 77843.

Texas but the methodology used can be directly applied to any area of interest. The plan was developed based on traffic volume information from the
206 manual count stations and relatively limited
truck weight information from the six weigh stations.
METHODOLOGY AND PLAN DEVELOPMENT
The purpose of the truck-weight data col!ection
scheme is to capture, as much as possible, the variability in truck weights and types on various functional road classes across the state. In this way,
the weight data collected may yield representative
results for all parts of Texas . The critical sample
size for truck weight data, therefore, is the number
of sampling sites rather than the number of trucks
that are to be sampled. This is so because the latter is easy to obtain once the weigh stations are
selected. The issues addressed in developing the
plan include (a) the number of weigh stations required statewide, (b) the locations of the weigh
stations, and (c) the regional subplans for data
collection and planning.
These tasks are to ensure that the truck weight
data collected may yield reasonably accurate weight
estimates for the truck population in Texas, as well
as to provide data that may eventually be used with
the classification data from existing manual count
stations. Task (c) also facilitates the planning for
data collection. It allows each region the flexibility to plan their data collection as frequently as
needed during the course of a year to account for
temporal variation in truck traffic, which may be
dictated by the regional industries and their levels
of production throughout the year. This is particularly desirable for Texas where a number of industries are concentrated only in certain parts of the
state. Timber, cattle, produce, coal, and iron ores
are typical examples of such industries.
Specific tasks involved in developing a data collection plan for truck weights are as follows:
1. The determination of the number of weigh stations required statewide (based on existing knowledge of truck weight variability in the state)i
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2. The definition of regions for data collection
purposes;
3. The determination of the number of weigh stations required by road class, percent truck traffic,
and region;
4. The development of criteria to select preliminary locations of the weigh stations; and
5, The selection of preliminary locations for
the weigh stations.

where d is a desired error margin (or allowance)
estimating the mean truck weight in pounds, and z
the normal variate corresponding to the (1 confidence limit. The formula for s~ was derived
Kish (~) as follows:

s2

= 1/ en - l>

Xi
x

The number of weigh stations required statewide is a
function of (a) the variability in the mean truck
w~ight~ ~mong ~ifferent locations ~cro55 the state,
(b) a desired level of accuracy in estimating the
mean truck weight, and (c) a desired confidence
limit (1 - a) of the estimated mean truck weight.
The formula for determining the optimal number of
truck weigh stations is as follows (~) :
(1 - f)

s5

(1)

/v

where
a = the optimal number of weigh stations required
statewide,
a sampling fraction or a ratio of the number
f
of sampled trucks to total trucks in the population,
s2
the known variability in the mean truck
a
weights among different locations across the
state, and
the desired variance that is directly related
v
to desired accuracy in estimating the eventual mean truck weight.

Because f is usually a small fraction, Equation l
can be approximated by the following:
a = S~/v

(2)

The desired variance of the estimated mean truck
weight, v, is related to a desired accuracy level
and a confidence limit as follows:
v = t<l/z) '

¥1]

(3

J

the sample size of the ith station,
Xi•
i

the observed mean truck weight of the ith

Yi

st:ti0n,

y

= the

=~d

overall mean truck weight from the 5
stations.

Truck weight d.3ta available from the 5 weigh stations in Texas were used to calculate S~. The 5
weigh stations were located at Lubbock, .Nacogdoches,
San Mai:cos, Seguin, and Sweetwater. The value of s~
based on the available truck weigh data was found
to be 1.512 x 10 7 •
Figure 1 and Table 1 show the optimal number of
weigh stations required for different error margins
based on Equations 2 and 3. From this figure, it was
recommended that 26 weigh stations be adopted for an
error margin in the mean truck weight of ±1,500 lb.
Note that if truck weight data by road class are
available, the number of weigh stations required
should be determined separately for each road class
in a similar manner. If not, the number of weigh
stat ions by road class will have to be obtained by
some other means as shown below.
The statewide number of weigh stations required
was allocated to four major road classes. The four
road classes are Interstate system, U.S. system,
Texas highway system, and farm-to-market (FM) roads.
Because there are no truck weight data available by
road class, these numbers of stations by road class
were determined based on a general notion that heavy
trucks tend to travel more on the Interstate, U.S.,
and Texas highway systems, but less frequentl:1• on FM
roads. It is therefore desirable to allocate proportionally more weigh stations to the first 3 highway

80

~

~

available

=l

100

.Q

(4)

l

n "' the number of weigh stations with
truck weight data (n = 5 here),

Task 1: The Determination of Optimal Number of
WIM Stations

=

[xi; (x/n> (Yi -

where

These tasks are fully described below.

a

i:

i=l

a
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by
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FIGURE I Optimum number of weigh stations by desired accuracy levels.
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TABLE l Optimal Number of
Weigh Stations Required by
Various Error Margins
Error Margin

Number of Stations

±500
±750
±1,000
±1,200
±1,500
±1,750
±2,000
±2,250
±2,500

233
104
59
38
26
19
15
12
10

systems than to FM roads. The number of weigh stat ions allocated to each road class is as follows:

Road Class
Interstate

u;s.

Texas
FM
Total (N)

Number
of
Stations
10
6
6
4
26

Next, these 26 weigh stations were distributed by
various traffic characteristics within the same road
class and different regions of the state.
Task 2: Defining Regions Within St_ate for
Data Collection
Different regions of Texas are usually characterized
by different industries, the products of which are
transported by trucks. These products may give rise
to seasonal variat ion in truck-trip generation. For
example, the timber industry is pr edominantly located in eastern Texas, where timber production usually goes on year-round . Fruit and .vegetables are
predominantly grown in 'the south and the level of
production is influenced by seasons of the year. Division of the state into smaller regions allows appropriate seasonal plans for data collection to be
developed for different regions as needed.
Identification of regions was based on broad geographical characteristics and regional indus tries.
The region's boundary was made to coincide with
boundaries of current highway districts. Five reg ions were defined as shown in Figure 2, each containing a number of highway districts.

Task 3: The Determination of the Number of Weigh
Stations by Percent Truck Traffi~,
Road Class, and Region
The purpose of this task is to ensure that all reg ions and the varying traffic characteristics within
the s ame road class will be well represented in the
sample. Given a road class, percent truck traffic
may be a good indicator of many traffic characteristics because it is likely to reflect a degree of
urban-rural, land use served by the route, and other
ambient traffic-related elements.
The 26 weigh stations determined in Task 1 were
allocated to each road class, percent truck traffic,
and region, in proportion to (a) regional highway
mileage of a given road class, and (b) a distribution of percent truck traffic for a g iven road
class. This task involves the following steps:
l. Three levels of percent combination-truck
traffic were defined to represent high, medium, and
low truck traffic as follows (note that a percent
truck traffic is a proportion of total traffic that
is combination trucks):
• Low = 8 percent combination_ trucks or less,
Medium = 8 to 16 percent combination trucks, and
• High = over 16 percent combination trucks.
2. Mileage distribution was obtained by road
class, percent truck traffic, and region. Information from the 206 manual count stations was used to
first establish the distribution of percent truck
traffic by road class and region . This was then combined with the highway mileage, which was compiled
from the district map for those routes subject to
the 55 mph speed limit to yield the mileage distri-

TABLE 2 Distribution of Road Class by Percent of
Truck Traffic and Region
Region and
Percent of
Truck Traffic
Northwest
High
Medium
Low
West
High
Medium
Low
South
High
Medium
Low
East
High
Medium
Low
North
High
Medium
Low
Total

Road Class
Interstate

U.S.

Texas

FM

.062
.046
.015

.090
.106
.016

.036
.036
.072

.046
.023
.139

.225

.048
.108
.072

.028
,083
,028

.059
.029
.059

.IOI
.IOI
.017

.061
.081
.092

.044
.094
.143

.010
.058
.164

.135
.054
.027

.028
.077
.065

.033
.059
.145

.017
.205

,078
.062
.047

.026
.085
.042
1.000

.017
.059
_J_11
1.000

1.000

.028
__J_fl
1.000

aNo information, assumed empty .

bution by road class, percent truck traffic, and region.
3. For each road class, the proportions of mileage by percent truck traffic and region were computed as shown in Table 2. These proportions can be
expressed as

FIGURE 2 Regions for truck weight data
collection.

(5)
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where
i
j
k

= l,

2, 3, or 4 (indexes for Interstate, U.S.,
Texas, or FM) ,
1, 2, or 3 (indexes for the three levels of
percent truck traffic) , und
l, 2, 3, 4 , or 5 , (indexes fo r the 5 regions).

4. The probability of selecting a weigh station
from any one road class with a certain level of
truck t r affic in a certain region was computed using
the following formula:

(6)

wher e Ni •• = the number o f we i gh sta tions for the
i th read class , and N = the t otal number of weigh
stations for the state. ('1',.l:>l e 3 g i•re s the •:al:.:e ::: :::f
Pijk')

TABLE 3 Values of P;j k
Region and
Percent of
Truck Traffic

Total Values
:E :E Piik
j k
8

U.S.

Texas

FM

.02 4
.0 18
.006

.02 1
.0 24
.004

.008
.008
.017

.007
.004
.021

.060
.054
.048

.098

.011
.025
.017

.006
.0 19
.006

.009
.004
.009

.124
.048
.032

.0 39
.0 39
.007

.0 14
.019
.02 1

.010
.022
.033

.002
.009
.025

.065
.089
.086

.052
.021
.010

.006
.018
.015

.008
.014
.033

.003
.032

.066
.056
.090

.030
.024
.01 8

.006
.020
.010

.004
.014
.028

.004
.025

.040
.062
....&§.1

.386

.231

.230

. 154

1.000

x Pijk

1.560
1.404
1.248

2
1
1

3.224
1. 248
0.832

3
I
1

1.690
2.314
2.236

2

1.716
1.456
2.340

2
2
2

1.040
1.612
2.106

1
2

2
2

East

High
Medium
Low
North
High
Medium
Low

26

-1.
26

7. The number of weigh stations required for
each level of truck traff i c, road class, and region
is summarized in Table 6. The table was obtained by
tallying the selection units from Table 5 •

Task 4: The De ve lopment o f Cri teria for Sel ecting
Prel iminary Location s for Weigh Stations

of

4

1

Low

Allocation
Number

t

5. The random allocation indices by level
truck traffic and region were defined as follows:

N x

Northwest
High
Medium
Low
West
High
Medium
Low
South
High
Medium

Allo~aliuu

Index

:E Piik

Interstate

No informa ti on, ass umed emptv.

Q,jk

Region and
Percent of
Truck Traffic

Total

Road Class

Northwest
High
Medium
Low
West
High
Medium
Low
South
High
Medium
Low
East
High
Medium
Low
North
High
Medium
Low

TABLE 4 Allocation Indices and
Allocation Numbers by Percent of
Truck Traffic and Region

(7)

i=l
The r andom allocation numbers (N•jkl by level of
truck tr aff ic an d region we r e obtained by r o unding
Q. 'k to th e nearest in t eg e r s .
(The v a l ues o f the
allocation in d i c e s and n umbers are g ive n i n Table 4.)
6. The 26 weigh s ta t ions were as signed to different regions and levels of truck traffic within
each road class by the following procedure Cll • A
square (26 x 26) allocation matrix was constructed
as shown in Table 5. The allocation numbers were
used to assign the rows to each combination of reg ion and percentage of truck traffic. For each column (1-26) , one row was selected at random . In this
way, each column and each row of the allocation matrix eventually contained one selection unit. The 26
selection units are marked by an x in Table 5.

Prel im inary l oca tions for t he weigh stations summari zed in Table 6 ca n be s elected in a systematic
manner. There are a numbe r of wa y s to d o this . The
simplest method is to r a ndomly s elect from existing
manual count locations un til the requi red number (in
Table 6) is met. This random selection involves an
initial cross-classification of
existing manual
count locations by road class, percent truck trafficr and r c gior-. {as given in TC1ble 7 ). The locations
for weigh stations are then randomly selec ted from
these count locations i n circled cells of Table 7 ,
until the numbers specified by Table 6 a r e satisfied· The c ircled cells correspond to t h e nonempty
cells of Table 6. Tab e 7 lists a totaJ. of 47'1 man ual count locations for 206 count stations. Thi s is
so because if a station was located near an inter•
section of more than one route, traffic counts usually took place on all routes for that station. The
random-selection method is not recommended for this
study.
The recommended me t hod for selecting prelim inary
sites for the weigh s tations here is one that aims
at capturing maximum variability of different truck
types on all road classes. The vehicle classification counts available from existing manual count
stations pr ov i de d basic inp ut to develop the site
selection criteria as fol l ows .
A truck diversity index, based on the Shannon
Entropy Function, was used to compare the relative
abundanc e of various types of tru.c ks at different
locations. This diversity index at a site can be
expressed as:
Truck Diversity Index (TDI)
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TABLE 5 Random Allocation Matrix and Selection Units
Regloo

Road CltSS

l'e"cEnt
'Tru::k

us

Interstate

FM

T~

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 ll 12 13 14 15 1617 1819 20 21 22 23 24 25 26

g

Hilt!
ltrthiest

x

x

x

Hilt!

West

H

x

x

lt!d1Llll 3
4
l..Ool

x

x

x

x

lt!dillll 8
9
l..Ool

f 10
11
le!illll I 12
Hilt!

South

x

x

13
14
15
16

l..Ool

17
18
le!illll 19
20

x

x

x

x

x

x

21

Lo;

ltrttl

x

x

Hilt!

East

x

x

22
Hilt!
lt!dillll 23
24
l..Ool

I

I'.

I~

x

x

x

x

X denoted selected cells

where i = 1, 2, 3, or 4 (the indexes for four different truck configurations: single-unit, truck and
trailer, semitrailers, and double-trailers).
The
truck diversity index (TOI) at a site is a maximum
when all 4 truck types are observed in similar proper tions. It is a minimum (TOI = 0) when only one
truck type is represented at the site. In general,

Interstate

U.S.

Northwest
High
Medium
Low
West
High
Medium
Low
South
High
Medium
Low
East
High
Medium
Low
North
High
Medium
Low

....L

L

Total

10

6

Texas

Task 5: The Selection of Preliminary Locations
for Truck Weigh Stations
This task involves the following steps:

TABLE 6 Number of Weigh Stations Required by
Road Class, Percent of Truck Traffic, and Region
Region and
Percent of
Truck Traffic

the TOI is always a positive quantity as long as
more than one truck type is observed at a site. The
more diverse a site is in terms of the availability
of different truck types, the larger the magnitude
of the TOI.

FM

2

2

1.
TOI values for the existing manual count locations in the circled cells of Table 7 were computed. The TOI values within the circled cells were
then ordered from the largest to the smallest.
2. Preliminary sites for the weigh stations were
selected from the manual count locations in the circled cells of Table 7, which showed the highest values of TOI, until the number of weigh stations in
Table 6 were satisfied. These selected locations
represent the sites with maximum diversity of truck
configurations.
These
preliminary
locations
are
listed in Table 8.
3. Site investigation of these preliminary truck
weight locations can be conducted for field feasibility. If a location is considered infeasible as a
site for a weigh station, another preliminary location is selected within the appropriate cell of
Table 7, which shows the next largest TOI value.

CONCLUSIONS

6

!.__
4

The preceding data collection plan for truck weights
in Texas was aimed at achieving the following:
1. The development of a plan that may result in
representative truck weight data for the state,

TABLE 7 Number of Existing Manual Count Stations by Percent of
Truck Traffic, Road Oass, and Region

u.s.

State

FM

©

@

2

0

19

Medium

3

13

0

1

19

Low

1

2

4

6

13

High

©

©

0

0

14

Medium

-

9

6

1

16

Low

.

6

2

2

10

High

©

12

9

1

28

6

@

@)

6

47

Low

CD

18

@

@

65

Ni gh

5

7

5

.

li

0
CD

@)

9

1

31

16

@

12

51

5

@

4

3

19

©
CD

32

@

4

54

@

29

@

71

47

191

158

78

474

High
Northwest

West

South

East

Medium

Medium
Low
High

North

Medium
Low
Total

-

Road Class

Interstate

S Truck
TnH i c

Region

Total

denotes no information available

TABLE 8 Preliminary Locations Selected for Truck Weigh Stations in Texas
Region and
Highway
Number
Northwest
1H 40
IH40
us 82
SH 350
FM 1057
West
IH 10
US277
us 137
FM 181
South
IH 37
us 83
lH lU
us 57
SH 123
SH 71
FM 140
East
1H 10
1H 45
us 59
SH 155
North
IH 35
IH 20
us 82
us 277
SH 14
FM407

Percent
Truck

Station
Code

Districi

County

Rem•rks

31
30
20
15
23

M 1083
MS 1
L 149
M 1105
M 1094

4
1
25
8
4

Oldham
Wheeler
King
Howard
Deaf Smith

1H 40-west of Adrian
IH 40-east of Shamrock
US 82-south of Guthrie
SH 350 and FM 820 northeast of Big Spring
US 385, FM 1057 and 1062 south of Vega

35
21
21
23

MS 152
M 1003
M 1103
M 1100

24
7
7
6

Hudspeth
Edwards
Glasscock
Ector

IH 10 west of Van Horn
US 277 and SH 35 south of Sonora
SH 15 8 and 13 7 west of Garden City
SH 302, SH 158, and FM 181 northwest of Odessa

22
7
'..!4
14
9
6
8

L 371
M 1159
MS 164
M 1130
M 1498
M 904
M 1130

16
15
3
15
15
14
15

Live Oak
Zavala
Fayette
Frio
Wilson
Bastrop
Frio

IH 3 7 north of Three Rivers
US 83 and FM 1025-north of Crystal City
IH 10 east of Schulenburg
US 57 and FM 140 northwest of Pearsall
SH 123 and FM 1681 north of Stockdale
SH 21 and 71 west of Bastrop
US 57 and FM 140-northwest of Pearsall

10
7
15
7

M 1200
MA 16
L72
M 72

12
12
11
10

Harris
Harris
Nacogdoches
Smith

IH 10 west of SH 6 Houston
IH 45-north of Houston
US 59-south of Nacogdoches
US 271 and SH 155-northeast of Tyler

15
7
22
6
14
8

M 1149
M 1181
M 278
M 167
M 1144
M 1089

18
18
3
3
17
2

Denton
Dallas
Baylor
Wichita
Robertson
Wise

• IH 35W north of SH 114 Interchange
IH 20 west of Dallas
US 82 and 183 west of Wichita Falls
US 287 Wichita River Bridge
SH 6 and 14 south of Bremond
US 287 and FM 407-southeast of Decatur

Note: IH =Interstate highway, US= U.S. highway, SH= state highway, and FM= farm-to-market road.
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2. The collection of truck weight data for all
major road classes and for various traffic characteristics within each road class,
3. The capture of maximum variability of truck
types, and
4. The selection of locations for the weigh stations so that the weight data can be used with the
state's current classification data.
The methodology and plan for truck WIM stations
were developed based on the amount of the available
information on truck weights and truck classification counts for Texas. The method, however, can be
directly applied to any other area of interest with
some or no modification.
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The South Dakota Bridge Weigh-in-Motion System
DAVID L. HUFT

ABSTRACT

Following completion of Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)-sponsored research in high-speed weighing of vehicles using instrumented bridges as the
load-sensing element, the South Dakota Department of Transportation became interested in the technology as an appropriate means for gathering truck weight
information. After unsuccessful efforts to obtain a prototype system from the
FHWA, the Department decided in late 1982 to develop its own bridge weigh-inmotion system. Electronic equipment was purchased, weighing software was designed and written, and a motorhome was purchased to house and transport the
system. Two bridges were permanently instrumented and used for weighing in
1983. Although it was based on research published during the FHWA-sponsored
contracts, the system has been developed independently and differs from the
prototype systems. Permanently bonded strain gauges are used instead of removable transducers, and photocells are used rather than tapeswi tches to sense
axles. Calibration procedures are also different. As of fall 1985, eighteen
bridge weigh-in-motion sites in South Dakota are being used to conduct the
state's Truck Weight Study on interstate, main rural, secondary and urban highways.

In 1982, research sponsored by the Federal Highway
Administration (FHWA) in weigh-in-motion technology-a method of weighing vehicles as they pass over instrumented highway structures--was being completed.
One aspect of the research contracts involved development and delivery to the FHWA of three prototype
systems that would later be made available to state
South Dakota Department of Transportation, Research
Program, Pierre, South Dakota 57501.

agencies, for purposes of evaluation and demonstration.
When the South Dakota Department of Transportation became aware of the prototype systems, an evaluation of the concept was made. Bridge weigh-inmotion appeared appropriate for use in South Dakota
because of its portability, the large number of potential sites available throughout the state, and
the relatively low traffic volumes of the state,
which were consistent with the system's limitations
at that time. The decision was made to pursue acqui-
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sition of one of the prototype systems primarily for
collection of unbiased highway design and planning
data with possible enforcement applications,
The Department requested that the FHWA make one
of the prototype systems available on either a permanent or temporary basis. Other states had also
made requests, however, so when timely acquisition
seemed rather unlikely, the decision was made to develop a system independently. At the time the decision was made, commercially available systems appeared to have some shortcomings, particularly with
regard to supplying weight information in formats
consistent with established Department procedures.
The development decision was practical because the
necessary technical expertise already existed within
the Department.
Equipment acquisition and system development occurred mainly during the winter of 1982-1983, and
the first weighing was accomplished in the spring of
1983. Although the system was not completed in time
for use in the state's 1983 Truck Weight Study, it
was used for accuracy studies and demonstrations
throughout 1983 and 1984. Following its present use
for the 1985 Truck Weight Study, the system will be
used to extend understanding of truck weight information, especially with regard to the effects of
time of day, week, and year.

BRIDGE WEIGH-IN-MOTION THEORY
Bridge weigh-in-motion is unique in that the loadsensing element is a highway structure to which
strain measurement instrumentation has been attached; the sensitivity of the scale depends on the
structure's geometry and the strength of its girders. In contrast to platform scales, where each axle
of a vehicle individually occupies the scale for
some time interval, a bridge may contain any number
of axles at a given time, with each axle's contribution to the girders' bending moment depending on
both its weight and its changing location. Considerable computational effort is required to analyze
this complex physical system. This section will consider the theoretical aspects of axle location and
weight determination, as well as the methods of
structure calibration and vehicle classification.

Dfa

x{tfa) - X{tf1)
J

J

Xf + SUM Cjt~ - Xf - ~UM Cjtll
j=l
a
J=l
J
(2)

SUM Cj ti
j=l
a

where tfa is the time at which axle a is detected
by the first sensor and tn, the time at which
axle 1 is detected at the first sensor, is zero.
Alternatively, the same axle distances may be
computed in terms of times at which the axles were
detected by the second sensor. If tsa is the time at
which axle a is detected at the second sensor, and Xs
is the coordinate of the second axle sensor, the
axle distances may be expressed as
Dsa

x(tsal - x(ts1l

c

= X(t 6 al

- x(tf1) + x(tf1) - x(ts1l

x(tsal - x(tf 1 ) + xf - xs
J

xf - Xs + SUM Cjtj
j=l
sa

(3)

If the polynomial expression for X (t) is of degree less than twice the number of axles, coefficients Cj can be found that minimize the differences
between distances determined from sensor 1 transition times and those determined from sensor 2 transition times. If the error function E is defined as
A

E

SUM (Dsa
a=l
A

J

(tj
SUM
SUM
{xf - Xs +
[cj
sa - tiai]
a=l
j=l

S~M (xf

a=l

r

J
cj Haj ) '
- Xs + SUM
j=l

(4)

where A is the total number of axles, and
(5)

Vehicle Position and Geometry Measurement
Because a load's effect on the structure depends on
its location, it is necessary to determine the position of each of the weighed vehicle's axles at the
times when girder strain measurements are made. More
specifically, it is necessary to compute both an
equation of motion that relates vehicle position to
time and the vehicle's axle spacings from the times
at which each axle passes each of two sensors that
are spaced a known distance apart.
If the vehicle's equation of motion x (t) is assumed to be a polynomial in time t, then X(t) may be
expressed as

the coefficients Cjr which minimize E, may be found
by equating partial derivatives with respect to each
unknown to zero. Then
0 = dE/dCk
A

J

= yk - SUM C · Zjk
j=l J

Xf + SUM Cj tj
j=l

(6)

where

J

x (t)

J

SUM
(xf - Xs + SUM Cj Haj) (-2Hakl
a=l
j=l

A

(1)

Zjk

where Xf is the coordinate of the first axle sensor
and J is the order of the polynomial.
The distance from axle 1 to each other axle may
be computed as the difference between the vehicle's
position when axle 1 was detected by the first axle
sensor and its position when the other axle was detected there. The axle distances may be expressed as

and

SUM Haj Hak
a=l

(7)

A

yk

=

(Xf - Xs) SUM Hak
a=l

(8)

It is possible to solve this system of equations,
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which may be written in matrix notation as CZ = Y,
for the vector c, which determines the axle spacing
and equation of motion because Y and z are known
from sensor geometry and axle detection times.
The physical interpretation of this method is as
follows. The axle transition times measured at the
two sensors provide more information than is required to solve for a polynomial equation of motion.
Coefficients most consistent with both sets of time
measurements are found, providing the best available
estimate of the equation of motion and axle spacings.

0

dE/d~

A
G
SUM Mgp - SUM Wa lap) (-2Ibp)
g=l
a=l
A
Yb - SUM Wa Zab
a=l
P

p

Axle Weight Determination

(9)
wher~

Eg is the girder's modulus of elasticity, Sg
is its section modulus, and Ugp is the sti:ain measured in the girder at that vehicle position. If
another term, Mo• is introduced to account for
constant or slowly varying offsets related to temperature and instrumentation errors, the total apparent moment Mp measured by an instrumentation
system may be expressed as
G

Mo

A

SUM Wa lap
a=l

(11)

where Wa is the weight of axle a. lap is the moment
influence value--that is, the amount of moment induced at the measurement location per unit load applied--of the structure at the coordinate Xap occupied by axle a. The unknown values Wa and M0 may be
found by minimizing the error function defined by
the squares of differences between measured and predicted moment summed over all vehicle positions as
follows:
p

E

SUM
p=l
SUM
p=l

p

A
+ SUM Mgp - SUM Wa lap)
g=l
a=l

I f Mo = Wo and
be written as

(16)

SUM lap Ibp•
p=l

The system of equations may be written in Matrix
notation as Y = wz, which may be solved for the offset and axle weight vector W, because the vector Y
and matrix z are known from the structure's moment
influence line, the girder strain measurements, and
axle position information.
Observed moment records contain significant dynamic components resulting from the interaction of
the moving vehicle with the profile of the structure
and its approach pavement (Figure 1) • Because the
axle-weight determination method finds weights that
would generate moments most consistent with the record observed over the entire bridge length rather
than at any one point on the structure, effects of
dynamic loading are greatly diminished.

Structure Calibration
The method of axle weight determination assumes that
the bridge's moment influence line is known. In
practice, it is necessary to either define the line
theoretically or determine it empirically. Because
the actual behavior of a structure may deviate significantly from theoretical behavior, an empirical
calibration method has been chosen.
If the moment influence line is approximated by a
piece-wise linear function, calibration can be accomplished by measuring the strains induced by a vehicle of known axle spacing and weight at various
positions on the structure. Specifically, if the
line is designated by a set of moment influence values (Bj) defined at coordinates Xj, the moment influence value at any axle coordinate Xap on the structure may be expressed as
J

G

(Mo

(15)

and

(Mp - M'p)'

p

G

SUM SUM Mqp Ibp
p=l g=l

(10)

+ SUM Mqp
g=l

In terms of axle weights and locations, the predicted moment may be expressed as
M' p

(14)

where

Yb

When a load is present on a structure, it induces a
bending moment dependent on its magnitude and location on the structure. The total moment induced in a
steel or concrete girder structure by a vehicle at
any position p is distributed among the individual
girders, so the sum of girder moments must equal the
total moment. The moment in each girder is related
to the girder's strain by the relation

(

SUM
p=l

I (X 0 p)

-1,

A
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this

(17)
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XapJ/(Xj+l$ - Xj)

for xj < Xap < Xj+l

(Xj-1 - XapJ/(Xj-1 - Xj)

for Xj-l < Xap < xj

0

otherwise

(18)

(13)

The values of offset and axle weights that minimize E may be found by differentiating the expression with respect to each unknown and equating to
zero as follows:

The equation for total moment at position p may then
be written as
M' p

J
A
SUM SUM Wa Bj Rjap
j=l a=l

(19)
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FIGURE 1 Record of total moment induced at strain gauge locations during
passage of a five-axle truck-semitrailer combination (note the dynamic components
due to vehicle suspension and highway profile interaction).

and the error function of Equation 12 may be written
as
p

E

SUM
p=l
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J
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The error function can be generalized as

E

J
P ( G
SUM SUM Mgp - SUM Bj Hjpr
p=l g=l
j=O

(22)

The values of the unknown offset and moment influence values, which minimize the error E, can be
found by differentiating with respect to each vari-

p

SUM Hjp Hkp
p=l

(25)

Equation 23 may be expressed in matrix notation as
Y = BZ, and solved for the unknown offset and moment
influence values Bj . It is clear that the calibration method is related inversely to the vehicleweighing method. In the former, axle weights are
known and influence values are determined; in the
latter, influence values are known and axle weights
are determined.
In order for the piece-wise linear moment influence line to be valid, moment influence points must
be determined at locations of curve discontinuity.
Points are therefore required at span endpoints and
at the strain measurement location. In addition,
calibration software locates points 50 percent more
densely on the strain measurement span than on other
spans. A total of 25 to 30 moment influence points
will define the moment influence line of a 3-span
structure adequately, as is shown in Figure 2.
Vehicle Classification

0
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Yk
and

p
G
SUM SUM Mgp Hkp
p=l g=l

(24)

wnen trucks are weighed, it is desirable to obtain
as much vehicle classification information as possible. By supplementing the computed axle spacing and
weight information with the operator's observations,
numerical codes for the vehicle, the body and commodity types may be ascertained.
For purposes of the Truck Weight Study, vehicle
type is defined to be a 6-digi t number specifying
the vehicle's overall configuration and axle grouping. Automobiles are assigned a code of 100000,
while trucks,
tractor-semitrailer,
truck-trailer,
and tractor-semitrailer-trailer combinations are assigned codes of 200000, 300000, 400000, and 500000
respectively. Likewise, trucks with two full trailers, tractor-semitrailers with two full trailers,
and trucks with three full trailers are assigned
codes of 600000, 700000, and 800000.
For all heavy trucks, the second through sixth
digits are used to specify the vehicle's axle con-
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FIGURE 2 Moment influence line determined from calibration using a vehicle
of known axle spacing and weight (maximum is attained at strain gauge location
and zeros occur at span endpoints).

figuration. For example, a 5-axle tractor semitrailer is assigned a code of 332000, specifying a
3-axle tractor and a 2-axle semitrailer. A tractorsemi trailer-trailer combination may have a vehicle
code of 532400, specifying three tractor axles, two
semi trailer axles, and four axles on the trailer.
Finally, in the case of light vehicles, a separate
towed trailer will modify the vehicle code, as the
code for a car towing a cargo trailer 100300 illustrates. In every case, if the vehicle and trailer
types (e.g., single unit and tractor semi trailer)
are specified from visual observation, axle distance
and grouping information · can be added to completely
and unambiguously specify the vehicle code.
Likewise, a 2-digit code is assigned on the basis
of body type. Here, the code specifies whether the
vehicle was a car or pickup body, a flatbed, tank,
hopper, grain, van, or any other of 53 distinct body
types. Although these body types can only be specified by visual observation, correct identification
is generally possible even at high vehicle speeds.
Finally, a 5-digit commodity code that is consistent with the system developed by the Bureau of the
Budget for transportation reporting purposes is assigned to the load. Because it is not possible to
observe enclosed cargoes as they pass by a weighing
location, uncertainty exists in the commodity code
assignments for closed body types. Accurate assignment is generally possible for open body types.
The scheme developed for use with the weigh-inmotion system utilizes as much visual information as
is possible to gather in the available observation
period to specify vehicle, body, and commodity
codes. In general, a vehicle is identified by up to
three mnemonics of three characters each. The first
identifies the general vehicle type--car, pickup,
single-unit truck,
tractor semi trailer,
and so
forth. If the vehicle is some kind of heavy truck, a
body code is also entered. In the case of cars,
pickups, and other light vehicle, the vehicle mnemonic itself defines the body code. Finally, if a
separate trailer is towed, a trailer mnemonic is entered. A list of possible codes and their meaning is
given in Table 1.

The scheme may be illustrated by a limited number
of examples. The single mnemonic CAR specifies that
the weighed vehicle is an automobile, while the
paired mnemonics CAR/CGO designate a car towing a
cargo trailer. Similarly, the mnemonic pairs SUT/
GRN, lST/LUM, and 2ST/REF designate a single-unit
grain truck, a tractor-semitrailer hauling lumber,
and a refrigerated tractor-semi trailer-trailer combination. Software assigns most probable commodity
codes on the basis of body type, so that a commodity
code of 01100 corresponding to "field crops" is assigned to the grain truck, a code of 24200 corresponding to "lumber and dimension stock" is assigned
to the tractor semitrailer, and a code of 20000 corresponding to "food and kindred products" is assigned
to the refrigerated tractor-semitrailer-trailer combination.
A variation to the system described previously is
necessary where traffic volumes preclude manual description of every vehicle. If motorcycles, cars,
and pickups are automatically classified on the basis of vehicle length and weight, the requirement
for manual identification is greatly lessened. Because of the large overlaps between car and pickup
weights and d i mensions, however, such a classification is only approximate.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The weigh-in-motion system consists of instrumented
and calibrated structures; strain, and vehicle position measurement electronics; a digital computer
that executes weighing software written by the Department; and a motor home, which houses the electronics system. Figures 3 and 4 show the general
layout and location of components described in the
following text.
Structures
Because highway bridges are used to sense vehicle
loads, they must be listed first in the system de-
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TABLE 1 Vehicle, Trailer, and Body Type
Mnemonics and Corresponding Meanings
Classifica lion
Vehicle Type
Motorcycle
Car
Pickup
Pickup with camper
Panel
Carryall
Light utility
Personnel and cargo
Single unit tn1ck
Tractor-semitrailer
Truck-trailer
Tractor-semi tra Her-trailer
Truck-trailer-trailer
Tractor-semitrailer-trailer-trailer
Truck-trailer-trailer-trailer
Trailer Type
Camping
Mobile home
Cargo
Boat trailer
Equipment
Automobile
Truck
Slant back
Any other
Body Type
Motorcycle
Car
Pickup
Pickup with ca mp er
Panel
Carryall
Light utility
Personnel and cargo
Flatbed
Lowboy
Rack
Stock
Drill or oil rig
Lumber
Log carrier
Canopy
Express
Box
Grain
Dump
Enclosed van
Refrigerated van
Moving van
Beverage bottler
Delivery

Mnemonic

MOT
CAR
PUP
PUC
PNL
CYL
LUT
PNC
SUT
lST
ITT
2ST
2TT
3ST
3TT
CAM
MOD
CGO
BTT
EQU
ATO
TRK
SLB
ANY
MOT
CAR
PUP
PUC
PNL
CYL
LUT
PNC
FLT
LOB
RAK
STK
RIG
LUM
LOG
CNP
EXP
BOX
GRN
DMP
VAN
REF
MOY

BOT
DEL

Auto carrier

AUT

Armored
Cement mixer
Wrecker
Utilities
Garbage

ARM
BTC
MIX
WRK
UTL
GAR

contamer

CON

Eqttipment

EQP
CHS
SHP
OWL

Boat carrier

Ba1e C.lrnssis

Shop
Dwelling
Bus
Hopper
Empty log trailer
No trailer
Oil distributor
Oil tanker
Other tank
Chemical

BUS
HOP

ELG
NTR
DST
OIL
TNK

CHM

scr iption. As of July 1985, 18 steel girder structures had been instrumented and calibrated for
weighing in South Dakota. (Concrete girder structures had been considered for use, but because of
the relatively large number of steel structures
available, none have been instrumented to date.) All
of the instrumented structures have been 3-span, unskewed structures, varying in length from 117 to 337

ft, with six or fewer girders. Although both simpleand continuous-span structures have been used, all
have had strain gauges installed on one of the endspans and influence lines have been computed for the
entire bridge length. Some of the structures have
had exterior girders whose cross section varied from
that of the interior girdersi estimates of the girders' des.ign section moduli have been made to compensate for these differences.
The loads passing across an instrumented bridge
induce moments that gen·erate strains in each of the
structure's girders. Strain magnitudes depend on the
magnitude a nd location of th~ oadG as we ll as the
stre ngth and geometry of the structure, but typically strains of -so to +200 ~1crostrain will be observed as a single vehicle moves across the bridge.
Strain Measurement In·s trumen-tation
Electrical resistance foil strain gauges are attached to the upper side of the lower flange of each
glrder, at points equidistant from the girder ends.
Two gauges are mounted in a half-bridge configuration at each locationi a longitudinally oriented
gauge measures the girder's strain while a transversely oriented gauge measures a negative strain
(equal to the longitudinal strain multiplied by
Poisson 1 s ratio) and provides temperature compensation. Two gauge types have been successfully used.
The first is an array of two perpendicularly oriented gauges that are directly bonded to the girder
with epoxy. The second consists of two similarly
oriented gauges that have been already bonded to a
piece of thin metal stocki this type is spot-welded
to the girder by a portable, low-power welding unit
specifically designed for the task. In either case,
leadwires are soldered to the gauges after their attachment to the girder, and the gauge location is
sealed with a polyurethane coating. Finally, layers
of butyl and neoprene rubber approximately 1/8-in.
thick are placed over the gauge location to provide
additional protection from moisture and mechanical
disturbance. A useful life of approximately 10 years
is expected from this type of installation.
The leadwires are run to the end of the structure
and terminated with waterproof connectors. During
operation, the girder's leadwires are connected to a
junction box attached to 100 or 200 ft of multipair,
shielded cable, which is run to the instrumentation
located in the instrumentation vehicle.
Individual variable excitation, variable-gain,
strain gauge amplifiers power each girder's strain
gauges and amplify their strain signals. With strain
qauqe factors of 2.0 and excitation voltages of from
7 to 15 volts, gains of approximately 2,500 to 5,000
are required to amplify the strain signals to levels
consistent with the analog-to-digital converter's
input range of ±5 volts. The amplifiers are selfl:ialancing--that is, they will automatically balance
them.selves when a single button is pushed or a remote control balance signal is applied. In practice,
it is necessary to rebalance approximately twice per
hour to accommodate drifts caused by temperature
variations, a task easily accomplished by the operator attending the system. Although the amplifiers
were manufactured with switch-selectable, 10-, 100-,
1,000-, and 10,000-Hz, 6-pole, lowpass filters, a
filtering frequency between 10 and 100 Hz is more
suitable for bridge weighing purposes. By changing
capacitor values, the 10 ,000-Hz filter was changed
into a 30-Hz filter, which is used during weighing.
The output signal of each of the six amplifiers
is displayed on a digital panel meter in the instrumentation vehicle. Although not required for weight
calculation, the meters provide positive indication
of proper amplifier balance and strain measurement.
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FIGURE 3 Plan (a) and profile (h) representations of a typical three-span,
four-steel-girder bridge, showing the locations of strain gauges and axlesensing photocell and reflector pairs.
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Ve h icle Speed a nd Geome try I ns trume ntation
Photocells positioned in the structure approach
lanes detect the passage of axles through the
bridge. Two infrared, retroreflective photocells are
placed on each lane's shoulder a known distance,
usually 10 ft, apart. Low-profile reflective pavement markers are placed midlane, at identical distances from the structure as the photocells. When no
vehicle is present, the photocell's beam is projected to the pavement marker, then reflected back
to the photocell's detection circuit . When a vehicle' IS axle is present, the beam is blocked and no
reflected beam is detected.
The photocells modulate the transmitted infrared
beam and then filter and demodulate the reflected
beam to minimize the effect of ambient light conditions. The photocell output circuitry is an optically
isolated
transistor
that
is
electrically
equivalent to a mechanical switch contact. When the
infrared beam is interrupted, the transistor conducts, as would a closed switch. Digital counters
inside the instrumentation vehicle indicate the current status and the number of axles counted by each
photocell in each lane, enabling verification or
troubleshooting of photocell operation.

The operator enters a vehicle's identification
mnemonics just after it is weighed and its axle configuration is displayed on the computer's monitor.
To speed classification, all of the vehicle and
trailer type mnemonics and 24 of the most common
body type mnemonics may be entered by striking sing le function keys on the operator's console keyboard.
Motor home
A standard 22-ft recreational vehicle houses the
electronics and provides workspace for the operatoni. It wa• purcha•ad compl11t11 with .i:efrig11rator,
stove, water heater, and bath because the price of a
standard configuration compared favorably to that of
a stripped-down, custom-built vehicle. The only modifications required were removal of one of the captain's chairs to make room for the electronic instrumentation cabinet and installation of a small
hatch through which cables are run. The standard air
conditioner and 4 ,000-W gasoline-powered electrical
generator hove proved to be more than adequate to
run the instrumentation system in a controlled climate. To minimize the possibility of passing traffic
recognizing the weighing operation, the motorhome is
not marked with transportation department insignia.

Th e Weigh-in-Mot i on Compute r
A minicomputer continuously monitors girder strain
and axle sensor signals, then computes vehicle
speeds, axle spacings, and weights from the measurements. It consists of a central processing unit, 128
kilobytes of semiconductor memory, dual 512-kilobyte
floppy disks for storage of programs and data, a
console terminal for operator interaction, and a
small line printer on which weight, moment, and
strain data may be printed or plotted.
An optically isolated digital input interface detects transitions between open and blocked photocell
conditions. Each input circuit is debounced to eliminate multiple transitions, then converted to logic
levels compatible with the computer. When any transition occurs at any photocell, the interface interrupts the computer so that the times of the transitions may be immediately and accurately recorded by
a programmable clock interface.
While a vehicle is on the bridge, each girder's
strain signal is digitized by the computer's multichannel
12-bit
analog-to-digital
converter
once
every 32 msec, a time interval corresponding to a
distance of 2. 4 ft for a vehicle traveling 55 mph.
These measurements are taken and stored in the computer's memory until the vehicle's last axle has
left the bridge.
After a vehicle's induced strains and axle sensor
times have been completely recorded, axle spacings
and weights are computed. Because these computations
occur asynchronously with, and at a lower priority
than, analog and digital data collection, the computer can continue to collect raw measurement data
while completing the analysis of preceding vehicles.

Vi deo Vehicle Identifica t i on System
Although South Dakota has a limited number of sites
that allow vehicle
access
beneath
instrumented
structures, this method of concealing weighing is
used where possible. To provide visual information
concerning the vehicle's body type and configuration, a portable television camera and video recorder are stationed alongside the highway. Traffic
may be observed on a video monitor located in the
instrumentation vehicle.

Approximate costs of the weigh-in-motion system, exclusive of manpower cost of development and test,
are summarized as follows:

Eq uipment
Minicomputer and interface modules
Strain gauge amplifiers
Gauges, cables, and connectors
Photocells and reflectors
Video camera, recorder, and monitor
Motorhome equipped with generator
Total

Approximate
Cost ($)
13,000
9,000
2,000
1,000
1,000
22,000
48,000

The cost of
installing permanently attached
strain gauges to a structure is between $100 and
$200, depending on the number of girders and exclusive of manpower costs. Approximately 2 man-days are
required for installation.
Although the system has been operated by one person, a 2-man crew consisting of a permanently assigned technician and one seasonal assistant is normally used for purposes of safety and convenience.
Approximately 30 min is required to set up a previously calibrated site for weiqhinq, and another 30
min to detach the system after weighing.
ACCURACY
System accuracy has been determined from comparison
of in-motion measurements taken at bridge sites with
static measurements taken at nearby permanent or
portable enforcement scales operated by the state
highway patrol. Vehicles are matched on the basis of
detailed visual observation, including truck make,
colors, axle configuration, cargo, insignia, and observation time. Because the in-motion sites are located several miles from the enforcement sites, only
about one-half the vehicles weighed at one site are
observed at the other.
Axle Spacing and Vehicle Speed

.

With axle sensors spaced 10 ft apart, the accuracy
of axle spacings has been found to be plus or minus
O.1 ft within all normal vehicle operation speeds,
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except when the vehicle stops or accelerates from a
stop in the immediate area of the bridge. Ninety
percent of measured speeds have been within 5 percent of speeds indicated by a hand-held radar gun,
but the high level of accuracy in the axle spacings
suggests that the weigh-in-motion system is probably
more accurate than the radar gun used in the studies.

vehicles had gross weight errors exceeding 20 percent. Unlike weights obtained at other sites, these
weights show significant bias, averaging approximately 10 percent higher than static weights. Inspection of vehicle-induced moment plots generated
by the weigh-in-motion computer has shown that the
dynamic moment record differs from the static moment
record not only in high frequency content, but also
in overall magnitude and shape. This indicates that
the interaction of trucks with the structure's profile is contributing to gross vehicle motion errors
that the weight computation method cannot remove.
Because these errors depend on vehicle suspension
and speed, a general scheme for error compensation
would be difficult, if not impossible, to devise.
Selection of an alternative site is probably the
only workable solution.
At all sites, the variability in axle or axle
group weights is much greater than the variability
in gross weights. It is not uncommon for an individual axle weight to be in error by 50 percent or
more. As might be expected, axle weights are least
accurate at sites where gross errors are greatest.

Gross and Axle Weights
Accuracy studies have shown the weighing accuracy to
be strongly dependent on the structure used as the
load sensing element. Although all of the structures
studied to date have been three-span, steel girder
structures, they have varied significantly in length
and profile smoothness, and have included both continuous and simply supported spans.
Best results have been obtained on the long continuous girder structures with smooth decks and approaches (Figure 5) • The probability distributions
of the two I-90 sites show that approximately 20
percent of vehicles are weighed with errors of 1
percent or less, approximately 50 percent with errors of 3 percent or less, and virtually all with
errors of 10 percent or less.
The poorest performance has been observed at a
simply supported structure on U.S. 81 consisting of
3, 39-ft spans, each of which sags significantly. At
this site, only 18 percent of trucks were weighed
with errors less than 10 percent, and 46 percent of

Vehicle, Body, and Commodity Codes
The 6-digi t vehicle codes computed from the axle
spacings and visual observations have been found to
be 100 percent accurate when the operator identifies
each vehicle. In the automatic light-vehicle classi-
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f ication mode, where motorcycles, cars, and pickup
trucks are classified without operator input, an
estimated 30 percent of cars are classified as
pickup trucks or vice versa.
The accuracy of assigned body codes is dependent
on factors that affect the quality of observation
available to the operator, especially weather,
light, and, in the case of vehicles observed by camera, the camera viewing angle. During accuracy studies, the body codes have been determined at 100 percent accuracy, but this level of accuracy is not
attainable in all circumstances. It certainly is not
possible during nighttime operation.
At the current level of differentiation, correct
conunodity codes are assigned for 90 percent of heavy
trucks. Errors occur mainly from unexpected loads,
such as a dump truck hauling steel pipe where a commodity code corresponding to mineral products is incorrectly assigned.
FUTURE PLANS
South Dakota's 1985 Truck Weight Study marks the beginning of sustained use of its bridge weigh-in-motion system. Trucks have been weighed and classified
at interstate, main rural, secondary, and urban
sites during the sununer and fall months. The entire
study has been performed at in-motion weighing
sites; portable scales used in previous studies have
not been used.
Although complete analysis of the data is awaiting changes to the analysis software, the knowledge
already gained has prompted new questions and desires for increased system performance. Likewise,
questions concerning the use of collected information have also arisen.
System Improvements
South Dakota's version of the bridge weigh-in-motion
system does have some problems, some of which will
require further system revision and development.
First, the photocell and pavement reflector axle
sensors will not operate in rain. High-speed vehicles, especially trucks, throw a spray behind their
wheels that effectively blocks the photocell's beam,
making correct axle count and timing impossible. Although rains are infrequent in South Dakota, the
problem is serious enough to warrant development of
an alternate axle sensor. Preliminary work has begun
using piezoelectric cable sensors, but these are not
yet operational.
The

f'eLrncu1~nt

::>tcetin

yauye

int;tallations

have

been attacked by vandals at two different sites located in or close to towns. Steps have been taken t o

make the leadwires less accessible, but detachable
sensors will be required to eliminate the problem.
It would be highly desirable to incorporate
weight-validity checking into the weigh-in-motion
system. The method of axle weight solution, for example, is mathematically similar to the problem of
multiple regression; the unknown axle weights correspond to the unknown regression coefficients. Statistical methods that allow for the calculation of
uncertainty in the regression coefficients could
perhaps be applied to compute the uncertainty in the
weight calculations. Suspect in-motion weights could
be flagged and selectively included or excluded from
data. To date, only preliminary work has been conducted in this area.
The current version of weighing software only allows for weighing of vehicles that were alone on the

structure for a major fraction of its weighing period. Although most of the sites have low traffic
volumes (less than 400 vehicles per hour), which
minimize the probability of multiple vehicle presence, a significant portion of traffic at two Interstate 90 sites is unweighable because of this limitation. Major changes to the weighing software to
compute and use moment influence lines for individual structure girders would allow weighing of simultaneous vehicles, ·but no decision has yet been made
to add this capability.
Finally, development of a .portable system capable
of unattended operation would be extremely beneficial, especially for use on low-volume highways. Although the system would not enjoy the benefit of an
operator's observation of the weighed vehicle's body
type, its ability to weigh vehicles for several days
would increase the statistical validity of the
weights at decreased operator cost. Although no
final design has been proposed, it is probable that
such a system, which would use already instrumenled
structures, could be assembled for under $20,000.
Work will proceed in this area subject to manpower
availability.
Expanded Use in Weighing
Expansion of weighing coverage, both in terms of
number of sites and times of weighing activity, will
be possible with the system. Although the 1985 Truck
Weight Study has been conducted at approximately the
same number of sites as previous studies, and during
approximately the same time periods, many more potential weigh-in-motion sites exist. Repeated visits
to already calibrated sites during other seasons
than summer will increase understanding of seasonal
traffic and weight variations. Because 24-hr weighing is now feasible, it will be possible to observe
time-of-day effects, particularly with regard to
overweight loads. All of these options are presently
being considered subject to information need and operational and manpower constraints.
Weight Data Implications
Perhaps the most significant future efforts will
concern reevaluation of pavement designs and load
predictions. Although the Truck weight Study is not
yet complete, it is likely that the loads weighed by
in-motion equipment will average heavier than loads
previously measured at portable installations because of less truck avoidance. Moreover, individual
v..iiicle weights will have a higher level of uncertainty attached to them. Questions of how design
procedures should be altered to acconunodate the new
information will become extremely important.
CONCLUSION
The bridge weigh-in-motion system developed by the
South Dakota Department of Transportation has been
proved capable of sustained weighing with accuracies
comparable to other in-motion systems. Its continued
use beyond the 1985 Truck Weight Study will open up
new possibilities for improving the quality of truck
weight information throughout the state.

Publication of this paper sponsored by Task Force on
Weigh-in-Motion.
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Development of Heavy-Vehicle Electronic
License Plate Concept
PETER DAVIES and FRASER K. SOMMERVILLE

ABSTRACT
Described in this paper is the current progress of the work undertaken by the
authors on the development of a heavy-vehicle electronic license plate (HELP)
system in the United States. A summary is provided of the results of studies on
the technical and economic feasibility of the HELP concept, and its further development before a multistate demonstration project, known as the Crescent
Project. The studies have been performed by CRC Corporation under contract to
the Arizona Department of Transportation, with funding from the Federal Highway
Administration. The HELP system is an integrated heavy-vehicle monitoring system that combines automatic vehicle identification (AVI), weigh-in-motion
(WIM), automatic vehicle classification, and data communications and processing. It will permit the collection of transportation planning data, plus general highway system regulation nd fleet management. An outline of these applications of the system is included, as well as the AVI and WIM technologies,
which would satisfy the needs of the system users. The format and content of
the coded information stored in the identification tag attached to vehicles is
also discussed. A summary of the cost-benefit analysis and the proposed implementation strategy leading to the demonstration project is also included.

This paper describes the results of studies on the
heavy-vehicle electronic license plate (HELP) system
concept, performed by CRC Corporation under contract
to the Arizona Department of Transportation, with
funding from the Federal Highway Administration
(FHWA). The HELP system is to be an integrated
heavy-vehicle monitoring system that combines automatic vehicle identification (AVI), weigh-in-motion
(WIM) , automatic vehicle classification (AVC) , and
data communications and processing.
Included in the paper are details of the initial
study into the technical and economic feasibility of
developing and implementing a HELP system, and the
development and further refinement of the HELP concept in a subsequent study. The aim of the latter
study was to build on the work carried out in the
feasibility study and Oregon concept demonstration,
taking the HELP development program to a stage where
several of the system testing and design strands can
begin. These activities will include the testing of
current AVI systems and the subsequent development
of a detailed performance specification for AVI;
related work on WIM and AVC performance specifications; the Systems Design Study, dealing with requirements for the data communications and processing systems; and a major demonstration project in
several contiguous western states, known as the
Crescent Project.
APPLICATIONS
Throughout the duration of the feasibility study,
extensive consultations took place with state and
federal agency personnel as well as with representatives of the trucking industry, to establish the poCRC Corporation,
2RD, England.

University

Park,

Nottingham,

NG7

tential applications of a comprehensive monitoring
and data collection system. Six main application
areas of the HELP system were established, with some
overlap in specific areas. The six applications are
as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation planning,
Vehicle taxation,
Size, weight, and speed enforcement,
Hazardous materials monitoring,
Truck fleet management, and
Crime detection.

Taking each of these areas in turn, the potential
benefits of the system were identified, as outlined
below. Particular emphasis is given to the last
three areas as these would utilize the system's monitoring and location capability to the greatest extent. Further details of the applications are contained in the feasibility study final report C.!l·

Transportation Planning
Transportation planning relies on the collection of
extensive truck data used in pavement design, highway cost allocation, pavement research, and highway
maintenance management systems. Traditional methods
of truck data collection have considerable disbenefits that can be ameliorated by the integration of
AVI technology with WIM within the HELP system
framework.

Vehicle Taxation
Vehicle taxation presents a considerable administrative burden to states and truckers alike. Paperwork
is extensive and complex, constituting an essen-
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tially unproductive activity that
is,
however,
necessary for the assessment and audit of tax liabilities. Here, the HELP system offers enormous potential for simplification and rationalization of
existing procedures, offering substantial savings to
both trucking firms and states alike.
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public and privately operated fleets where existing
methods of control over fleet movements could be improved, if more accurate and reliable data were
available through the use of AVI technology.

Crime Detection
Size and Weight Enforcement
The enforcement of size and weight requirements is
an essential but costly activity at present, involving delays to trucking firms as well as labor-intens ive programs operated by the states. By automating
most of the enforcement program, the HELP system
could benefit the trucking industry through time
savings at weigh stations and ports of entry. Size
and weight enforcement agencies in the United States
would also . see substantial benefits as a result of
increased productivity of staff through permitting
rationalization or redeployment to other essential
tasks.

Hazardous Materials Monitoring
The mentioning of hazardous materials is a relatively new area that could be satisfied by the HELP
system. There is growing concern among state officials and the public that the extent of the movements of this type of commodity are not known. Some
operators who haul hazardous materials do not fully
comply with all requirements of the regulations,
since their main concern is in transporting the
goods as efficiently and cheaply as possible.
It would be possible using the AVI technology of
the HELP system to provide information about trucks
carrying materials of a hazardous nature, thus enabling a data base to be established. The data base
containing type of commodity and origin-destination
information could subsequently be utilized by transportation planning staff in the execution of their
duties. This information would be particularly useful in assessing the type and number of rescue response teams required on different routes to provide
an effective coverage of the highway system throughout the state. In addition, it would identify any
sections of the highway that are frequently used in
the movement of hazardous materials and, where these
sections are substandard, design improvements could
be made.

The detection of crime through the HELP system could
help reduce the current high incidence of theft of
cargo in transit, which represents a multibillion
dollar drain on the national economy. The problem is
one that has been the focus of attention within the
industry and by the federal government. Discussions
with trucking firms and manufacturers have confirmed
the extent of the problem and have highlighted the
lack of effective countermeasures.
A recent marketing-distribution plan developed
for the Lo-Jack Corporation of Boston, Massachusetts, by Touche Ross & Company (2) assessed the potential market for the company, which has developed
and patented a vehicle theft detection system based
on state-of-the-art technology. In defining the nature of the motor vehicle theft problem, the report
uses as evidence costs borne by society and the
trucking industry. It was estimated that annual
losses to the trucking industry through theft are
approximately $7 billion. The number of automobiles
stolen each year in the United States was put at
over 1 million, at an estimated cost to society of
$2.9 billion, with automobile insurance losses as a
result of theft at approximately $3 billion annually. If increased deterrence through use of a
freight traffic monitoring system could lead to even
a small percentage reduction in these figures, the
benefits to society would be substantial. For the
Arizona study, these application areas were put in a
priority order before investigation of the technological options for a HELP system. The main options
considered are outlined in the following text.

TECHNOLOGY
For each of the system areas covering AVI, WIM, AVC,
and data communications and processing, the study
team identified technologies that would satisfy the
needs of the users. Only AVI and WIM systems are reviewed in this paper.

AVI SYSTEMS
Truck Fleet Management and Control
The management and control of trucks may prove to be
the single most important area of application for
the HELP system. Fleet management information is essential for efficient utilization of the resources
available to trucking firms. Most past applications
of AVI technology have involved this basic objective, which has normally been sufficient justification in itself for a major systems investment. Widespread highway applications have been held back by
the absence of an appropriate infrastructure for
AVI, which would be rectified by the HELP system.
The role of truck monitoring and location in
fleet control is easier to define and the benefits
easier to measure than in some areas. Benefits consist of improved fleet utilization, giving a direct
increase in productivity for the existing labor
force, vehicle fleet, and infrastructure. The proposed heavy-vehicle electronic license plate (HELP)
system would make these benefits readily available
to truck fleet operators. Fleet control applications
can also be expected to extend to the many other

The st1Jdy team considered both ground-based and satellite technologies as possible contenders for use
within the HELP system. Satellite systems offer the
possibility of continuous monitoring while groundbased systems will only identify vehicles at set locations on the highway system. However, ground-based
systems generally offer substantial cost-savings
over satellite-based ones.

Ground-Based Systems
Ground-based systems for the automatic monitoring of
vehicles typically consist of three functional elements: the vehicle-mounted electronic license plate
or tag; the roadside reader unit, with its associated antennae; and a system for the transmission,
analysis, and storage of data. The broad technological options considered in the feasibility study were
(a) optical and infrared systems, (b) inductive loop
systems, and (c) other ground-based radio frequency
and microwave systems.
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Optical and Infrared Systems
Optical systems formed the basis of the earliest vehicle ID technologies. Several systems were developed during the 1960s in the United States and Europe. These were mostly superseded in the vehicle
identification field during the 1970s due to several
problems that are outlined later in this paper. The
fundamental nature of these problems is such that
further detailed treatment of optical scanning technology was deemed unnecessary within the feasibility
study.
Optical systems require clear visibility, as performance is seriously degraded by snow, rain, i ce,
fog, and dirt. The systems are sensitive to scanner/
label misalignment, focusing problems, and depth-off ield limitations, although improvements in performance have been achieved in recent years. Infrared
systems were tried during the 1970s as a substitute
for the earlier optical approaches, but these never
gained widespread application. They share most of
the problems of the optical systems, being similarly
sensitive to environmental conditions, and were not
considered a serious contender for the HELP system
vehicle ID technology.
These approaches were superseded by inductive
loop vehicle ID systems, many of which are still in
operation, and these techniques are described next.

I nduct i ve Loop Systems
Inductive loop vehicle ID systems use conventional
traffic detection and counting loops in the highway
pavement to detect signals from tags mounted on the
underside of vehicles. Inductive loop systems operate in the kHz frequencies, typically 70 to 150 kHz.
These approaches can be divided into active, semiactive and passive systems, according to the source
of power used by the vehicle-mounted tag .
Active systems use an electronic tag, which receives its power supply from the vehicle on which it
is mounted. These systems may transmit the identification code continuously'· or may be triggered by a
signal from the inductive loop in the pavement. As
the power supply for transmission of the vehicle ID
code is not significantly limited, they may be
picked up over a wide range of lateral positions on
the highway, given an appropriate design of inductive loop array.
Inductive loop vehicle identification systems
based on active electronic tags have been successfully applied to bus and streetcar ID applications
in the United States, Europe, and Australia. In
these applications, power from the vehicle is
readily available and incentives to cheat the system
are normally absent.
Of great importance in the HELP context is the
problem of system security. Any externally-powered
electronic license plate must be vulnerable to external switching or disablement. Even where deliberate fraud is excluded, the power feed cable and its
connections are likely to be the weakest link in the
system. This source of unreliability is unlikely to
be acceptable within the HELP system.
Passive systems use an electronic tag that is energized by power transmitted from the indu.c tive loop
in the pavement. Typically, a pure sinusoidal unmod ulated carrier is emitted by the road loop, and
picked up by a similar loop or ferrite rod antenna
on the vehicle. The mechanism of energy transfer is
via electromagnetic induction, analogous to that between the primary and secondary windings of an aircore transformer. The electronic tag then retrans mits a coded signal of much lower power, which is

detected by a second loop or by another antenna in
the pavement.
Passive tags are sealed units with no external
power supply. When outside the field of the powering
inductive loop, these tags are totally inactive.
Passive systems are generally less vulnerable than
active units to outside interference or damage,
whether accidental or deliberate. With appropriate
security coding, a high resistance to fraud can be
built into these systems.
Semiactive systems have been developed most recently, and use an internal battery to provide power
to transmit the vehicle ID code when triggered by an
inductive loop. These totally sealed un i ts require
no external power supply and can therefore overcome
the problems of the fully active system.
Although semiactive inductive loop vehicle ID
systems have not been widely tested, they seem to
offer a particular balance of advantages that could
make them appropriate for the HELP system design.
Other Radio Frequency and Microwave Systems
Other ground-based radio frequency and microwave
systems have generally adopted roadside or trackside
antenna layouts, transmitting and rece1v1ng, or
both, on a wide range of frequencies in the kHz,
MHz, and GHz ranges. Like inductive loop systems,
these technologies can be divided into active, semiactive, and passive approaches. Active systems suffer from the same problems as their inductive loop
counterparts and were therefore excluded from further consideration.
Typically, in a passive microwave application, an
encapsulated tag is attached to the side of a vehicle or container. The tag contains a small internal
rece1v1ng antenna, an internal transmitter, and
solid-state
electronic circuitry.
The
roadside
reader unit illuminates the tag with a fixed radio
frequency, some of which the transponder absorbs,
converts, and transmits back to the reader unit, in
a form containing the ID code. Conversion may be to
a harmonic frequency or simply by polarization and
modulation of the radiated signal.
Results of tests on microwave systems suggest
that their performance is sensitive to reader/tag
alignment, focusing, temperature, and vibration. The
reader requires line-of-sight contact with the tag,
though not necessarily an optically clean path. In
multi-lane situations, however, occlusion of the
beam by vehicles in adjacent lanes constitutes a
serious problem.
The most serious problem associated with other
radio frequency and microwave passive systems, however, concerns the power levels that must be transmitted to energize the vehicle-mounted tags. In many
countries, these may violate limitations on communications systems frequency power outputs.
Semiactive systems may again offer a satisfactory
compromise, using a sealed unit transponder with an
internal lithium battery. These should allow radiated power levels to be greatly reduced, while providing for an electronic license plate design life
of several years. Once again, however, the technology is relatively untried, although several prototype systems have been tested.
Sa t ell i te Systems
An area that has, through technological advancement,
become feasible as a means of implementing a heavyvehicle electronic license plate system is the use
of satellites for position fixing.
Satellite location systems operate by precise
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timing of signals transmitted from a ground station,
through two or three satellites, to a receiver. By
looking at the difference in the time of arrival of
signals routed by each satellite, the distance of
the receiver from each satellite can be calculated.
This leads to a position fix in three dimensions
through trilateration.
By the end of 1987, the Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS) will be fully operational. The
Navstar/GPS system will give highly accurate, allweather, continuous navigation fixes to users anywhere in the world that will permit users to obtain
position, velocity, and time.
At the time of implementation of Navstar/GPS, receiver manufacturers have suggested that their receiver would be about the size of a car radio. Receivers are quite sophisticated, with complex timing
and computation functions required, and costs are
currently much higher than could be accepted for the
minimum HELP system electronic license plate. Once
the position of a vehicle has been found, it is
&till necessary to transmit it.A lor.ation to a central point for data analysis, perhaps by cellular
radio. However, the complex nature of the required
total equipment package makes it doubtful whether
the HELP cost target of $100 per electronic tag, inclusive of installation, could ever be approached.
Another satellite system that could be used in
the HELP project, however, is being developed by the
Geostar Corporation of New Jersey (1l· Geostar will
provide accurate information on position, and twoway data transmission by satellite, for users with a
small, battery-operated transceiver, like a singlechannel CB radio. Geostar will use three geostationary satellites for coverage of the United States and
a ground station that will carry out all computations and positioning. Each position measurement is
processed by the ground station computers with the
identification of the user's receiver given by a
unique individual code.
In the first-generation Geostar system (coverage
of the continental United States) , there will be
three satellites in orbit above the equator at fixed
longitudes, over the Atlantic, over the central
United States, and over the Pacific. The ground station, which can be at any convenient secure location, sends a radio signal up to one of the satellites many times per second. The satellite relays
the signal in a broad beam covering the United
States. When the transceiver, which can be on a vehicle, boat, aircraft, or building, receives the
signal, it responds with a binary sequence or "fingerprint" of pulses that uniquely identify that
transceiver. Additional digital data or a message
may be added to the same signal.
The communications pulse code is received at each
of the three satellites and relayed by them to the
ground station over tight beams, arriving as three
identical pulse sequences at three different times.
The computer at the ground station identifies the
fingerprint, measures the three times, and from that
timing information, computes the longitude, latitude, and time of response of the communication.
Discussions with electronics manufacturers suggest that current transceiver costs would be about
$450 per unit. However, it is feasible that a reduced capability system, matched to HELP system
needs, could be significantly lower-cost. For this
reason, further investigations into the potential of
Geostar are envisaged later in the HELP development
program.
WIM SYSTEMS
Unlike vehicle ID systems, which need to be standardized to permit compatibility between different
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states and manufacturers, uniformity of approach to
WIM system design is not essential within the HELP
context. Each state could choose its own system, or
might even decide to use several systems to achieve
a range of objectives.
For this reason, the aims of the HELP program are
somewhat different in the consideration of WIM systems than they were with vehicle identification.
With WIM, the task of the HELP program is to set out
the options and evaluate alternatives without necessarily reaching a definitive, unique specification.
Several systems for weighing vehicles in motion
are currently obtainable from manufacturers in Europe and the United States. In determining the
available WIM technologies, the study team has investigated a wide range of equipment and techniques,
including current systems and new approaches that
are still at the research and development stage (4).
The main alternatives for permanent weigh:-inmotion sites considered in this section are as follow&:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bending plate systems,
Shallow weigh-scale systems,
Deep-pit weigh-scales,
Bridge systems,
Piezo systems, and
Capacitive systems.

Bending Plate Systems
This type of system was first developed and patented
in West Germany by the Bundesanstalt fuer Strassenweisen (BAST) , which can be translated as the Federal Road Research Institute. The system, which is
manufactured and distributed by the PAT Corporation,
uses a high-strength steel plate only 5/8-in. thick,
which can be used for high-speed dynamic weighing
when recessed into a shallow pit. Typically, two or
three plates are used across a traffic lane, covering both wheel tracks. A lightweight frame supports
the plates in a pit of only 2-in. depth, a factor
that helps keep installation costs down.
The weigh-plate transducer is supported along its
longer sides. Bending of the plate under load, as a
vehicle crosses it, is measured by strain gauges located in two slots milled in the underside. For environmental protection, the entire sensor unit is
encapsulated in vulcanized synthetic rubber.
The monitoring equipment is located in a large
cabinet or hut by the roadside and often includes a
microcomputer, which can potentially be interfaced
with AVI and data transmission equipment.
The simplicity and precision of thiz W!M technol-

ogy must render it a strong contender for incorporation in the HELP system, if problems of cost and
supply can be overcome. This system would rank at
the head of the established, thoroughly tested approaches, because of its technical excellence and
broad-based, successful application.
Shallow Weigh Scale Systems
The Radian WIM system is a shallow weigh scale,
though much more complex in design than the bending
plate. It has been quite widely used within North
America, and is capable of giving good results when
carefully maintained. The depth of the Radian system
is less than 4 in., which, again, would help to keep
installation costs down. The roadside equipment is
normally located in a mobile motor home, as the system is not usually operated unattended.
At present, this system appears less attractive
than the bending plate approach, both in terms of
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technical merit and potential for cost reduction.
Some savings could certainly be made by the adoption
of microprocessor technology in signal processing,
but the scale itself would remain complex and relatively expensive. Reliability could also be a problem with large numbers of scales in continuous operation. However, the scale provides an option from
the bending plate system, which should be carried
forward to the evaluation stage.

Deep Pit Weigh Scales
The University of Saskatchewan/IRD Automatic Highway
Scale is a deep-pit system, with two rectangular
weighing platforms measuring 5 ft and 4 in. by 1 ft
and 9 in. resting on a common concrete foundation.
One platform is located in each wheel track. Loads
applied to a platform produce a vertical movement in
a centrally located oil-filled piston, which acts as
a load cell. Inductive loops and a roadside monitoring system allow a range of vehicle parameters to be
measured. A high statistical accuracy is claimed for
an all-in system cost of over $150,000 per site. The
IRD system was selected by the State of Oregon for
initial work on interfacing WIM and AVI.
The technology of the IRD system is similar to
that of many earlier deep-pit approaches, such as
the United Kingdom Transport and Road Research Laboratory's (TRRLs) dynamic weigh bridge, the West
German and University of Kentucky's "broken back"
designs, the French LCPC dynamic scale and the
Streeter-Arnet Rollweigh System. However, the high
costs of fabrication, installation, and maintenance
of these approaches would count against their being
used in a nationwide HELP system, and their use can
be discounted unless substantial cost reductions become feasible.
In addition to investigations into the performance of current commercially available, proven systems, the study team examined the status of ongoing
research into the development of low-cost, permanent, WIM systems and evaluated the potential of
these relatively new devices for use in the HELP
system. These concepts include the following approaches.

Bridge Systems
The Bridge weighing system was first developed at
Case Western Reserve University in Ohio. In its current form, reusable strain transducers are clamped
to the support beams of a highway underbridge. Tape
switches are placed on the road surface for the measurement of vehicle speeds. An optional manual input
is also possible for detailed vehicle classification
via a portable control box. Data recording is via a
minicomputer system and dedicated electronic apparatus mounted in a mobile instrumentation van parked
near to the bridge. Individual truck speeds, axle
weights, and gross vehicle weights are displayed on
a TV monitor or printed in real time. These data are
also stored on floppy disc.

Piezo Systems
Piezo-electric axle load sensors made from a coppersheathed coaxial cable have been utilized in France,
West Germany, and Britain for some years, and have
been the subject of extensive research efforts in
several European countries. These sensors offer the
potential for an ultra low-cost, permanent axle
weighing system if problems concerning the manufacturer's quality control and mounting can be over-

come. The CRC team has been involved in this work
for several years, and is also familiar with work
carried out by French and Dutch research teams and
by the TRRL. The piezo-electric cable sensor is a
strong contender as a potential second-generation
WIM-AVI system. Research on this technology is
planned by Iowa and Minnesota to further develop the
present designs for u.s. applications.

Capacitive Systems
Capacitive WIM systems are now produced by Electromatic, Golden River, and Streeter Arnet, though all
three use the same surface-mounted portable capacitive sensor. The Golden River Marksman Axle Weight
Classifier was developed in 1982 by the University
of Nottingham Transport Research Group (NTRG), on
behalf of the Arizona Department of Transportation
(~).
The GR system utilizes a portable roadside
Marksman microprocessor traffic counter-classifier.
The Golden River Weighman is a further development of the Marksman Axle Weight Classifier to a
specification developed by the Arizona Department of
Transportation. The Weighman counts, weighs, and
classifies vehicles by type, as required by the
user. Operation is fully automatic and takes place
in real time. Separate records can be kept in sets
of twelve user-defined weight bands for leading
axles, other single axles, tandems, and gross vehicle weights (cross-referenced by 14 vehicle type
categories) within time intervals set by the user.
Alternatively, data can be grouped into fewer categories with less cross-referencing, or individual
vehicle dimensions, weights, speeds, and classes can
be stored in memory for subsequent analysis.
Although the capacitive systems are not immediately suitable for use at permanent WIM sites, CRC
Corporation has investigated the possibility of
adapting the present device as a permanent sensor,
under contract to the Golden River Corporation. The
results of this work suggested that there was a
strong potential for a low-cost, permanent WIM system, after a further period of detailed development,
testing, and appraisal. This approach should certainly be considered for second generation HELP system applications.
In conclusion, several alternative WIM systems
are available that would be suitable for use at HELP
permanent monitoring sites. The main problem with
these technologies is the high cost. Portable WIM
systems are also available, though less well developed, and could serve the needs of the HELP system
as regards mobile units for secondary routes. The
study team identified several technologies that have
considerable potential for cost reductions to meet
HELP system cost targets. Further development, testing, and appraisal is now required to ensure that
the aims of the HELP program are met.

IDENTIFICATION CODES
Part of the HELP program Concept Development study
(~) concerned the development of standards for coding of information onto the trucks' AVI tags. One of
the objectives of the study was to make recommendations on the format and content of the coded information. This was undertaken by consideration of the
following factors:
• The needs of potential HELP system users,
• The need for international compatibility,
Technical constraints, and
• Financial constraints.
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The approach adopted by the study team was first
to determine user information needs and how they may
be satisfied. This was undertaken through consultations with representatives of government and industry before consideration of a basic vehicle ID code
in relation to each of the potential application
areas. In analyzing how user needs may best be satisfied by the coding cont~nt, a choice was frequently presented between direct coding of information onto the truck tag and use of a "look-up" table
in the system computer data base. In some cases,
however, the choice was relatively straightforward,
while in others, the decision was dependent on the
trade-offs
between
transponder
costs,
and
the
look-up table approach. These cannot be assessed
accurately until strategic and detailed design is
undertaken during the systems design study. Recommendations were therefore presented as a flexible
framework, which will be refined throughout the HELP
program to maximize the cost-effectiveness of the
code content and tormat.
The mnin rf'r.ommf'n<'li'ltion in this ari;,a is that a
two-level AVI system should be utilized. The basic
system, which will probably be suitable for the
majority of trucks, should have an 11-alphanumer ic
character, fixed-tag code based on the standard vehicle identification number (VIN) system. Additional
characters will be required for security checks. Inclusion of permit status, body type, and commercialvehicle safety check status can be achieved by the
use of look-up tables in state or regional computer
data bases.
The second level is an enhanced version of the
first and includes an additional 10-character variable code field on the tag, plus security characters. The system will include the capability to
write information from the cab or roadside onto the
tag. This enhanced level will be utilized for hazardous materials monitoring purposes, and will also
be available to truck operators who wish to gain
extra benefit from the system through encoding of
commodity data, insurance carrier ID, or any other
information for their internal management and operational purposes.
Several other coding aspects have been addressed
and the following conclusions have been reached:
1. Alphanumeric coding is required to utilize
the basic ID-code format chosen;
2. ASCII coding is most appropriate for the HELP
system as opposed to any nonstandard form;
3. Several security coding features, which are
sufficient to make the system difficult to defraud,
should be built into the specified AVI system. An
overhead of 100 percent of message characters ii;
recommended to allow for security coding; and
4. Minimum code lengths should be sufficient to
encompass the user information needs outlined for
each level of system, together with any security
features. In the case of the basic system, a 22ASCII character capability is recommended.

ECONOMICS
Preliminary estimates in the feasibility study (.!l
of the costs and benefits of a HELP system indicated
that the magnitude of the annual benefits to truckers and the state could be as much as $40 million
and $20 million, respectively, set against an initial cost of $12 million per state, and annual running costs of $2.5 million. In the subsequent study,
the cost-benefit estimates were refined in the light
of better data.

High- and low-cost technology options were utilized in assessing the costs of a national HELP system. In addition, improved scaling factors and further consultation with potential system users have
led to improved estimates of benefit levels. The
conclusion drawn from these figures is that in the
highest-cost case, the payback period for a national
system would be approximately 7 months, while in the
low-cost scenario, a 5-month payback period is envisaged.
The cost-benefit analysis necessarily contains
assumptions on deployment density, site distribution, number of trucks fitted and technologies
adopted. Current assumptions on these factors will
need to be refined as the Crescent Project progresses. Further detailed cost-benefit analysis is
included in the scope of National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) project 3-34, taking a
similar range of deployment variables into account.
IMPLEMENTATION
As currently envisaged, the HELP system development
program includes laboratory and field testing of alternative AVI systems leading to a preferred AVI
specification, a systems design study, development
of a WIM-AVC performance specification and the NCHRP
National Feasibility Study. Following these program
phases, it is considered that a demonstration and
evaluation of the complete HELP system is essential.
This will allow a realistic evaluation of the system
benefits to be undertaken together with an assessment of the system operation including its reliability, durability, and accuracy.
At present, a HELP system demonstration project
is planned for the western United States and southwest Canada. This includes Texas, New Mexico, Arizona, California, Oregon, and Washington, and the
Canadian province of British Columbia. This corridor, known as "the Crescent," includes several major
interstate highways such as I-5, I-10, I-20, and
I-40. However, it is not unique in its capability to
evaluate the system adequately, and a number of
other states have expressed a strong interest in the
HELP program since its inception.
A number of alternative implementation scenarios
were considered to ensure the Crescent Project is
designed to provide the best pos~ible appraisal
framework and to assess the capability of other combinations of states to meet the program objectives.
The conclusion reached is that the Crescent Project
offers distinct advantages in terms of project coordination and its ability to demonstrate and evaluate
all the system benefits.
CONCLUSIONS

The examination of the Crescent Project implementation strategy completes this paper on the development of a national heavy-vehicle electronic license
plate (HELP) system. From the two studies to date, a
number of conclusions have been reached and specific
recommendations made. In addition, evidence has been
provided on the technical and economic feasibility
of the national HELP system concept, which suggests
substantial returns on the initial investment. The
studies performed should provide a platform from
which to proceed with the testing and development
strands of the HELP program. Given cooperation be.tween the states, and a partnership with industry, a
win-win situation can be achieved in bringing benefits of AVI, WIM, and AVC technologies to the motorcarrier industry, the states, and federal agencies.
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Portable Sensors and Equipment for
Traffic Data Collection
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ABSTRACT

In recent.years, the need for traffic data has increased although the resources
available to collect them have decreased; consequently, the use of automated
traffic data collection procedures and equipment has spread rapidly. These
techniques and devices may be used in either a fixed or portable mode. Portable
applications require the deployment of sensors that are accurate and rugged as
well as portable, easily and quickly installed and .removed, and reusable. Presented in this paper are the results of an investigation into available technologies that may be used in portable sensors for vehicle detection. The emphasis of this research was on those technologies that may be used in temporary or
short-term traffic data collection. A second objective of this study was to
develop performance requirements for portable automated traffic data collection
equipment. The research was funded by the Federal Highway Administration under
a contract entitled "Automated Speed Data Collection for Temporary Applications."

As the need and demand for traffic data and monitoring have increased over the last few years, the
available manpower and financial resources to provide this information have declined in many public
agencies. Consequently, the use of automated traffic
data collection procedures and equipment has rapidly
increased. This technology includes devices that are
portable as well as those that are permanently installed. The equipment in all cases includes a sensor that is placed on, in, or near the roadway and
provides an indication of vehicle passage and presTexas A&M University, College Station, Texas 77843.

ence, or both. (Weigh-in-motion devices were not included in this research.) The equipment also includes a detector that interprets a sensor actuation
as information and processes or stores it in useful
form. The balance of the data collection equipment
system consists of computational, data storage, or
conununication elements. This report deals with portable sensors and equipment used for temporary traffic data collection or monitoring.
Portable applications require the deployment of
sensors that are both accurate and durable. Portable
sensors fall into two general types--those that are
fixed to the surface of the roadway (such as pneu-
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matic tubes) and those that are placed at the side
of (or above) the roadway (such as infrared sensors). Possible portable traffic sensor alternatives
were assessed in this study with respect to their
technical effectiveness, probability of user acceptance, and cost. The evaluation of technical effectiveness included accuracy, sensitivity, ability to
reject spurious signals, environmental limitations,
possible problems related to interfacing with traffic data collection equipment, and adaptability to a
range of roadway geometric and surface textural conditions. User acceptance issues comprised portability, ease of installation and removal (including
time and manpower requirements), hazard of installation, vulnerability to vandalism, operational life,
and conspicuity. Cost includes original price, installation and removal, and maintenance. As a result
of this evaluation, it was concluded that three
technologies show the greatest promise for increased
use in the future for temporary traffic data collection. They are (a) piezoelectric cable, (b) infrared
detectors, and (c) laser beams. These an~ other concepts that may be or are useful for temporary traffic data collection are discussed in the following
sections.
A second part of the research effort was directed
toward what types and amounts of traffic data are
commonly collected. Information was obtained from
published literature as well as from practicing professionals and was used to determine performance requirements for portable sensors and data collection
equipment. In addition, an advisory panel of city,
county, and state traffic engineers from around the
country was used to: review and comment on traffic
sensor concepts; provide input on traffic data requirements; identify desirable properties of automated traffic data collection equipment and portable
sensors; and determine the relative importance of
factors to be considered in the evaluation of the
equipment. The following sections discuss the details, results, and conclusions of the research.

PORTABLE TRAFFIC SENSOR TECHNOLOGIES
Current practice in portable traffic data collection
is heavily dependent on two sensor types--pneumatic
tubes for traffic volume counts and radar units for
speed data. Pneumatic tube sensors are normally
placed across a traffic lane perpendicular to the
flow of traffic. As a tire passes over the pneumatic
tube, the air within the tube is compressed, forcing
a diaphragm connected to one end to allow a pulse of
~ir throu~h= This action is interpreted by aet~ctinn
circuitry as a switch closure and the actuation is
recorded by incrementinq a counter
(for volume
counting applications) or as an event time if the
pneumatic tube is being used to acquire speed, vehicle type, vehicle separation, or truck weight data.
Portable radar units generate a microwave beam that
is directed at oncoming vehicles. The signal is reflected back to the unit and the resulting Doppler
effect frequency shift is interpreted as a speed.
These two sensor concepts have been widely used because they are well suited to portable and temporary
applications. The advantages and disadvantages of
these devices will be discussed in the following
paragraphs and compared to other technologies that
may be used for this purpose.
Surface-Mounted Portable Sensors
A wide variety of surface-mounted portable traffic
sensors have been used to some degree. These include
pneumatic tubes, tapeswitches, piezoelectric and

tr iboelectr ic cables, and specially constructed inductive loops. Some technologies that have not been
widely used in portable devices, but that may show
some promise in the future, are seismic, piezoelectric film, capacitive strip, and magnetic sensors.

Pneumatic Tubes
Pneumatic tubes have several important advantages.
The first of these is cost. Lane-by-lane traffic
data can be acquired on a two-lane highway using two
pneumatic tubes, which cost approicimately $50 including hardware. These sensors are easily installed
by one person in less than 10 min under low trafficvolume conditions. Placement of the pneumatic tubes
requires only inexpensive nails and
straps or
clamps. Spare sensors are easily carried and lanes
with unusual dimensions are easily accommodated. The
pneumatic tubes are reusable and durable, especially
those that have a D-shaped cross section as shown in
Fiyure 1. Pn.,,um<ilic Lui.Jes under daily use and moderate traffic flow levels have an operational life of
approximately 6 months.

D - Shaped

Regular

@
FIGURE 1 Pneumatic tube cross section.

However, pneumatic tubes also have some significant disadvantages. Streets and highways that have
heavy traffic volumes are not good locations for
pneumatic tubes. The passage of a large number of
axles may cause the device to work loose and could
even create a hazard for traffic. In heavy traffic,
there is a greater likelihood that two vehicles will
pass over the pneumatic tube at approximately the
same time, resulting in one actuation when there
should have been two. The placement of pneumatic
tubes under heavy traffic conditions is also hazardous to data collection personnel. Some difficulties
have been experienced with the detection mechanism:
pneumatic tubes placed side-by-side can vary by as
much as 30 percent over a 15-min time interval.
Pneumatic tubes are also susceptible to vandalism,
both by drivers and by pedestrians. Drivers who lock
their brakes as their tires pass over the tubes can
rip the sensors out of place. Pedestrians have
pulled up the pneumatic tubes.
Because this device is an axle detector, an adjustment factor must be applied to convert the number of axles into a vehicle count. This requires
additional vehicle classification information.
Tapeswitches
Tapeswitches are essentially long narrow pairs of
metallic contacts. The contacts are separated along
their edges by insulation. The entire device is
sealed in a waterproof vinyl sheath. The cost of one
tapeswitch is approximately $30 if purchased in
quantfties of ten or more. This device is fixed to
the road surface with adhesives. In use with the
FHWA' s Traffic Evaluator System, it is recommended
that an anchoring tape with adhesive on both sides
be placed in the road surface. The tapeswitch is
placed on the upper surface of the tape and then
covered with a protective and camouflaging second
strip of tape (an olive drab-colored material was
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used in at least one study). It is not necessary to
use the covering strip of tape for short duration
studies with low traffic volume and little braking
action by the vehicles. A material known as bituthene has come into increasing use in recent months
for fixing portable sensors to the highway surface.
Originally and principally used as a waterproofing
material, it consists of a sheet of rubberized bituminous adhesive (bituthene) either alone or bonded
to nonwoven or woven fabric. This material has been
successfully used to fix tapeswitches to the highway
by applying it directly over both the tapeswitch and
the road surface, eliminating the need for doubles ided tape.
Tapeswitches have a low profile (approximately
3/16-in.) and are much less conspicuous than pneumatic tubes. They produce little audible or tactile
feedback to the drivers of vehicles. Tapeswitches
are portable, although installation and removal are
more difficult than for pneumatic tubes. Total site
placement for a two-lane location requires about 20
(versus 10) min for the tubes. Tapeswitches are
slightly more durable on the highway than are pneumatic tubes, but some users have experienced as much
as a 30 percerit loss of sensors with each removal.
At this rate, the use of tapeswitches is much more
costly than for tubes. The accuracy of data obtained
from tapeswitches is significantly higher than is
normally available from pneumatic tubes. The primary
reason for this is the apparently inherent misoperation of many existing commercial pneumatic tube detectors. The switch closure of the tapeswi tch seems
to be a much more reliable phenomenon to detect than
is the operation of a diaphragm. For measuring vehi~
cle speeds, tapeswitches are generally much more
securely fixed to the highway so that the exact separation between sensors is maintained. In contrast,
pneumatic tubes come loose fairly often and even if
they stay in approximately the same position, the
relative distance between two tubes can vary, resulting in error in the speed calculations.
Piezoelectric Cable
Piezoelectric cable operates on the principle that
electrical charge is generated when certain crystalline materials are subjected to stress. One type now
in use is a coaxial cable with piezoelectric power
as the dielectric material. For best results, piezoelectric cable (like the tapeswitch) used in temporary applications is fixed to the pavement surface
with an adhesive. Consequently, the distance between
two cables in a speed trap can be known to within
±1 percent, and the resulting speed calculations
are also accurate to within ±1 percent. Of course,
if care is not taken to maintain an exact separation, the accuracy will be less. Piezoelectric cable
is sensitive, so care must be taken to minimize vibration and wind effects. The cable should be drawn
taut and any excess active cable well secured. Loose
cable can be moved by the wind resulting in false
signals. For this reason, although the cable can be
used by merely securing either end, the use of an
adhesive is recommended.
Piezoelectric cable must be installed when the
pavement is dry and warm enough for the adhesive
tape to stick to the roadway surface. Manufacturers
also recommend tape placement designs that allow
water to pump out from under the tape during wet
weather. Piezoelectric cables are not widely used in
commercially available data collection systems nor
in routine traffic data collection activities in the
United States. However, they have been offered in
the pas·t by at least one U.S. vendor and they have
been used extensively in research studies. Piezo-
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electric cable has been used extensively at fixed
data collection sites in Europe, particularly in
Germany and France. Piezoelectric cable is also
readily adaptable to irregular roadway geometries
because it can be cut to almost any length and connected to nonactive cable, which leads back to the
traffic data collection equipment.
Piezoelectric cable sensors are as portable as
tapeswitches, but less so than pneumatic tubes. Installation of both lanes of a two-lane roadway requires approximately 20 min. It is necessary to
avoid cracks in the pavement that may create localized stress in the cable: alternatively, a piece of
adhesive-backed fabric can be used to provide a
bridge over a crack for the cable. (This is shown in
Figure 2.) The need to carefully install the piezoelectric cable means that the data collection personnel must be in the traffic lane longer than they
would for the installation of a pneumatic tube. As a
result, the hazard to the workers is greater, particularly under high speed and high traffic volume
conditions, or both. Removal of the piezoelectric
cable also takes about 20 min for a two-lane site as
a result of the need to carefully pull the bituthene
from the cable.

Bituthene

d:;:=
, ~.t;:;:=,====::;,~
Sensor

FIGURE 2 Surface.mounted sensor cross section.

The vulnerability of a piezoelectric cable to
vandalism is about the same as that for a tapeswitch
and considerably less than for a pneumatic tube. The
adhesive material is resistant to normal vehicular
braking, but probably cannot withstand full braking
across it by a loaded truck. The operational life of
a portable piezoelectric cable sensor is about 6
months under normal operating conditions, assuming
frequent installation and removal. The visual, audible, and tactile cons~icuities of the cable are similar to that of the tapeswitch and significantly
less than that of the pneumatic tube. Piezoelectric
cable costs about $400 for two lanes. The adhesive
material costs an additional $10 per two-lane site.
Coaxial Cable
Coaxial cable without piezoelectric material as its
dielectric has also been used as an axle detector.
Use is made of the production of electrical charge
due to friction between certain materials. Common
varieties of commercially available coaxial cable
such as that shown in Figure 3 exhibit this tr iboelectr ic effect when subjected to vibration or flexure. For permanent installation, the cable is encased in epoxy and placed in a slot in the pavement,
which is then sealed. As a temporary sensor, the
cable is used as is. Its use is analogous to the
piezoelectric cable described previously.

FIGURE 3 Coaxial cable.
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The accuracy of the temporary coaxial cable axle
sensor is similar to that obtained with the piezoelectric cable. Like the piezoelectric cable, it can
be stretched across the road and secured at each
end, but better results are obtained if the cable is
held in place with bituthene. The effects of wind
and vibration can be significant for loose cable,
resulting in false signals. If an adhesive such as
bituthene is used, the cable must be installed under
dry conditions when the temperature is above freezing. Interfacing the cable to available traffic data
collection equipment should not be a problem because
most of the u.s. vendors have been using coaxial
cable experimentally ror several years. Coaxial
cable is readily adapted to non~tandard roadway geometries because it can be cut to nearly any length
and connected to a nonactive cable leading to the
traffic data collection equipment.
Like piezoelectric cable, triboelectric coaxial
cable is made less portable by the need to minimize
the effects of wind and vibration. Removal requires
care and the adhesive material must be removed and
replaced for each installation. installation and removal each require about 20 min for a two-lane site.
This puts the data collection personnel in an exposed position that can be hazardous under heavy
traffic conditions. The probability of vandalism is
about equal to that for piezoelectric cable: less
than for pneumatic tubes but still significant. The
operational life of a coaxial triboelectric cable is
about 6 months unless a large number of heavy truck
axles pass over it. The visual, tactile, and audible
conspicuity are equal to those of the piezoelectric
cable, but slightly less than for pneumatic tubes.
It is in the area of cost that the coaxial triboelectr ic cable is most attractive. Sensors for a
two-lane location cost a total of less than $20,
which is less than the cost of pneumatic tubes and
about 5 percent of the cost of piezoelectric cable.
The adhesive material adds about $10 for a two-lane
site.

The Inductive Loop
The inductive loop, consisting of one or more turns
of insulated wire placed in a shallow slot in the
roadway, is undoubtedly the most widely used permanent traffic sensor. It is simple, accurate, relatively inexpensive, and durable. In recent years,
increasing attention has been directed toward adapting this technology to temporary traffic data collection.
Two different concepts have been used to produce
temporary surface-mountt:oa
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loops .. ThP- first

involves fixing wire to the roadway surface with an
adhesive material. One early approach to accomplish
this consisted of (a) measuring and marking on the
surface of the pavement the desired shape, size; and
location of the loop; (b) driving nails at the loop
corners;
(c) winding wire around the rectangle
formed by the nails; (d) covering the wire with adhesive tape; and (e) applying a waterproofing material sealant to the edges of the tape. A similar
temporary inductive loop installation procedure replaces the tape and waterproofing sealant with the
bituthene material described previously under the
tapeswitch discussion. The bituthene is easier to
apply than is the tape and waterproofing, but it
also makes removal more difficult. Further development of this concept led to prefabrication of temporary loops. Common loop sizes are shown in Figure 4.
Several vendors now offer these sensors at a cost of
approximately $75 each, but it is possible for highway agencies that wish to use temporary surface-

FIGURE 4 Common dimensions of temporary loops.

mounted loops to make them at a cost of about $25
each including both material and labor.
A second approach to producing temporary inductive loops uses an industrial floor mat, which is
approximately 3/8-in. thick. A shallow slot is cut
from the underside of the mat in the desired shape
and size of the loop. The wire is placed in the slot
and an asphaltic sealant is used to permanently
close the opening. This prefabricated sensor is then
fixed to the road along its outside edges using
bituthene strips. The Florida Department of Transportation has successfully used this method in conjunction with its portable dynamic truck weighing
system.
Inductive loop technology has produced counting
and speed accuracies as high as 98.5 percent. Because it is activated by the presence of the iron in
a vehicle that enters its magnetic field, the inductive loop enjoys a significant advantage in vehicle
counting as compared to the pneumatic tube, tapeswitch, piezoelectric, or triboelectric devices,
which count axles. These latter devices can acquire
only a total axle count that must be converted to a
vehicle count by using data or assumptions about the
distribution of the number of axles per vehicle.
However, the accuracy of inductive loops is diminished by the presence in the traffic stream of
trucks that do not have a significant amount of ferrous material throughout their lengths. For example,
a tractor pulling a semitrailer designed to carry
logs, concrete beams, or pipes will often appear as
two separate vehicles to the inductive loop detector. The accuracy of inductive loops is also adversely affected by poor lane discipline. Depending
on the georoetry of the l~n~s, vehicles in an adjoining lane may be erroneously detected.
Sensitivity can be a problem with inductive
loops. Self-tuning circuitry is required in the detection equipment to compensate for drift. The difficulty in sensing some log trucks is due to the
practical limit to the sensitivity of the detector
circuitry. There is virtually no problem in adapting
traffic data collection equipment to temporary inductive loops because nearly all of these devices
are designed to work with permanently installed inductive loops and there is no functional difference
between the permanent and temporary sensors. Inductive loops can be installed in a wide variety of
shapes and sizes while still maintaining electromagnetic characteristics within the operational range
of the detection circuitry. They are therefore
adaptable to roadway geometry, although care must be
taken to assure that only those vehicles tl)at are
intended to be detected come within the effective
range of the loop. The same environmental limita-
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tions apply to temporary inductive loops as for the
previously described surface-mounted sensors: the
surface must be dry and not below freezing. Once installed, traffic may be allowed to pass over the
sensors immediately.
Portability is not a feature of the loops fabricated using only wire and bituthene. The loop is
destroyed during removal and must be discarded. However, the inductive loop that is embedded in the industrial mat is readily removed, transported, and
reinatalled. A preformed inductive loop can be installed in approximately 10 min. Removal requires
about the same period of time if the sensor has been
in place for l week or less. If it has been on the
pavement for more than l week, or if the temperature
has been above 90°F for a significant period of
time, removal of an inductive loop made from wire
and bi tuthene can take as long as l hr. Removal of
the mat with the embedded loop takes about 10 min.
It is not known at this time how long removal would
take after longer and/or high temperature periods,
but it should be easier than with the wire-bituthene
loop.
Installation hazard is directly proportional to
the time required to install the sensor. To this extent, prefabricated surface-mounted inductive loops
are more hazardous than pneumatic tubes and about
the same as the other previously discussed axle sensors. Inductive loops are less prone to vandalism
than are pneumatic tubes, and similar to tapeswitches and piezoelectric cables in their degree of
resistance to damage from this source. The visual,
audible, and tactile conspicui ty of surface-mounted
inductive loops are about the same as with the tapeswitch and piezoelectric cable sensors, but less
than for pneumatic tubes, possibly for the reason
that these three devices appear to be patched locations in the road although the tubes are clearly
identifiable.

Radio Frequency
Radio frequency detectors have received attention
for more than a decade. During the early 1970s, the
New York Department of Transportation developed the
Radio Frequency Traffic Sensor (RFTS) as a replacement for the pneumatic tube. The RFTS has two elements: a surface-mounted roadway sensor and a roadside receiver-decoder. The roadway sensor is powered
by 16 nickel-cadmium, AA batteries and includes vehicle detection circuitry and a crystal-controlled
transmitter and antenna. This assembly is encased in
polyurethane. The roadway sensor is circular with a
diameter of approximately 10 in. and a height of
about 1.5 in. with an overarl shape similar to a
large, raised pavement marker.
The RFTS functions in the following manner. A detection loop, which is 8 in. in diameter, ii> etched
inside the roadway sensor and forms part of an LC
detection oscillator circuit that operates at approximately 500 kHz. A reference oscillator is tuned
to the same frequency as the detection oscillator.
The presence of a vehicle passing over the detection
loop causes a shift in the frequency of the detection oscillator. The result is that the transmitter
circuit is activated and a signal is transmitted to
the roadside receiver.
The roadside receiver includes a crystal-controlled superheterodyne receiver, a phase-lock loop,
a decoder, and digital logic circuitry. When a signal is received from the roadway sensor, the phaselock loop is used to produce one pulse at its onset
(when the vehicle enters the detection area) and another pulse as the signal falls (when the vehicle
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leaves the detection area). An engineering model for
the RFTS was produced but this promising work was
terminated in 1975 as a result of the nationwide
public agency budgetary crisis.
Although unproven in the field, this technology
has several features that are attractive for temporary traffic collection applications. For example,
it probably has an accuracy similar to that of inductive loops. The sensitivity of the RFTS is also
not established, nor is the ability to reject false
signals. The researchers had an early problem with
detection instability because of temperature variation, but reported that this difficulty was successfully addressed. The RFTS has not been used with
traffic data collection equipment offered commercially in the United States, so there would certainly be a delay in adapting the device for routine
use. However' , the phase-lock loop employed in the
RFTS emulates the output of the widely used inductive loop vehicle detector, so the incorporation of
this device should not be a major effort for any
vendor.
Portability is a strong point of the RFTS. The
roadway sensor can be installed with one nail in
less than l min, although the use of an underpad of
rubberized asphalt (bituthene) for additional adhesive strength is probably advisable. The roadside
unit can be quickly installed with no traffic hazard
or interference. The roadway sensor can be removed
in approximately 2 min. Because of the comparatively
small size of the roadway sensor, the potential for
vandalism is probably less than for any other type
of surface-mounted traffic sensor. - The roadside receiver can either be incorporated into traffic data
collection equipment or secured in the same fashion
as that equipment. Assuming that the roadway sensor
is installed between the wheelpaths in a lane, it
should last at least l year before needing replacement. The roadside receiver should last several
years. The visual conspicuity of the sensor is low
and could be further minimized by the use of recent
advances in battery technology. It should be possible to reduce the diameter of the roadway sensor
electronics to less than 6 in., but provision must
still be made for the proper size detection loop,
which is presently 8 in. in diameter. The cost of a
modified RFTS is not known, but should be less than
$200.
Magnetometer
Magnetometer technology - has been thoroughly addressed by the FHWA in its development of a SelfPowered Vehicle Detector (SPVD). However, in its
current configuration, it requires boring a hole in
the pavement 4. 5 in. in diameter and 15 in. deep.
The SPVD is placed in the cavity, which is then
sealed. A major redesign effort would be required to
adapt this device to surface-mounting and therefore
to temporary traffic data collection applications.
Roadside-Mounted Portable Sensors
Like surface-mounted technologies, a wide variety of
concepts have been used for sensing vehicles from
above or at the side of the roadway. The most familiar of these devices is handheld radar. Other sensors that have been used include microwave, sonic,
optical, infrared, video, laser, magnetic, seismic,
and radio frequency devices.
Handheld Radar
Handheld radar is easy to use and is widely accepted. It is also theoretically accurate if aimed
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directly at oncoming vehicles. The equipment is
portable and may be operated from inside a vehicle.
Although the initial cost of the radar unit can be
as much as $3,000, the annual cost apportioned over
the life of the device is not more than 10 percent
of that cost. Handheld radar is easily operated by a
single person. Probably the greatest advantage of
radar is that it does not require placement of sensors on or in the highway surface.
There are also some significant disadvantages associated with handheld radar. If it is not pointed
directly into the oncoming traffic (as it seldom
is), an error is introduced that is proportional to
the cosine of the angle between the vehicle's direction of travel and the direction in which the radar
is aimed. This improper use is shown in Figure 5. It
is also well documented that the use of the radar
unit is detectable visually or electronically by vehicles in the traffic stream so that the average
speeds may be reduced significantly by its use. The
problem may be im:reai;ed by the ui;e of citizens'
band radio to w;irn other driven; thilt nid;ir iR in
use. The effectiveness of handheld radar is also influenced by the presence of large vehicles, which
make the use of radar in heavy traffic conditions of
questionable value.

-q
* Error

is Proportional to cos 0.

FIGURE 5 Example of handheld radar usage.

Perhaps the most serious disadvantage of radar is
that it must be manually operated, although the
radar concept has been used to produce nonportable
sensors. Manual operation results in high labor
costs as well as placing demands on a labor pool
that is limited in these days of increasing pressure
to reduce staff size and trim budgets. The need to
operate the radar manually also restricts the sample
size to a level that can be effectively acquired by
one person in a reasonable study period. Samples
that are taken during normal working hours may not
ut::
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tive is to produce an upper microwave frequency
radar system that can detect the presence and movement of vehicles at intersections. The researchers
have tested a laboratory model of a unit that operates at a frequency of 24 gHz using a 24-in. antenna. The prototype device is being constructed
using commercially available hardware that has moderate performance specifications. This device may be
useful for, or adaptable to, temporary traffic data
collection applications in the future.

Infrared Sensors
Infrared sensors are classified as either active or
passive. Active infrared devices operate by using a
semiconductor infrared generator to produce a narrow
beam of energy in the infrared frequency band that
is projected horizontally across the road onto an
infrared-sensitive cell. The interruption of the
heam hy ii veh i r.l e is interpreted by detection circuitry as vehicle presence and/or passage. Alternatively, the beam may be directed vertically down
onto the road surface and reflected back up to the
cell. A change in the level of infrared energy received by the infrared-sensitive cell can then be
used to register the passage of a vehicle.
Passive infrared detectors register a change from
the level of ambient infrared energy being received
from the road surface. If the level of infrared
emissions radiated by a vehicle is significantly
different from that radiated by the pavement surface, the passage of a vehicle is recorded. Inf·rared
detectors have not been widely used but ongoing research at the Texas Transportation Institute (TTI)
funded by the Texas State Department of Highways and
Public Transportation (in cooperation with the FHWA)
directed toward development of an effective overhead
vehicle sensor system, has recently become focused
on passive infrared sensor technology. Mounting of
this sensor is shown in Figure 6. Although this research is not specifically aimed at temporary traffic data collection applications, results to date
indicate that the final device produced in that research will be useful for both permanent and temporary installations.

of

speeds of all vehicles passing the survey point. In
addition, if speeds are taken on a lane-by-lane
basis, vehicles in the near lane may obstruct the
acquisition of data from the far lane.
A modified form of radar technology uses a narrow, low-power microwave beam directed across the
roadway at an angle of about 20 degrees. These
devices have the advantage that individual speed
readings can be obtained in even relatively heavy
traffic. They are also more difficult to detect
electronically because they do not broadcast their
microwave energy down the roadway. This equipment is
widely used in Europe, but its cost is approximately
five times that of conventional radar.

Microwave Radar
Microwave radar is currently under study in research
funded by the FHWA that is being performed by the
Epsilon Lambda Electronics Corporation. The objec-

FIGURE 6 Mounting of overhead sensor.

Recent research at the Australian Road Research
Board (ARRB) studied the usefulness of an active infrared vehicle detector in conjunction with the ARRB
Vehicle Detector Data Acquisition System to acquire
field data for use with their TRARR simulation
model. The sensor system used by the ARRB consisted
of an infrared transmitter-receiver unit directed
horizontally across the roadway at either a pavement
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surface- or post-mounted reflector. The ARRB was attempting to detect axles.
The accuracy of infrared detectors depends on
several factors. For active devices, the width and
strength of the transmitted beam are important. The
ARRB found that axle detection accuracy was adversely affected by low-hanging vehicle parts, which
frequently introduced extra actuations. In trying to
detect axles in both lanes of a two-lane facility,
the ARRB attempted to align one surface-mounted reflector with a pole-mounted reflector at the same
height as the transmitter unit. They found it difficult to maintain the alignment of the sensor system.
The ARRB concluded that this device is much more accurate as a vehicle detector than as an axle detector. The accuracy of this configuration is also
diminished by the probability that two vehicles will
pass the detection point at exactly the same time.
The accuracy of the passive overhead vehicle detector is affected by the width of the field of influence from which infrared energy is received. It
is necessary to use a parabolic reflector with the
infrared sensing element directed inward if a suff iciently narrow field of influence is to be attained.
Hardware or software provisions must also be included to (a) compensate for changing ambient infrared energy conditions, (b) filter out noise due to
sonic or mechanical vibration or electromagnetic interference, and (c) provide for properly interpreting variation in infrared emissions from a single
vehicle, as with a tractor with a semitrailer.
Environmental conditions are important to both
active and passive infrared detectors. Although the
roadside transmitter-receiver and the post-mounted
reflector can be installed in wet weather if necessary, the surface-mounted reflector must be installed during dry conditions with the temperature
above freezing if commercially available adhesives
are to be used. The presence of dust and dirt is a
major consideration for either passive or active infrared sensors, although this restriction is not
significant in the case of most temporary traffic
data collection activities. Interfacing with commercially available traffic data collection equipment
may be a problem in some cases because infrared detector inputs are not a normally offered i tern for
any products now offered in the United States. It
will be necessary for the user to construct or
otherwise obtain the necessary sensor interface. The
overhead vehicle sensor under development at TTI
will produce an output that is seen by traffic data
collection equipment as a switch closure, thereby
allowing its use with all commercially available
equipment.
Adaptation of the infrared sensor to a wide range
of
roadway
geometric
conditions
is
difficult.
Whereas the active horizontal infrared sensor may be
adaptable to two-lane roads, the presence of a crown
in the cross section or atypical geometry will present a challenge to the user. Likewise, if the overhead sensor is to be effective for lane discrimination, it is necessary to position one detector
directly over each lane. This will be difficult to
accomplish if no overhead structures are available
at the desired location.
Portability is good for the active horizontal infrared sensor. The roadside elements can be quickly
set up without significant interference to or from
the traffic stream. The surface mounted reflector
can be attached within one or two minutes. The hazard of installing a portable sensor is therefore
greatly reduced. The portability of the overhead
sensor is limited by the necessity to have an overhead structure suitable for supporting the device.
However, if a supporting structure is available, in-
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stallation and removal may not require any intrusion
into the lanes of travel.
Vandalism should not be a problem with either of
these two devices. Both are inconspicuous and should
not be apparent to destructive persons. In addition,
because they are not located in the main lanes, destruction by vehicles is not likely. One possible
exception to this is if a driver intentionally or
accidentally leaves the road and runs over the active
infrared
transmitter-receiver
or
reflector
units.
The cost of the horizontal active infrared transmitter-receiver unit is approximately $200. The cost
of the reflector uni ts should be less than $20. It
is expected that the passive infrared overhead sensor unit can be sold for less than $100.

Photoelectric Sensors
Photoelectric sensors are analogous to the infrared
devices described previously under active infrared
technology. These devices cannot be operated in a
passive mode for traffic data collection. That is,
they require a light source that must be interrupted
or reflected to produce an actuation. Light beams
are also visible (while infrared beams are not) so
that conspicuity may be a minor problem for photoelectric sensors. In all other ways (i.e., accuracy,
sensitivity, ability to reject false signals, environmental limitations, interfacing with traffic
data collection equipment, adaptability to the roadway, portability, installation and removal, hazard
of installation, operational life, and cost), the
discussion for infrared sensors also applies to the
photoelectric devices.

Laser Radar
Laser radar is being used in a wide range of applications and at least one vendor is offering a laser
radar traffic detector. The term "laser" is an acronym for "light amplification by stimulated emission
of radiation" while "radar" means "radio detection
and ranging." A laser is produced by a device that
contains a crystal, gas, or other material in which
atoms are stimulated by focused light waves. These
1 ight waves are amplified and concentrated into a
narrow, intense beam. Conceptually, traffic detection products that employ this technology will operate in the same fashion as the active infrared device described in the preceding paragraphs. That is,
the laser beam is produced and transmitted. A vehicle is then sensed by either interruption of the
beam or by its being reflected back to a combined
transmitter-receiver unit. The advantages and disadvantages of these devices are also similar to those
found with the active infrared sensors. However, the
cost of these devices is much higher than that of
infrared sensors while their performance has not yet
been established in the highway environment. Maintenance and repair of these sensors might be a problem
because it is unlikely that any highway agencies
will have technical personnel on hand who are qualified to perform this task. They are not now offered
by any vendor in the United States and reasonable
repair service is not available. On the positive
side, laser radar technology is advancing rapidly
and both cost and availability of sensors based on
this concept should improve dramatically.
Present designs of laser radar sensors use a tripod to support a combined transmitter-receiver unit.
This device is portable and reportedly is accurate
to within 1 mph. The environmental limitations are
the same as those for the active infrared sensor and
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may be more severe as a result of the narrow laser
beam, Adaptation to the roadway is potentially better than with infrared devices because the laser can
be precisely aimed and can also detect distance. It
can also be used in a manner analogous to the narrow
beam radar used in the "cross-the-road" microwave
radar application described in the preceding section
on handheld radar.
Portability is a strong advantage of tripodmounted laser radar but also presents a potential
problem of vandalism. The units are new and will
probably continue to be too costly to leave unattended, with the result that the system cannot be
used efficiently for automated traffic data collection. Visual conspicuity can also be a problem unless the highway agency is particularly careful and
creative in devising a method to camouflage the
device.

The results are given in Tables l and 2. Based on
this analysis, piezoelectric cable, infrared, and
laser technologies were recommended for further development as
temporary
traffic
data
collection
sensors.

COMPARATIVE ASSESSMENT OF TECHNOLOGIES

PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS

The fo r ego i ng portable tr aff i c sensor technol ogies
were evaluated and ranked with respect to the previously defined criteria as follows:

Performance requil:emenls for porlable sensors and
traffic data collection equipment were developed
based on published and unpublished studies, information obtained in interviews of practicing professionals actively involved in routine traffic data
collection, and the experience of the research staff
in traffic data collection equipment, procedures,
and technology. The performance requirements for
sensors and equipment are presented in the following
sections.

A.

Technical Effectiveness
1. Accuracy
2. Sensitivity

TABLE 1 Comparative Assessment of Portable Traffic Sensor
Technologies' Technical Effectiveness

B.

c.

3. Ability to reject false signals
4. Environmental limitations
User Acceptance
1. Portability
2. Ease of installation and removal
3. Hazard of installing
4. Vandalism
5. Operational life
Cost
1. Original purchase
2. Installation and removal
3. Maintenance

Po r tabl e Sen s o i: Per f o r mance Re q u iremen t s
Environmental

Sensor

Accuracy

Sensitivity

Surface-mounted
Pneumatic tube
Tapeswitcl)
Piezoelectric cable
Coaxial cable
Inductive loop
Radio frequency
Overhea d-rou dsid e
Handheld radar

s

s

8
8
8
5
5

8
IO
5
5
5

Limitations

Rejection
of False
Signals

s

s
s

8
5
8
5
5

5
5
5
5

3

3

Microwave radar

Infrared (active)
Infrared (passive)
Photoelectric
Laser radar

5
5

7
6
7

7

5
7

7

5
7
7

7

Note: Higher rankings indicate stronger beneficial qualities. For example, a sensor with a
higher rating under "environmental conditions" would be able to withstand poor
environmental conditions.
3

The perfoi:mance criteria developed for poi:table sensors for traffic data collection include the following factors:

Information not yet available.

1. Portability;
2 . Response time and sensitivity;
3. Overall accuracy;
4. Envii:onmental limitations (such as temperature range and weather conditions) ;
5. Size and placement considerations (such as
conspicuity, vulnerability to deliberate destruction, and adaptability to vai:ious lane configurations and other geometric features);
6. Cost
(initial,
installation,
i:epair,
and
maintenance);
7. Ease and hazard of installation and i:emoval,
and limftations with respect to pavement surfaces;
and

TABLE 2 Cornparath·e Assessment of Portable Traffic Sensor Technologies' User Acceptance and
Cost
Sensor
Surface-mounted
Pneumatic tu be
Tapeswitch
Piezoelectric cable
Coaxial cable
Inductive loop
Radio frequency
Overhead-roadside
Handheld radar
Microwave radar

Infrared (active)
Infrared (passive)
Photoelectric
Laser radar

Portability

Ease of Use

Installation Hazard

8
6
6

8
5
5

5

6
6

5
5

6

4

4
6

7
7
7
5
7

8

8

9
7

•
6
6
6
6

s
s
s

9
7
7

Operation Life

Cost

7

7
7

9
6
5
8
8
5

9

9

5

5
9
5
5

7
7
7
7

5
6
5

Vandalism

s

s

8
5

4

Note: Higher rankings indicate stronger beneficial qualities. For example, a sensor \vith a higher rating under "vandalism" would be
less vulnerable to vandalism.
3

Information not yet available.
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8,

Operational life.

These er i ter ia are each des er ibed in the following
discussion.

Portability
Portability is an important consideration. The sensor must be designed and packaged such that one person can easily handle it. In addition, it is common
practice for one data collection person to set up as
many as 40 temporary traffic data collection sites
in a single day. Because all equipment must be
transported in a single station wagon or cargo van,
the sensors must be small enough and rugged enough
to withstand daily handling as well as traffic wear.

Response Time and Sensitivity
Response time and sensitivity become especially important as the traffic volume and speed, or both,
increase. The response time for sensors should be
short to allow each actuation to be processed in
time for another closely following actuation. The
worst case of this condition occurs when an axle detector extends across two lanes that can each have
traffic at that point at exactly the same time. Obviously, if the two vehicles actually hit the same
sensor at the same time, it is not reasonable to require that device to give two outputs, although some
sensors such as piezoelectric cable are theoretically capable of providing information for doing so.
Instead, because most commercially available traffic
data collection equipment is capable of resolution
to l msec, that value is recommended as the total
time to be required for a portable traffic sensor to
respond to the physical stimulus that it is designed
to detect and also to recover when the stimulus is
removed.
Sensitivity has both positive and negative aspects. Pneumatic tubes often suffer from a lack of
sensitivity so that they have been observed to undercount axles by as much as 30 percent. On the
other hand, piezoelectric cable, which is not firmly
secured to the roadway surface, can be subject to
wind effects that result in overcounting. It is
therefore recommended that vendors of portable traffic data collection devices should provide detailed
application guidelines that advise the user as to
the best procedures for installing the sensors that
are compatible with their equipment. Alternatively,
the FHWA, NCHRP, or individual states may wish to
prepare generic application guidelines for using
portable traffic sensors.

Overall Accuracy
Overall accuracy of the portable sensor sets a limit
on the attainable accuracy of the data collection
system. It is imperative that traffic counting sensors measure the phenomenon they are designed to detect, whether it be axle passages or vehicle passages, within no less than ±10 percent at the 95
percent confidence level. The accuracy of event
times, required for calculation of speed, should be
within l msec at the 95 percent confidence level, as
previously indicated under response time. This will
result in a theoretical possible accuracy of approximately l percent for vehicles traveling at 60 mph
through a speed trap with a spacing of 16 ft between
sensors.
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Environmental Criteria
Environmental criteria are more difficult to define.
The axle sensors that are capable of the greatest
accuracy also require the use of adhesive materials
that cannot be effectively applied to wet or freezing surfaces. However, once these devices are installed,
they generally can withstand moderate
amounts of rainfall and short periods of belowfreezing temperatures. Wet, frozen, or snow-covered
surfaces can also affect the performance of devices
that depend on reflected energy because the ambient
levels of the energy being measured may be approximately equal to those derived from a vehicle that
passes by the sensor. Rainfall or snowfall can also
impair the transmission and reception of roadside
sensors.
It is not possible to prescribe uniform environmental performance requirements for all portable
sensors, but it is reasonable and desirable to define a range of performance tests that portable sensors must pass before they are included in a list of
acceptable devices from which a public agency will
select acceptable products for procurement. Standard
tests that cover the range of environmental conditions in which a device must function effectively
are needed. It is recommended that simulated passages of vehicles be used in combination with conditions that create adverse effects similar to those
that are of concern. For example, infrared detectors
could be tested by using specified filters between
moving sources of infrared energy and the sensor and
recording the number of successful actuations. The
definition of
specific performance
requirements
should be based on the criterion that under some
minimal environmental condition, axle or vehicle
counting accuracy, depending on which quantity the
device measures, should be within 10 percent at the
95 percent confidence level. Likewise, event times
should be accurately recorded within ±1 msec at
the 95 percent confidence level.

Size and Placement
Size and placement are two related critical factors.
In addition to the impacts of these considerations
on installation and removal (a discussion follows)
the performance of portable traffic sensors with regard to conspicuity, resistance to destruction, and
adaptability to different lane configurations must
be addressed. It is widely accepted that an effective sensor should not affect the phenomenon that it
is measuring. In the traffic data acquisition context, it has been shown that the use of radar directed down the roadway very quickly results in
lower speeds as drivers become aware that they are
being monitored. The conspicuity of portable traffic
data collection sensors is therefore an important
performance variable. Axle sensors are the most conspicuous class of portable sensors. They provide
visual, audible, and tactile feedback to the drivers. It has not been shown, however, that these devices significantly affect traffic speeds, possibly
because they are routinely encountered without concurrent enforcement activity. Nevertheless, it is
advisable to apply some sort of camouflaging material to sensors, if possible. This is not reasonable
with pneumatic tubes, but the adhesive material,
which is sometimes applied over tapeswitches, piezoelectric or triboelectric cable, and surface-mounted
inductive loops, is effective for this purpose.
Roadside or overhead sensors should be placed ori
existing structures where possible or else made to
resemble typical roadside features. New portable
sensors to be offered for sale should be tested to
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determine whether their presence affects the traffic. Speeds could be acquired using a candidate at a
location where permanently installed inductive loops
exist and before and after data are available.
Vulnerability to deliberate destruction is another difficult characteristic to measure. Any portable sensor can be damaged, but the stronger it is
held in place, and the less conspicuous and accessible it is, the better. Surface-mounted devices
should be designed to be fixed to the pavement with
adhesive. Roadside sensors should be encased in
tough housings that are resistant to destruction and
these should be secured to a permanent feature of
the roadside with a heavy lock and chain or other
similar mechanism.
The sensor should be adaptable to a variety of
lane configurations and geometric features. The active sensor element should be restricted to the area
of interest with nonactive cable (or some other communication means) connecting it to the traffic data
collection equipment. The pneumatic tube is an excellent example of a sensor that does not conform to
this requirement. To count traffic separately in
each of two lanes, it is necessary to run one tube
across the near lane and another across both lanes,
connecting both pneumatic tubes to the same traffic
data collection device. Lane volumes for the far
lane are computed by subtracting the volume for the
near lane.
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replaced every month can have a higher annual cost
than a device that is expensive yet lasts for several years. Practically speaking, though, an effective sensor should last at least 6 months and
amortization of the cost of a portable sensor should
be for not more than 3 years.
AUTOMATED TRAFFIC DATA COLLECTION PERFORMANCE
REQUIREMENTS
Automated traffic data collection devices must operate in conjunction with effective sensors to acquire
and store traffic data in a usable format. Performance requirements for this equipment include the
following factors:
• Traffic data output;
• Accuracy range;
• Operational range (road, traffic, and environment);
• Portability;
• Cost;
• Capacity;
• Conspicuity and resistance to vandalism; and
• Ease of operation.
These er i ter ia are described in the following discussion.

Costs

Traffic Data Output

Costs are directly obtainable after using a sensor
for a short time. However, care must be taken to include all costs associated with using a particular
device. For example, triboelectric coaxial cable
costs about the same as pneumatic tube but can take
twice as long to install. The mean time between
failures, average repair cost, and average down time
all have significant cost implications. Comparisons
among sensor alternatives must include fully allocated costs. The sensor comparisons of Table 1 include relative costs among available and potential
sensors.

Traffic data output is an essential consideration.
It involves a direct tradeoff with capacity and
cost. The traffic data collection device should do
the job that needs to be done at the lowest possible
overall long-term cost. This may not be, and probably is not, the lowest initial cost. It should also
be adaptable to a wide variety of types of studies
and be flexi ble in the parameters available. This
last consideration complicates the isime of ease of
operation because the requirement to make many decis ions to set up the equipmen·t may detract from its
usability. It is clear, however, that for traffic
counting, daily, preferably hourly, totals by lane
are needed. Recent changes to statewide traffic
counting programs suggested by the FHWA Traffic Monitoring Guide point to wider use of 48-hr counts
rather than 24-hr counts. Because traffic volumes
fluctuate significantly by day of the week, it is
necessary to have daily or hourly totals in order to
properly apply daily adjustment factors. Speed data
collection devices should offer the capability to

Installation and Removal
Installation and removal requirements have important
safety and cost impacts. It is clear that an effective portable sensor must be installable and removable in not more than 30 min, preferably not more
than 20 min. For surface-mounted sensors, the installation procedure must be aesignea so tnat one
person can install the device without losing concentration on approaching traffic. Otherwise, traffic
control is necessary and the device will have only
limited applicability. Similarly, the installation
procedure must allow the data collection person to
leave the partially installed sensor in the traffic
lane while traffic passes over it. The sensor installation procedure must also take into account
surface irregularities and provide for installing
the device in less than perfect conditions. For example, tapeswitches, piezoelectric and triboelectric
cable, and surface-mounted inductive loops all require a "bridge" over discontinuities in the pavement surface to prevent damage to the sensor as a
result of localized stress.
Operational Life
Operational life has important cost as well as operational impacts. An inexpensive sensor that must be

obtain speed

distribution~

Uy vehicle: type (at least

a separation of cars from trucks) and the option to
get the speed distributions of free-flowing and nonfree-flowing vehicles using a headway threshold
value specified by the user.
Accuracy
Accuracy within the traffic data collection device
should not diminish the accuracy obtainable from the
sensor. A resolution of 1 msec for event times seems
to be standard in the industry and this value is acceptable as a performance requirement. "Binning"
(i.e., sununing data into categories rather than
storing discrete events to preserve memory) does not
seem to have a significant adverse effect on accuracy. The traffic data collection device must record
sensor actuations with an error rate of not more
than 1 percent at the 99 percent confidence level.
This should not be confused with the sensor accuracy, which is a lesser value.

Cunagin et al.
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Operational Range

Portability

Operational Range of the equipment should include
the expected road, traffic, and environmental conditions commonly found in the United States. It must
be resistant to dust and humidity as well as rain.
The traffic data collection equipment should function without diminished performance for temperatures
in the range of -40°F to 160°F. It should operate on
battery power for at least 180 days when used with
two pneumatic tubes to acquire traffic volume data
from two lanes, storing hourly totals by lane in its
memory. The equipment should acquire traffic volume
or speed data when vehicles are passing at a rate of
one every 1.5 sec at 60 mph while maintaining the
accuracy specified in the previous section. The number of lanes of data to be acquired is an optional
parameter. In some cases, an axle counter input is
sufficient.

Portability is absolutely necessary for automated
traffic data collection equipment to be used for
temporary applications. As described earlier, it is
common for data collection personnel to set up as
many as 40 sites per day. The traffic data collection equipment must be easily carried by one person,
small enough so that all of the equipment can be
transported in a station wagon or a cargo van, and
rugged enough to withstand the handling.
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for less than $2,500, and a single function trattic
counter or speed classifier can be obtained in bid
quantities ot approximately 6 or more for less than
$1,000. These devices may require a data retrieval
device, which costs about $2,500, but can be used
with between 6 and 12 data collection machines.
Capacity
Capacity of traffic data collection equipment is directly related to the method of data storage. Maximum memory size for commercially available devices is
approximately 48,000 bytes. Data are usually stored
as totals in a manner selected by the user. The time
interval, number of channels, and number of lanes
all contribute to the useful capacity of the devices. With worldwide, solid-state memory prices
falling dramatically, it is reasonable to require
that all traffic data collection devices have a memory capacity of 48,000 bytes. It is likely that the
available memory will increase dramatically in the
near future.

conspicuity
Conspicui~y

and resistance to vandalism are impor-

tant. The traffic data collection equipment should
be housed in a tough enclosure that can be chained
to a roadside feature using a tough lock and chain.
It should also be painted a color that is likely to
blend in with its surroundings.
Ease of Operation
Ease of operation has significant impacts on both
cost and capacity. The most usable equipment devotes
memory space that could be used to store data to a
program that aids the data collection personnel in
setting up and transferring data from the equipment.
It is necessary, however, to make the operation of
the device easily learned by nonexpert personnel. It
is therefore recommended that the traffic data collection equipment include the following features:
execution of a startup program that prompts the
operator about (a) the required set-up parameter
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values, (b) a limited self-diagnostic program
pinpoint problems, and (c) prompts to assist
transferring the data.
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CONCLUSION
The use of automated traffic data collection procedures and equipment has increased rapidly as demand
for data has grown while available resources have
not. Recent developments in portable traffic sensor
technology may be of use in improving the efficiency
of acquiring these data. This paper has reviewed
several aspects of possible technologies that may be
applied to this need. The results of this paper are
shown in Tables 1 and 2 as well as in Figures 7, 8,

9, and 10. Piezoelectric cable, infrared, and laser
sensors were identified as having potential for increased use in temporary traffic data collection applications.
Performance requirements for portable sensors and
traffic data collection equipment were developed
based on a variety of sources. The need to consider
standards for these devices is apparent and should
be pursued to provide both users and vendors with
guidelines.

Publication of this paper sponsored by Task Force on
Weigh-in-Motion.

Multivariate Analysis of Pavement
Dynaflect Deflection Data
JOHN G. ROHLF and RAMEY O. ROGNESS

ABSTRACT
Pavement management has become an area of great concern for highway departments. Pavement evaluation and research play an important role in the pavement
management process. In this study, a relationship was developed between Dynaflect deflections and pavement temperature, subgrade moisture, and cumulative
traffic loading for a number of different pavement sections. Dynaflect deflections and pavement surface temperatures were recorded for 76 flexible pavement
sections·. The data were collected over a 9-year period on a North Dakota State
Highway Department test road. A subgrade moisture classification was developed
and used as a surrogate measure of subgrade moisture. The 5-day mean air temperature, in addition to the surface temperature, was used to represent the
overall pavement temperature. The five Dynaflect sensor readings were found to
be highly correlated. As a result, multivariate analysis techniques were used
to analyze the data. Season (moisture), pavement surface and mean air temperatures, and traffic were found to significantly affect pavement deflection. The
effects of temperature were significantly different for the different seasons.

Pavement management has become an area of great concern for highway dependents. As available resources
and funds decrease, and a majority of roadways reach
a state of severe deterioration, highway departments
are no longer able to manage their roadways based on
experience alone.
PAVEMENT MANAGEMENT
It has become apparent that in order to maximize the
benefits of limited budgets, highway departments
J.G. Rohlf, FHWA, Western Federal Direct Office,
Vancouver, Wash. 98770. R.O. Rogness, Transportation
Technology Transfer Center, North Dakota State University, Fargo, N.D. 58105.

must develop extensive pavement management systems.
In recent years, highway departments have begun to
realize the importance of pavement evaluation and
research in the pavement management process. Many
highway departments have established control or
evaluation roadway sections. Data related to pavement performance are periodically measured and recorded in a data bank.
In general, the data collected through pavement
evaluation activities can be classified into the
following four groups (_!) :

1.
2.

Roughness (ride quality),
Surface distress (impending failure),
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3.

Structural

evaluation

(surface

4.

Skid resistance (friction).

deflection),

16"

and

Although all four of the preceding data groups provide important pavement evaluation information, the
data in this pape r pertain to the analysis of s tructural evaluation data, in particular, the analysis
of surface deflection data for flexible pavements as
measured with a dynamic force generator and a deflection measuring system.

20"

[~~""""7
12"

r

12"

12"

12"

LOADING - (
WHEELS

OBJECTIVE
Pavement deflections are highly affected by (a) the
type and thickness of the pavement components, (b)
the temperature of the pavement, (c) the moisture
content of the subgrade, and (d) the amount of traffic that has passed over the roadway. The objective
of this paper is to develop a relationship between
cly11amic deflection and pavement temperature, s ubgrade moisture, and traffic loading for a number of
d ifferent pavement cross sections . This re l ationship
can then be used to standardize dynamic deflections
to some reference temperatures. This relationship
enables the different pavement sections to be compared at various moisture and traffic combinations.
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NOTE:

Deflections are exaggerated for clarity .

FIGURE 1 Dynaflect deflection basin.
PAVEMENT DEFLECTIONS
In the past, the Benkelman Beam was the deflectometer
most commonly used by the highway departments. Since
the early 1970's, the use of dynamic deflection devices has increased in popularity. The main advantage
of dynamic deflection devices is that deflections
are simultaneously measured at several points rather
than just at the point of load. The resulting deflection basin can be used to determine structural
information about the entire pavement system.
Five parameters, which have been associated with
the strength properties of the pavement and subgrade, are defined as functions of the sensor
deflections. These parameters are as follows:

4. SP%. The Spreadability is an indication of
the pavement's stiffness and load-carrying ability.
The SP% is not an indicator of the overall pavement
strength; but rather, it is an indication of the ratio of the surface layer to support layer strengths.
5. ws. The fifth sensor reading is an indication
of the modulus of the subgrade.
In addition to indicating the overall structural
condition of a pavement, Dynaflect deflections provide information on the structural properties of the
various pavement layers.
PAVEMENT TEMPERATURES

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Dynaflect Maximum Deflection (DMD),
Surface Curvature Index (SCI),
Base Curvature Index (BCI),
Spreadability (SP%), and
Fifth Sensor Deflection (WS).

Figure 1 shows the layout of the Dynaflect sensors
and the resulting pavement deflection basin.
The Dynaflect deflection parameters are indicators of various characteristics of the pavement
layers. These deflection parameters are used in the
structural evaluation and rehabilitation of pavements. The uses of the deflection parameters are as
follows (£-!l :
1. DMD. The Dynaflect Maximum Deflection is an
indication of the pavement's overall structural condition. A high DMD is usually an indication of low
subgrade support. Low-strength base and surface
layers could also result in a high DMD.
2. SCI. The Surface Curvature Index is an indication of the structural properties of the pavement
surface layer. The SCI is also directly proportional
to the stresses and strains experienced at the bottom of the pavement surface layer.
3. BCI. The Base Curvature Index is an indication of the base and subgrade support conditions.
Majidzadeh <.~.> indica ted that under certain conditions, the BCI could possibly be used to predict the
modulus of subgrade support.

The temperature of flexible pavements at the time
when deflect ion measurements are made has a substantial effect on the deflection. This temperature effect is a result of the temperature dependency of
the stiffness of the asphalt components.
Before the effects of temperature can be considered, the temperature of the pave·m ent must be determined. Although

th~

tempt::Latui:e of the povcmcnt sur-

face can be easily measured, it does not necessarily
represent the temperature throughout the pavement. A
method to estimate the pavement temperature at various depths based on the surface temperature was developed by Southgate and Deen(~).
Southgate and Deen based their pavement temperature distribution on the surface temperature of the
pavement and the previous 5-day mean air temperature. The addition of the mean air t emper ature to
the model provides information that accounts for the
effects of daily weather conditions on surface temperatures. For example, the mean air temperature enables the model to distingu.ish between two equal
surface temperatures: one that was taken in the summer on an overcast day, and one that was taken in
the spring or fall on a cool, sunny day.
The mean air temperatures were computed as the
average of the daily high and low temperatures. Although this method does not result i n th e true mean
air temperature, these data are available £or each
u.s. Weather Bureau report i ng station . The mean air

Rohlf and Rogness

temperature for only the previous 5 days was used
because Southgate and Deen found that beyond the
5-day point, the increase in accuracy was not significant.
Southgate and Deen Cil used data that were collected by the Asphalt Institute from a test site at
San Diego, California, to verify their pavement temperature distribution method. They found that the
estimated temperatures, using their method, were
within ·two standard deviations of the actual temperatures, as measured with thermocouples embedded in
the pavement. Hines (&_) found that the estimated
temperatures, using Southgate and Deen's method,
were slightly lower than the actual temperatures.
The pavement temperature distribution method developed by Southgate and Deen (~) has been used by
the Kentucky Department of Highways <i>, the Colorado Department of Highways (6), and the Utah Department of Transportation (2).once the mean pavement temperature has been
determined, a relationship between pavement temperature and deflection can then be developed. Deflection adjustment factor curves that relate deflections at various
temperatures
to corresponding
deflections at 60° F were developed by Southgate and
Deen (5).
Although the temperature adjustment factor curves
developed by Southgate and Deen have been commonly
used Ci-2> for dynamic deflections, these curves
were developed for Benkelman Beam data. A report by
Hoffman and Thompson (_!!_) indicates that there is
some question as to the correlation between Benkelman Beam deflection and dynamic deflection.

CLIMATE AND TEMPERATURE
The deflection of flexible pavements is dependent on
the subgrade strength. Because the strength of the
subgrade is moisture-dependent, the moisture of the
subgrade has a significant effect on the deflection
of the pavement. Unfortunately, quantitative measures of moisture content are generally not available for most situations. Also, as reported by
Jorgenson Cl), attempts to measure subgrade moisture
are not always successful.
It is well documented (_!,_!,~,2_-13) that spring
thaw has an adverse effect on pavement performance.
Because actual moisture data are not always available, a common method used to account for subgrade
moisture is to classify the months of the year into
groups with similar subgrade moisture content (6,9).
Colorado (6) developed a "critical factor" that
is used to ad]ust deflection readings made throughout the year to corresponding spring thaw deflections. The critical factors were developed for various time periods and regional factor combinations.
The regional factors were based on annual precipitation, elevation, drainage, frost, and other special
conditions.
Utah (2_) reported on how spring weight limits
could be developed based on dynamic deflections.
They indicated how monthly variations in climate
variables corresponded to changes in deflection. The
monthly climate variables considered were average
air temperature, precipitation, the number of days
above freezing, and the number of days below freezing.

TRAFFIC EFFECT
The traditional method of designing flexible pavements is based on the number of equivalent 18,000-lb
loads that the pavement will have to carry <l.!l.
Hardcastle (.!2_) reported that an interaction does
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exist between traffic loadings and the subgrade
strength of the pavement at the time of the loading.
Several points should be considered in the analysis of Dynaflect deflection data including the following:
1. The pavement surface temperature alone does
not accurately represent the temperature throughout
the pavement. As Southgate and Deen (5) indicated,
the previous 5-day mean air temperature-is useful in
estimating the temperature throughout the pavement.
2. When actual moisture data are not available,
part of the variability of deflection attributed to
moisture can be accounted for by dividing the year
into wet, dry, and frozen seasons.
3. Hardcastle (15) indicated that the effect of
traffic on deflecti;;; varies with the subgrade moisture at the time of application. Introduction of the
traffic data into the model, in such a way that the
subgrade moisture at the time of application is considered, may improve the model.
DYNAFLECT DATA
The data used for this project were collected by the
North Dakota State Highway Department (NDSHD) as
part of their Lakota Test Road project. The Lakota
Test Road was constructed in 1973.
The test road is a portion of United States Highway 2 (U.S. 2) and is located in the northeastern
part of the state, just to the east of Lakota, North
Dakota. U.S. 2 is a primary highway that runs east
and west across the northern part of North Dakota
and is 2 lanes wide in the area of the test road.
The test road consists of 76 different test sections. Each test section is 500-ft long and 1-lane
wide. Thirty-eight of the test sections are part of
the eastbound (south) lane of U.S. 2 and the other
38 test sections are part of the westbound (north)
lane.
TEST SECTIONS
The 76 test sections were constructed using two
types of bituminous surface layers and five different base types. One-half of the test sections were
asphalt cement (AC), 120-150 bituminous pavement.
The other half were slow-curing (SC), 3000 bi tuminous pavement.
The different bases consist of
gravel, tr-eated soil, treated aggregate, bituminous
stabilized aggregate, and portland cement concrete
mix. Table 1 gives the surface and base materials
used in the test road.
The test road sections also consist of four different surface and base thickness combinations. Surface thicknesses of 2 1/4 in. are combined with base
thicknesses of 4 and 6 in. The compositions of the
various test sections are given in Table 2 (south
lane) and Table 3 (north lane).
NDSHD personnel collected data on the test road
periodically each year from 1974 through 1982. Data
were collected frequently the first 4 years, and
only once a year the last 5 years.
The pavement Dynaflect deflections were measured
along the outside wheel path at 50-ft intervals for
each test section. This resulted in 10 deflection
observations per test section per collection date.
In all, approximately 38,000 deflection observations
were made and recorded.
SAMPLING PLAN
Because the number of deflection observations was so
large, the amount of computer storage space required
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TABLE 1 Materials Used in Test Road (3)

TABLE 3 Composition of Test Sections: North
Lane (3)

Description

Material
Surface
AC
SC

Test
Section
Number

120-lSO bituminous pavement
3000 bituminous pavement

Base

Gravel
Soil treatment

17
13
2
7

National standard gradation
Soil + 8% cement
Soil+ 2% lime+ 4% cement (with 4-in. base)
Soil+ 3% lime+ S% cement (with 6-in. base)

s

Aggregate treatment

3
18
12
1
24
36
30
22
32
31
21
37
27
2S
49
48
47
41
40
46
SS
S6
39
62
6S
S7
66
S8
67
S9
64
70
73

Aggregate + 7% cement
A&i:rei:ate + 2% lime + 17% fly ash
Bituminous
Aggregate+ 6.4% AC 120-lSO
Aggregate+ 6.6% AC 120-lSO
Aggregate+ 6.S% emulsified asphalt
Portland cement concrete
Aggregate+ 4.S bags of cement/yd 3
Aggregate+ 6.0 bags of cement/yd 3
Note: AC= asphalt cement and SC= slow curing.

for the analysis would be excessive. Thus, it was
computationally impractical to analyze the entire
data set as a whole. An alternative to using the entire data set was to use a random sample to represent the data set. The use of a random sample to
represent a large data file is an accepted practice
in data analysis.
To select a random sample, a random number function generator in the Statistical Analysis System,
(SAS), (16) was used. A deviate from a standardized

TABLE 2

Composition of Test Sections: South

Lane (3)
Test
Section
Number
lS
11
8

16
14
4
10
6
9

29
3S
28
23

8

Station

T

Type

T

Type

3S-40
40-4S
4S-SO
SO-SS
SS-60
60-6S
6S-70
70-7S
7S-80
80-8S
85-90
90-9S
95-100

4

4A
2A
SB
4B
4C
2B
3A
4A
SA
3A
4B

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

2

2

2
2
1

100 105

34
38
19
20
33
42

so

Sl
44
4S
43
S4
S2
S3
63
60
68
74
72

7S
76
69
71
61

lOS-110
110-1 lS
l lS-120
120-12S
12S-130
130-13S
13S-140
140-14S
14S-1SO
lSO-lSS
lSS-160
160-16S
16S-l 70
170-17S
17S-180
180-18S
18S-190
190-19S
l 9S-200
200-20S
20S-210
210-21S
21S-220
220-22S

6

6
6
6
6
6

1

4C

'B

2
2
2
1
2
2
2
2
2

6
6
6
6
6

4A
1
3A
2A
4C
2B
3B
2B
4A
4B
4C
4B
4C
4A
4B
2C
2A
SB
4A
SA
1
3B

6

'IC

'I

6

4C

4

6
6
6
6

4
4

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

6
6
6

8 Base and surface types as listed in Table 1.

Station

T

Type

T

Type

3S-40
40-4S
4S-SO
SO-SS
SS-60
60-6S
6S-70
70-7S
7S-80
80-8S
8S-90
90-9S
9S-100
100-lOS
lOS-110
110-1 lS
llS-120
120-12S
12S-130
130-13S
13S-140
140-14S
14S-1SO
lSO-lSS
lSS-160
160-16S
16S-170
170-17S
17S-180
180-18S
18S-190
190-19S
19S-200
200-20S
20S-210
210-21S
21S-220
220-22S

4
4
4
4
4
4
4

SB
2B
2A
4B
4C
3B
SA
3B
3A
4A
SB
2A
2C
2C
3B
3B
5A
SA
4B

2
2
2

2
2
1
2
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
1
1
2

'I

4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

6
6
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6

2

2
2
2
2

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2A
3A
SA
3B
2A
SB
SB
SA
3A
4A
SA
3A
1
2A
3A
3B
SB
2C
4B

1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
1

Surface 8

Base 3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

Surface 3

Base 3

4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

2

1
2
2
1
2
1
1

1
1

2
2
I

1

2

1
2
2
1
1
1
2
2
2
1
1
2
2

2
2
2
2

Base and surface types as given in Table 1.

normal distribution was generated for each observation. Observations that had a generated deviate
equal to -1.28 or less were used for the 10 percent
sample. The value of -1.28 corresponds to a tail
area of 10 percent. (A 10 percent sample was used
because it was small enough to be analyzed on the
computer system available, yet large enough to represent the data set.)
TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE
The

temperature of

the

pavement

was

recorded

when

the deflection readings were made. The temperatures
measured were partial depth mat temperatures. It was
recognized that these temperatures were neither surface temperatures nor mat temperatures. It is felt
that the pavement temperatures collected do not accurately represent the temperatures throughout the
pavement. The 5-day mean air temperatures, in addition to the temperatures collected, would be more
representative of the overall pavement temperatures.
Fourteen randomly selected test sections had
tubes installed that could be used to measure the
subgrade moisture. The tubes had sealed bottoms and
moisture-proof covers. The moisture of the subgrade
was measured using a Toxler Moisture Depth Probe
Model 1255.
Several problems were encountered with the use of
the moisture tubes. In his report, Jorgenson <;~_)
stated the following problems with the tubes:
l.
tube.

The

moisture

probe

would

not

fit

down

the
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2, Moisture leaked into the tube through the
sealed bottom.
3. The moisture-proof cover leaked as a result
of subgrade and pavement movement.
4. The moisture-proof cover was removed.
5. The tube cover was covered with a pavement
overlay.
6. The tube was removed by snowplows.
Because of these problems, the moisture data that
were collected for the first several years of the
study were not reliable. Moisture data were not collected in the latter years. Consequently, not enough
reliable moisture data were available to be used in
the deflection model directly.
Because sufficient moisture data were not available, the only alternative was to use some surrogate
measure to represent moisture content. The moisture
data collected were used, along with climatological
data, to classify the months of the year into wet
and dry subgrade moisture periods.
TRAFFIC
Traffic data for the test road were collected by the
NDSHD. The traffic data were collected at an automatic traffic recording station (ATR), which is located on U.S. 2 approximately 2.5 mi east of Lakota,
North Dakota.
The monthly axle counts in each direction were
recorded. Vehicle classification counts were also
made monthly. The classification counts, along with
the equivalent load factors used by the NDSHD, were
used to convert the monthly axle counts to equivalent 18-kip axle loads.

(a) the addition of dummy variables to represent the
different test sections; (b) the addition of climatological data (5-day mean temperature and seasonality); and (c) the addition of traffic data.
Although the test sections were assigned numbers,
the variable SEC is not a continuous variable and
could not be used in the analysis directly. Qualitative variables, such as SEC, could have been analyzed using one of two methods.
One possible method of analyzing test sections
would be to divide the data into subsets and analyze
each test section separately. Although this method
would be the easiest computationally, it has two
major drawbacks. One drawback to this method is that
a separate regression model would be required for
each test section. This would result in 76 independent regression models. Secondly, because the 76
regression models would be calculated independently,
there would be no basis for comparing the different
test sections.
The alternative to analyzing each test section
separately is to use indicator variables (.!l) , or
dummy variables, to represent the test sections.
This was accomplished by first breaking the test
sections down into their basic components. Two of
the components--the surface and base thicknesses-are continuous variables and two of the components-the surface and base materials--are qualitative
variables.
The variables' surface and base thickness (ST and
BT, respectively) were used in the analysis directly. Dummy variables were used to represent the 2
surface materials (SM) and the 11 base materials (Bl
through BlO). The values assigned to the dummy variables are given in Table 4. It should be noted that
Base SB is represented when variables Bl through BlO
all equal zero.

TABLE 4 Test Section
Components

CLIMATE
Climatological data are required for the calculation
of the 5-day mean air temperatures and for the subgrade moisture classlfication. Climatological data
are recorded daily and reported monthly for weather
stations throughout the country by the National
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. The weather
recording station nearest the Lakota Test Road is
approximately 12 mi east of the test sections, at
Petersburg, North Dakota.
The data required for the 5-day mean air temperature were the daily high and low temperatures for
the 5 days preceding each collection date. The
monthly mean air temperatures and the monthly normal
precipitation throughout the study period were of
~ nterest for the moisture classification.

Variable

Value

Re pre sen ts•

SM

I
0

AC 120-ISO
SC 3000
Base I
(not Base I)
Base 2A
(not Base 2A)
Base 2B
(not Base 2B)
Base 2C
(not Base 2C)
Base 3A
(not Base 3A)
Base 3B
(not Base 3B)
Base 4A
(not Base 4A)
Base 4B
(not Base 4 B)
Base 4C
(not Base 4C)
Base SA
(not Base SA)

Bl
B2
B3
B4
BS
B6
B7
B8

DATA PREPARATION
B9

The NDSHD has a Dynaflect deflection
stored on a computer tape. This was the
from which the 10 percent random sample
ated, as discussed previously. The data
tained the following variables:

data file
data file
was generfile con-

• The observation date (DATE);
• The pavement temperature (TEMP) ;
• The test section number (SEC) ;
•Eastbound or westbound lane (DIR);
•Observation location (STA); and
The five sensor deflections (Wl through WS).
The data set used for this study was created using
the sample generated from the Dynaflect deflection
data file. Changes made to the data sample include

BIO

I

0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0
I
0

aBase types as given in Tab1e 1.

By representing the test sections, as previously
stated, it was possible to analyze all of the test
sections simultaneously using one model. Also, using
this method, it was possible to compare the various
test sections and test the interaction between their
components.
Climatological information, which was added to
the data set included the 5-day mean air temperature
(TS) and a dummy variable used to indicate season
(SEAS) • The 5-day mean air temperatures were calcu-
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lated by averaging the daily high and low temperatures for the 5-days preceding the observation date.
This was done based on the report by Southgate and
Deen (~), as discussed earlier.
The dummy variable SEAS was added to the data set
in an attempt to consider the effects of subgrade
moisture on deflection. The first step in determining values for SEAS was to classify the months of
the year into groups with similar subgrade moisture.
The three classes used were wet, dry, and frozen
subgrade.
The season classifications were based on the mean
monthly air temperatures dur inq the study period;
the normal monthly precipitation; moisture data collected by the NDSHD, as reported by Jorgenson (3) 1
and spring load-limit information obtained from the
NDSHD.
The frozen season was determined primarily from
the mean monthly air temperatures during the study
period. December, January, February, and March were
clearly identified as frozen months. The transition
month, April, had a mean air temperature of 43.1°F.
Also, April was typically the month in which the
spring weight limits were imposed by the NDSHD.
Thus, April was considered as a wet month. The mean
air temperature for November, 28.3°F, was only
slightly below freezing 1 consequently, November was
classified as a dry month.
The cutoff point between the wet and dry classes
was not so easily defined. The moisture data collected did not vary much from date to date and were
not of much use in the season classification. The
moisture content for April and May was anticipated
to be high because of the spring thaw. In addition,
the month of June has the highest normal precipitation. It was decided to consider April through June
as wet months.
Although three season classes were determined,
only data collected during the wet and dry classes
were used in the analysis. Data collected during the
frozen class were deleted because the material properties of the subgrade change when frozen. The
values assigned to SEAS were 0 and 1, which represented the dry and wet classes, respectively.
It should be noted that SEAS was a general approximation of a moisture season classification. The
actual moisture season classification may have varied from year to year. Because no quantitative measure of subgrade moisture was available, the use of
a general approximation was the only method available that would consider the effects of moisture on
deflection and would be a typical approach to prediction or planning analysis.
The total traffic that has passed over the pavement at the time of the deflection reading was of
interest. A computer file was created that contained
the accumulated traffic loads by months. It was determined, as described previously, that the traffic
should be entered in the model in such a way that
the subgrade moisture (SEAS) during the period of
load application is considered. To consider the effect of SEAS, the monthly accumulated traffic loads
were combined to form seasonal cumulative traffic
loads for each month of the study period.

ANALYSIS
The development of a relationship between Dynaflect
deflection and temperature, moisture, and traffic
for various pavement cross sections was desired. One
means of accomplishing this is the use of regression. Because Dynaflect deflections are measured
using five sensors, regression equations must be
developed for each of the five sensors.
The traditional approach to this type of problem
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is to develop a univariate regression model for each
of the dependent variables (five sensors) individually. However, if a significant correlation exists
between the dependent variables, the resulting univariate models may be biased by the data for the
dependent variable being analyzed. The information
contained in the other dependent variables may reinforce or contradict that of the variable being analyzed. Multivariate analysis techniques are more
appropriate when the dependent variables are correlated (18). Multivariate techniques consider information contained in all of the dependent variables
simultaneously.
Because of the physical orientation of the Dynaflect, it is apparent that the deflections at the
five sensors are correlated. The first step of the
analysis of the data was to calculate the correlation matrix of the five sensor deflections. The correlation matrix between Wl through W5 is given in
Table 5. All of the correlations between the sensors
arc aignificant at a significance level of 1 percent. Because the five sensor deflections are highly
correlated, with values ranging from 0.3600 to
0.9337, multivariate techniques should be used to
analyze the deflection data.

TABLE 5 Correlation Between Sensor Readings
Sensor

WJ

W2

W3

W4

W5

Wl
W2
W3
W4
W5

l.0000
0.8516
0.5899
0.4095
0.3600

0.8516
l.0000
0.8540
0.6366
0.6196

0.5899
0.8540
l.0000
0.8980
0.8368

0.4095
0.6366
0.8980
l.0000
0.9337

0.3600
0.6196
0.8368
0.9337
l.0000

The regression coefficients and their standard
errors are identical for both univariate and multivariate regression. The difference between multivariate and univariate regression arises in the test
statistics used in hypothesis testing and in the
confidence limits used to test significance of regression coefficient estimates.
The multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA)
table is given in Table 6. The MANOVA table is similar to a univariate analysis of variance table. In
the MANOVA table, the total (T) sum of squares and
cross products (SSCP) matrix is partitioned into the
hypothesis (H) and error (E) SSCP matrices. The diagonals of the SSCP matrices are composed of the
univariate sum of squares. In univariate analysis of

TABLE 6 MANOVA Table
Source
Variation

df

Wilk's Statistic

SSCP Matrix

,
Nyy

Regression

k

H= f' X'Y-

Error

N-k-1

E= Y'Y- fx'Y

Total

N- l

T=H+E

A= \E\/(\H +El)

Note: k = number of regression terms, N =number of observations, f = matrix of regression coefficient estimates, X = matrix of independent variables, Y = matrix of dependent variables, y =vector of dependent variable means, H =hypothesis sum of
squares matrix, E =error sum of squares matrix, T =total sum of squares matrix, and
df = degrees or freedom.

variance, a function of the ratio of the hypothesis
to the error sum of squares is used to test the significance of the model. The corresponding test in
multivariate analysis is based on the E- 1 H matrix.
Because E- 1 H is a matrix, it is not suitable as
a test statistic in itself. Test statistics based on
the character is tic roots of the E- 1 H matrix have
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been developed (19). Wilk's statistic, as given in
Table 6, is conuncmly used to test the significance
of the regression model. Other test statistics based
on functions of the characteristic roots of the E- 1 H
matrix have been developed by Roy, Lawley and Hotelling, and Pillai. The test statistics and their
corresponding table values are given in Table 7.

TABLE 7 Multivariate Test Statistics
Test Statistic

Equation

Criterion for
Rejection of Ho

Wilk's Lambda
Roy'sGCR

A= IEl/IH+EI
8 =A/(!+;>..)

< U(p,k,N > 8(,,m,n)

Lawley-Hot elling

u = :EA;

s

i=l

Pillai's Trace

v=

k-1)

> u~(s,m,n)

s

:E Aj/( I +A;)
i= I

> Y(s,m,n)

Note: Ho= null hypothesis (r = 0), a= significance level, N = number of
ob~~!folions, P. = number of dependent varfoblcs, hi= characteristic roots
of F... ft, s = nun(df0 ,Jl), dfe = degrees of freedom for error, m =
(IP -k I - I )/2, 11 = (N - k - 11 - 2)/l, k " number orlnder>c111!e 111 vnrl·
ables, u11 = Wilk•~ L'unbdri Cric~rion, en.:: large:u chor~c:fcrislk rvo 1
distribu 1ion,
= l.h\\.·lcy- Hnh:lll.r-1 tt Trntc CrH erlon, l11ld v a. .e PHl,d'$

ug

Truce CrHerion .

The four test statistics given in Table 7 generally produce the same results; however, this is not
always true. Morrison (20) has stated under what
conditions which test statistic has the most power.
In multivariate regression, simultaneous confidence limits are used to test the significance of
the individual regression coefficients. The Roy-Bose
simultaneous confidence limits (~) are calculated
using the following expression:
(1)

wher e
the regression coefficient estimate,
the estimated standard error of the regression coefficient estimate, and
{dfe • [e a/(1- E>a)]}l/2
The simultaneous confidence intervals are wider than
the individual confidence intervals used in univariate regression.
One reason why multivariate regression is typically not used when appropriate is that the statistical computer packages are not well developed in
this topic area. Unlike univariate regression, there
are no computer model-building procedures available
for multivariate regression.

MULTI PLE REGRESSION MODEL
However, SAS (17-19) was used to perform many of the
calculations required in the regression model development. The MANOVA option under SAS's General Linear
Models (GLM) procedure was used to calculate the
regression coefficient estimates, their estimated
standard errors, and the error matrix (E). Using
GLM, the hypothesis (H) matrix and the four test
statistics were generated to test the significance
of the independent variables. However, these tests
are not partial tests.
Partial tests, for an independent variable, indicate whether or not the contribution of the variable
significantly improves the model. The partial tests
of the independent variables were performed using
the Roy-Bose simultaneous confidence intervals. if
the regression coefficient estimates for an indepen-

dent variable were not significant for all of the
dependent variables, that independent variable was
eliminated from the model.
The first step in building the multivariate regression model was to test the significance of the
variables that represent the test sections. The partial tests of the variables ST, BT, SM, Bl, B2, B7,
BB, and B9 were significant at alpha levels of 1
percent; therefore, these variables were left in the
model. The alpha level, or significance level, is
the probability of rejecting a true null hypothesis.
The additions of B3, B4, BS, and B6 did not significantly improve the model, based on partial tests at
levels of 1 percent significance. , Consequently,
these variables were excluded from the model.
Next, the climatological variables TEMP, TS, and
SEAS were added to the model and tested for signif icance. These variables were significant at alpha
levels of 1 percent and, therefore, were retained in
the model. Interaction terms TEMP*T5 and TS*SEAS
were also tested for significance. These interaction
terms also improved the model, at 1 percent significance levels, and were also retained in the model.
The variables WET, DRY, and FROZ, which represent
accumulated traffic by season, were then added to
the model. The model improvements attributed to WET
and DRY were significant at 1 percent; however, the
improvement attributed to FROZ was not significant.
WET and DRY were left in the model, although FROZ
was deleted.
Other interaction terms between (a) base material
and thickness, (b) surface material and thickness,
(c) surface material and TS, (d) surface thickness
and base thickness, and (e) base materials and TS
were also added to the model. None of the partial
tests for these interaction terms was significant.
These interactions did not significantly improve the
model; consequently, they were deleted from the
model.
The resulting model contained the following lS
independent terms: TEMP, TS, SEAS, SM, ST, BT I Bl I
B2, B7, BS, B9, WET, DRY, TEMP*TS, and SEAS*T5. The
model, in matrix form, is represented by the following expression:
(W] " (X] x (r] + (£]
nxS nxl6 16xS nxS

(2)

where
W
r
X

the
the
the
< = the
n = the

matrix of sensor deflections,
coefficient matrix,
matrix of independent variables,
matrix of errors, and
number of observations.

The errors of the < matrix are assumed to be independent and normally distributed, with mean O, and
variance E. The matrix of independent variables
contains l's in the first column to represent the
intercept. The matrix of regression coefficient estimates (f) and the matrix of the estimated standard errors of the coefficient estimates (cr) are
given in Table 8.
Roy-Bose simultaneous confidence intervals are
typica l l y used to test the s i gnificance of each of
the elements of the coefficient estimate matrix. Simultaneous intervals are used because they consider
information contained in all of the dependent variables simultaneously. The equation for the Roy-Bose
simultaneous confidence intervals was given earlier.
For this model, with degrees of freedom for error
equal to 34Sl and theta equal to 0.02, the value of '
Co was 8.39. If 8.39 multiplied by the estimated
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TABLE

8 Regression Coefficients and Standard Errors

f

WI

W2

W3

W4

ws

INTERCEPT
TEMP
TS
SEAS
SM
ST
BT
Bl
B2
B7

0.10165
0.02324"
0.03329'
-0.27352
-0.02511
-0.10038'
-0.04136
0.40242"
0.31594 8
0.03881
0.05188
0.30479'
3.29E-5 8
-9.64E-6'
-0.00036 3
0.00696

-0.07906
0.01767'
0.02652 8
-0.46012
-0.04965
-0.03322
0.01044
-0.04755
0.07964
-0.07566
-0.08071
-0.00881
1.88E-5'
-4.99E- 6
-0.00030"
0.01038 8

-0.11704
0.01110'
0.01576'
- 0.47327'
-0.08908'
-0.00686
0.05094'
-0.23621 a
- 0.05355
- 0. 13161 8
-0.15520"
- 0. 14729"
1.29E-5'
-3.18E-6
- 0.00020'
0.00965'

0.03805
0.00635"
0.00837'
-0.38 827'
-0.06427'
-0.00673
0.04189'
-0.19036 8
-0.05834
-0.08833 8
0.11960"
-0.12703'
l.40E- 5'
-3.91E-6 3
-0.00012•
0.00761 a

0.11022
0.00367'
0.00460"
-0.30897'
-0.03768 8
-0.00632
0.02954 8
-0.11557'
-0.04426
-0.04354 8
0.07634"
-0.07732 8
9.95E-6'
-2.85E-6 8
-7. 14E-5"
0.00562 3

0.1223~

0.07334
0.00123
0.00139
0.05693
0.01153
0.00574
0.00590
0.02807
0.01877
0.01927
0.01944
0.01932
l.86E-6
6.70E- 7
2.09E-5
0,00104

0.04919
0.00083
0.00093
0.03818
0.00773
0.00385
0.00396
0.01883
0.01259
0.01292
0.01304
0.01296
l.25E-6
4.50E-7
1.40E-5
0.00070

0.03612
0.00061
0.00068
0.02804
0.00568
0.00283
0.00290
0.01387
0.00924
0.00949
0.00958
0.00952
9.20E-7
3.30E-7
1.03E-5
0.00051

0.02541
0.00043
0.00048
0.0197 3
0.00400
0.00199
0.00204
0.00973
0.00650
0.00668
0.00674
0.00670
6.50E-7
2.30E-7
7.25E- 6
0.000 36

BB
B9
WET
DRY
TEMP*T5
T5*SEAS

a
INTERCEPT
TEMP
TS
SEAS
SM
ST
BT
BI
B2
B7

BB
B9
WET
DRY
TEMP*T5
T5*SEAS

0.00206
o.oo~:n

0.09497
0.01924
0.00957
0.00984
0.04683
0.03131
0.03214
0.03248
0.03223
3.1 IE-6
1.1 !E-6
3.49E-5
0.00174

aCoefficient estimates significant at one percent.

standard error of the coefficient estimate
is
greater than the absolute value of the hypothesized
coefficients, then the coefficient estimate is not
significantly different from zero. The elements that
were significantly different from zero, at an alpha
level of 1 percent, are indicated with an asterisk
in Table B.
The MANOVA table and the corresponding multivariate test statistics are given in Table 9. All four
of the test statistics were significant. The MANOVA
table supported the conclusion that the regression
was significant, at an alpha l evel of 1 percent.
The univariate coefficient of determination (R-

TABLE 9 MANOVA Results

MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION

Source of
Variation

Degrees
of
Freedom

Regression

15

H -"'

506.0 305.0 158.4
305.0 224.8 148.4
!5 8. 4 148.4 123.8
[ 89.8 93. 1 85.0
58.5 59.8 55.4

89.8
93.1
85.0
62.7
41.5

58.51
59.8
55.4
41.5
28.2

3451

E=

1087.8 538.4 248.7
538.4 390.5 217.8
248.7 217.8 175.!
[ 115.4 122 . 9 l 09.8
65.8 73.0 69.6

115.4
122.9
109 8
94.8
59.8

65.8]
73.0
69.6
59.8
46.5

3466

!593.8 843.4 407.1205.2124.3]
843.4 615.3 366.2 2 16.0 132.8
T=
407. 1366.2298.9 194.8125.0
[ 205.2 216.0 194.8 157 .5 101.3
124.2 132.8 125 .0 101.3 74.7

Error

Total

SQUARE) indicates what portion of the total var iation is explained by a univariate model. However,
the overall fit of a multivariate model is not as
easily measured. The canonical correlation corresponding to the largest characteristic root is a
relative measure of the fit of the model. Although
the first canonical correlation does not directly
measure the overall fit of the model, it is useful
in measuring improvements made to the model. The
corresponding univariate R-Square values
for Wl
through WS are 0.3172, 0.3644, 0.4113, 0.3977, and
0.3713, respectively. Although these values are rel atively low, they are for real data, which contain
much variability.

SSCP Matrix

Note: The tesls of null hypothesis are expressed as Ho: r = 0, where Wilk's
Lambda= 0.3108 < 0.9156 reject Ho, Lawley-Ho telling Trace = 1.4468 > 1.000
reje ct Ho, Pillai's Trace= 0.9658 > 0.2680 reject Ho, a nd Roy's GCR = 0.4240
> 0.0200 reject Ho.

To further check the aptness of the model, residual
plots were made for each of the five sensor readings. These plots indicate that the model is adequate. None of the five residual (versus predicted)
plots shows any systematic tendencies. The predicted
versus actual plots are clustered around the 45degree line. This indicates that the model predictions and the actual values tend to be equal (Figures 2 and 3).
To check the regression model, a second 10 percent
random sample was generated from the data file. The
coefficient estimate matrix (r) from the first sample
was applied to the second sample.
The residual versus predicted and the predicted
versus actual plots were made for each of the five
sensor readings. As with the plots for the first
sample, these plots indicate that the model is adequate. The residual plots did not show any systematic trends. The prediction versus actual plots,
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which are clustered around the 4S-degree line, indicate that the predicted and actual values tend to be
equal.
The results of mathematically based models often
do not conform to real-life situations. To verify
the model, the results were checked for areas that
do not conform to the physical behavior of flexible
pavements. This was done to ensure that the model
developed was practical. As indicated, the predicted
versus actual plots show that the predicted deflections are representative of the actual deflections.
Also, the results of the model tend to agree with
expected relationships.

MODEL INTERPRETATION
The interpretation of the model and the drawing of
conclusions from the results is not a straightforward process. As often is the case with real data,
the data set contains a large amount of unexplained
variability.
The fact that data were collected over a 9-year
period may have been a source of some of the var ia tion. Over the collection period, the personnel
collecting the data, the calibration of the Dynaflect, and the exact location of deflection readings
may have varied. Other sources of variation may have
also included inconsistencies in construction and
maintenance.
Jorgenson (].) listed areas of the test road that
had been patched or repaired. However, an adequate
record was not kept as to whether or not deflection
readings were taken on patched areas and included in
the data file. Many of the test sections also experienced rutting. It is not known if the location of
the deflection readings was moved from the outside
wheel path in the areas where ruts had been filled.
It was also reported by Jorgenson (3) that most
of the test sections constructed with the soil base
required major repair. Three test sections 2, 13,
and 70 (soil + lime base) failed within the first
few years and were repaired, yet deflection readings
were still taken on these sections.

BASE EFFECTS
In the following sections, the results of the model
are discussed. All references to significance are
based on multivariate tests at a 1 percent alpha
level.
The thickness of the base did not significantly
affect the deflections at sensors 1 and 2. This does
not indicate that the thickness of the base in itself was nonsignificant, but rather that there was
no significant difference between the 4- and 6-in.
thicknesses.
The deflections at sensors 3 through S were directly related to the base thickness. This indicates
that as the base thickness increases, the spreadability of the pavement also increases. Increases in
both base thickness and spreadability are associated
with a stronger pavement structure.
The variables B3, B4, BS, and B6 did not significantly affect the regression model. Therefore, the
five sensor deflections for the following base materials were not significantly different than those
for Base SB (aggregate + 6.0 bag cement) as shown in
the following tab1e:
Base
2A,2B
3A
3B
SA

Description
soil + lime
aggregate +
aggregate +
aggregate+

+ cement
cement
lime + flyash
4.S bag cement

The weaker soil base materials were probably included in this group as a result of the extreme
amount of repair and maintenance they received
throughout the study period, The repair and maintenance received by the soil-based sections improved
their structural characteristics to a level similar
to that of the stronger bases.
The deflections for Base 1 (gravel); Base 2A (soil
+ cement) ; Bases 4A and 4B (aggregate + asphaltic cement); and Base 4C (aggregate + emulsified asphalt)
were significantly different than those for Base SB
(aggregate+ 6.0 bag cement). However, not all of
the five sensor deflections for these bases were
significantly different.
The first sensor deflections for Bases 1, 2A, and
4C were significantly larger than those for Base SB.
A larger deflection for sensor 1 (DMD) was expected
for these weaker bases. Bases 4A and 4B had first
sensor deflections that were not significant; thus,
indicating that there was no significant difference
in overall strength between the asphaltic cement and
6.0 bag cement-aggregate treatments.
The deflections for the second sensor were not
significant for these five bases. It should be
noted, however, that the second sensor deflection
was not significant for any of the bases. The third,
fourth, and fifth sensor deflections were significantly lower for Bases 1, 4A, 4B, and 4C than those
for Base SB. This resulted in a lower spreadability
for these bases, which indicates a lower base
strength. The deflections at sensors 3 through S
were not significant for Base 2A. However, primarily
because of its larger deflection at sensor 1, Base
2A also had a lower spreadability than Base SB.

SURFACE EFFECTS
The surface thickness was only significant for the
first sensor deflections. The deflections at sensor
1 (DMD) were inversely related to the surface thickness. This indicates that the overall strength of
the pavement structure increases as the surface
thickness increases. As with the base thickness, the
surface thickness only indicates whether or not the
difference between the two surface thicknesses was
significant.
The surface material did not significantly affect
the deflection at sensors 1 and 2. However, the deflections at sensors 3 through S were significantly
lower for the SC 3000 bituminous than for the AC
120-lSO bituminous pavement. This resulted in the SC
3000 pavement having a lower spreadability and less
ability to carry a load, which is expected.

CLIMATOLOGICAL EFFECTS
The pavement surface temperature (TEMP) , the S-day
mean air temperature (TS) , and their interaction
term (TEMP*TS) were significant for all five sensor
readings. The sensor deflections were directly affected by both the surface temperature and the mean
air temperature. As expected, because of the dependency of the stiffness of asphaltic material on
temperature, an increase in the temperature resulted
in an increase in pavement deflection.
The sensor deflections were inversely related to
the TEMP*TS interaction. This indicates that as one
of the temperatures increases, the effect of the
other temperature decreases. It should be noted that
the pavement surface temperature and the S-day mean
air temperature were related. At lower mean air
temperatures, the surface temperature had a lower
value, and at higher mean air temperatures, the surface temperature had a higher value.

Rohlf and Rogness

The T5*SEAS interaction was significant for sensors 2 through 5, The effect of the 5-day mean air
temperature was significantly higher for sensors 2
through 5 during the wet season. At 5-day mean air
temperatures below approximately 50°F, the deflections at sensors 3 through 5 were lower during the
wet season. This resulted in a lower spreadability
during the wet season, which indicated weaker support conditions. At mean air temperatures above approximately 50°F, the effects of the mean air temperature were significantly higher during the wet
season.
TRAFFIC EFFECTS
The effects of traffic varied with the season during
which the loads were applied. Traffic loads applied
during the frozen season (FROZ) did not significantly affect the deflections. The traffic loads applied during the wet season (WET) had the greatest
effect on the sensor deflections. The sensor deflections were directly related to the accumulated traffic loads applied during the wet season.
The model indicates that the deflections were inversely related to the traffic applied during the
dry season (DRY) 1 however, this indication is misleading. If the . variable WET is removed from the
model, the deflections were directly related to DRY.
Under the traffic loading combinations applied to
the test road, the net result is a direct relationship between deflection and accumulated traffic.
CONCLUSIONS
The following are major conclusions that can be
drawn from the analysis of the Dynaflect data and
the interpretation of the regression model.
1. Dynaflect deflections for the five sensors
were highly correlated;
therefore,
multivariate
analysis techniques should be used to analyze Dynaf lect data.
2. The base thicknesses and materials used for
the various test sections were similar in structural
strength. The resulting model did not show a significant difference between the routinely maintained
soil, the aggregate, and the portland cement base
treatments.
3. The surface thicknesses and surface material
had significant effects on the sensor deflections.
The first sensor deflection was directly related to
the surface thickness. The AC 120-150 bituminous
pavement was significantly stronger than the SC 3000
bituminous pavement.
4. Both surface temperature and mean air temperature significantly affected the pavement deflections.
5. The season of the year had a significant effect on pavement deflection as the effects of temperature on deflection were significantly different
for wet and dry seasons.
6, Pavement deflections were significantly affected by the amount of traffic that had passed over
the pavement. The effect of traffic varied with the
season in which it was applied. Traffic applied during the wet season had the greatest effect on deflection. Traffic applied during the frozen season
did not significantly affect deflection.
7. The regression model developed between Dynaflect deflections and pavement materials properties,
temperature, moisture season, and traffic can be
used to explain some of the variability in deflection data. As a result, data collected over various
conditions can be compared on a more equivalent
basis.
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RECOMMENDATIONS
The following recommendations are made on how future
test road studies could be improved.
1. The number of different pavement compositions
studied should be reduced.
2. Base thicknesses and materials used should
cover a wider range and the strength of the pavements studied should be more dispersed. Pavement
structures with
insufficient strength,
however,
should be avoided.
3. More precise records should be kept on pavement maintenance and repair. Deflection readings
should not be included for areas that have received
sufficient repair
to significantly alter
their
strength.
4. Deflection readings should be taken at uniform time intervals throughout the study period.
However, the total number of readings taken for the
study could be reduced.
5. Alternate methods of collecting moisture data
should be investigated.
If the study is to be performed as a part of a
statewide pavement management program, these additional recommendations are made.
1. The test road should be constructed on a
roadway that has typical traffic volumes for the
state. U.S. 2 has considerably higher traffic volumes than a majority of North Dakota's roadways.
2. North Dakota falls into two climate zones.
Similar test roads should be constructed in each
climate zone.
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